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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

A
bbreviations for editions of Greek papyri follow J. F. Oates et alii,
Checklist of Editions of Greek and Latin Papyri, Ostraca and Tablets, 4th

ed., Atlanta 1992 [= Bulletin of the American Society of Papyrologists Supple-
ment 7], with later supplements (available on-line at <http://scriptorium.
lib.duke.edu/papyrus/texts/clist.html>). In addition, the following are
used: 

AE = R. Cagnat, A. Merlin et alii, L’Année épigraphique, initially pub-
lished in Révue archéologique, later in form of independent volumes.

‘Bull. épigr.’ = Jeanne & L. Robert et alii, ‘Bulletin épigraphique’, [in:]
Revue des Études Grecques (see under particular years).

IG = Inscriptiones Graecae, Berlin 1903 ff. 
IGLSyr = Inscriptions grecques et latines de la Syrie, Beyrouth, later Paris

1929 ff.
MAMA = Monumenta Asiae Minoris Antiqua, Manchester 1928 ff. 
PG = J.-P. Migne (ed.), Patrologiae cursus completus, series Graeca, i-clxi,

Paris 1857–66.
SEG = J. E. Hondius et alii, Supplementum Epigraphicum Graecum, Leiden,

later Amsterdam 1923 ff. 
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INTRODUCTION

T
his book contains the publication of the Greek and Coptic
inscriptions that were brought to light during archaeological work on 

the site of Qasr Ibrim (Egyptian Nubia) carried out by the Egypt Explo-
ration Society from 1963 onwards.1 It does not include earlier epigraphic
finds,2 even though they are constantly referred to. Most of these earlier
finds fall into three distinct groups. The first consists of eight or nine
inscriptions, which Georg Steindorff obtained in Qasr Ibrim in the
spring of 1900, and which subsequently became part of the collection of
the Egyptian Museum of Leipzig University. Their publication by Tonio
Sebastian Richter is forthcoming.3 The second group was discovered dur-
ing the so-called second Nubian campaign in the 1930s, and was included
almost entirely in the first volume of Ugo Monneret de Villard’s opus mag-
num, La Nubia medioevale.4 The third group consists of six stelae found by

1 It is impossible to give the full bibliography of the excavations here. In addition to
some important monographs (Adams 1996; Rose et alii 2007) and publications of textual
finds (Plumley 1975c; Plumley & Browne 1988; Browne 1989 and 1991; Hinds

& Sakkout 1986), the reports that appeared in the Journal of Egyptian Archaeology remain
indispensable. 

2 With the exception of a single inscription recorded by Richard Lepsius in the 1840s,
republished below under no. 2.

3 To appear as part of the catalogue of the Egyptian Museum of Leipzig University. Pre-
liminarily see Richter 1999, and the same in Catalogue Hamm: 131, no. 90a–b, and
Krauspe 1997: 132; see also Felber et alii 2000. It is unknown what happened to the ‘Cop-
tic steles’ that were found in the medieval cemetery located ‘in the bay to the north of the
fortress’ by D. Randall-MacIver and A. E. P. Weigall in 1906 or 1907 (see Weigall

1907: 121, n. 1).
4

Monneret de Villard 1935–57: i, 112–15; see additionally Monneret de Villard

1931: 7–10; van der Vliet 2006: 219–23. 
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INTRODUCTION

Walter B. Emery during his excavations of mainland cemeteries in
autumn 1961. Their publication, by Edmund S. Meltzer, appeared in
Anthony J. Mills’ 1982 report on Emery’s work.5 An isolated stela that sur-
faced in commerce in the 1960s was published by Gesa Schenke in 2000.6

Almost without exception, these earlier finds are funerary stelae
inscribed in Coptic. Another category of inscriptions that is not  included
in the present publication are the graffiti that can be found on various
locations in or near Qasr Ibrim, in particular in the Cathedral,7 in the
Church on the Point8 and on the so-called Gebel Maktub, a hill-top site
east of Qasr Ibrim.9 The historically important graffiti of the latter site
will be published separately by the present authors. 

A vast majority of the ninety-two inscriptions published below are
funerary in nature (nos. 18–92). The heterogeneous group of seventeen
non-funerary texts is composed of building or dedication inscriptions
(nos. 1 and 2, perhaps also 3 and 4), signatures (nos. 5 and 6), apotropaica
(nos. 7–9), two legal documents (an ecclesiastical ban and a deed of dona-
tion, nos. 10 and 11, respectively), a visitor’s inscription (no. 12), frag-
ments (nos. 13–16), and an instrumentum (a seal, no. 17). Among the large
number of funerary inscriptions, the bishops’ epitaphs stand out as a sep-
arate group (nos. 18–26) as do the painted inscriptions from the burial
vaults of two tombs in the Cathedral area (nos. 91–2). 

Except for nos. 40, 46, 51, 64, 66, 69, and 72, which were discovered
on the mainland, all remaining inscriptions published below came to light

4

5
Mills 1982: 82–4, pls. lxxv–lxxvi, xci. 

6
Schenke 2000. The provenance of the stela is not indicated but formal criteria  clearly

place it among the Qasr Ibrim finds (see the commentary to no. 37 below). 
7 Cf. Gartkiewicz 1982: 89, with figs. 7 and 8. He mentions several graffiti with the

name of Bishop Mielkouda. 
8 For a dipinto of Bishop Mielkouda, most probably the same person who appears in the

graffiti from the Cathedral, see KjØlbye-Biddle 1994: 31–2, fig. 12.
9 One of these graffiti is known in an inadequate copy since the middle of the 19th cen-

tury (Barth 1850: 269–70); see Jakobielski 1972: 104, for an improved reading and exten-
sive discussion. Two further items are shown on the photo published in Plumley & Adams

1974: pl. li.
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INTRODUCTION

at different places on the citadel of Qasr Ibrim.10 Yet only two items, the
inscriptions in the two tombs, were found in situ. All others were discov-
ered in various secondary contexts. Some of them must originate from
the citadel itself, and even from the Cathedral. Above all, the group of
bishops’ stelae and perhaps also some of the more important funerary
monuments of lay-men (nos. 55 and 57, perhaps also 63) probably
belonged to the cemetery area near the Cathedral. Also the building
inscriptions, the signatures of craftsmen, the apotropaica, the visitor’s
inscription, and the legal documents must have belonged to one or more
churches on the citadel. The situation is different, however, for many of
the more modest funerary stelae of private persons that were most likely
brought up as building material from the cemeteries outside the town in
the Ottoman period. 

The inscriptions all document the Christian period in Nubia’s history,
covering a time span roughly from the sixth–seventh centuries to the
middle of the fourteenth. Among the earliest are the building inscrip-
tions, and among the latest some of the bishops’ epitaphs (nos. 21 and 24)
and the visitor’s inscription. In general, the non-funerary inscriptions
seem to be older than the bulk of the funerary monuments. 

Whereas the earlier finds from Qasr Ibrim, mentioned above, were
predominantly in Coptic, the material presented here offers a somewhat
different picture. A small majority of the inscriptions is in Greek while
the remainder is in Sahidic Coptic. Among the more elaborate  high-
status funerary inscriptions, for example the bishops’ epitaphs, Greek
prevails, whereas Coptic occurs mainly, though not exclusively, in the
modest tombstones of private persons. In this respect, the situation in
Qasr Ibrim seems to differ from the circumstances of Faras and Sai, fur-
ther south, where several bishops left funerary monuments in Coptic.11

10 For more details, see the register of findspots at the end of the book. 
11 As far as Faras is concerned, the following bishops had epitaphs in Coptic: Thomas,

died ad 862 (Jakobielski 1972: 75–9), Aaron, died ad 972 (van der Vliet 2003: no. 3),
Petrou i, died ad 999 (Jakobielski 1972: 135–9), Petrou ii, died ad 1062 (van der Vliet

2003: no. 4), Georgiou, died ad 1097 (van der Vliet 2003: no. 5). In Sai, Coptic was the
language of the epitaphs of Kerikos, floruit c. ad 800 (van der Vliet, in Martin et alii

5
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But also the two burial vaults near the Cathedral and the two legal docu-
ments were inscribed in Coptic. In addition to Greek and Coptic, some
of the later Greek epitaphs incorporate words and phrases in Old Nubian
(nos. 18, 19, 24, 63, 79, 80).

While the non-funerary documents vary in nature and appearance, the
funerary monuments are predominantly stone stelae. Only two pieces are
in terracotta (nos. 51 and, presumably, 52). Most of the others are undec-
orated stone slabs. Among those that bear decoration of some kind, one
group stands out clearly. These are characterised by an elaborate sculp-
tured decoration, framing the text, which takes the form of an aedicula
crowned by a conch or three cupolas surmounted by crosses.12 To this
type belong the majority of the bishops’ epitaphs and some other major
tombstones, most of them in Greek.13 Chronologically, they belong to the
classical period of Nubian Christianity, in the tenth – twelfth centuries. 

As for the texts, the funerary inscriptions can be divided into various
classes. To the simplest and probably earliest textual types belong the
Greek epitaph with the name of the deceased and a single verb stating his
death (no. 27), and another with the formula ‘here lie the remains of nn’
(no. 28). Also the rather numerous Coptic epitaphs with the formula ‘the
memorial of nn’ or ‘for the commemoration of nn’ belong to a typologi-
cally early group (nos. 29–37). A further development of the Coptic funer-
ary formula is represented by the stelae of the type ‘in accordance with
the verdict of God’ (nos. 38 and 39) and the unique example of the
‘Totenklage’-type (no. 40). Greek and Coptic stelae that ascribe the event
of death to divine providence (pronoia) represent a further typological
development and belong chronologically to the classical Christian period
(nos. 41–52). Also four of the bishops’ epitaphs (nos. 20, 21, 23, 25) are
part of this group. Close to these are the Greek epitaphs that mention

6

2005: no. 115), Iesou, died ad 1054 (van der Vliet 2003: no. 27), and Dioskoros (after ad

1054; unpublished, but see Grimal & Adly 2004: 130–1, pl. xv, fig. 41). 
12 For a discussion of the iconographic and artistic aspects of these stelae, see Plumley

1970. 
13 The stela of the woman Marianta (no. 57) should be mentioned here in the first place.

For a list of other tombstones of the same type, see below, n. 53. 
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God’s ‘will and inclination’ as the cause of death (nos. 53 and 54). The
remaining identifiable Greek formulae represent the characteristic
Nubian ‘God of the spirits’ type, which group includes five of the episco-
pal stelae (nos. 18, 19, 22, 24, 26) and three others (nos. 57–9). The texts
of this type that figure in the present corpus can be dated to the same
period as those of the pronoia-type. 

In a general sense, the inscriptions published here reflect the values of
the literate upper strata of medieval Nubian society. Otherwise, most of
them provide very little information about their owners or patrons. The
major exception are the bishops’ stelae. Earlier in their lives, three of the
bishops were archimandrites, abbots of major monasteries (Georgiou and
Marianou of Qasr Ibrim [nos. 20 and 21, respectively], and Marianou of
Faras [no. 22]), and two of these began their career as notarii of the eparch
(Georgiou and Marianou of Qasr Ibrim [nos. 20 and 21, respectively]).
Bishop Marianou of Faras acted as an envoy, perhaps of the king of
Makuria, to the capital of Egypt (no. 22). Another Marianou, this time of
Qasr Ibrim, may have held a position at the royal court (no. 21). Among
other clergy, two priests and a monk are represented in the corpus (nos.
27, 28, 39). Also the ecclesiastical ban (no. 10) appears to reflect the world
of the clergy. 

The important role of ecclesiastical institutions in medieval Nubia is
also apparent in the inscriptions recording a donation to an unknown
topos (no. 11) and, furthermore, in various mentions of church owner-
ship.14 A woman Marianta owned a church in Tamit (no. 57), while two of
the bishops also owned churches, the precise location of which is regret-
tably unknown (nos. 22 and 23). Another bishop patronised the building
of a church, perhaps the Cathedral of Qasr Ibrim itself (no. 2).

Apart from revealing in a general way patterns of commemoration and
ideas about death and afterlife, the inscriptions throw yet more light on
religion in medieval Nubia. The popularity of the cult of angelic beings
can be measured by the churches and monasteries that are named after
them: Michael (no. 23), Raphael (no. 57: a church; nos. 20 and 21: a mon -

14 For ‘owning’ churches in Christian Nubia, see Łajtar & van der Vliet 1998, and fur-
ther below, the commentary to no. 22, ll. 11–12. 

7
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INTRODUCTION

astery) and the Four Living Creatures (no. 22). The seven Archangels are
invoked, together with the Apostles, in a prayer for protection in one of
the inscribed tombs (no. 91 f). The popular cryptogram for Michael,
inscribed on a small block of sandstone, may have had an apotropaic use
(no. 7). The same is true for the Apostles’ names that appear on bricks
undoubtedly belonging to a foundation deposit (nos. 8 and 9). The invo-
cation of the God of Makarios in a Greek epitaph (no. 56) is most prob-
ably a witness to the cult of Saint Makarios the Great in Qasr Ibrim. 

Remaining within the ecclesiastical sphere, the remarkable fact must
be noted that at least four of nine bishops’ epitaphs commemorate bish-
ops of dioceses other than Qasr Ibrim. Three were bishops of Kourte, to
the north of Qasr Ibrim, and one of Faras, to its south, but all  apparently
died and were buried at Qasr Ibrim. The fact that bishops of other dio-
ceses resided in Qasr Ibrim is confirmed by various Old Nubian docu-
ments from the town.15 For this phenomenon two explanations can be
envisaged. Perhaps the bishops visited the court of the eparch of Noba-
dia, the highest civil authority in the northern part of Makuria, who had
his residence in Qasr Ibrim in the twelfth century, and possibly already
earlier.16 Alternatively, their presence at Qasr Ibrim might reflect a form
of internal organisation of the Nubian church, with Qasr Ibrim as the
seat of a primate who gathered his bishops periodically. 

Yet also worldly offices occur in the corpus. A man with the rare title
of exarch (no. 43) and another who was meizoteros (no. 56) represent the
Nubian state apparatus. The signatures of an architect (no. 5) and a fam-
ily of latomoi (no. 6) testify to the building activity in early Christian Qasr
Ibrim. 

8

15 Thus, two Old Nubian documents belonging to the archive buried under the floor of
House 177 at Qasr Ibrim (second half of the 12th – first years of the 13th century) show
bishops of Kourte acting as witnesses to deeds drawn up in Qasr Ibrim, which presup-
poses their presence there; cf. Browne 1991: nos. 37, ll. 21–2 (Bishop Darme) and 41, ll. 8–9
(Bishop Marianou). The Old Nubian letter of Aron, bishop of Faras, to Isou, bishop of Sai,
from the same archive (Browne 1991: no. 57), seems to indicate that bishops of Sai also
held temporary residence at Qasr Ibrim in this period. 

16
Adams 1996: 42–58 and 245–6. 
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INTRODUCTION

Among the persons commemorated in the funerary stelae, in particu-
lar the Coptic ones, there is a remarkable number of women.17 Possibly
this points to the presence of a major women’s convent in the neigh-
bourhood of Qasr Ibrim.18 Perhaps more plausibly, it could be interpret-
ed as further evidence for the high status that women could enjoy in
Nubian society. This is clearly illustrated by the case of Marianta, who
was the owner of a church and was commemorated by a richly decorated
stela inscribed in Greek, much like the bishops’ tombstones (no. 57).

In one of his reports on the excavations at Qasr Ibrim, J. Martin Plum-
ley, the first director of the ees mission, observed that ‘Ibrim’s special
contribution [to the recovery of the history of Nubia] is to be found in
the extensive and varied written material which favorable climatic condi-
tions and the accidents of history have combined to preserve’.19 He pri-
marily had texts on parchment and paper in mind, but inscriptions also
have their share in this wealth of material, as the present book shows. 

17 The male-female ratio in the non-episcopal funerary monuments is 17 to 10. In thirty-
seven cases the sex of the commemorated person is uncertain.

18 The presence of such a convent is suggested by the epitaph of Kerge, quoted in the
commentary to no. 39. 

19
Plumley 1975d: 101. 

9
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NOTE ON
THE PRESENT EDITION

T
he following edition of the Greek and Coptic inscriptions dis-
covered during the archaeological field work of the Egypt Explo-

ration Society at Qasr Ibrim since 1963 is entirely based upon the archives
of these excavations, kept at the Faculty of Oriental Studies of Cam-
bridge University till Spring 2008, and presently stored in the British
Museum, London, Department of Egyptian and Sudanese Antiquities.
All technical information about the inscriptions (excavation numbers,
find circumstances, measurements, etc.) derives almost exclusively from
this source. Except for very few cases, also the editions of the texts them-
selves have not been made after the originals, but after the photos and
other documentation produced by the excavators during over forty years
of diligent work. In order to facilitate the work of future scholars we refer
to whatever relevant archival information that we have been able to find
at the beginning of each entry. As is hardly astonishing, considering the
richness of the finds, the difficult circumstances in the field and the long
period of time involved, the documentation may be found incomplete
occasionally and photos are lacking for some pieces. 

The material consists of a majority of funerary inscriptions and a small-
er mixed group of non-funerary inscriptions. The latter group, which
includes for example building inscriptions, is presented first (nos. 1–17).
Within the funerary material, two groups have been treated separately:
the tenth – twelfth-century epitaphs that can with certainty be attributed
to bishops are presented as a small corpus before the bulk of the epitaphs
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NOTE ON THE PRESENT EDITION

commemorating their flock (nos. 18–26), and the apotropaic dipinti
inscribed on the plastered interior walls of two burial chambers, which by
their nature and purpose distinguish themselves from epitaphs proper,
are discussed after the other funerary material (nos. 91–2). The remain-
ing funerary inscriptions are all epitaphs, which as far as possible have
been grouped together according to their textual formulary, going from
typologically earlier to later (nos. 27–59; see the ‘Introduction’). A large
group of fragmentary epitaphs proved too much damaged to allow classi-
fication (nos. 60–90).

In the inscriptions presented below, two different languages have been
used, Greek and Coptic, not counting the occasional Old Nubian, and
accordingly two epigraphists have been at work, each with his own back-
ground and approach. Yet, since the material is at the same time homo-
geneous from all other points of view (technically, historically, socio -
logically, and ideologically), we have endeavored to integrate our work
wherever feasible and present the material as one bilingual corpus.
We closely cooperated in elaborating our commentaries and tried to
reach an acceptable degree of consistency in the presentation of the
texts. We have certain individual differences in style and method allowed
to remain, however.

In the edition of the inscriptions, Greek text is transcribed wherever
possible into Greek minuscules, Coptic and Old Nubian into the Sahidic
uncial script of Late Antiquity, as is habitual. The disposition of the texts
on the stone and their individual use of punctuation marks have been
reproduced as faithfully as possible. The translations are meant to be lit-
eral rather than literary. Measurements are always given in the order
height x width x thickness.

The text critical signs of the so-called Leiden-system have been adopted.
The value of the signs is as follows:

(abg) (abg) Resolution of abbreviation or symbol
[abg] [abg] Lacuna in the text
<abg> <abg> Letters omitted by the writer or evident mistakes of

the writer corrected by the editor

12
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NOTE ON THE PRESENT EDITION

{abg} {abg} Letters erroneously written by the writer and deleted
by the editor 

_abg´ åabgØ Letters written, then deleted, by the writer
a`b`g` àb̀g̀ Letters, the reading of which is uncertain or would 

be uncertain outside of the context
` ` ` Letters of which part or all remain, but which have 

not been read
[ ` ` `] Letters which are lost but the number of which can 

be established
--- Letters partly preserved, but the number of which 

cannot, even approximately, be established
[---] Letters which are lost and the number of which can-

not, even approximately, be established
ÅabgÄ ÅabgÄ Letters inserted by the writer above the line
ABG Letters which are read, but which cannot be arranged

into words

Where the spelling of a text differs from the standard forms of Greek
and/or Coptic, the latter are given in the critical apparatus. The  ‘corrected’
versions of words and names are given only to indicate the editors’ view of
their syntactic role or to indicate the usual spelling of a word or a name
whenever an actual error and not a legitimate variant is suspected. Errors
of case are similarly corrected. For practical reasons alone (relieving the
apparatus; rapid identification), the questionable habit of spelling out the
normalised form of the Greek loanwords in the translation of the Coptic
texts has been retained.

13
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NON-FUNERARY INSCRIPTIONS

1. Building inscription

Excavation no. unknown; register no. 66/43. Documentation: photo
no. 66v7/28.

Egyptian Museum, Cairo, JdE 90878.
The inscription is written on the left-hand side of the stela with the epi!

taph of Marianou, bishop of Pakhoras "here no. 22#, who died ad 1036. The
building inscription is three to four centuries older than the epitaph of Mar!
ianou, as is indicated by its form "see below#. The stela of Marianou was
obviously cut from a block which had earlier served other purposes. The
block is made of gray sandstone, and currently measures c. 10 x 70 x 40 cm.
Originally it was probably much higher and wider, but not necessarily much
thicker. It probably served as an architectural element, possibly a lintel,
within one of the Qasr Ibrim churches, perhaps even the Cathedral. The
letters in l. 1, as far as can be judged from the remnants preserved on the
stone, had different shapes than those in l. 2. In l. 1, the letters are wide and
short; in l. 2, they are high and narrow. One notes the particular shape of the
a in l. 2: a small triangle at the bottom surmounted with a long vertical
stroke.1 The observable palaeographical differences between ll. 1 and 2 make
one wonder whether the two lines belong to the same inscription or not.

Unpublished.

1 Palaeographically, this line is paralleled by no. 2 which also is a building inscription
composed with the formula toËto tÚ égayÚn ¶rgon §g°neto.
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NON-FUNERARY INSCRIPTIONS

6th–7th century "form of the inscription, palaeography#. 

•••• [ÉI](hsoË)ẁ X(ristÚ)ẁ nikò [---].
~ toËto tÚ égayÚn ¶rgon §g°nneto §p‹ to[Ë ---].

2. §g°neto

Jesus Christ prevails $ - - -%. This excellent building came into existence under
$ - - -%.

1. The reading is not entirely certain, but is probable. The acclamation
ÉI(hsoË)w X(ristÚ)w nikò was widespread in the late antique and Byzantine
Church.2 The nikò acclamations are of pagan origin. In the Roman imperial
 period, they were addressed to both pagan gods and emperors "who also were
considered gods#, and had a firm place in the agonistics. Adopted by Christians,
they began to be connected with Jesus Christ and His Cross; this latter connec!
tion is well illustrated by the vision of Constantine before the battle at the Mil!
vian bridge as described by Eusebius, Vita Constantini, and Lactantius, De  mortibus
persecutorum.3 As far as inscriptions are concerned, the acclamation ÉI(hsoË)w
X(ristÚ)w nikò occurs in various contexts: in building and dedicatory inscriptions,
invocations and prayers "either at the beginning or the end of the text#, inscrip!
tions on objects, visitors’ graffiti, epitaphs, and as an independent acclamation.
Depending on the context, it may have had different meanings: in epitaphs it
probably refers to Jesus Christ’s victory over death; in inscriptions on buildings
and objects it might have had an apotropaic value; in other contexts it could have
been interpreted politically. Here, in a building inscription probably originating
from the earliest period of Christianity in Nubia, it may refer to the recent vic!
tory over pagan beliefs and have an apotropaic value. 

2. toËto tÚ égayÚn ¶rgon §g°neto §p‹ toË de›now "with variants# is a formula fre!
quently used in Greek building or foundation inscriptions of the late antique –
early Byzantine periods.4 It occurs throughout the entire Greek world of that

16

2 Peterson 1926: 152–63; Heinen 1982: 682–4.
3 See especially Guarducci 1974: 375–86. At a certain moment, the cross and the inscrip!

tion ÉI(hsoË)w X(ristÚ)w nikò were united into a siglum with the text placed between the
arms of the cross. This siglum is attested from the seventh century onwards, and was espe!
cially widespread on Byzantine bread stamps; cf. Frolow 1956; Galavaris 1970.

4 For this formula, see !ajtar, in !ajtar & Twardecki 2003: 272–3, no. 102, commen!
tary to l. 1.
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1. BUILDING INSCRIPTION

time, including Cyprus, Syria and Rome. It was especially popular on the island
of Philae where extensive "re#building activity took place in the sixth century ad,
under the long episcopate of Bishop Theodoros "Bernand 1969: nos. 200, 202,
204; Nautin 1967; Dijkstra 2008: 219–338, especially 221–4 and 305–38#. It is also
found in Nubia where it was perhaps introduced under the influence of Philae.
Nubian attestations of this formula include: 1# the building inscription of the city
walls of Ikhmindi, second half of the sixth century ad:5 §g°notv toËto tÚ ¶rgon
égayÚn efiw svthr¤an toÇ n ényr!pon ka‹ kthn«n §p‹ t"w §jous¤aw toË
§pifanestãt(ou) k(a‹) eÈsebhstãt(ou) égayoË despÒtou k(a‹) filoxr(¤sto)u
basil°vw Tvkiltveton; 2# the foundation inscription of a church in Tafa,
ad 710:6 §p‹ toË igÄ ¶t(ouw) toË fil(oxr¤stou) basil(°vw) Merkur¤ou §g°noito o#tv
¶rgvn égayÒn; 3# the inscription on a lintel from the Faras Cathedral, beginning
of the eighth century:7 toËto tÚ égayÚn ¶rgon §g°neto §p[‹ ---] êbba PaÊlou
§pisk(Òpou); 4# the Coptic foundation inscription found in the Church on the
South Slope of the Kom at Faras, ad 930, the text of which was however
undoubtedly modelled on an earlier inscription "van der Vliet 2003: no. 2#: nta
peijwb nagaqon Òwpe ebol j[i]tootf_ mpendoxotat(os) ïhsou epar-

17

5 Donadoni 1959: 458–65; Bingen 1961: 431–3; SEG xviii 724; SB viii 10074; Deich-
mann, in Deichmann & Grossmann 1988: 81–8; cf. van der Vliet 2002: 191–4; ‘Bull.
épigr.’ 2002, 642; SEG lii 1818. The stone is kept in the museum on Elephantine, inv. no.
2890.

6 Maspero 1910: 17–20; Zucker 1912: no. 164; SB i 1594; Kubińska 1974: 18–19; Felle
2003: 81–5.

7 Kubińska 1974: 20, no. 2; !ajtar, in !ajtar & Twardecki 2003: no. 102.

Building inscription "no. 1#
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NON-FUNERARY INSCRIPTIONS

cos ntnobadia. The inscription studied here corresponds word for word with
the inscription on the lintel from the Faras Cathedral "no. 3 in the above list#. 

tÚ égayÚn ¶rgon designates the object of the construction, probably the
church in which the inscription was placed. tÚ ¶rgon, ‘building’, frequently with
the adjective égayÒn, ‘excellent’, is characteristic of late antique – early Byzantine
foundation inscriptions.8

2. Building inscription

Left-hand part: excavation no. 84.2.23/58; register no. 84/138. Docu!
mentation: photo nos. 84f81/26–29. 

Right-hand part: excavation no. 76.2.10/8; register no. unknown. Doc!
umentation: slip no. 359; photo nos. 76jebg/7, 76p1/29, 80f22/10d. 

The left-hand part was lying behind the Cathedral at the time of
 Lepsius’ visit to the site. "Note that Lepsius visited Qasr Ibrim in Decem!
ber 1843 and August 1844.# Later the stone got lost and was rediscovered
in 1984 at the east end of the site, previously covered by water, near the
East Gate. The right-hand part was found in 1976 in Ottoman House b10,
in the wall between rooms 142 and 145.

Current location of the fragments unknown.
Two non-joining fragments of an elongated block of sandstone, per!

haps a lintel "see below#. Dimensions of the left-hand part: 31.5 x 37.3 x
14.5 cm; dimensions of the right-hand part: 30 x 47 x 15 cm. Front
smoothed, lower edge flat with tooling marks still visible; upper edge
 fairly flat, but not dressed, with deep tooling marks; back very rough. Let!
ters c. 5.3 cm high. The shape of the letters "note especially the a# and the
dynamics of the script resemble that of the previous inscription. 

The left-hand part published in Lepsius 1913: 132 "copy#. After  Lepsius,
mentioned by Monneret de Villard 1935–57: i 117 "transcript in majus!
cules#. The right-hand part unpublished. 

18

8 Cf. Robert 1937: 87–9 and 349, with n. 1; idem, 1938: 47, with n. 2; idem, 1948: 12, with
n. 1; idem, 1966: 61–4; ‘Bull. épigr.’ 1958, no. 285; ‘Bull. épigr.’ 1962, nos. 335 and 362;
Bernand 1969: no. 202 "commentary#. 
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6th–7th century "form of the inscription#. 

~ ~ ~
[~ toËto tÚ égayÚn ¶ ]rgon §g°nnhto §p‹ t[oË $]m̀«n §pisk(Òpou)

êbba ÉAgay[---].

read §g°neto

This excellent building came into existence under our Bishop Abba Agath$---%.

These two blocks may have belonged to the lintel of a doorway which
should be associated either with the Cathedral of Qasr Ibrim, where the
left-hand side of the lintel was first seen, or with the Temple Church, near
which the right-hand part was found. 

The form of the inscription is identical with that occurring in the
inscription no. 1. As it was argued in the commentary for the previous text,
this form is characteristic of the late antique – early Byzantine period. As far
as Nubia is concerned, it is attested mainly for the sixth– seventh century. 

According to excavators the name of the bishop was Agathos "ÉAgayÒw#.
This is possible, but other names beginning in ÉAgay-, for example,
ÉAgãyvn, ÉAgaye›now, ÉAgayokl"w, ÉAgayÒnikow, etc., also come to mind. The
name ÉAgãyvn "written ÉAgãyon# occurs in an epitaph from Sakinya "Mina
1942: no. 115#. In a funerary inscription from Ginari-Tafa "Firth 1912: 49,
right column, second inscription from the top#, we come across the name
agaqe which is a Copticised version of either ÉAgayÒw or ÉAgãyvn. A bish!
op of Phrim with the name Agath$- - -% is otherwise unknown.

Building inscription "no. 2#
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NON-FUNERARY INSCRIPTIONS

3. Fragment of a building or dedicatory inscription

Excavation no. 74.2.5/8; register no. unknown. Documentation: slip
no. 191; photo no. 80f22/12a. 

Found in 1974, in Ottoman House b2, room 165, reused in the north
wall. Rediscovered in 1980. 

Presumably buried on the site. 
Fragment of an elongated sandstone slab, perhaps a lintel, 17 x 60 x

37 cm. The lower and the right-hand edges original, the left-hand side
broken off, the upper edge chipped off. The inscription is found in the
upper part of the stone. The tops of the letters are damaged as a result of
the chipping off of the edge. The script becomes tightened towards the
end. The letters are narrow and high; palaeographically, they represent
upright epigraphic majuscules. Under the inscription there is an orna!
mental cross made of four petals arranged around a circle. One can sup!
pose that the cross was originally placed in the middle of the inscribed
stone. If so, we have more or less the right-hand half of the inscription. 

Unpublished.

Date unknown, perhaps 6th–7th century. 

[ - - - ]â ` AQEIai ` ` ` ` ` a ` ` DI `

20

Fragment of a building or dedicatory inscription "no. 3#
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4. FRAGMENT OF A BUILDING OR DEDICATORY INSCRIPTION

The reading of the inscription poses problems. The letters QEIa – if cor!
rectly identified – may represent the adjective ye›ow, ‘divine’, in either the
nominative or dative singular feminine or the nominative singular neuter.
The word tå ye›a probably occurs in no. 4 below "in an unknown context#. 

4. Fragment of a block 
with a building or dedicatory inscription

Excavation no. unknown; register no. unknown. Documentation:
photo nos. 63.6/22, 63v14/20. 

Findspot and conditions of discovery not recorded. 
Current location unknown.
Type of stone and dimensions not recorded. Lower part of an elon gated

block. Cut on the left-hand side, broken off on the right-hand side and at
the top. Big upright epigraphic majuscules. 

Unpublished. 

Date unknown, perhaps 6th–7th century. 

[ - - - ] ` ` `staqeia `[ - --]

21

Fragment of a block with 
a building or dedicatory inscription "no. 4#
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NON-FUNERARY INSCRIPTIONS

The shape of the block suggests that it was an architectural element,
perhaps an architrave. If so, the inscription might have had a votive or
dedicatory character, comparable to that of inscriptions nos. 1–3.

One can tentatively read: [---] ` ` `% tå ye›a %[---]. The adjective
ye›ow possibly occurs in no. 3.

5. Signature of Petrou, architect

Excavation no. unknown; register no. 64/45. Documentation: photo
nos. 64.8/12, 64v14/7.

Found in the Cathedral, in the north sacristy.
Missing.
Fragment of an elongated block of sandstone, perhaps a lintel, 5.5 x

33 cm "thickness not recorded#. Broken off on the right-hand side, the
upper edge chipped off. The inscription is framed by horizontal incised
lines at the top and the bottom. Round epigraphic majuscules slightly
inclined to the right. Big letters, c. 3.5–4 cm high.

Unpublished.

6th–7th century "palaeography#.

~ petrou ér(xi)t°ktvn [---].

Petrou, architect $ - - -%.

The inscription is edited as if it were constructed in the nominative
with petrou being the Nubianised form of P°trow.9 But it is also possi!
ble that the text is in the genitive depending upon the understood ‘signa!
ture, vow’. In this case, one should read: ~ P°trou ér(xi)t°ktvn[ow ---]
"= érxit°ktonow#, ‘"Signature/Vow# of Petros, architect’.

As stated above, the inscription is either the signature of an architect,

22

9 For Nubian nominal forms in -ou, extremely popular in Nubian onomastics, see !aj-
tar 2003a: no. 2, commentary to l. a 5.
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5. SIGNATURE OF PETROU, ARCHITECT

with the name petrou "P°trow#, or his vow; perhaps it has both these
functions. The man mentioned in the inscription must have been active
in the construction of one of the Qasr Ibrim churches of the early  period
"sixth – seventh century#, probably the Cathedral itself. 

Inscriptions of craftsmen involved in construction works of different
kinds are known from Early Christian Nobadia. A stone with the Coptic
signatures of two latomoi is published below, no. 6. An inscription in
a very corrupt Greek incised on a parallelepipede block found immured
in a secondary use in the southern wall of the Paulos Cathedral at Faras
"built ad 707# reads: PaËl[o]w t°ktv toËlo t«n %̀TE, ‘Paulos, mason, ser!
vant of $ - - -%’ "Jakobielski 1972: 182#. This inscription is paralleled by six
other items "four in Greek, two in Coptic# found immured in the same
place in the Paulos Cathedral.10 As a rule, they indicate the name of a man
and optionally add a prayer for him. Though it is probable that these
inscriptions also commemorate masons, colleagues of Paulos, who were
active during construction works of some kind "perhaps in the Cathedral
of Aetios#, certainty cannot be achieved. Three craftsmen "texn›tai# are
mentioned by name at the end of the building inscription from  Ikhmindi,
from the second half of the sixth century ad.11 These were: Isak, Atnessi,

10 For the presentation of the whole group, see Jakobielski 1972: 181–6. The Greek
items were included in Kubińska 1974: 126–30, nos. 70–3. The inscription of Hesychias,
now in the National Museum Warsaw, was republished by !ajtar, in !ajtar & Twar -
decki 2003: no. 103. 

11 See above, n. 5. 

23

Signature of Petrou, architect "no. 5#
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NON-FUNERARY INSCRIPTIONS

and Siknoue. Craftsmen involved in different kinds of construction are
mentioned occasionally in contemporary inscriptions from outside
Nubia.12

In the word érxit°ktvn, the c marking the abbreviation was either
written above the line and got lost as a result of the damage to the stone,
or was not written at all. The term érxit°ktvn is evidenced from the fifth
century bc onwards. Etymologically, it is connected with the word tek-
tvsÊnh, ‘carpentry’, which shows that the architects initially worked with
wood, and only later became involved in working with stone. The range of
the architect’s tasks and his social position varied considerably over time.13

In the Classical period, the architect was essentially a master builder, a per!
son employed by an investor to organise the practical side of the building
and to supervise a group of tradesmen involved in it. As such, he must have
possessed competency in different crafts including stonework, carpentry,
metalwork, painting, and so on. In later times, the profession of the archi!
tect developed in the direction of a modern engineer: a technician rather
than a craftsman, a specialist in constructions of different types. Interest!
ingly, the term érxit°ktvn seems to disappear in the sixth century ad "the
profession being called ofikodÒmow now#. The architect Petrou, known
through this inscription, was probably a ‘master builder’ in the antique
sense of the word: a chief craftsman who organised and led the work of the
entire group of tradesmen employed to build a church. 

6. Signature of a family of stone-masons 

Excavation no. 69.3.4/5; register no. 69/111 "formerly 69/126#. Docu!
mentation: slip no. 309a; photo no. 69.7/34.

24

12 For the material from the former Roman provinces of Palaestina and Arabia, see
Kretikakou 1990. For Greek signatures of architects from earlier times, see Hellmann
1994.

13 For Greek and Roman architects, see Gross 1975; Gros 1983; Burford 1985: 115–28;
Müller 1989; for architects in Byzantine times, see Downey 1948; Meek 1951–2;
Petronotis 1984.
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Found on 4 March 1969, in a sub-floor trench in rooms 319 and 320 of
Ottoman House b62. 

Present location unknown, but presumably transferred to the Egypt!
ian Museum, Cairo. 

Lower part of a sandstone block, 35 x 34 x 20 cm, the upper part of
which is missing. The epigraphic field is surrounded by incised lines, leav!
ing flat, undecorated outer margins. The left-hand, right-hand and part of
the lower margins are preserved; it cannot be estimated how much, if
anything, is lost before our l. 1. 

The surviving text consists of five lines of Sahidic Coptic, carved in
well shaped, thick and round uncials. 

Unpublished. 

7th–9th century.

Epsaj merkou- 
rios ñpÒ_n oubar- 
os m_n pefkoui 

4 ıÒhre petros 
nl_atomos vac?

1. merk!-
1. E-: or cross?  ||  5. nl_atomos: l. ılatomos

Signature of a family of stone-masons "no. 6#
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$ - - - protect/help?% Master Merkourios, the son of Varos, and his young son
Petros, the stonecutters !latÒmow". 

The reading of the initial e- in our l. 1 is quite uncertain, and it cannot
be entirely excluded that this was actually the original opening line of the
inscription. It is more likely, however, that some prayer or other formula
preceded the present text. If the e- is read correctly, a verb like roeis, ‘to
protect’, or bohqei, ‘to help, assist’, or similar, may be supplemented. In
that case, the present inscription would belong to a greater class of
prayers for artists, craftsmen, and scribes, as can be found among others
in book colophons and wall paintings. An example from the White
Monastery will be quoted below. 

The present inscription acquaints us with a family of stonecutters,
mentioning three generations, a ‘Master’ Merkourios, his father and his
son. The name of Merkourios’ father in ll. 2–3, spelt oubaros, looks
unfamiliar at first sight. In all likelihood, however, it is a mere ortho!
graphic variant of the name OÈçrow, Latin Varus "Preisigke 1922: 246; cf.
71, s.v. Bãroow?#. The ‘doubling’ of the initial labio-velar semi-vowel, pro!
ducing oub- for b- or ou-, occurs in several varieties of Coptic, for exam!
ple, in Sahidic literary manuscripts from the very south of Egypt
"Esna–Edfu region, see Worrell 1923: 121#. A homonymous Egyptian mar!
tyr was venerated particularly in Palestine "Sauget 1969; Meimaris 1986:
136#, but his cult is as yet not attested in the Nile Valley. 

The word for stonecutter that is used here in l. 5, latÒmow, is rather
rare in the Christian epigraphy of the Nile Valley. It occurs on the tomb!
stone of a certain Amonios "Ammonios#, probably from Hermonthis
"Crum 1902a: no. 8457, pl. xi; Lefebvre 1907: no. 441#, whereas an inscrip!
tion from Mons Claudianus in the Eastern Desert "4th century ad# men!
tions two érxilatÒmoi as well as ‘other artisans "texn›tai#’.14 Its rarity is
matched in Coptic documentary texts, where it appears to be absent. The
single example quoted by Förster "2002: 465, s.v. latÒmow# is a list
of Apostles’ names, where it is explained with refkejk wne, ‘hewer of

26

14 Bernand 1977: 70–3, no. 28; discussed extensively by !ajtar & Wipszycka 1994:
75–82. For further occurrences of latÒmoi, see Robert 1960: 32, n. 3.
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6. SIGNATURE OF A FAMILY OF STONE-MASONS

stone’.15 By contrast, the term lajÒw "laojÒow#, which is also translated as
‘stonecutter’, appears to be somewhat more frequently used, both in epi!
graphic sources and in documents.16 Whereas the latter is described as
‘a special kind of stonecutter, being a dresser and polisher of stone and of
a high social rank’, the latÒmow would seem to be rather more associated
with lowly work in the quarries "Herbert 1972: 37, on inscription no. 15#.
It is doubtful, however, whether such a sharp distinction was still main!
tained in late antique and early medieval times. Already Fitzler "1910:
68–9# observed that latÒmoi could also be themselves entrepreneurs, and
a fourth-century papyrus from Oxyrhynchus distinguishes a hybrid class
of lajolatÒmoi "P. Oxy. lxiv 4441, ad 315–16#.17 The Merkourios of our
inscription is, moreover, called a saj, ‘master’ "l. 1#, a title that was  widely
used for a literate class of artisans and officials "Crum 1939: 383b–384a#.
This qualification invites comparison with a roughly contemporaneous
Coptic stonecutter’s signature from Egypt, inscribed in the lower margin
of a sculptured lintel from the area of the White Monastery near Sohag:
ari pameeue nakaph anok ZA[carias?] psaj nlaxws nte
pnoute r ouna nmmaï, ‘Remember me with charity "égãph#, me,
Za$charias?%, the master stonemason "lajÒw#, that God may have mercy
on me’.18

This Zacharias, or whatever his name was, was undoubtedly the sculp!
tor of the lintel thus signed by him. Similarly, Master Merkourios of the
present inscription was more likely a qualified artisan than a simple quarry
worker. His carefully made inscription, which he may have carved himself,
shows that he and his son were executing work in an ecclesiastic or public

15 Biedenkopf-Ziehner 2000: i, 304, ll. 8–9; cf. Crum 1939: 133a, where a similar gloss
from a literary text is quoted "Budge 1915: 204: ourwme nlatomos nrf_kj_kj_ wne#. 

16 See Förster 2002: 464, s.v. lajÒw; cf. Wietheger 1992: 284. Nachtergael 1999:
153–4, quotes a Christian epitaph from Luxor and lists occurrences in Byzantine papyri.
See also Papaconstantinou 2005 and, generally, Fitzler 1910: 67–73. 

17 The word, which the editors translate as ‘masons’, is otherwise unknown. In the
papyrus, these ‘masons’ appear as a distinct group from lajo¤, ‘stonecutters’, ofikodÒmoi,
‘builders’, and tektÒnew, ‘carpenters’. 

18 Unpublished; see Schaten & van der Vliet 2008: 138–9.

27
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building in Qasr Ibrim. Regrettably, the stone, which judging from the
script may be dated rather early "7th–9th century#, was not found in situ.

Several other signatures of craftsmen are known from Christian Noba!
dia. The inscription of an architect from Qasr Ibrim itself is published
here under no. 5. For other examples, from Faras and Ikhmindi, see the
commentary there. 

7. Block with the cryptogram of Michael

Excavation no. 74.1.28/22; register no. 74/230. Documentation: slip
no. 53; photo nos. 74v14/29–30. 

Found in Ottoman House b1, level 2. 
Egyptian Museum, Cairo, JdE 93938. 
A small block of sandstone, 7.6 x 7.6 x 2.5 cm. The front surface of the

block resembles an irregular pentagon and its upper edge is rounded. Sur!
face worn, right-hand edge chipped off. Inscription in central position
with big upright epigraphic majuscules. 

Unpublished. 

Date unknown. 

c_pq_ "= MixaÆl#. 

cpq = 689 is the famous numerical cryptogram for Michael "the
Archangel#: m "= 40# + i "= 10# + c "= 600# + a "= 1# + h "= 8# + l "= 30# = cpq
"= 689#. Cryptograms of Michael frequently occur inscribed on walls
of buildings, both sacral and profane, and on different objects in Chris!
tian Nubia.19 They probably had an apotropaic value. The Discourse on

28

19 The occurrences are too numerous to present a complete list here. A particularly
impressive collection of cryptograms of the Archangel Michael occurs on the table sets
of two archimandrites, Stephanos and Lazaros, found in the Northwestern Annex to the
monastery on Kom h at Old Dongola; cf. !ajtar & Pluskota 2001. On numerical cryp!
tograms in Nubia, see generally Plumley 1982; Müller 2001. 
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8. INSCRIBED BRICK

Saint Michael the Archangel attributed to Timothy, archbishop of Alexan!
dria, calls the cryptogram of Michael an armour and recommends that it
be written, together with other cryptograms, on the walls of buildings for
protection against evil forces.20 The inscription discussed here must have
been such an apotropaion written on the wall of a building, perhaps one of
the Qasr Ibrim churches.

8. Inscribed brick

Excavation no. 76.2.26/2; register no. 76/109. Documentation: photo
no. 76jebn/11. 

Found on West Plaza, south section, burial 20. 
Egyptian Museum, Cairo, JdE 94213. 
Red brick, 14 x 30 x 6.5 cm. Completely preserved. Inscription in black

paint against a white background placed in the middle of the brick face.
Nubian-type majuscules. 

Unpublished. 
Cf. Plumley et alii 1977: 41 "only mentioned#.

20 Budge 1915: 519–20 and 1028–9 "translation#. Cited by Plumley 1982: 91; see also
below, no. 91, part G "with commentary#. 

29

Block with the cryptogram of Michael "no. 7#
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Date unknown. 

S¤mvn.

For commentary, see next entry. 

9. Inscribed brick

Excavation no. 76.2.26/3; register no. 76/110. Documentation: photo
no. 76jebn/12. 

Found on West Plaza, south section, burial 20. 
Egyptian Museum, Cairo, JdE 94212. 
Red brick, 13 x 31 x 6 cm. Surface worn, edges chipped off. Inscription

in black paint against a white background placed in the middle of the
brick face. Nubian-type majuscules. 

Unpublished. 
Cf. Plumley et alii 1977: 41 "only mentioned#. 

30

Inscribed brick "no. 8#
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8–9. INSCRIBED BRICKS

Date unknown. 

M`a`y¤aw.

The two bricks published here are inscribed with the name of an
Apostle each. As for S¤mvn, we are undoubtedly dealing with the so-
called S¤mvn ı zhlvtÆw and not S¤mvn ı ka‹ P°trow. May¤aw "= Mayy¤aw#
is the name of the man who, according to Acts 1:23–6, was attached by lot
to the Twelve after the treason and death of Judas. 

The bricks were probably part of a foundation deposit "or deposits#,
perhaps of a church. This is suggested by comparative material
 originating from various Nubian sites. In the small mudbrick church,
recently unearthed by the Humboldt University Nubian Expedition on
Us island in the area of the Fourth Cataract, a red brick was found pro!
truding at the surface level from the wall next to the entrance to the
building.21 Its main face bears an inscription painted in black paint

21 Näser, Billig, & Lange 2007: 146, with colour pl. 41. 

31

Inscribed brick "no. 9#
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against a white background reading: ~ ïakwbou | maria Ì qeo[u
mhthr] "or: Ì qeo[tokos]#.22 In Faras, among the fallen material of the
so-called Monastery Church, the Polish Archaeological Expedition found
five floor bricks inscribed with the names of the Apostles and other New
Testament figures "Iakobos $son of Zabadaios%, Ioannes, Andreas, Philip!
pos, Bartholomaios, Iakobos $son of Alphaios%, Ioannes Baptistes,
Stephanos#, warrior saints "Merkourios, Georgios, Epimachos, Theo !
doros#, and ascetics "Antonios, Senoutios#.23 One of the bricks bears an
inscription in Old Nubian reading: ks_sen_ sm_pt_, ‘Foundation of the
church’, which clearly indicates the destination of the whole set.24 In
Hambukol, the Canadian Mission discovered, underneath three corners
of a large building of an unusual plan, flat bowls inscribed with the lists of
the Apostles and disciples of Jesus Christ.25 In Serra East, the American
Mission unearthed a modest building, with an unknown function, which
was located near the fortification walls. Foundation deposits were found
underneath three of its corners, each consisting of a footed bowl in verted
over an ostracon inscribed with the names of Abba Klous, Theodoros,
Leontios, Panigiros, and Phemamon "a corruption or misreading of Phe!
bamon?#.26 Nubian foundation deposits also contained uninscribed bricks
and small bowls laid upside down.27 The foundation deposits obviously

32

22 Tsakos 2007: 243, no. 2. ïakwbou undoubtedly refers to one of the two Apostles
known by this name, either the son of Zabadaios or the son of Alphaios. 

23 The bricks are kept in the National Museum in Warsaw. They were published by
Kubińska 1974: 140–4, nos. 85–9. Three of them are described and illustrated in Catalogue
Wien 2002: 127–9, nos. 60–2 "the description is by Bo&ena Mierzejewska#. Adam !ajtar
is preparing a new publication of these bricks.

24 The inscription was misread and misinterpreted by the previous editors. 
25 Published by Hägg 1993. Photos of the bowls are also found in Grzymski & An -

derson 2001: pls. 36–9. The function of the building is a matter of controversy; a wakala,
a xenon, and the residence of a high official of the royal court at Dongola have all been sug!
gested. For the publication of the building, see 'urawski, in Grzymski & Anderson
2001: 15–44. The fourth corner of the building has not been excavated. 

26 Cf. Hughes 1963: 126; Knudstad 1966: 167. The fourth corner of the building was not
excavated for technical reasons. 

27 For Nubian foundation deposits, see in general 'urawski 1992; idem 1994.
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10. ECCLESIASTICAL BAN OR PROHIBITION

had an exorcistic and apotropaic value. They drove away evil forces from
the building under which they were placed and helped it to withstand
every danger. The names of the saints, including those of the Apostles,
inscribed on them were considered, just like the names of the Archangels,
a mighty apotropaion in the Christian tradition. It is worth noting in this
context that Heavenly Jerusalem, as described in Rev. 21:14, had walls
built on twelve foundations on which the names of the twelve Apostles
were inscribed. This apocalyptic vision is probably referred to in an
inscription in black ink on the right-hand side of a big representation of
Archangel Michael on the eastern wall of room 13 of the Northwestern
Annex to the monastery on Kom h at Old Dongola.28 The text lists the
Apostles, divided into four groups of three names each, and calls them
guardians of the cardinal sides of a town. 

If this object is from a foundation deposit, it is unknown which of
Qasr Ibrim’s buildings received it. The two inscribed bricks discussed
here probably do not constitute the whole deposit, which should have
contained at least four bricks, one for each corner of the building. Per!
haps there were even twelve bricks, along the model of the twelve foun!
dations in Revelations, each with the name of an apostle, placed in groups
of three pieces under each corner of the building.

10. Ecclesiastical ban or prohibition

Excavation no. 82.2.25/72; register no. 82/12. Documentation: slip; tran!
script and facsimile in clip file under no. c.i. 143; photo nos. 82f87/33,
82f89/4a–5a "negatives lost#, and 82s10/30. 

Found on 2 February 1982, in the upper fill of room 1 in Late Christian
House 849.

Egyptian Museum, Cairo, JdE 97357.
Part of the right-hand margin of a sandstone block, 22 x 22.5 x 6 cm,

incomplete on three sides. Back roughly finished; thickness not uniform

28 The inscription remains unpublished. A good photo showing the painting and the
inscription is published in Jakobielski & Scholz 2001: pl. xliii.

33
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"tapers towards the right side#. Some surface damage; front blackened by
soot. Margin flat and undecorated. 

Remains of eleven lines of text "beginnings lacking# in Sahidic Coptic;
clear and well shaped, though badly ruled uncials, carefully and deeply
incised.

Unpublished. 
Cf. Adams et alii 1983: 55 "on the excavations#; Adams 1996: 302 "men!

tioned as a tombstone#. The readings were collated on the stone by Joost
L. Hagen in 2007. 

Before 10th century "palaeography#. 

[ - - - - - - - - - - - - ] ` `NA[---]
[--- - - - - t]eywra To
[jiwo]Uÿ ere ıouhhb

4 [etmmau n]AÒwpe ıana-
[qema e]peiwt mı pÒhre
[mı pe]pn(eum)a etouaab
[ıseÒ]wpe eusjouort_

8 [ere ps]ajou Ópnoute I
[e!wo]Uÿ auw sajou nim
[nte t]egravh tpalaia
[mı tkai]Nh eU traces [ - - - ]

6. pn(eum)a: p_n_a_

8. i: l. ei

$ - - -% ... the scurf !c!ra" covers them !?", $those% priests will become
 anathema !énãyema" $to% the Father and the Son $and the% Holy Spirit
!pneËma" $and they will % become accursed $while% the curse of God comes
upon them and every curse $of % Scripture !grafÆ ", the Old !palaiã" $and
the% New !Testament" !kainÆ", they !?" ... $ - - -%.

This inscription preserves the remains of a series of curses, pro!
nounced against priests "ouhhb# who are either affected themselves by

34
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10. ECCLESIASTICAL BAN OR PROHIBITION

a certain ‘scurf ’ "c!ra# or, alternatively, are lenient towards others af !
fected by it.29 Owing to the complete loss of context, it cannot be  decided
what exactly is meant by this ‘scurf ’ nor to which precise situation the
curses apply. In Coptic usage, the word c!ra may refer to a real  physical
affliction, but may also designate metaphorically – as an expression of
strong disapproval – various moral or legal offences and even heresy.30

29 In a Christian context, ouhhb is much less common as a word for ‘priest’ than pres-
bÊterow, but nevertheless well attested, e.g., at Bawit; cf. Delattre 2007: 72.

30 For c!ra as an illness: Till 1951: 29–30, nos. 1–6; as a carnal sin: e.g., Horsiesius, On
‘les amitiés particulières’, Sahidic, ed. L. Th. Lefort $= Corpus Scriptorum Christianorum Ori#
entalium 159%, p. 77, ll. 18–21; as heresy: e.g., John of Maiuma, Plerophoriae, Sahidic, ed. T.
Orlandi $= MPER n.s. 9%, p. 116, ll. 7–10.

35

Ecclesiastical ban or prohibition "no. 10#
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Owing to the incomplete state of the text, it is even conceivable that the
‘scurf ’ of l. 2 is already part of the curses. This is less likely, though, since
– grammatically – l. 3, from ere onwards, looks very much like the begin!
ning of a new clause "and has been interpreted accordingly here#. 

Curses and anathemas like those found here are frequently used in
Coptic texts of various kinds. Thus they appear as the sanctio spiritualis
that is joined to the penalty clauses of many Coptic legal documents,
a habit continued in Old Nubian documents from Qasr Ibrim.31 But they
are also invoked in magical curses that pretend to be legal complaints
"and therefore may style themselves as libellus, ‘petition’#.32 In a more
general way, they are used to lend force to any strong statement of dis!
approval or prohibition, for example, in monastic rules33 and episcopal
pamphlets. Thus, in an eleventh- or twelfth-century letter, a bishop
Daniel of the Fayyum threatens those who would dare to cast ashes on
the dungheaps of the village of Pelqisook with ‘the curses of Judas’ and
‘the curses of the Apocalypse’ " ‘Abd el!Masîh 1941#.34 These various doc!
uments often use exactly the same formulae as the present inscription,
for example, ‘to become anathema to the Father and the Son and the
Holy Spirit’ "sanctio spiritualis in a deed of donation, Crum 1902b: no.
135#, ‘the curse of God’ "magical curse, Worrell 1935: 14, l. 7#, or ‘all the
curses of Scripture’ "letter of excommunication, éforismÒw, Crum
1902b: no. 78, ll. 5–6#. 

Most of the curses that occur in Coptic and Old Nubian documents
are also attested in Greek epigraphy, in particular funerary epigraphy,

36

31 Coptic: Springer 1885: 143–4; Boulard 1912: 59–60; Till 1940: 76–9; Steinwenter
1955: 14; Richter 2002: 144–5. Old Nubian documents from Qasr Ibrim, e.g., Browne
1991: no. 30, ll. 30–5 "royal proclamation in favour of the Church of St Epimachos in
Ibrim-West#; no. 35, ll. 17–18 "release of a servant#, and others in the same volume. 

32 Typical examples are Worrell 1935: 3–4, no. i; Ern"tedt 1959: 82–3, no. 34. For their
background, see Björck 1938; Versnel 1991.

33 E.g., in the Canons of Shenoute, see Layton 2008: 79.
34 A similar letter: Steindorff 1892: 37–41 "SBKopt. ii 938#; cf. Crum 1909: 126–7, no.

267; Schmelz 2002: 153. 
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11. DEED OF DONATION

such as the popular ‘curse of Deuteronomy’, or the ‘curse of Judas’.35 In
Coptic epigraphy, by contrast, they are extremely rare. Another example
from Qasr Ibrim is possibly found as the sanctio spiritualis in a deed of
donation, published below as no. 11. A Bohairic inscription that prohibits
the unwarranted borrowing or stealing of objects from a hermitage in
Kellia, Egypt, threatens the offender with the anathema of the 318
Fathers of Nicaea "quoted below under no. 11#. The present text shows no
sign of being a juridical or a magical text, or an epitaph. It seems to be
aimed against a precise group of people, priests, who are guilty of a pre!
cise kind of offence, qualified as a ‘scurf ’. As an inscription, moreover, it
makes a public statement. It may be best, therefore, to consider this text
a kind of ecclesiastical ban or prohibition, comparable to the letter of
Bishop Daniel of the Fayyum or the Kellia inscription. As it has not been
found in situ, its original position is a matter of speculation. Since priests
are aimed at specifically, it may have been built into the entrance to the
sacristy or the sanctuary of one of Qasr Ibrim’s churches.

11. Deed of donation 

Excavation no. unknown; register no. 64/44. Documentation: photo
no. 64.1/38 "cf. 64.1/27#.

Found in February 1964, in the tower of the Cathedral "structure 293,
earlier called Church 1#, across from the west entrance to the tower "e.o.
s-407#.

British Museum, London, inv. no. ea 68332, accessioned in 1984 "acc.
no. 1984/10-9/2#. 

Lower part of a text inscribed on a reused block of gray sandstone, 26 x
55 x 13 cm. The verso "original recto# of the block is margin-dressed in
a rather rough way. The present recto of the block was secondarily

35 See, e.g., Robert 1978; Feissel 1980; van der Horst 1992; Strubbe 1994. For a gen!
eral discussion of Christian curses, see Speyer 1969: 1240–85; for a review of curse for!
mulae on Christian Greek tombstones, see Ntantes 1983 "non vidimus; cf. Feissel 2006:
no. 1201#.

37
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smoothed in order to be inscribed; it is not entirely flat, however, but
slightly concave. The right-hand side shows a modern "?# saw groove, par!
allel to the inscribed surface. The epigraphic field takes up the whole
width of the stone; the lower part of the stone was left uninscribed. The
height of the present epigraphic field is 19 cm, but it cannot be said how
much preceded our l. 1, which is unlikely to have been the actual first line
of the text. The stone is badly damaged; our l. 1 is broken away and prac!
tically illegible; considerable surface wear and pits affect much of the
remaining text. 

The text consists of the remains of eight lines of Sahidic Coptic,
incised in crude and ugly uncials, 1–2 cm high. The script is sprawling and
irregular, and apparently this is a copy of a much more cursively written
document, cut into stone by an unpracticed hand. 

Unpublished. 

9th–11th century? 

[ `te]Trias E[toua]Ab an[ ` ` ` ` ] `pr `U `[  ` ` ` ` ` ] ` `V  `
[ ` ` ` ] T̀IA nai mpran <n>tetri[as] etouaab [ ]̀are prosvo-
[ra] eiti mmoou mpitopos <ja> p[o]u!ai <n>ta[y]uch 

loipon
4 NAÒhre K<l>hronomei Mmos nt `Uau mnnE-

swi ngenea nim etnhu auti [o]uproevora
eÒwpe n‡oum mmau ntauÒOP ` `Une eÒw-
pe mpouf<i> pai marefei ebol <jn t>tapro <nte>trias

8 etouaab

2. mpran: prob. for jm pran ||  3. ti: † ||  4. K<l>hronomei: K<l>- seemingly n
plus blank  ||  4–5. mnnE_swi: l. mnnswi ||  5. ti: †; [o]uproevora: l.
[o]uprosvora ||  6. n‡oum mmau: l. oun ‡om mmau?

$ - - -% ... the Holy Trinity !triãw" ... for me in !?" the name <of> the Holy
Trinity !triãw" ... offerings !prosforã", while I give them to this sanctuary
!tÒpow" <for> the salvation <of> my soul !cuxÆ ". Furthermore !loipÒn",
my children inherit !klhronom°v" it, who were ... after me; for all genera#
tions !geneã" that will come, an offering !prosforã" was given !?". When

38
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it is possible !?", they have received it !?"; when they have not obtained !?"
this, may it/he come out <of the> mouth <of the> Holy Trinity !triãw". 

The text as it is preserved is only the lower part of an inscription that
may originally have been much longer. Apart from lacking its opening
lines, it suffered extensive surface damage. In combination with the
clumsy script and the neglected language, these circumstances made the
decipherment of the inscription a difficult task, and, in spite of many
efforts, much in the text and translation printed above remains uncertain:
viderunt sapientiores.36

The general character of the text is reasonably clear. It is a juridical
document by which an unknown person – the text is written in the first
person singular "‘I’# – donates a pious foundation "a waqf # to a sanctuary.
The endowment is described as an offering "prosforã# ‘for the salvation

36 Apart from the photo made by the excavators, two successive transcriptions made by
Plumley and a set of digital photos kindly provided by Elisabeth O’Connell "British Muse!
um# could be used; it was possible to study the stone itself in December 2005, thanks to the
friendly help of the British Museum staff, in particular Marcel Marée and John Taylor.

Deed of donation "no. 11#
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of my soul’ "ll. 2–3#. Following an introductory loipÒn "end of l. 3#, the doc!
ument appears to contain stipulations for the continuation of the endow!
ment after the death of the donor ‘for all generations to come’ "ll. 3–8#. As
far as the text can be understood, his children will inherit ‘it’, but are sup!
posed to perpetuate the offering, which could mean that it consisted, for
example, of the usufruct of a piece of land or trees that remained the
property of the family. Perhaps the ‘offering’ in question was more specif!
ically meant to finance the donor’s commemorative liturgy "cf. the  earlier
phrase ‘for the salvation of my soul’#,37 although the phrase ‘for all gener!
ations that will come’ "l. 5# suggests a more permanent gift. Owing to the
many doubtful readings in ll. 4–6, these details cannot be established,
however. The final phrase appears to contain a sanctio spiritualis "ll. 6–8#. 

Similar documents on papyrus are well known from the Theban area
"many are assembled in P. KRU#. This version in stone was undoubtedly
meant to be exhibited publicly in or near the endowed sanctuary "cf. l. 3:
pitopos, ‘this sanctuary’#, perhaps near its entrance. Since the endow!
ment appears to be made ‘in the name <of> the Holy Trinity’, who is men!
tioned no less than three times in our eight lines of text, it can be
assumed that this particular sanctuary was dedicated to the Holy Trinity.
In all likelihood it was identical to the like-named church within the town
of Ibrim, also known from a number of Old Nubian documents, in par!
ticular Browne 1991: no. 35 "late 12th century#, which situates the Church
of the Holy Trinity explicitly ‘in the town of Ibrim’, that is most likely on
the citadel "cf. Adams 1996: 252#. The stone was found in the tower of the
Cathedral, but apparently not in situ. Moreover, the Cathedral appears to
have been dedicated to the Apostles "van der Vliet 1999: 135–8#, not to the
Holy Trinity. Since it is very close to the actual findspot of the stone, the
so-called South Church "structure 294#, immediately to the south of the
Cathedral "cf. Adams 1996: 78–9#, might be a candidate for identification
with the Church of the Holy Trinity. 

This legal document on stone confirms the impression that Coptic,
not Greek, was the principal documentary language of Christian Qasr

40

37 See Steinwenter 1955: 50–1; examples can be found passim in P. KRU, both among tes!
taments and deeds of donation; a brief one: CPR iv 178 "Till 1958: 164#.
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11. DEED OF DONATION

Ibrim before Old Nubian took over "see Hagen forthcoming#. The
 clumsy script is difficult to date, but the faulty orthography and the dubi!
ous grammar suggest a rather late date.

2. n for jn "in mpran# is common enough in Nubian Coptic, but it is con!
ceivable that an entirely different construction "with pran as direct or indirect
object# was intended. Also, since the preceding group is very uncertain, nai
could be the demonstrative pronoun "‘these’# rather than the indirect object.
I am furthermore unable to explain the certain group [0]are before pros -
vo[ra]. A jussive "mare-# or an optative "tare-# would require a following verb,
for which little space seems available. One would expect an expression like ‘they
will become an offering’ "cf., e.g., P. KRU 112, l. 2, a donation of cattle to the
sanctuary of St Phoibammon in Jeme; Crum 1912: 343: eunaÒwpe
mprospvora#. 

3. As in l. 7, the scribe omits several prepositions, which does not further our
understanding of the text. The word loipÒn, at the end of the line, marks a tran!
sition: having stated the nature of his donation, the scribe continues "in l. 4# with
a number of stipulations that should safeguard the future of this endowment, as
is common practice in similar documents "cf., e.g., P. KRU 108, ll. 12–32, a dona!
tion of a plot of land to the sanctuary of St Phoibammon; Crum 1912: 338–9#. 

4. The text is very faulty and I am unable to reconstruct the verbal form "?#
after mmos in a plausible way. It is difficult to see what happened with the verb
klhronomei, which really seems to be there; the first letter rather looks like
a n, and appears to be followed by a blank. 

5. Here, as well as in ll. 6–7, and perhaps in l. 4, the apparent use of perfect
tenses is awkward. 

6. The change of ou for o "as I postulate here in ‡oum# is very common in
Theban Coptic "Winlock & Crum 1926: 240–1#, but the entire construction of
the phrase remains obscure. 

6–8. The phrase following eÒwpe looks like a form of the common sanctio
spiritualis "see above, no. 10#, but again the omission of a number of prepositions
does not contribute to a convincing interpretation. mpouf in l. 7 seems to be
there but does not give sense. It is taken here as a negative perfect of fi, a verb
that is regularly used in the context of donations for funerary offerings and in
testaments,38 but one wonders what the following masculine demonstrative pai
could refer to. Logically, in the context of a sanctio spiritualis, one would expect to
hear ‘out of the mouth of the Holy Trinity’ "if that is the correct interpretation#

38 See Richter 2002: 325–6, with various examples from P. KRU and related Theban
documents.

41
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a formula like ‘he is anathema/alien to the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit’,
which is common enough "see above, no. 10#, but which is lacking here.39 The ellip!
tic phrase ‘out of the mouth of ’, introducing a curse, actually appears in similar
contexts, for example, in a Bohairic inscription from Kellia "already mentioned
above#, which threatens: ‘he who will take away any of the objects belonging to
this hermitage, out of the mouth "ebol Èen rwf# of the 318 bishops " scil. of
Nicaea#, he is alien to entire Christianity!’.40

12. Visitor’s inscription 

Excavation no. 80.3.8/1; register no. unknown; inv. of inscriptions: c.i.
127. Documentation: photo nos. 80f80/21–22. 

Found in Ottoman House b27, room 88c, partition wall. 
Current location unknown.
A block of sandstone, 26 x 52.5 x 15 cm. The block must have original!

ly been placed in the wall of a building, probably of a sacral character. The
upper right-hand corner of the block is chipped off. Inscription carved in
one line at middle height of the block. Height of letters not recorded.
Nubian-type majuscules. 

Unpublished. 

12th–15th century "palaeography, form of inscription#. 

~ §m`¢ ÉHl¤aw apk( ) qeg(na) §t`Ê`p`(vsa).

apk qeg etp u

I Elias, son of Apk! ", formed !this",
or: I Elias, Thegna of Apk! ", formed !this". 

42

39 Note that the brief form ‘the Holy Trinity’ "tetrias etouaab# is interchangeable in
these formulae with the longer one mentioning all three Persons of the Trinity; cf. Till
1940: 77, n. 13.

40 Bridel 1984: 297–8, no. 23, fig. 136, pl. 12.4 "readings corrected by us#; cf. Steindorff
1892: 40, ll. 19–23 "SBKopt. ii 938#; Crum 1909: 127, no. 267.
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12. VISITOR’S INSCRIPTION

This is an inscription left by a man who visited the building in which
this block was originally located. It is unclear whether the inscription is
complete. Although arguments can be cited for the text being complete
"the logical and understandable form of the text and the cramping of the
script near the right-hand edge of the block#, these are not necessarily
decisive. The cramping, for instance, could be accidental, with the text
continuing on a neighbouring block to its right.

The text is constructed according to the rules of Nubian visitors’
inscriptions of the late period "12th–15th century#: ‘I so and so wrote
"this#’. Like other inscriptions of this kind, it mixes Greek and Old
Nubian elements in a single sentence.41

§m° stands for §g!. In late Nubian Greek, the oblique cases of the personal
pronoun §g! – (§)moË, (§)mo¤, (§)m° – were used as separate lexemes meaning ‘I’ and
not as secondary formations "(ajtar 2003b: 141#. 

In the sequence apk( ) qeg(na), the first element is rectus and the second
one is regens. Constructions of this type are characteristic of late Nubian Greek;
their origin should undoubtedly be attributed to the influence of Old Nubian
syntax. 

The word qegna "occasionally spelled qekna# has been attested only in vis!
itors’ inscriptions dating from the late period of Christian Nubia "12th–15th cen!

41 For mixing Greek and Old Nubian within the same sentence in Nubian visitors’
inscriptions of the late period, see !ajtar 2003b: 140.

43

Visitor’s inscription "no. 12#
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tury# so far. It occurs with particular frequency in inscriptions in the Upper
Church at Banganarti, but it has also been evidenced in Naga el-Sheima, Tamit,
Faras "twice#, Sonqi Tino and Ashkeit "(ajtar 2003b: 153–4; idem 2006: 94–101#.
qegna always occurs in the presentation of people being connected either with
a toponym or with a personal name so as to form a filiation formula according to
the model ‘nn qegna of nn’. In the first case, qegna must be the name of an
office of the territorial administration of the Kingdom of Makuria, in the second
one, a common word meaning ‘son’. The material from Banganarti shows that
qegna was used interchangeably with tot, an Old Nubian word for ‘son’, which
also designated ‘a village/town official’. The comparison with tot allows us to
establish the etymology of the word qegna, which is otherwise unclear. It prob!
ably is a Graeco-Nubian formation composed of the Greek stem tekn-, ‘child’,
with the substitution of q for t, to which the Old Nubian nominal formant -a
"originally perhaps predicative# was added. The two words – tot and qegna
< t°knon – probably were just two language variants – a Nubian and a Greek one –
for the same notion, encompassing both the family relationship and the control of
an administrative unit.42 This double meaning of the word qegna seriously
impedes the understanding of our inscription, which can be translated both as:
‘I Elias, son of Apk" #, formed "this#’ and: ‘I Elias, Thegna of Apk" #, formed
"this#’, with Apk" # being either a personal name or a toponym. The personal
name Apko probably occurs in an inscription on the southern wall of chapel 13
of the Upper Church at Banganarti, which reads: ~ aï keïtou apkw Å`pappı£Ä _
tot païselo, ‘I Keitou, son of "his# father Apko, wrote "this#’.43 As far as can
be ascertained, Apk" # is not attested as a toponym so far, but similar place-names
do appear in modern Nubian toponomastics.44 Under these circumstances we
have to content ourselves with a non liquet.

As far as we can determine, tupÒv, as a verb designating the process of leav!
ing a visitor’s inscription, occurs only here in Christian Nubia. As a rule, we have
grãfv; sometimes tãttv and xarãssv also appear.

44

42 How the meaning of the word ‘son, child’ could be enlarged to include also that of ‘vil!
lage/town official’ is another question which does not need to bother us here.

43 Unpublished. Its publication is being prepared by Adam !ajtar. Note that the filia!
tion formula is made redundant by the addition of the word ‘father’ "pap-# to the usual
expression ‘son of nn’. The addition may be due to the ambiguity of the word tot-. Con!
ceivably, apkw was both a proper name and a toponym. This forced Keitou to add the
word ‘father’ to indicate clearly that he is the ‘son of Apko’ and not ‘Tot of Apko’.

44 Compare, for example, the place-name Abkur for a village on the right bank of the
Nile, some 20 km east of Debba, with important Christian remains.
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13. FRAGMENT OF A BLOCK WITH INSCRIPTIONS

13. Fragment of a block with inscriptions 
"perhaps visitors’ graffiti#

Excavation no. 66.2.22/12; register no. unknown. Documentation:
photo nos. 66v6/29–30. 

Found on the Cathedral cemetery terrace, west of the South Church
"structure 294#, in fill of Christian date.

Current location unknown.
Fragment of a block of sandstone. No dimensions recorded. Inscrip!

tions on two faces. It is impossible to state which face is the original one.
The designations "a# and "b# adopted below are purely arbitrary. The
inscription on face "a# is deeply carved. The hand is well-trained though
not very careful while writing on this occasion. The letters are  epigraphic
majuscules slightly inclined to the right. Note the square e at the begin!
ning. The inscription on face "b# is very informal, resembling a graffito.
The text consists of two parts as is indicated by the dynamics of the
script and the shape of the letters. Part one equals l. 1, part two encom!
passes ll. 2–3. Both parts were evidently done by different hands. The
inscription of face "a# is the work of yet another hand. The inscribed
block discussed here may have originated from a building, perhaps of
a sacral character, which was frequented by visitors who left inscriptions
on its walls.

Unpublished.

Date unknown.

Face "a#:
eirhnA `[ - - - ]. 

Face "a#.
This is probably a personal name built on the word efirÆnh like Efirhna›ow or

EfirÆnarxow. The character of the inscription is unknown. It is probably the sig!
nature of an individual, perhaps left while visiting a cult place at Qasr Ibrim.

45

Face "b#:
[ - - - ] `q ` `ka
[---] ---
[ - - - ]NA ` ` `is
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Face "b#.
1. The reading is difficult to establish due to the fragmentary state of the

inscription. The informal character of the script "cf. above# suggests that it might
be a visitor’s graffito.

2. This line might have contained a monogram. One tentatively identifies the
letters r and o.

3. At the end of the line, one tentatively reads X`I%, X`(ristÚw) ÉI(hsoË)w, per!
haps preceded by a cross. 

14. Fragment of a block with inscription

Excavation no. 99.999/a2; register no. unknown. Documentation:
photo nos. 92fcs13/23–24 "top left#, 92f68/16, 92f89/3–4, 92f99/5 "left;
back of the stone#. 

46

Fragment of a block with inscriptions "no. 13#

Face "a#

Face "b#
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14. FRAGMENT OF A BLOCK WITH INSCRIPTION

Found near the steps of the Cathedral in a loose, unstratified context.
Current location unknown.
Fragment from the face of a sandstone block, 9.5 x 10.5 x 2 cm. Broken

on the back and at the edges. Remains of three lines of inscription with
the left-hand margin are preserved. Letters incised quite deeply, though
not very carefully. Upright epigraphic majuscules. Crude, deeply incised
lines are visible in the left-hand side of the surface, partly affecting the
script. They may belong to a representation, the date of which is later
than that of the inscription. 

Unpublished.

Date unknown. Probably before the 10th century "palaeography#. 

[ `] `lvA `[---]
rhmi `[-----]
mes `[-----]

This fragment may be part of the same inscription as the next item.
The fragmentary state of the inscription makes any attempt at reading

47

Fragment of a block with inscription "no. 14#
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impossible. The physical appearance of the stone suggests that it is a ca !
sual text left by an individual on the wall of a building, rather than an epi!
taph or any other monumental inscription.

3. The fourth letter may be w.

15. Fragment of a block with inscription

The fragment consists of two parts. Lower part: excavation no.
89.12.26/5; register no. 90/685/a. Documentation: photo nos. 90f132/17–18
"bottom#. Upper part: excavation no. 89.12.27/7; register no. 90/685/b.
Documentation: photo nos. 90f132/17–18 "top#. 

Both parts were found in the Cathedral, in the fill of a pit cutting
11.116 + 11.118. 

Current location unknown.
Sandstone, 14.5 "connected fragments# x 5 x 1.3 cm. Fragment from the

face of a stone block. Broken on all sides and also on the back. Traces of
five lines of inscription visible. Letters deeply but rather inaccurately
incised. Upright epigraphic majuscules. The surface is affected by crude
lines which perhaps belong to a representation. The date of the repre!
sentation is later than that of the inscription. 

Unpublished. 

Date unknown. Perhaps the same as in no. 14. 

[ - - - ]LhS̀[---]
[- - - ] ` ` `[ - - - ]
[ - - - ]us[---]

4 [ - - - ] ` `[ - - - ]
[ - - - ] `[ - - - ]

This fragment may belong together with the previous one "see the
commentary there#. 

48
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16. FRAGMENT OF A BLOCK WITH INSCRIPTION

16. Fragment of a block with inscription

Excavation no. 89.12.27/8; register no. 90/685/c. Documentation:
photo no. 90f133/1. 

Found in the construction trench of the north wall of the Cathedral. 
Current location unknown.
Fragment from the face of a sandstone block, 9.6 x 12.2 x 2.8 cm. The

back and the edges show breaks. Chisel marks across the bottom edge
indicate that the breaks are intentional. The inscriptions, in two incom!
plete lines, differ considerably from each other in the size of the letters
and the technique of execution. The letters in l. 1 are small "c. 1.2 cm# and
consist of narrow, deeply incised strokes; the letters in l. 2 are much big!
ger "2.5–3.3 cm# and the carving is wide and shallow. The apices are
marked as deep points. Note the a with a bow in the middle. 

Unpublished.

49

Fragment of a block with inscription "no. 15#
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Date unknown. Probably not late "7th–8th century# in view of the
palaeography. 

[ - - - ]Udh[---]
[--- - ]at[---]

The differences in the size of the letters and the technique of execu!
tion speak strongly in favour of each of the two lines being a separate
inscription. The character of the inscriptions is difficult to ascertain from
the surviving remnants. They could have been casual texts written on the
wall of a building "a church?#.

17. Inscription on a seal

Excavation no. unknown; register no. 64/82. Documentation: photo
no. 64.11/33. 

Found in February 1964 in Late Christian House lc2-1 "House 168#,

50

Fragment of a block with inscription "no. 16#
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17. INSCRIPTION ON A SEAL

situated in the area of the so-called Podium, on floor 3 among ‘overlying
chippings in foundation trench of podium’ "Frend 1974: 52#. 

Transferred to the British Museum, London, in 1989, inv. no. ea 72099,
register no. 1990.0127.276, permanent location: m1/h/22. 

Terracotta. Pale grey fabric with an orange/brown surface, 6.45 x 4.30
x 2.5 cm. Rectangular stamp, probably with a loop handle on the back; the
points of attachment are all that now remains. A three-line inscription
incised before firing is found on the front face. Height of letters c. 0.9 cm.
Upright epigraphic majuscules. 

Frend 1974: 52, no. 46. 
Cf. Adams 1996: 194, with fig. 30.9 "line drawing# and pl. 58 b "photo#. 

Date unknown, perhaps Late Christian. 

aris
prwmoS
hlias

Each line contains a masculine personal name. In view of the fact that
the first name is probably of Nubian origin "see below#, one has to assume
that the names refer to individuals living in Nubia in Christian times. As
we do not know who these individuals were, we are unable to state why
their names were connected with one another in an inscription on a seal
and, consequently, in what circumstances this seal was used. Frend "1974: 52#

51

Inscription on a seal "no. 17#
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suggested that this is a bread stamp, a suggestion which is rather  unlikely
in view of the small dimensions of the object. 

1. The personal name æris has been attested several times in Banganarti
inscriptions dating from the end of the thirteenth and the first half of the four!
teenth century.45 It is also on record in two Old Nubian inscriptions of the
twelfth – fourteenth century, painted on the walls of room 31 of the Northwest!
ern Annexe to the monastery on Kom h at Old Dongola. Both inscriptions prob!
ably refer to the same man.46 æris was the name of the epistolary scribe of King
Siti, as is indicated in the protocol of an Old Nubian document of ad 1333 found
in Qasr Ibrim:47 æris ê<pis>›tolı sountouê einı, ‘Aris being epistolary scribe’.
aris is probably a Nubian name, but its etymology is unknown.48

2. The personal name prwmos seems not to have been attested before,
either in Nubia or elsewhere. In Egyptian papyri of the Byzantine – early  Islamic
periods "6th – early 8th century#, we encounter similar names prwmao, prwma,
prwmaws, prwmoou, prwmou, and prwmo.49 All of these names are prob!
ably by-forms, or variants, of a name of Egyptian "Coptic# origin derived from
rmmao, ‘rich’. The form prwmoS in the inscription discussed here, may be anoth!
er by-form of the same name, thus testifying to Egyptian influences in Qasr Ibrim.50

Note that the final s is not certain. It may also be a flake and the name may there!
fore be prwmo as in the Egyptian papyri.

3. hlias was used in Christian Nubia as a personal name without being pop!
ular. It was, among others, the name of one of the Faras bishops who was in
office between ad 926 and 952.51

52

45 Unpublished. Their publication is being prepared by Adam !ajtar.
46 Unpublished.
47 Unpublished; Adam !ajtar’s reading from the photo.
48 The Greek language knows the word ér¤w, ‘bow-drill’. Procopius, Aed. 2.3, uses this word

to designate a shrine "as a counterpart of frãkthw, ‘sluice with gates’#, while some other
sources "Dioscurides ii 167; Galen xix 85 $Kühn%; P. Mag. Par. 1.2308# attest its usage in the
meaning drakont¤a mikrã, ‘Arum Dioscoridis’. According to Pliny, Historia naturalis xxiv 151,
ér¤w is another term for ér¤saron ‘hooded arum, Arisarum vulgare’. It is rather  unlikely that
the Greek ér¤w was at the roots of the personal name æris used in Christian Nubia.

49 For references, see Preisigke 1922: s.vv.; Heuser 1929: 25; Hasitzka 2007: s.vv.
50 It is very unlikely that prwmos could be of Greek origin. Although Greek knows the

word pr“mow "Attic for pr!imow, ‘early, precocious’#, this word is hardly expected in Chris!
tian Nubia. A proper name Pr“mow has not been attested in Greek so far.

51 For Bishop Elias, see Jakobielski 1972: 107–15.
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18–26. BISHOPS’ EPITAPHS

Under this heading a collection of nine epitaphs is brought together
which commemorate bishops. The high ecclesiastic status of the owners
is the main, though not the only, organising criterion for this group of
funerary inscriptions, whereas other groups of inscriptions are organised
according to the formal criteria of the texts.

Among the nine bishops’ epitaphs, six !nos. 18, 19, 20, 21, 23, and 24"
were found in the fill of Tomb t2 !structure 296". This tomb belongs to
a small cemetery consisting of six large chamber tombs !structures
295–300" which are cut into the cliff rocks of the Cathedral terrace, south
of the Cathedral and west of the so-called South Church !or Small
Church or Church 2; structure 294". Originally, these tombs may have
contained the bodies of the six bishops of the tenth– twelfth century who
are commemorated by the epitaphs in question. At a certain moment,
perhaps during the raid of Shams el-Dawla in ad 1172–3, the tombs were
plundered, and the inscribed tombstones were overturned !but obviously
not too badly ruined". After the end of the disaster, they were rede posited
in Tomb t2 during the clearing of the area.52 Three other epitaphs were

52 Cf. Plumley 1966: 10–11; Adams 1996: 82–3. In addition to tombstones of bishops, the
fill of the tomb yielded also the Coptic funerary stela of a woman Martha !below, no. 29",
a fragment of a funerary stela with an inscription in Greek !below, no. 79", and a number
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discovered also in close connection with the Cathedral. Two !nos. 22 and
26" were found in the Christian fill covering the Cathedral cemetery ter#
race west of the South Church, and one !no. 25" in the fill of Tomb t9
!structure 365", the northernmost of the line of tombs cut horizontally in
the gebel face, partly underlying the Cathedral tower.

Four out of the nine bishops’ epitaphs are dated exactly, according to
the Era of the Martyrs. The dates, as converted to the Dionysian era, are
as follows: ad 1036 !no. 22", ad 1110 !no. 19", ad 1132 !no. 21", ad 1154 !no.
24". Inscription no. 18 also contains a date, but its reading gives rise to
some doubts: it may be calculated either as ad 992/3 or, less likely, ad
1072/3. The remaining epitaphs should probably be dated to the period
delimited by the dated inscriptions on account of the archaeological con#
text !see above", the stylistic and iconographic criteria of the tombstones,
and the formal criteria of the texts !see below".

The bishops’ epitaphs are inscribed on richly decorated tombstones,
a fact that clearly distinguishes them from other Qasr Ibrim funerary
inscriptions that, as a rule, are written on simple rectangular plaques or
slabs.53 The decoration is primarily incised or sculptured; some elements
were also vividly painted. The system of decoration is essentially the same
in all cases except for no. 22, which has a simple raised border.54 The front
surface of the tombstones is intended to imitate the front of a !cult" build#
ing !an aedicula". The side supports carry an architrave on which rests either
a large semicircle with an internal decoration in the form of a conch, a half-
rosette, or sun-rays !?" !nos. 19, 20, 23", or three mountain-like elements
surmounted by crosses and identified by Plumley !1970: 131" as cupolas or

54

of loose pages from religious manuscripts, probably from books that belonged originally
to the library of the Cathedral.

53 Conspicuously decorated tombstones are also attested outside of the group of bish#
ops’ epitaphs; thus below nos. 42 !epitaph of Io$- - -%", 45 !of a man Mariakyto", 54 !of an
unknown person", 55 !of an unknown man", 57 !of a woman Marianta", 59 !of a woman $?%
Iesousiko", 73 !of an unknown person". They were apparently produced under the influ#
ence of the tombstones of high ecclesiastics, and probably by the same stonemasons’
workshops.

54 Note that no. 26 has preserved only its central undecorated part.
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18–26. BISHOPS’ EPITAPHS

domes !nos. 18, 21, 24, 25; note that no. 18 has two side cupolas and a ro #
sette in the middle". If the variant with the semicircle is attested for a wider
group of Nubian Christian tombstones from central Nobadia !Qasr Ibrim
– Faras area" dating from the second half of the tenth to the first half of the
twelfth century,55 the variant with cupolas has been evidenced only in Qasr
Ibrim so far. It probably should be considered an original contribution of
the Qasr Ibrim masons to the funerary art of Christian Nubia.

An interesting phenomenon in the bishops’ epitaphs from Qasr
Ibrim is that all of them are in Greek. This is astonishing because, in
Nobadia, Greek alternates with Coptic without apparent rules, func#
tioning as the language of the epitaphs for several of the highest eccle#
siastics in Faras, which neighbours the Qasr Ibrim bishopric to the
south. In Sai, which lies still farther to the south, Coptic apparently
prevailed over Greek for this purpose. Moreover, Coptic was well
established in Qasr Ibrim as the language of literature and documents,
and was also extensively used in epitaphs, which the present catalogue,
along with earlier finds, clearly demonstrates. An explanation for the
absolute predominance of Greek in the bishops’ epitaphs from Qasr
Ibrim may be that we have only a short series of epitaphs from a rather
limited period covering c. 150 years between the second half of the
tenth and the first half of the twelfth century !see above". Bishops who
officiated in Qasr Ibrim in other periods may well have been buried
under tombstones with Coptic inscriptions. Nonetheless, the use of
Greek for the epitaphs of Qasr Ibrim bishops testifies to the attraction
held by this language in one of the main centres of Nobadia, which
always stood under the strong influence of Coptic culture.

Regarding their form, the bishops’ epitaphs represent two types:
1" epitaphs with a bipartite composition in which the first part is intro#
duced by the formula ye¤& prono¤& !nos. 20, 21, 23, 25"; 2" epitaphs with
the prayer ‘God of the spirits and of all flesh’ !nos. 18, 19, 22, 24, 26".56

55

55 For this group of tombstones, see van der Vliet 2003: 25–6, commentary to no. 3
!funerary stela of Aaron, bishop of Faras, who died ad 972".

56 For the classification of Nubian Christian epitaphs in Greek according to their text
form, see !ajtar 2003a: xxi–xxiv.
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There are no rules apparent in the choice of either of the two types,
either with respect to time or to the form of the tombstone. Thus, epi#
taphs nos. 20 and 21, belonging to the same type and commemorating
bishops that probably succeeded each other, are inscribed on tomb#
stones with a different decoration. On the other hand, epitaphs with the
prayer ‘God of the spirits and of all flesh’ are dispersed over the whole
period covered by the group in question, and alternate with epitaphs
with a bi partite composition and the ye¤& prono¤&-formula. Textually,
the epitaphs, in particular those with a bipartite composition and the
ye¤& prono¤&-formula, show remarkable similarities !for more details, see
the commentaries in the individual entries of the catalogue". They evi#
dently share a family relationship. Either the redactors of younger epi#
taphs copied from older ones, or they made use of model texts of epi#
taphs that may have been kept in the Cathedral library or in the bishop’s
residence. 

Among the ecclesiastics commemorated by the epitaphs, three were
bishops of Phrim $= Qasr Ibrim% !nos. 19, 20, 21", three were bishops of
Kourte !nos. 23, 24, 25", and one was a bishop of Pakhoras $= Faras% !no.
22". In one case !no. 18", the see of the dead bishop is not named !this was
probably Phrim; see the commentary below for the inscription in ques#
tion", and in another one !no. 26", the information about the see is not
preserved. The high percentage of foreign bishops in the group discussed
here !four out of nine" is remarkable. It probably testifies to the fact that
bishops of the dioceses immediately neighbouring Qasr Ibrim in the
north !Kourte" and the south !Faras" temporarily resided at Qasr Ibrim in
the eleventh – twelfth century. For a possible interpretation of this phe#
nomenon, see above, ‘Introduction’, p. 8.

18. Epitaph of Marianou, 
bishop !of Phrim?"

Excavation no. unknown; register no. 66/105. Documentation: photo
nos. 66v15/21, 66vc6/1, 66p3/33.

Found in the fill of Tomb t2, on the Cathedral cemetery terrace, west

56
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18. EPITAPH OF MARIANOU, BISHOP (OF PHRIM?)

of the South Church !see the introductory remarks about this group of
inscriptions".

Egyptian Museum, Cairo, JdE 90882.
A roughly rectangular sandstone slab with a recessed field, 44 x 17.5 x

10 cm. The slab is completely preserved except for some damage in the
lower part of the left-hand edge. The recessed field is divided into two
uneven parts. The smaller upper part, which occupies one fifth of the
field, carries a sculptural decoration. It shows two arch-like elements,
one on each side, surmounted by a Maltese cross. A rosette with eight
petals is seen in between the arch-like elements. The petals of the
rosette were painted alternately red and white. Two small Maltese cross#
es are placed in the triangles formed by the rosette and the arch-like ele#
ments. The decoration in the upper part rests on a horizontal line which
is provided, at the bottom, with small squares resembling the denticuli-
friese of Ionic architecture. The bigger, lower part of the field is occu#
pied by the inscription. The text is incised without ruling; the script is
neither nice nor careful. The letters in the lower part are much bigger
than in the upper part. Palaeographically, the letters represent Nubian-
type majuscules.

Unpublished.
Cf. Plumley 1970: 131, fig. 103 !photo of the upper part of the stela".

Perhaps ad 992/3 !see commentary".

~ ı y(eÚ)w t«n pn(eum)ãtvn
(ka‹) pãsiw sarkÒw, ı tÚ <yãnaton>
katargÆsaw (ka‹) tÚn ÜA(dhn)

4 katabatÆsaw (ka‹) zv-
Øn <t>“ kÒsmƒ xari-
zãmenow, énã-
pauson tÚn doË(lon)

8 marianou §p(¤skop)ow §n
kÒlpoiw ÉAbraåm
(ka‹) ÉIsaåk (ka‹) ÉIak!b, §n t!-
pƒ f<v>ti<n>«n, §n t!-

57
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12 pƒ énac<Ê>jevw, §n:
"m°ra : pe!oou
eftoou é<n>ãpauson
épÚ mart(Êrvn)

16 gemi g°-
p_ n-

y q_ h- q_
to, émÆ(n).

1. o_q_s |  p_n_atwn ||  2. § |  œto ||  3. § ||  4. § || 8. ep_o_s ||  10. §ïsaak§ïakwb ||
11. vtiaiwn ||  14. second a in é<n>ãpauson written below the line ||  15. matr

2. pãshw |  tÚn ||  4. katapatÆsaw ||  5–6. xarisãmenow ||  8. §p¤skopon ||  10–11. tÒpƒ
fvtein“ ||  11–12. tÒpƒ ||  13. pejoou !?"  ||  16–19. g°noito

God of the spirits and of all flesh, You who have defeated death and trodden
down Hades and given life to the world, rest !Your" servant Marianou,
a bishop, in the bosom of Abraham and Isaac and Jacob, in a shining place,
in a place of refreshment, in !...". !He died on" day 4 !Wednesday", !in the
year" from the Martyrs 709. !His" years !were" 89. So be it, amen.

The epitaph of Bishop Marianou is composed in the same way as other
epitaphs with the prayer ‘God of the spirits and of all flesh’. However, the
prayer appears in a highly abbreviated form, reduced to only an invoca#
tion of God and some initial requests for rest of the soul of the dead. An
identically abbreviated prayer is found in the undated epitaph of Geor#
gios, a deacon, from Wadi el-Ghazali !&ajtar 2003a: no. 33". It is difficult
to say whether the similarity between these two epitaphs testifies to the
existence of a firmly established text tradition, or is just the accidental
outcome of the editorial work of the redactors of the inscriptions. The
large distance separating Qasr Ibrim from Wadi el-Ghazali, and the
mechanical character of the work, favours the second option. 

The Bishop Marianou, commemorated by this epitaph, was probably
a bishop of Phrim !Qasr Ibrim", even though the text omits the name of
his diocese. This omission is understandable only if we assume that Mar#
ianou died and was buried in his own diocese where everybody knew his
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name and his achievements. Similarly, the name of the see was omitted
from several epitaphs of the bishops of Faras,57 and also from the epitaph
of Georgios, archbishop of Dongola !&ajtar 2002". 

An Old Nubian document from Qasr Ibrim mentions a bishop with
the name mariane.58 The see of this Mariane is not specified. Judging by
the findspot of the document, we may suppose that he was a bishop of
Qasr Ibrim. The document should probably be dated to a much later
period, however, perhaps the twelfth century, which precludes the identi#
fication of Mariane with the Marianou commemorated by this epitaph.

An interesting element of Marianou’s epitaph is that the text, which
essentially is composed in Greek, also contains phrases and expressions
in Coptic and Old Nubian. Although the switching from Greek to Old
Nubian and/or Coptic is not rare in Nubian epitaphs, the use of all three
languages in a single text is exceptional. It is also attested in another, frag#
mentarily preserved epitaph from Qasr Ibrim !below, no. 63". 

2. The word yãnaton has been omitted, probably inadvertently, by the stone#
mason who was not very careful in his work. 

4. katabatÆsaw !instead of katapatÆsaw" is found in another epitaph from
Qasr Ibrim commemorating a certain Men$- - -% !below, no. 58, ll. 3–4". Perhaps
these two inscriptions have a connection. The change of p for b !and inversely"
is otherwise attested in Christian Nubia without being frequent.59

5. The t in the article t“ has only its horizontal dash. This is either a mistake
by the stonemason or his attempt to put the t in ligature with the following w. 

5–6. The spelling xarizãmenow is attested in several other Nubian epitaphs
with the prayer ‘God of the spirits and of all flesh’.60 It is rooted in the pronun#

60

57 Thus in the epitaphs of the following bishops: Maththaios !!ajtar & Twardecki
2003: no. 105", Ignatios !!ajtar & Twardecki 2003: no. 106", Kollouthos !!ajtar 2003a:
no. 1", and Stephanos !!ajtar & Twardecki 2003: no. 107".

58 The document has never been published properly. A preliminary reading, based on
Plumley’s transcript, is given in Browne 1991: vii–viii.

59 Cf., e.g., !ajtar 2003a: no. 8, ll. 12 !ÙlÊbh" and 25 !Nopad¤aw"; Steindorff 1941: 204–7
!pr[o]batwr". Generally, for the change of p for b !and inversely" in later Greek, see
Gignac 1976: 83–6.

60 The list of attestations is as follows: the epitaph of a woman Neomeni, Ginari, exact
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18. EPITAPH OF MARIANOU, BISHOP (OF PHRIM?)

ciation of the sibilants /s/ and /dz/, which became almost undistinguishable in
Post-Classic Greek !Gignac 1976: 120–4". Change of s for z !and inversely" is oth#
erwise attested in Nubia for other words !cf. &ajtar 2003a: 256, index". 

8. In the word §p(¤skop)ow, the p seems to have been corrected from a k. Per#
haps the stonemason !or the redactor of the inscription" wanted to write this
word in the form §(p¤s)k(op)ow, but then changed his mind. Both §p(¤skop)ow and
§(p¤s)k(op)ow are unusual abbreviations, as the word in question was normally
abbreviated by suspension, as §p¤sk(opow), and not by contraction. §p(¤skop)ow
stands for §p(¤skop)on here, probably through the automatic insertion of the
nominal formulary into the form of the prayer. Another possibility is to assume
a phonetic notation: loss of /n/ in the final position with the simultaneous
appearance of /s/.

12. §n at the end of the line is either a remnant of another request, which has
not been completed on the stone for some reason, or part of the dating formu#
la, syntactically connected with the following "m°ra, i.e. §n "m°r&. Since §n is
rather unusual in the latter context in Nubian Greek epitaphs, it is the first pos#
sibility that has been chosen here. 

13–14. The expression "m°ra pe!oou eftoou poses difficulties. One
assumes that pe!oou stands for pejoou, ‘day’, hence "m°ra pe!oou != pe -
joou" eftoou, ‘day four !i.e. Wednesday"’ with the repetition of the word ‘day’,
which is given first in Greek, then in Coptic. The problem with this reading is
that !oou for joou is phonetically very unlikely, so we have to assume a stone#
cutter’s mistake here. Another strange phenomenon is that the redactor of the
inscription indicated the weekday of Marianou’s death but not the day of the
month. Plumley !ms." was of the opinion that "m°ra pe!oou eftoou means
‘day 24’ or ‘on day 24’ !of a month". This is hardly possible as the 24th of a month
should be something like sou !outafte in Sahidic Coptic. 

15–18. This part of the inscription containing, among others, the date of Mar#
ianou’s death is difficult to be read owing to the unclear formulation of the text
and its complicated disposition on the stone. The large y in the lower left-hand
corner is undoubtedly the first element of a year date according to the Era of the
Martyrs. The problem concerns the continuation of the numeral. This may be

date unknown, probably 9th–10th century !Firth 1912: 46, right column, first inscription
from the bottom"; the epitaph of an unknown person, Qasr Ibrim, date unknown !below,
no. 58, l. 5"; the epitaph of Ioannes, eparch of Nobadia, provenance unknown, probably
the Second Cataract area, ad 1006 !Lefebvre 1907: no. 665; Tibiletti Bruno 1964:
no. 6; Kubińska 1974: 49–50, no. i"; the epitaph of a woman Eikkir, Meinarti !?", 11th/12th
century !!ajtar 2003a: no. 7, l. 6"; the epitaph of a deacon Georgios, Wadi el-Ghazali,
date unknown !!ajtar 2003a: no. 33, l. 7".
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either the letters p_q_ standing vertically to the right of y in the same lower left-
hand corner, or the large letter q_ in the lower right-hand corner. In the first case,
the year of Marianou’s death would be am 789 = ad 1072/3, in the second one, am
709 = ad 992/3. In his preliminary elaboration of Greek epitaphs from Qasr
Ibrim, Plumley !ms." opted for the first solution. The second possibility seems to
be more probable, however. It is suggested by the shared large dimensions of the
letters yq_ against those of p_q_, which are much smaller. If the year of Marianou’s
death was really épÚ mart(Êrvn) yq_, the number p_q_ = 89 would probably repre#
sent the age of the deceased Marianou. The Old Nubian word gemi stands for
gemili(gou), ‘years’, through haplography: gemi<li>›, and the loss of the plural
formant !gou". It refers either to the year of the Era of the Martyrs: épÚ
mart(Êrvn) gemi yq_ or to the years of Marianou’s life: gemi p_q_. 

19. Epitaph of Iesou, 
bishop of Phrim 

Excavation no. unknown; register no. 66/103. Documentation: photo
nos. 66p3/36, 66v15/23, 66vc6/3. 

Found in the fill of Tomb t2, in the Cathedral cemetery terrace, west
of the South Church !see the introductory remarks about this group of
inscriptions". 

Egyptian Museum, Cairo, JdE 90881. 
A rectangular slab of sandstone, 57 x 37 x 9 cm. The slab is completely

preserved except for some damage at the edges and the corners. The front
of the slab shows a decoration in relief that imitates the front of a build#
ing. At both sides of the slab, there are simple supports without bases and
capitals. Each of them is decorated with two pairs of horizontal strokes in
its upper part. The supports carry a semicircular tympanum with a large
rosette !?" inside. The petals of the rosette are arranged in two zones
around a central element. Above the rosette there are two crosses with
equal arms, one in each corner !the one on the left-hand side is severely
damaged". The inscription is contained within a recessed field and is care#
fully executed. The letters are regular and form even lines. Palaeographi#
cally, they represent Nubian-type majuscules. The front of the slab was
richly painted. The central element of the rosette was painted white, the
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19. EPITAPH OF IESOU, BISHOP OF PHRIM

petals of the first zone of the rosette were painted alternately red and
green, and those of the second zone were probably red and white. The
inscription was painted in a rather sophisticated way that may be
described as a cross within a square.61 The painting affected only this part
of the text, which forms a square-like block !ll. 1–20". The square !white"
was formed by ll. 1–2 !upper edge", 19–20 !lower edge", and by vertical
bands consisting of the three first and three last letters of each line, near
the left-hand and the right-hand edges. The internal cross !green" was
formed by ll. 10–11 !horizontal bar" and by a band of three letters in the
middle of each line !vertical bar". Smaller squares within were painted red. 

Unpublished. 
Cf. Plumley 1970: 131, fig. 104 !photo of the upper part of the stela". 

6 May ad 1110. 

~ ı y(eÚ)w t«n pn(eum)ãtvn ka‹ pãshw sarkÒw,
ı tÚn yãnaton katargÆsaw ka‹ tÚn ÜA-
dhn katapatÆsaw ka‹ zvØn t“ kÒs-

4 mƒ xarisãmenow, énãpauson tÚn doË-
lÒn sou êb(ba) i(hso)u ÙryÒdojow §p¤skopow vrim
§n kÒlpoiw ÉAbraåm ka‹ ÉIsaåk ka‹ ÉIak!b,
§n t!<pƒ> fvtin“, §n t!pƒ xlÒhw, §n t!-

8 pƒ énacÊjevw, ¶nya ép°dra ÙdÊnh ka‹
lÊph ka‹ stenagmÒw: • pçn èmãrthma
par’ aÈtoËw • praxy<¢>n lÒgƒ µ ¶rgƒ <µ> ka-
tå doiãnhan, …w égayÚw ka‹ filãn(yrvp)ow,

61 Several other examples of painting on the front surface of gravestones are known from
Christian Nubia. Two epitaphs of bishops of Faras, Kollouthos, died ad 923 !!ajtar
2003a: no. 1", and Stephanos, died ad 926 !!ajtar & Twardecki 2003: no. 107", have the
letters in the four corners painted red so as to form a cross out of the unpainted letters in
the middle. The reverse can be observed in the epitaph of Georgios, archbishop of Don#
gola, died ad 1113 !!ajtar 2002". There the letters in the middle are painted red both ver#
tically and horizontally so as to form a large Greek cross. In the epitaph of Iesou, bishop
of Faras, who died most probably ad 1169 !!ajtar 2003a: no. 3", the lines of the text and
the elements of the decoration are painted alternately red and black.
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12 sugx!rhson ˜ti oÎk §stin ên(yrvp)ow ˘w zÆse-
tai ka‹ oÈx èmartÆsei: sÁ går mÒnow pã-
shw èmart¤aw §ktÚw Ípãrxeiw (ka‹) " dikai-
osÊnhw sou d<i>k(ai)osÊnh efiw t#n afi«na, k(Êri)e,

16 ka‹ ı lÒgow sou élÆyeia: sÁ går e‰ " énãpau-
siw ka‹ <"> é<nã>stasiw pãntvn t«n xris-
tian«n. • ¶th d¢ t$w zv$w aÈtoË ımoË
o_a, • yrÒnou §kãyhsen ¶th y_, • pacwnna

20 i_a • ép°yanen: • ka‹ so‹ tØn dÒjan éna-
p°mpvmen t“ p(at)r‹

ka‹ t“ u(fl)“
épÚ mart(Êrvn) ka‹ t“ è- v̇k_w

24 g¤ƒ pn(eÊmato)w
é-

a_ m- w_
Æ-

28 n.

1. o_q_s  |  p_n_atwn ||  2–3. ædhn ||  4. ænapauson ||  5. a_b i_u ||  6. æbraam |
ïækwb ||  7. clœhs ||  8. ænayuxews |  æpedra œdunh ||  9. "tenagmos |
æmarthma ||  10. par¿ autous pracqon | Ìergw ||  11. doiænhan |
ægaqos |  vilæn_o_s  ||  12. œti |  æn_o_s  ||  13. æmarthsei ||  14. æmartias |
ºparceis § ||  15. dk÷œsunh |  k_e_ ||  16. œlogos |  ælhqeiæ ||  16–17. Ìana-
pausis ||  17. pasistasis ||  19. êth ||  21. p_r_i ||  22. u_w_ ||  23–4. ægi‹ p_n_s  ||
23. æpo matr ||  25–8. æmhn

5. ÙryÒdojon §p¤skopon ||  7. tÒpƒ fvtein“ |  tÒpƒ ||  7–8. tÒpƒ ||  10. aÈtoË ||  
11. diãnoian ||  14–15. dikaiosÊnh ||  15. tÚn ||  19. §kãyisen ||  20–1. énap°mpomen ||  
24. pneÊmati

God of the spirits and of all flesh, You who have defeated death and trodden
down Hades and given life to the world, rest Your servant Abba Iesou,
orthodox bishop of Phrim, in the bosom of Abraham and Isaac and Jacob, in
a shining place, in a place of verdure, in a place of refreshment, whence pain
and grief and lamentation have fled away. As a good God and loving
mankind forgive every sin committed by him in word or in deed or in
thought, for there is not a man who would live and would not sin. For You
alone are outside sin, Your justice is justice forever, O Lord, and Your word
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is truth. For You are the rest and the resurrection of all Christians. And all
the years of his life !were" 71. He sat on the throne 9 years. He died on the
11th !day of " Pakhon, !in the year" from the Martyrs 826. And to You we
bring glory, to the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit, amen. Alpha
Omega. 

A bishop of Phrim named Iesou is the author of a letter in Old Nubian
addressed to Israel, domestikos of Faras !Browne 1989: no. 25, address on
the verso". The letter, found in 1982 at Qasr Ibrim, has no internal date.62

It is possible that it comes from the first years of the twelfth century and
its author was the man commemorated by the epitaph discussed here.
A bishop of Phrim named Iesou is also mentioned in a graffito on the
rocks of the so#called Gebel Maktub, a hill-top situated to the east of the
Qasr Ibrim fortress. This graffito neighbours another one that is dated to
Thoth 10, year 712 of the Era of Diocletian, that is 8 September ad 995.63

If the two graffiti are contemporary !which seems likely", the Iesou of
Gebel Maktub must be a different person than the owner of the epitaph
discussed here and the author of the letter to Domestikos Israel.

7. The spelling entwvwtinw is also found in no. 24, l. 11. It occurs in sev#
eral other epitaphs of north Nubian !Nobadian" provenance, dating from the
eleventh – thirteenth century.64 It can be explained by the assimilation of p with
v in tÒpƒ and subsequent haplography. 

9. The point over the initial s in stenagmÒw represents the prothetic /i/ pro#
duced by Nubian speakers in front of the consonant cluster /st/. The phenome#
non is well attested in Nubian literacy in Greek and also for the word  stenagmÒw.65

10. The point between r and a in par’ aÈtoËw probably marks the elision. 

66

62 It is certainly not to be connected with the cache of documents from the second half
of the twelfth century, discovered in 1974 in a large sealed jar buried under the floor of
House 177; for the description of this find, see Plumley 1978; Adams 1996: 214. These
documents make up the entire volume of Browne’s 1991 publication.

63 The graffiti remain unpublished. They are shown on the photo in Plumley & Adams
1974: pl. li.

64 For a collection of the evidence and discussion, see !ajtar 2003a: no. 81, commentary
to l. 7.

65 Cf. !ajtar 2003a: no. 9, commentary to l. 10.
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19. EPITAPH OF IESOU, BISHOP OF PHRIM

pracqon !for praxy°n" is undoubtedly a lapsus of the stonemason rooted in
the visual similarity of the letters e and o. 

17. The spelling pasistasis !for " énãstasiw" is strange and not easy to
explain. The writing of p for h at the beginning may be a mere lapsus of the stone#
mason originating in the visual similarity of both letters. The same factor might
have played a role in the writing of si for n, such that the following a would sim#
ply have been omitted. But it is also possible that pasis, being the first part of
the conglomerate of letters pasistasis, was mistakenly shaped in this manner
under the influence of the second part of this conglomerate, i.e. tasis. The
declension of the adjective pçw, which occurs farther on in this line, could also
have intervened. 

17–18. The addition pãntvn t«n xristian«n after " énãstasiw occurs in two
other epitaphs from Qasr Ibrim composed with the prayer ‘God of the spirits
and of all flesh’. These are: the epitaph of Marianou, bishop of Kourte, died ad
1154 !below, no. 24, ll. 24–5", and the epitaph of an unknown bishop, probably of
the eleventh – twelfth century !below, no. 26, ll. 8–9". This addition is not attest#
ed elsewhere in Nubian epitaphs of the same type, which seems to suggest that
it was in vogue only in Qasr Ibrim and perhaps only in bishops’ epitaphs. The
origins of the addition are difficult to ascertain. It seems to be a liturgical or lit#
erary borrowing. The attribute pãntvn t«n xristian«n occurs as part of epitheta
ornantia of various persons, especially of Mary, Mother of Jesus, in Patristic liter#
ature; cf., e.g., Ephraem Syrus, Precationes ad dei matrem, prayer 5:66 s¢ går makari-
oËsi pçsai afl genea¤, pary°ne d°spoina yeotÒke, " §lp‹w pãntvn t«n xristian«n,
and John Damascene, Sermo in annuntiationem Mariae !PG xcvi, col. 660": xa›re,
kexaritvm°nh, xa›re, " pãntvn ımoË t«n perãtvn t$w g$w koinØ svthr¤a, ka‹
pãntvn t«n xristian«n xristianikØ prostas¤a. 

18. ımoË occurs in exactly the same position in the epitaph of a woman Kel
from Old Dongola, died ad 785 !&ajtar 2003a: no. 20, ll. 19–20": tå d¢ ¶th t$w
zv$w aÈtoË != aÈt$w" ımoË pwÄ. It should probably also be assumed in the epitaph
of Kollouthos, bishop of Faras, died ad 923, where we come across the siglum
!:67 ¶th d¢ t$w zv$w aÈt(o)Ë épÚ t$w gennÆsevw aÈt(o)Ë ßvw labe›n érxieratikØn
tãjin ¶th mbÄ, épÚ d¢ t$w §piskop$w k(a‹) ßvw t$w teleut$w aÈt(o)Ë ¶th kÄ !
!= ımoË" jbÄ. The meaning of the word ımoË in the Kollouthos’ epitaph is ‘alto #
gether’; here, and in the epitaph of Kel, the meaning ‘all’ is more appropriate. 

19. The genitive yrÒnou !without a pronoun" is somewhat strange in connec#
tion with §kãyisen. We would rather expect §p‹ yrÒnou §kãyisen, as in the epitaph
of an unknown bishop found in Qasr Ibrim and now in the Fitzwilliam Museum

66 Ed. K. G. Phrantzoles, ÑOs¤ou ÉEfra¤m toË SÊrou ¶rga vi, Thessalonica 1995, p. 373.
67 !ajtar 2003a: no. 1, ll. 11–15 !with commentary".
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in Cambridge !below, no. 26, ll. 11–13": §p‹ to[Ë yrÒnou a]È̀toË kayÆs[aw. The
word yrÒnow occurs without a pronoun in the indication of the length of the epis#
copacy of two Qasr Ibrim bishops, Georgiou !no. 20" and Marianou !no. 21" in
the phrase qronoi kaqhsoi; we are probably dealing with a dative there. 

pacwnna = pacwn-la, ‘in the month of Pakhon’. 

20. Epitaph of Georgiou, 
bishop of Phrim 

Excavation no. unknown; register no. 66/104. Documentation: photo
nos. 66p3/34, 66v15/24, 66vc6/4. 

Found in the fill of Tomb t2, in the Cathedral cemetery terrace, west
of the South Church !see the introductory remarks about this group of
inscriptions". 

University College London, Petrie Museum, uc 2373. 
A rectangular slab of sandstone, 57 x 37 x 4.5 cm. Upper edge slightly

rising from left to right, lower edge convex. The front of the slab bears
a decoration that imitates the front of a building. Raised narrow fillets
run along side edges. They are decorated with a carved ornament con#
sisting of x-shaped elements, eight on each fillet, separated by double
strokes. The fillets support a semicircular tympanum, which is executed
only in carving. The tympanum is bordered by a wide band with floral
ornaments inside. Within the tympanum, there is a conch or a half-
rosette with twelve elements. Each element has a dot at the top. Above
the tympanum, two crosses are visible, one in each corner. The inscrip#
tion is contained within the recessed field. It is carved without guidelines,
the carving is quite careful, and the letters form even lines, although the
lines have a tendency to slope in the lower part of the inscription. Palaeo#
graphically, the letters represent Nubian-type majuscules. The surface of
the slab was painted red and green. The system of painting is impossible
to ascertain due to the disappearance of the paint. 

Unpublished. 
Cf. Plumley 1966: 11, pl. iv 5 !report on the discovery"; Plumley 1970: 131,

fig. 105 !photo of the upper part of the stela". A photo of the entire stela is
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found on the Internet at the addresses: <www.touregypt.net/featuresto#
ries/qasribrim.htm> and <www.digitalegypt.ucl.ac.uk/qasr/uc2373.html>.

Most probably ad 1125 !on account of reckoning the dates of episco#
pacy of Iesou, Georgiou, and Marianou; see below". 

~ V ~ A ~ V ~
§n ÙnÒmati toË p(at)r(Ú)w (ka‹) toË u(flo)Ë (ka‹) toË èg¤-
ou pn(eÊmato)w: : ye¤<&> prono¤& toË despÒzon-

4 touw y(eo)Ë t°lei toË p¤ou §xrÆsa-
to ı makariou : êbba gewrgiou
§p¤skopow vrÓ, yrÒn<ƒ> kayÆ-
s<aw> ¶th : i_e : ka‹ ı z«n "m°ra

8 ¶th p_b: ép°yanen : ÑAyÁr : i_e: :
énãpauson: : (ka‹) §jous¤a o„ ¶rxou
toË §pãrx(ou) not(ãriow) (ka‹) érx(i)mand(r¤thw) ÑRafaØl
(ka‹) érx(i)mand(r¤thw) paÒÒe. : X(rist)¢ ı y(eÒ)w,

12 énãpauson tØn cuxØn
aÈtoË §n kÒlpoiw ÉAbraåm
(ka‹) ÉIsaåk (ka‹) ÉIak!b, ¶ny’ ép°dr-
a ÙdÊnh (ka‹) lÊph (ka‹) stenag-

16 mo¤w, • §n tª lamprÒtith
t«n èg¤vn sou, §n parade¤-
sƒ t$w truf$w, : émÆn. :
2. p_r_s §u__u § ||  3. p_n_s ||  4. q__u ||  6–7. qronoi kaqhsoi ||  7. êth | kaïœzwn |
Ìmera ||  8. êth |  æq_u_r ||  9. ænapauson  |  §êxousia ||  10. epacrnto §acrmadn ||
11. §acrmadn |  c__e oq__s ||  12. ænapauson ||  13. æbraam ||  14. §ïsaak§ïakwb ||
15. œdunh§ |  § ||  16. lamprœtith ||  18. trºvhs

3–4. despÒzontow ||  4. b¤ou ||  6–7. kay¤saw ||  9. §jous¤ai a„ !for œn" %rxou ||  
15–16. stenagmo¤ !?"  ||  16. lamprÒthti

Omega Alpha Omega. In the name of the Father and the Son and the Holy
Spirit. Through the divine providence of God who is Lord the blessed Abba
Georgiou, bishop of Phrim, accomplished !his" life. He sat on the throne 15
years. And the days he lived !were" 82 years. He died on Hathyr 15. !O God",
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rest !his soul". And the offices you !sic" held !were": notary of the eparch and
archimandrite of !the monastery of " Raphael, and archimandrite !of the
monastery of " Pashshe. O Christ God, rest his soul in the bosom of Abraham
and Isaac and Jacob, whence pain and grief and lamentations have fled
away, in the splendour of Your saints, in the paradise of joy, amen. 

The epitaph of Bishop Georgiou studied here is closely connected
with the epitaph of another bishop of Phrim, that of Marianou !no. 21
below". The similarities are as follows: 

1" Both epitaphs start with the trinitarian formula §n ÙnÒmati, which is
otherwise not very common in Qasr Ibrim epitaphs. 

2" They are composed with the formula ye¤& prono¤& toË despÒzontow
yeoË t°lei toË b¤ou §xrÆsato. Interestingly, the word ye¤& lacks the final
a in both cases, and the epithet of God is spelled despÒzontouw. 

3" The epithet qualifying the deceased has the form ı makariou. 
4" The length of the episcopacy of the two men is expressed with help

of the formula yrÒn<ƒ> kayÆs<aw> != kay¤saw", written qronoi kaqhsoi. 
5" The length of the life of both Georgiou and Marianou is introduced

by the formula ı z«n "m°ra ¶th with the strange ı z«n standing instead
of z$saw.

6" The descriptions of the careers of the two men are introduced by
a very similar formula using the word §jous¤a !in singular" in the meaning
‘offices’ !in plural". Thus, in the epitaph of Georgiou we have: (ka‹) §jous¤a
o„ ¶rxou, and in the epitaph of Marianou: fid¢ §jous¤a aÈtoË oÂto¤ efisin.
What is still more important, the two men followed a more or less similar
cursus honorum. Both of them started their careers as men of letters: Geor#
giou was first the notary of an eparch, and Marianou, the chief notary of an
eparch. Later on they were nominated archimandrites of the monastery of
Raphael, and it is nearly certain that it is the same monastery which is at
issue in both cases. Additionally, Georgiou was also archimandrite of the
monastery at Pashshe before he was appointed to the see of Phrim, and
Marianou held a !priestly?" function at the side of a queen. 

7" The prayer for the dead in the epitaph of Georgiou is identical with
the first part of the prayer for the dead in the epitaph of Marianou. 

The observable similarities between the epitaphs of Bishops Georgiou
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and Marianou are important enough to suggest a close relationship. One
gets the impression that they have their origin in the same milieu and, per#
haps, were even composed by the same people who either used one of the
epitaphs as a model for the other one or based these epitaphs on another
bishop’s epitaph, now lost. The close simi larity of the careers of Georgiou
and Marianou seems to suggest that one of these two men followed in the
steps of the other. Georgiou was most probably the predecessor of Maria #
nou, as the length of his episcopacy !fifteen years" fits exactly the gap
between the death of Iesou !ad 1110" and the beginning of the episcopacy
of Marianou !ad 1125", reckoned from the data in his epitaph !for this
remark we would like to thank Giovanni Ruffini".

3–4. The opening formula ye¤& prono¤& toË despÒzontow yeoË is attested in
this position in several epitaphs of north Nubian !Nobadian" provenance dating
to the last three centuries of the first millenium.68 It seems to be particularly
characteristic of Qasr Ibrim. In addition to this inscription, it also occurs in the
following epitaphs: the epitaph of Marianou, bishop of Phrim !below, no. 21, ll.
2–3", the epitaph of Petrou, bishop of Kourte !below, no. 23, ll. 5–7", the epitaph
of an unknown bishop of Kourte !below, no. 25, ll. 3–4", the epitaph of Arent$.%ia
!below, no. 41, ll. 2–3", the epitaph of Io$- - -% !below, no. 42, ll. 2–3", the epitaph
of Petros, an exarch !below, no. 43, ll. 1–3", and perhaps in another  fragmentarily
preserved epitaph !below, no. 44, ll. 3–4". It is interesting to observe that all four
bishops’ epitaphs from Qasr Ibrim displaying this formula lack the final a in
ye¤&. Evidently, all these epitaphs are related to one another in this respect.
Either one of them served as a model for the others or, more likely, they all
depend upon a common source. One should note that the spelling ye¤<&> prono¤&
is found likewise in the epitaph of Iesousinkouda, eparch of Nobadia !?",
domestikos of Pakhoras, and nauarkhes of the Nobades, died ad 1102, which prob#
ably originates from the Second Cataract area !&ajtar 2003a: no. 5, l. 2". This sup#
posed source must have influenced epitaphs that came into existence in the
southern part of Nobadia, from Qasr Ibrim to the Second Cataract area. 

toË despÒzontouw y(eo)Ë stands for toË despÒzontow y(eo)Ë. The form despÒ-
zontouw is probably due to phonetic phenomena: interchange of /o/ and /u/ in the
pronunciation followed by the writing of ou for o in script. This alternation is
attested in Post-Classic Greek without being common !Gignac 1976: 211–14". 
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68 For this formula, see !ajtar 2003a: no. 5, commentary to ll. 2–4; for its Coptic form,
see the commentary to no. 45 below.
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4–5. t°lei toË b¤ou §xrÆsato, literally ‘took the end of life’, is a euphemism for
‘died’. The expression is attested only in a Christian milieu, in both literary texts
and inscriptions. It is often used in Nubian epitaphs in Greek.69

5. ı makariou is also found in the epitaph of Bishop Marianou !below, no. 21,
l. 4", the epitaph of an unknown bishop of Kourte !below, no. 25, l. 5", the epi#
taph of Arent$ . %ia !below, no. 41, l. 4"70 – all three found in Qasr Ibrim – and the
epitaph of Iesousinkouda, eparch of Nobadia !?", domestikos of Pakhoras, and
nauarkhes of the Nobades, died ad 1102, originating from the Second Cataract
area !&ajtar 2003a: no. 5". It can be explained by the influence of Old Nubian in
which -ou is a very productive nominal ending.71

6–7. The word qronoi found on the stone is probably not to be read yrÒnoi
but yrÒn<ƒ>. The presence of a iota adscript is impossible at this time and place.
The final oi is rather a mistake for w caused by the visual similarity of the signs. 

The form kaqhsoi, which occurs here and in the epitaph of Marianou, bish#
op of Phrim !below, no. 21, l. 6", is strange and difficult to explain. Here we
expect either the third person singular of the aorist active of kay¤zv !§kãyisen"
or the masculine participle of the aorist active of the same verb !kay¤saw". As the
form occurring on the stone obviously lacks the augment, one is inclined to
choose the second of the aforementioned possibilities. Another possibility is
that kaqhsoi stands for kay¤zei under the change of i for h, z for s, and ei for
oi. ı z«n instead of ı z$saw in l. 7 shows that aorist was occasionally replaced by
present in the language of the inscription’s redactor. The same holds true for the
inscription no. 21.

7. ı z«n in the biographical lemma is characteristic of the Greek epitaphs
from Qasr Ibrim. In addition to this inscription, it is also found in the epitaph
of  Bishop Marianou of Phrim !below, no. 21, l. 7", the epitaph of an unknown
 bishop of Kourte !below, no. 25, l. 7", and the epitaph of Arent$ . %ia !below, no.
41, l. 5". The masculine participle of the present active ı z«n, ‘the one who lives’,
is out of place here with reference to a person who is already dead. One would
expect ı z$saw, ‘the one who lived’. Introducing the age of the deceased with
a participle of the verb z$n is very antique in style. Nubian epitaphs normally
have no introductory formula at all in this place. 
"m°ra means ‘time span’ here. This peculiar usage of the word "m°ra is charac#

teristic of Nubian literacy in Greek.72 It also is attested for the Coptic joou.73

69 For the list of attestations, see !ajtar 1998: 77.
70 Note that the stone has ı maierou in this place.
71 Cf. !ajtar 2003a: no. 5, commentary to l. a 5.
72 For a collection of the evidence and an attempt at explanation, see Hägg 1982: 59. 
73 Cf., e.g., van der Vliet 2003: no. 3, l. 13 and passim. 
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9. êxousia stands for §jous¤ai.74 This is either a stonemason’s mistake or
a phonetic notation. Change of short ai for a in final position is attested in Post-
Classic Greek without being frequent !Gignac 1976: 194–5". §jous¤a, originally
‘power, authority’, means ‘office, magistracy’ here. 

The second person singular imperfect middle !¶rxou = %rxou" is somewhat
strange in an epitaph displaying an objective narration in the third person singu#
lar. Here we expect %rxeto or, still better, %rjato. In connection with êrxv, the
relative pronoun should stand in the genitive plural !œn". The oi extant on the
stone is probably just a lapsus of the stonemason for ai != a·" caused by the visu#
al similarity of the letters o and a. If so, the relative pronoun was put  incorrectly
in the nominative instead of the genitive. Another possibility is that oi repre#
sents œn, with a shift of w for o, and an erroneous notation of n. In this case we
should edit: §jous¤a äo<n> ¶rxou. 

10. The office of notãriow is attested several times in Christian Nubia, but the
attestations are mainly from unpublished texts. Below, all known Nubian notarii
are listed in chronological order. 1" One of the Coptic letters found in Qasr
Ibrim, together with the Arabic letter from the governor of Egypt to the king of
Makuria dated to ad 758, shows that a certain Petros, a notary, was a messenger
of the king of Makuria to the governor of Egypt.75 2" The epitaph of Istephanou
!Stephanos" from Old Dongola, who died ad 797, describes the career of the
deceased in the following way: pre(sbÊterow), xalt(oulãriow), not(ãriow),
érx(i)mand(r¤thw) Mar¤a timaeie, coiakÒ_Òl_ , "oknaÒ_Òl_ , ‘priest, khartular#
ios, notarios, archimandrite of !the Monastery of " Mary at Timaeie, khoiakishshil,
joknaishshil ’.76 3" A Coptic legal document kept in the Graeco-Roman Museum in
Alexandria !northern Nubia, beginning of the ninth century" lists among wit#
nesses a certain Philotheos notarios.77 4" A Coptic legal document from northern
Nubia and now in the British Museum was drawn up by a certain iatros pno-
tar(i)o(s).78 5" The epitaph of Merki, palaeographically dated to the

74

74 Similarly in the epitaph of Marianou, bishop of Phrim, below no. 21, ll. 10–11.
75 The entire dossier deals with a series of diplomatic and military incidents involving

both countries, and must have been part of the archive of the eparch of Nobadia; for this
dossier, see Plumley 1975b, who also cites the names of the two messengers of the Nubian
king, Iakobos and Petros; for the Arabic letter, see Hinds & Sakkout 1981. The Coptic
letters are being studied by Joost L. Hagen.

76 The most recent publication of this epitaph is by !ajtar, in !ajtar & Twardecki
2003: no. 110.

77 The document has never been published properly. A short description is found in
Krall 1900: 236–8 !especially 237".

78 Crum 1905: no. 452. The document has no internal date. Like the other legal docu#
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eighth – tenth century and found by the Canadian Mission at Hambukol, shows
that the deceased fulfilled the following offices: xart(oulãriow) sah, ¶jar(xow)
timiklews Ích<l$>w g$<w>, not(ãriow), miz!t(erow), prvt(o)dom¤stikow, ‘khartu#
larios of Sai, exarkhos TIMIKLEOS !? " the Lofty Land, notarios, meizoteros,
protodomestikos’.79 6" An unpublished letter from Qasr Ibrim, probably of the
twelfth – thirteenth century, has in the address: papasa not(ãriow) (ka‹)
"oknaÒou pe_r pre(sbÊterow) (ka‹) not(ãriow), ‘Papasa, notarios and joknashou to
PER !?", priest and notarios’.80 7" An unpublished inscription in the western por#
tico of the Upper Church at Banganarti, probably from the thirteenth century,
mentions a certain Phorou !?" who was: pr(esbÊterow) MÆ(thr) Bas(il°vw),
§pist(ologrãfow), not(ãriow) zhtoÇn, (...) pÒlin qekna, ‘priest of !the Church" of
the Mother of the King, epistolary scribe, notarios of those who are seeking jus#
tice !?", !..." Thegna of the Town’.81 The same man is probably referred to in
a neighbouring inscription which was left [Íp¢r] énacÊjevw not(ar¤ou) me -
g(ãlou).82 8" An inscription in debased Greek on a wall of Deir Anba Hadra !St
Simeon Monastery" at Aswan dating from ad 1322 in which, among other per#
sons, is mentioned [---]gh pãntvn not(ãriow).83 Finally, one should add the epi#
taph of Marianou, bishop of Phrim, which contains the information that the
deceased was a chief notarios !érxinotãriow" of the eparch !below, no. 21, ll. 11–12".
The Greek notãriow transcribes the Latin notarius. In the times of the Roman
Empire, notarii, often recruited from among the imperial freedmen, were prima#
rily stenographers who recorded the minutes of important meetings !cf. Teitler
1985". Later, in the time of the Eastern Roman Empire, they were known as
scribes and secretaries serving in various government departments like the

ments in Coptic bought in Aswan for the British Museum but of northern Nubian prove#
nance !Crum 1905: nos. 447–54", it should probably be dated to the beginning of the
ninth century.

79 The inscription will be published by Adam !ajtar. It should be observed that the
sequence of offices is not clear as the last three titles were added on the right-hand margin.

80 Readings by Adam !ajtar from the photo of the document kept in the Qasr Ibrim
archive, Faculty of Oriental Studies, Cambridge; transferred to the British Museum, Lon#
don, in 2008.

81 The inscription will be published by Adam !ajtar. Note that the description of
Phorou’s career, though perfectly readible on the wall, may be subject to different inter#
pretations due to its unclear syntax and corrupt orthography. It is, e.g., unclear what the
expression not(ãriow) zhtoÇn means exactly. One can suppose that zhtoÇn = zht«n and stands
for zhteuÒntvn here; zhteÊontew might then be ‘those who appear in court to seek justice’.

82 To be published by Adam !ajtar.
83 Griffith 1928: 137, l. 8. Note that ]gh is probably the end of the name of this man.
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genikon, vestiarion, dromos, etc. It is undoubtedly in this later meaning that the term
notãriow was used in Christian Nubia.84 Thus, our Georgiou and Marianou from
the next inscription, future bishops of Phrim, started their careers as employees in
the office of an eparch. This eparch was most probably the eparch of Nobadia, one
of the most important officials of the Kingdom of Makuria, who, as we know,
resided in Qasr Ibrim in the twelfth– thirteenth century and perhaps also earlier.85

In addition to this inscription, the monastery of Raphael is also mentioned in
the epitaph of Bishop Marianou, who was its archimandrite !below, no. 21, ll.
12–13". It is nearly certain that both mentions, here and in the epitaph of Mari#
anou, refer to the same monastery. The location of the monastery is unknown.
We probably have to look for it in Qasr Ibrim or its vicinity.

11. The monastery of Pashshe is only known so far through this single attes#
tation. paÒÒe must be a toponym referring to the village where the monastery,
of which Georgiou was the archimandrite, was located. It was transferred onto
the monastery because this was the only, or the main, element of the village’s cul#
tural and religious landscape.86 The location of the village of Pashshe with its
monastery is unknown. paÒÒe is undoubtedly a Nubian toponym, perhaps
derived from the Old Nubian paÒ(Ò)-, ‘to separate’.87

11–18. The prayer for the dead occurring in these lines is paralleled by the
prayer for the dead in several other Greek epitaphs from Qasr Ibrim. The list
includes: the epitaph of Marianou, bishop of Phrim !below, no. 21, ll. 13–19", the
epitaph of an unknown bishop of Kourte !below, no. 25, ll. 8–14", the epitaph of
a man Arent$ . %ia !below, no. 41, ll. 8–15", the epitaph of an unknown person
!below, no. 60, ll. 2–10", and another epitaph of an unknown person !below, no.
61, ll. 1–9". It is also found outside Qasr Ibrim, in the epitaphs of two bishops of
Faras, Maththaios and Kollouthos.88 A very similar prayer is attested in Coptic epi#

76

84 This is particularly clear in the case of Iatros the notarios, whose subscription of the
Coptic legal document in the British Museum qualifies him as the scribe.

85 Adams 1996: 42–58 and 245–6.
86 Examples of transferring place-names to cult places, including monasteries, are numer#

ous in both ancient and recent times. Thus, the oldest Benedictine monastery in Poland,
in the vicinity of Cracow, is always referred to as Tyniec, and the famous Pauline monastery
in Cz'stochowa, with the painting of the Black Madonna, is known as Jasna Góra.

87 For the meaning, see Browne 1996: 147, s.v. paÒ(Ò)-. One can hypothesise that the
village was situated at a place where the River Nile divided into smaller currents or where
a basin was separated from the Nile Valley.

88 For Maththaios, see !ajtar, in !ajtar & Twardecki 2003: no. 105, ll. 7–14; for Kol #
louthos, see !ajtar 2003a: no. 1, ll. 6–11. Note that the two Faras epitaphs lack the request
for rest §n parade¤sƒ t$w truf$w.
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taphs from Egypt and Nubia.89 The prayer is definitely of liturgical origin. It may
have been modelled on the prayer for the dead from the diptychs of the Liturgy of
St Basil which reads:90 kataj¤vson §n kÒlpoiw t«n èg¤vn pat°rvn "m«n ÉAbraåm
ka‹ ÉIsaåk ka‹ ÉIak!b: ¶ktrecon, sÊnacon efiw tÒpon xlÒhw, §p‹ Ïdatow énapaÊ-
sevw, §n parade¤sƒ truf$w, ¶nya ép°dra ÙdÊnh ka‹ lÊph ka‹ stenagmÒw, §n tª
lamprÒthti t«n èg¤vn sou. 

15–16. The form stenagmo¤w is attested in other Nubian epitaphs.91 It is prob#
ably to be understood as the nominative plural stenagmo¤ with a s added in the
final position. It is possible, however, that stenagmois is a mere lapsus for ste-
nagmws, rooted in the visual similarity of w and oi. The spelling stenagmws
is attested without being common.

21. Epitaph of Marianou, bishop of Phrim 

Excavation no. unknown; register no. 66/101. Documentation: photo
nos. 66p3/35, 66v15/25, 66vc6/5. 

Found in the fill of Tomb t2, in the Cathedral cemetery terrace, west
of the South Church !see the introductory remarks to this group of
inscriptions". 

Egyptian Museum, Cairo, JdE 90880. 
A rectangular slab of sandstone, 56 x 27 x 12.5 cm. The lower left-hand

corner of the slab is broken off, edges chipped away. Along the edges runs
a raised border. The space within the border is divided into two uneven
parts by a fillet connected with the border, but slightly wider than it. The
border and the fillet carry an incised ornamental decoration. The decora#
tion of the side borders consists of zigzags with dots inside, and that of the
upper and the lower borders, as well as the fillet, of x-shaped patterns with

89 Egypt: e.g., the epitaph of a priest Stephanos from Esna, Sauneron & Coquin 1980:
259–60, no. 57; Nubia: e.g., the epitaph of a deacon Petrou from Debeira-West, van der
Vliet 2003: no. 17 !with commentary".

90 Budde 2004: 190. Similarly in the prayer for the dead from the diptychs of the Litur#
gy of St Gregory !Gerhards 1984: 46–7" and St Mark, as contained in the so-called Kac#
marcik Codex !Macomber 1979: 56". For the anaphoral prayers for the dead according to
the earliest liturgical sources from Egypt, see generally Henner 2009.

91 For a list of attestations and interpretation, see !ajtar 2003a: no. 17, commentary to
l. 9, and add nos. 20, ll. 15–16, 21, l. 17, 57, l. 13, and 60, ll. 7–8, from the present catalogue.
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a dot inside each quarter, separated by double strokes.92 On the lower mar#
gin of the slab, below the border, one sees a circle in the centre divided by
four intersecting lines into eight even parts having dots inside, and on the
right-hand side a circle with an eight-petalled rosette. An identical rosette
was probably placed on the left-hand side, which is now damaged. The
upper, smaller part of the space delimited by the border carries a sculp#
tured decoration showing three mountain-like elements, each surmount#
ed by a cross. The central element is higher than the lateral ones. It has
a round top and is decorated with four vertical patterns resembling petals.
The lateral elements have the form of a half of an oval; their interior is
intersected by lines, three on each element, running parallel to the top of
the elements. The lower, bigger part of the space delimited by the border
is occupied by the inscription. The text has been incised without ruling,
but very carefully and nicely. The letters are regular and form even lines.
Palaeographically, they represent Nubian-type majuscules. Note the exten#
sive use of double points to separate the words and to mark the numerals.
Traces of green colouring are visible on the surface of the slab.

Unpublished. 
Cf. Plumley 1966: 11 !report on the discovery"; Plumley 1970: 131, fig.

106 !photo of the upper part of the stela". 

8 June ad 1132.

~ §n ÙnÒmati toË p(at)r(Ú)w ka‹ toË u(flo)Ë
ka‹ toË èg¤ou pn(eÊmato)w: : ye¤<&> prono¤& toË
despÒzontou y(eo)Ë l°gei toË b¤-

4 ou §xrÆsato ı makariou êbba
marianou §p¤skopow vrÓ, yrÒ-
n<ƒ> kayÆs<aw> : ¶th : z_ : mhnÚw : h_ :
ka‹ ı z«n "m°ra • ¶th : o_d, • ép°ya-

8 nen : PaËni mhnÚw : i_d : sell°n˙

78

92 This somewhat resembles the segmented frieze of classical architecture. There were
probably seven such segments on the dividing fillet and six on the upper and the lower
borders.
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: k_y : épÚ mart(Êrvn) : v_m_h : "m°r& tª
kuriakª ép°yanen. : fid¢ §jou-
s¤a aÈtoË oÂto¤ efisin: : érxh-

12 not(ãriow) toË §pãrx(ou), dhg( ) bas¤lissa, : érx(i)-
mand(r¤thw) ÑRafaÆl. • X(rist)¢ ı y(eÒ)w, énãpau-
son tØn cuxØn aÈtoË §n kÒl-
poiw ÉAbraåm ka‹ ÉIsåk ka‹ ÉIak!b,

16 ¶nta ép°dra ÙdÊnh ka‹ lÊph
ka‹ stenagmo¤w, : §n tª lam-
prÒtiyh t«n èg¤on sou, §n pa-
rade¤sow t$w trhf$w, : mis-

20 tapodÒta me §n tª basile¤&
t«n oÈ(ra)noÇ n, : efiw tÚn parãdeison
t$w trhf$w, §n ⁄ épolaÊousin
pãntew ofl ëgio¤w sou, ka‹ efis°leu-

24 son aÈtÚn fage›n §k toË jÊ-
lou t$w zv$w ékolÊtv-
w: émÆn, : émÆn, g°noito,

émÆn. :

1. p_r_s |  u__u ||  2. p_n_s ||  3. q__u ||  4. êcrÌsato œmakariou ||  5–6. qronoi kaqh-
soi ||  6. êth ||  7. œzwnÌmeraêth ||  7–8. æpeqanen ||  8. paºni ||  9. æpomatr |
Ìmera ||  10. kuriækh æpeqanen ||  10–11. îdeêxousia ||  12. nto |  êpacr dgh ||
12–13. acrmadn ||  13. c__e oq__s ||  13–14. ænapauson ||  15. æbraam |  ïsak |  ïækwb ||
16. æpedræœdunhkaï ||  17. "tenagmois ||  17–18. lamprœtiqh ||  18. ægion ||
19. trÌvhs || 21. oun_o_n ||  22. trÌvhs |  ênwæpolauousin ||  23. ægiois ||  
25–6. ækolutwsamhn ||  26. æmhn ||  27. æmhn 

3. despÒzontow |  either t°lei or lÆjei !see commentary"  ||  6. kay¤saw ||  8. selÆn˙ ||
10–11. §jous¤ai ||  11. a&ta¤ ||  11–12. érxinotãriow ||  12. basil¤sshw ||  15. ÉIsaåk ||  
16. ¶nya ||  17. stenagmo¤ !?"  ||  17–18. lamprÒthti |  èg¤vn ||  18–19. parade¤sƒ ||  
19. truf$w ||  19–20. either misyapodÒta mou or misyapodÒthsÒn me !see commen#
tary" ||  21. oÈran«n ||  22. truf$w ||  23. ëgioi ||  23–4. most probably efis°lason !see
commentary"  ||  25–6. ékoloÊyvw

In the name of the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit. Through the
divine providence of God who is Lord, the blessed Abba Marianou, bishop
of Phrim, accomplished !his" life. He sat on the throne 7 years !and"
8 months. And the time span he lived through !was" 74 years. He died on
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!day" 14 of the month of Pauni, on !day" 29 of the lunar month, !in the year"
from the Martyrs 848, on Sunday. And his offices were !as follows": chief
notary of the eparch, $ - - -% of the queen, archimandrite of !the monastery
of " Raphael. O Christ God, rest his soul in the bosom of Abraham and Isaac
and Jacob, whence pain and grief and lamentations have fled away, in the
brilliancy of Your saints, in the paradise of joy, recompense me !sic" !with a
place" in the Kingdom of Heavens, in the paradise of joy, where all Your
saints rejoice, and bring him to eat from the Tree of Life unimpeded, amen,
amen, so be it, amen. 

3. despozÒntou is paralleled by despozÒntouw occurring in the epitaph of
Georgiou, bishop of Phrim !above, no. 20, ll. 3–4 with commentary". s was omit#
ted at the end of the word, as is frequently the case in Nubian Greek. 

l°gei is strange as there is no word formed in this manner !nom. l°giw or
l°gow, dat. l°gei". Here we expect t°lei. Perhaps the redactor of this inscription
or the stonecutter who was responsible for its final form, performed a metathe#
sis !letei instead of telei" and then changed t for g owing to the visual simi#
larity of the two letters. Another possibility is that the author of the inscription
had lÆjei in mind. The change of h for e is attested without being frequent !cf.
Gignac 1976: 242–4"; that of g for x is possible. Provided that the second hypoth#
esis is correct, the meaning is: ‘abba Marianou, bishop of Phrim, took his lot’. 

6. mhnÚw is out of place in the indication of the length of Makariou’s episco#
pacy. One expects m$naw here. The mistake can be understood differently. It may
be due to a weak sense of the Greek declension system among Nubian speakers,
whose native tongue did not have declension of nouns. Another possibility is
that mhnÚw was used here under the influence of the indication of the month
date, which normally assumes the form: mhnÚw + a month name + a number.93 Or,
perhaps it is just a lapsus of the stonemason rooted in the visual similarity of the
letters a and o in Nubian-type majuscules.

10. fid° at the beginning of the sentence looks sophisticated. Obviously, the
redactor was a man of letters.

11. oitoi extant on the stone is difficult to explain. Perhaps the redactor of the
epitaph incorrectly used the masculine directive pronoun in the nominative plural
!o&toi" instead of the feminine !a&tai". Another possibility is a lapsus of the stone#
mason rooted in the visual similarity of letters a and o in Nubian-type majuscules.
i instead of u on the second position is probably a simple stonemason’s mistake. 

93 Such an expression occurs two lines lower, where we have PaËni mhnÚw : i_d.
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11–12. érxinotãriow toË §pãrxou is paralleled by notãriow toË §pãrxou, the
office held by Georgiou, future bishop of Phrim !above, no. 20, l. 10 with com#
mentary". As was argued in the commentary to the epitaph of Georgiou, under
¶parxow we probably have to understand the eparch of Nobadia. It is well known
that the eparch of Nobadia exercised control over the northernmost part of the
Kingdom of Makuria, neighbouring Islamic Egypt. Consequently, he was respon#
sible for the multifaceted contacts with the powerful northern neighbour,
including the realisation of the baqt. He was also the agent of the king of Makuria
in the Red Sea trade. The finds from Qasr Ibrim show that the eparch of Noba#
dia carried on a large-scale correspondence in Coptic, Greek, Old Nubian and
Arabic, which presupposes the existence of an extensive chancery. The employ#
ees of this chancery, or at least some of them, were called notãrioi, ‘notaries’, and
its head functioned under the designation érxinotãriow, ‘chief notary’.

12. The position of the expression dhg( ) bas¤lissa, in between the names of
two offices held by the deceased Marianou during his lifetime, indicates that this
must also be the name of an office. It probably assumes the form of an attribu#
tive expression, in which the first element is regens and the second one is rectus.
If so, we should have basil¤sshw. bas¤lissa extant on the stone may be
explained twofold: 1" It is due to the weak sense of the Greek declension system
on the part of the inscription’s redactor, who incorrectly used the nominative
instead of the genitive; 2" The word ‘queen’ was declined bas¤lissa, basil¤ssaw
in the language of the inscription’s redactor, who dropped s in the final position.
The meaning of the first element of the name of the office and, consequently, the
way of resolving the abbreviation, are not clear. No suitable word beginning with
dhg- !deig-, dig-, doig-, dug-" is attested in the dictionaries of the Greek lan#
guage. It is not to be excluded that the abbreviation dgh occurring in this inscrip#
tion transcribes the word diãkonow under the change of i for h and k for g. The
word diãkonow was normally abbreviated dkia in Greek inscriptions of the Chris#
tian world, including Nubia, but the abbreviations dki and dgi sporadically occur in
the Banganarti inscriptions.94 Provided that dgh really stands for diãkonow, the
reading of Marianou’s second office should be: dh(ã)g(onow) bas¤lissa !i.e.
diãkonow basil¤sshw", ‘deacon of the Queen’. The word bas¤lissa probably
refers to a royal woman, perhaps the wife of the king of Makuria. It is quite
understandable that members of the royal Makurian family, especially king and
queen, had their private clergymen who assured their spiritual guidance and ful#
filled sacramental services for them. Such a private priest of King Moüses Geor#
giou is probably mentioned in one of the Old Nubian documents from Qasr
Ibrim !Browne 1991: no. 32, ll. 22–4": ‘I, David, being of Mosmosi, in the retinue
of the Priest of King George, wrote and witnessed’. Being the deacon of the
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94 Unpublished material studied by Adam !ajtar.
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queen, Marianou must have spent some time on the royal court in Dongola or,
inversely, the queen sojourned for a period in the north and a local clergyman
Marianou was asked to fulfill the function of her private deacon. Another possi#
bility is that bas¤lissa refers to Mary, Mother of Jesus who, after her death, was
taken to Heaven and crowned Queen by her Son.95 Provided so, it must be the
name of the church in which our Marianou fulfilled the function of the deacon.
Or, perhaps dgh stands for dh(oi)g(htÆw), i.e. di(oi)k(htÆw). dioikhtÆw basil¤sshw
could have been a person who took care of the private property of the queen. 

13–27. The prayer for the dead contained in these lines clearly consists of two
parts; part i encompasses ll. 13–19, part ii, ll. 19–26. Part i repeats the stereotyp#
ical prayer for the dead as it occurs in several Qasr Ibrim epitaphs.96 Part ii is
a unique composition, perhaps shaped on a liturgical or literary model. Its
authorship is difficult to ascertain. It was rather not the work of the redactor of
the inscription but an older composition used by him. The two parts were com#
bined rather automatically. As a result, the request for rest in the paradise of joy
was repeated twice, once in part i !ll. 18–19" and once in part ii !ll. 21–2". 

18–19. §n parade¤sow !for §n parade¤sƒ" is also found in no. 41, ll. 14–15. It
probably has nothing to do with syntax !nominative instead of dative" but is
purely phonetic: change of w for o, addition of s in final position. 

19–20. mistapodota looks like the vocative of misyapodÒthw with a change
of q for t. But the vocative misyapodÒta is out of place in connection with me,
which requires a verb either in the indicative or, better still, in the imperative. We
should have either misyapodÒta mou, ‘O my recompenser’ or misyapodÒthsÒn me,
‘recompense me’.97 Or, perhaps, mistapodota is the second person singular
imperative of present active !misyapodÒta" or the third person singular indicative
of present active !misyapodotò". With this reading, however, one has to admit the
change of final vowel of the root !misyapodotãv instead of misyapodot°v".
misyapodot°v is used to describe the action of God towards the soul of the
deceased in an epitaph from Wadi el-Ghazali:98 énãpauson tØn cuxØn aÈtoË §n
kÒlpoiw t«n èg¤vn pat°rvn ÉAbraåm ÉIs[aåk ÉIa]k!b, misyapo[dÒthson ---]. On
the basis of this inscription, the verb misyapodot°v was conjectured by Gustave

95 The use of bas¤lissa without a complement as a Marian title is attested without being
frequent; cf. Lampe 1961: s.v. bas¤lissa.

96 For this prayer, see above, no. 20, commentary to ll. 11–18 .
97 Perhaps these two expressions were conflated, thus producing the incorrect

mistapodÒta me.
98 Lefebvre 1907: no. 608. This inscription may be the same as !ajtar 2003a: no. 41 !see

the commentary there". Lefebvre !followed by !ajtar" read misyapo[dotÆsaw], but
misyapo[dÒthson] is better in the given context.
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Lefebvre in another inscription from Wadi el-Ghazali !Lefebvre 1907: no. 611".
God is designated as misyapodÒthw !recompenser" in a fourth-century inscription
from Philippopolis in Thracia, modern Plovdiv in Bulgaria !Be(evliev 1964: no.
207, ll. 5–7": ±w != efiw" xãrin éntãj[io]n misyÚn d!se<i> k(Êrio)w misy[a]podÒthw, and
in P. Gen. i 14, l. 27 !4th–6th century": t“ misy<ap>odÒt˙ ye“. The use of
misyapodot°v and misyapodÒthw with relation to God in inscriptions and papyri
probably goes back to Heb. 11:6: pisteËsai går de› tÚn proserxÒmenon t“ ye“ ˜ti
¶stin ka‹ to›w §kzhtoËsin aÈtÚn misyapodÒthw g¤netai; see also Matt. 20:8: kãle-
son toÁw §rgãtaw ka‹ épÒdow aÈto›w tÚn m¤syon érjãmenow épÚ t«n §sxãtvn ßvw
t«n pr!tvn !about the vineyard’s owner".

Note that the redactor of the inscription changed the object of the request
from the third person !aÈtÒn" to the first person !me".

21–3. The request for rest in the paradise of joy where all God’s saints rejoice
lacks a verb in the imperative !or, alternatively, in the subjunctive" and a pronoun.
One tentatively supplements: <efis°lason aÈtÚn> efiw tÚn parãdeison t$w truf$w,
§n ⁄ épolaÊousin pãntew ofl ëgio¤ sou. Alternatively, the request under consider#
ation depends on mistapodÒta me != misyapodÒthsÒn me" in the previous request,
but unlike the latter which has §n + dative, the former has been constructed with
the use of efiw + accusative. Provided the second supposition is correct, we have
a sign of the wavering between dative and accusative resulting from the gradual
disappearance of the dative in Post-Classic Greek !cf. Humbert 1930". 

The addition of §n ⁄ épolaÊousin pãntew ofl ëgio¤ sou to the common desig#
nation parãdeisow t$w truf$w occurs only here among Greek epitaphs from
Nubia.99 It gives the impression of a liturgical or literary borrowing. The exact
source of this borrowing is unknown, the picture of saints rejoicing in God’s
companionship being common to the Early Christian imagery; cf., e.g., Callini#
cus, Vita sancti Hypatii 26.5:100 élhy«w går ofl ëgioi lampr«n sit¤vn met°xousin
épolaÊontew t$w ye¤aw ka‹ pneumatik$w trap°zhw; Ephraem Syrus, Encomium in
gloriosos martyres, qui in toto mundo martyrium sunt passi:101 trismakãrio¤ efisin ëpan-
tew ofl ëgioi, ıpo¤aw klhronom¤aw m°llousin épolaÊein, ka‹ t$w metå XristoË ée‹
sundiatrib$w, toË Íperastrãptontow tÚ f«w tÚ Íp°rlampron; Eusebius, De eccle#
siastica theologia iii.14.3:102 oÈkoËn ofl ëgioi pãntote sunesÒmenoi aÈt“ t$w aÈtoË
basile¤aw épolaÊsousin §n tª kathggelm°n˙ t«n oÈran«n basile¤&. 

84

99 But see the Coptic stela of Bishop Thomas of Faras, died ad 862, ll. 20–1: ‘in  Heavenly
Jerusalem, where the saints have found rest’ !Jakobielski 1972: 77"; for mton mmo# =
épolaÊv, see Crum 1939: 194b.
100 Ed. G. J. M. Bartelink, Callinicos. Vie d ’Hypatios, Paris 1971 $= Sources chrétiennes 177%.
101 Ed. K. G. Phrantzoles, ÑOs¤ou ÉEfra¤m toË SÊrou ¶rga vii, Thessalonica 1998, p. 167.
102 Ed. G. C. Hansen, E. Klostermann, Eusebius Werke, iv. Gegen Marcell. Über die kirch#
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23–5. efis°leuson must stand for efis°lason. The mistake probably came into
existence through the conflation of two verbs: efiselaÊnv and efiseleÊsomai. In
addition to this inscription, the request for the soul of the dead to be fed from
the Tree of Life occurs in the epitaph of one Thecla, originating from the
Fayyum !Lefebvre 1907: no. 107", and the epitaph of Ioannes, a deacon, said to
come from Old Cairo !Lefebvre 1907: no. 67", both having c!mison aÈt$w
!aÈtoË" §p‹ toË jÊlou t$w zv$w. It is also found in Coptic epitaphs from Egypt
and Nubia.103 The Tree of Life is the tree that grew in the primeval paradise and
produced fruits giving immortality. The fruits were tasted by Adam as described
in Gen. 3:22: ka‹ nËn mÆpote §kte¤n˙ tØn xe›ra ka‹ lãb˙ toË jÊlou t$w zv$w ka‹
fãg˙ ka‹ zÆsetai efiw tÚn afi«na. His sinful action cut off man from paradise, but
God promised new access to the Tree of Life to those who follow the way of
righteousness; cf. Rev. 2:7: t“ nik«nti d!sv aÈt“ fage›n §k toË jÊlou t$w zv$w,
˜ §stin §n t“ parade¤sƒ toË yeoË. The request, occurring in the epitaph dis#
cussed here and in the epitaphs of Thecla and Ioannes, refers to this divine
promise. 

25–6. The disposition of the text on the stone suggests the transcript ako-
lutwsamhn. This looks like the first person plural of the aorist active of the
verb ékolouy°v under the loss of augment and the change of h for w:
±kolouyÆsamen, ‘we have followed’. This is completely out of place here. Obvi#
ously the initial idea was to have ékolÊtvw !for ékoloÊyvw": émÆn !so in the
 printed text above". This was misunderstood by the stonemason who made one
word out of two. Or, perhaps this mistake initially occurred in the text prepared
by the redactor? 

liche Theologie. Die Fragmente Marcells, 2nd ed., Berlin 1972 $= Die griechischen christlichen
Schriftsteller 14%.

103 The examples from Nubia are: 1" the epitaph of Eleutheria Tasia from Naga el-Sheima
!Satzinger, in Bietak & Schwarz 1987: 170; SBKopt. ii 1068"; 2" the epitaph of Theo #
gnosta, probably from Qasr Ibrim !Schenke 2000: 177, ll. 8–9"; 3" the epitaph of Keudo#
nia from Sakinya !Mina 1942: no. 308, ll. 6–8; SBKopt. ii 1209". A similar request is found
in the prayer for the donor in the Coptic colophon van Lantschoot 1929: no. lxxxiv, ll.
25–7 !ms. British Library Or. 6781, Upper Egypt, ad 983, containing the encomium on
St Michael the Archangel attributed to Theodosius, archbishop of Alexandria". The Tree
of Life is mentioned, furthermore, in slightly different wording in several other Coptic
epitaphs from Nubia. These are: 1" the epitaph of Marianta from Arminna !SBKopt. i 460,
ll. 11–13"; 2" the epitaph of an unknown person from Sakinya !Mina 1942: no. 82, ll. 2–3";
3" the epitaph of Petrosinta from Sakinya !Mina 1942: no. 320, l. 14"; 4" the epitaph of
Ioannou from Sakinya !Mina 1942: no. 321, l. 10".
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22. Epitaph of Marianou, 
bishop of Pakhoras 

Excavation no. unknown; register no. 66/43. Documentation: photo
nos. 66v7/24, 66v7/29. 

Found in the Cathedral cemetery terrace, west of the South Church,
in loose fill of Christian date !see the introductory remarks to this group
of inscriptions". 

Egyptian Museum, Cairo, JdE 90878. 
Round topped stela of gray sandstone, 70 x 40 x 10 cm. The stela was

cut out of an elongated block, perhaps a lintel, which served as the sup#
port for inscription no. 1 !placed on the left-hand face of the stela". Pre#
served almost completely; surface slightly weathered, edges chipped off.
The epigraphic field is surrounded by a raised border, c. 4 cm wide. On
the sides and at the top the border runs along the edges; at the bottom it
leaves an unsmoothed space, c. 6–7 cm wide, probably designed to keep
the stone in an upright position. The first three lines of the inscription
are separated from the main body of the text by an incised horizontal
line. The final cross is placed on the lower border. The inscription is
carved without guidelines, but quite nicely and carefully. The letters are
regular and form even lines. They become bigger and more widely spaced
towards the end of the inscription in order to fill in the space the stone#
mason had at his disposal. The letters are generally Nubian-type majus#
cules, however a in l. 1 is the so-called ‘alpha à barre brisée’, characteris#
tic of epigraphic majuscules. Strokes are frequently provided with dots at
the endings, an endeavour which resembles, to a degree, the apices of the
classical monumental script. 

From the stone, Plumley 1971: 77–84. From the photo and the publica#
tion of Plumley, Kubi)ska 1974: 38–40, no. 8, fig. 9.

Cf. Plumley 1966: 11 !report on the find"; Plumley 1970: 131, fig. 102
!photo of the upper part of the stela"; Jakobielski 1972: 144 with n. 18 !on
Bishop Marianou"; &ajtar 1992: 120 !on the function of archimandrite";
&ajtar 1996: 105, no. 4 !basic metric and bibliographic data"; &ajtar & van
der Vliet 1998: 44–5 !on the expression ‘having the Four Living Creatures
of the Island of Teme’". 
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11 November ad 1036.

A_ ~ V_
f«w zv$w
~ épÚ mart(Êrvn) : c_n_g :

4 ı y(eÚ)w t«n pn(eum)ãtvn ka‹ pãshw
sarkÒw, ı t#n yãnaton katar-
gÆ`s`aw k(a‹) tÚn ÜAdhn katapatÆsaw
k(a‹) zvØn t“ kÒsmƒ xarisãmenow,

8 énãpauson tØn cuxØn tÚn doËlÒ-
n sou êb(ba) marianou Ùry(odÒjou) §pisk(Òpou) pacwras
k(a‹) érxhmandr¤thw poukw • k(a‹) épÒstolow toË
Babul#n • k(a‹) ¶xvn T°ssara Z«a n$sow

12 thme • §n kÒlpoiw ÉAbraåm k(a‹) ÉIsaåk k(a‹) ÉIak!<b>,
§n t!pƒ fvtin“, §n t!<pƒ> xlÒh, • §n t!pƒ éna-
cÊjaivw, ¶nt’ ép°dra ÙdÊnh k(a‹) lÊph k(a‹) s-
tenagm!w: pçn èmãrthma par’ aÈtoË parex-

16 y¢n l!gƒ µ ¶rgƒ µ katå diãnoian,
…w mÒnow égayÚw k(a‹) filãn(yrvp)ow, Õw zÆsai-
tai k(a‹) oÈx èmartÆshw: sÁ går mÒnow, y(eÒ)w, pã-
shw èmar[t¤aw] §ktÚw Ípãrxeiw k(a‹) " dik(ai)o-

20 sÊnh efiw t#n afi«na, k(Êri)e, ı lÒgow sou é-
lÆyeia: : sÁ går " énãpaushw k(a‹) énãsta-
shw tÚn s#n doËlÒn sou êb(ba) marianou
Ùry(Ò)dojon ep¤sk(opon) pac(wras) k(a‹) so‹ tØn dÒja. :

24 ¶th kay(¤saw) §p‹ yrÒn<ƒ> : l__g :
¶th "m°ra t$w zv-
$w aÈtoË : j__y : ÑAyÁr : i_e.

~

3. apœ matr ||  5. œtwn || 6. k÷ ||  7. k÷ ||  9. a__b |  oqr êpiks ||  10. k÷ |  k÷ |  toou ||
11. k÷ ||  12. k÷ïsaakk÷ïakwk ||  14. k÷ |  k÷ ||  17. k÷vilan__os ||  18. k÷ |  q__s ||  19. k÷ ||
19–20. dik÷osunh ||  20. k__e ||  21. k÷ ||  22. a__b ||  23. oqr doxonepiks pca k÷ ||  
24. êth kqa |  qronoi ||  25. êthÌmera

5. tÚn ||  8–9. toË doÊlou ||  10. érximandr¤tou |  épostÒlou ||  11. ¶xontow |  nÆsou ||
13. tÒpƒ fvtein“ |  tÒpƒ xlÒhw ||  13–14. tÒpƒ énacÊjevw ||  14. ¶ny’  ||  14–15. ste-
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nagmÒw ||  15–16. praxy¢n ||  16. lÒgƒ ||  17–18. ˘w zÆsetai ||  18. èmartÆsei ||  20. tÚn ||
21. énãpausiw ||  21–2. énãstasiw ||  22. tÚn sÚn doËlon !for toË soË doÊlou"  ||  23. Ùryo -
dÒjou §piskÒpou |  dÒjan

Alpha Omega. Light of Life. !In the year" from the Martyrs 753. God of the
spirits and of all flesh, You who have defeated death and trodden down Hades
and given life to the world, rest the soul of Your servant Abba Marianou,
orthodox bishop of Pakhoras and archimandrite of Pouko and envoy to Baby#
lon != Cairo" and having !the Church of " the Four Living Creatures of the
Island of Teme, in the bosom of Abraham and Isaac and Jacob, in a shining
place, in a place of verdure, in a place of refreshment, whence pain and grief
and lamentation have fled away. As the only good one and loving mankind,
!forgive" every sin committed by him in word or in deed or in thought, !for"
there is not a man who would live and would not sin. For only You, O God,
are outside sin and Your justice !is justice" forever, and Your word is truth.
For You are the rest and the resurrection of Your servant Abba Marianou,
orthodox bishop of Pakhoras, and to You !we sing" glory. The years he sat on
the throne !were" 33, his days were 69 years, !he died" on Hathyr 15. 

Bishop Marianou of Pakhoras, commemorated by this epitaph, is also
known from several other sources, all of them originating from the Faras
Cathedral. He was represented in paint under the protection of Christ
and Mary with the Child on the south wall of the baptistery of the Faras
Cathedral.104 The painting was accompanied by two similarly reading
inscriptions: ~ êbba MarianoË §piskÒpou pacwras ÙryÒdojow ka‹
eÈseb°statow pollå tå ¶th u(flÚ)w êbba ÉIv(ãnno)u §pisk(Òpou) pacwras
!Kubi)ska 1974: 92–3, no. 17; Jakobielski, in Micha*owski 1974: 292, inscr.
no. 19". Another inscription mentioning him was in the south aisle of the
Cathedral and read: ~ êb(ba) MarianoË Ùry(odÒjou) §pisk(Ò)pou
apacwras eÈseb°statow pollå [tå ¶th] !Kubi)ska 1974: 93–4, no. 18". It
is known that Marianou was preceded on the episcopal throne of Faras by
Ioannes, who can reasonably be identified as his father. He was followed

104 The painting is kept in the National Museum in Warsaw, inv. 234036; for the painting,
see Micha"owski 1974: 208–19, cat. no. 45; Catalogue Wien 2002: 86–7, cat. no. 19 !with
further bibliography". For Marianou !Marianos", see Jakobielski 1972: 143–7.
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by Merkurios, who, in the famous list of bishops of Faras preserved in the
form of an ink inscription on the wall of the baptistery of the Faras
Cathedral, is also designated as a son of Bishop Ioannes !Jakobielski 1972:
194, l. 24". Jakobielski !1972: 147" expressed the opinion that Marianou
and Merkurios were spiritual sons of Ioannes, but Krause !1978: 153–64"
demonstrated that they were biological sons of this man. Stefan
 Jakobielski !and before him Kazimierz Micha*owski" thought Ioannes,
Marianou and Merkurios were Melkites who temporarily occupied the
otherwise Monophysite see of Faras. This opinion was also rejected by
Martin Krause who was able to show that Ioannes and his two sons were
all Monophysites. Interestingly, the name of Marianou is missing in the
above mentioned list of the bishops of Faras, which has a free space
instead. Obviously, the death of Marianou outside his diocese caused
a lacuna in the bishops’ archive at Faras, which was never supplemented
afterwards. 

2. f«w zvÆ is one of the most widespread Early Christian acclamations.105 It
goes back to John 1:4: §n aÈt“ zvØ 'n, ka‹ " zvØ 'n tÚ f«w t«n ényr!pvn, and
8:12: pãlin oÔn aÈto›w §lãlhsen ı ÉIhsoËw l°gvn: §g# efimi tÚ f«w toË kÒsmou:
ı ékolouy«n §mo‹ oÈ mØ peripatÆs˙ §n tª skot¤&, éll’ ßjei tÚ f«w t$w zv$w, and
refers to Jesus Christ. The acclamation f«w zvÆ seems not to have appeared
before the sixth century. It was frequently recorded in the form of a cross with
f«w as the vertical bar, zvÆ as the horizontal one, and w as the crossing point.
As far as Nubia is concerned, the acclamation f«w zvÆ is not common in epi#
taphs. In addition to this inscription, it occurs in the heading of the epitaph of
a woman named Marianta, from Qasr Ibrim !below, no. 57", and in three Coptic
epitaphs from the area of the Second Nile Cataract !Debeira-West and  Meinarti"
dating from the first half of the eleventh century !van der Vliet 2003: nos. 17, 18,
and 19". It is also found at the end of the epitaph of Iesou, a deacon and
arkhistablites !died ad 1257", found in Old Dongola !unpublished". zvÆ !without
f«w" appears at the top of the epitaph of Marianos, archimandrite of the
Monastery of Jesus at Tillarti, originating from Old Dongola !van der Vliet, in
Martin et alii 2005: 156, no. 110". We also know of funerary crosses solely with the
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105 On this acclamation, see Leclercq 1939: 756–8; Horsley 1981: 98–9, no. 59: ‘«Light
and Life» in Christian epitaphs’.
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acclamation f«w zvÆ. An example comes from the work of the Southern Don#
gola Reach Survey in Banganarti !unpublished"; another one was found by the
same expedition in Bakhit !cf. +urawski 2001: 290, drawing". Interestingly,
Nubian attestations of the acclamation f«w zvÆ frequently have zwhs instead
of zwh !so here". This is probably a variant of the standard acclamation,  directly
modelled on John 8:12. It also occurs outside Nubia.106

10. The designation érximandr¤thw poukw occurs only here, but inscriptions
on vessels discovered by the Polish Mission at Old Dongola !12th–13th century"
exhibit érximandr¤thw pouk( ), an abbreviation which can quite plausibly be
expanded as pouk(w).107 Interestingly, the inscriptions from Old  Dongola also
refer to a man with the name Marianos, who, however, cannot be identified with
our Marianou owing to the different time periods. poukw must be the name of
a place where the monastery of which Marianou was the archimandrite was sit#
uated. Since the monastery is referred to only by the place-name and not by its
generic name, we may suppose that poukw was a small village with the
monastery as the main, or the only, element of its cultural and religious land#
scape. The location of this poukw is unknown. The toponym poukw may be
connected with the Old Nubian root pouk- !Nobiin fouk" meaning ‘to whistle’
!&ajtar & Pluskota 2001: 340". 

10–11. In the expressions épÒstolow toË Babul!n, toË Babul!n is either
genetivus subiectivus: ‘ambassador of Babylon’, or genetivus obiectivus: ‘ambas#
sador to Babylon’. The second possibility requires more consideration.
Babul!n originally designated the Coptic town within the Roman fortress of
Babylon situated on the right bank of the Nile, some 50 km south of the open#
ing of the Delta.108 It was the seat of the Alexandrian patriarchate from the
middle of the eleventh century. It is assumed that the first patriarch who offi#
cially moved his residence to Babylon was Christodoulos !ad 1047–77", but sev#
eral of his predecessors of the ninth – tenth century had already used to reside
there, alternately with the villages of Mahallat Danyal and Damru in the Delta
and Wadi el-Natrun.109 In later times, the name Babul!n was also used by the
Copts in relation to Muslim foundations in the immediate neighbourhood of

106 Lefebvre 1907: no. 762 !from Thebes"; Grégoire 1922: no. 216 !from the island of
Tenos"; AE 1929: no. 116 !from Thessaly"; Bridel 1989: 98, no. 39 !from Kellia".

107 For these inscriptions, see !ajtar & Pluskota 2001: 335–55, especially 339–40.
108 For Babylon, see Amélineau 1893: 75–9. 
109 For the complicated question of the seat of the Alexandrian patriarchate in the

ninth – eleventh century, see Coquin 1991; Den Heijer 2002.
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the Coptic town, namely, Fustat, the first capital of the Arab invaders of Egypt,
lying to the east of Babylon, and  el-Qahira, the new capital of Egypt founded
in the second half of the tenth century by the Fatimids to the north-east of
Babylon.110 Regrettably, we do not know who the addressee of Marianou’s mis#
sion was: the Coptic patriarch in Babylon itself or the Muslim authorities in
Fustat. We are also unable to state whether his mission had the character of
a relatively short trip, aiming at the settlement of an affair, or a longer stay in
Babylon as a representative of the Makurian king. It would be interesting to
know in which period of his life Marianou was sent to Babylon. If his visit was
only a short one, he could have gone there at any moment of his career, and
also as either an archimandrite or a bishop. If it was a longer stay, it could have
taken place before Marianou ascended to the episcopal throne of Faras. Per#
haps he was ordained a bishop in Babylon by the patriarch himself. 

11–12. The participle ¶xvn !alternatively, its Coptic or Old Nubian counter#
part" + the name of a church or a toponym is attested about twenty times in
sources originating from Christian Nubia as a qualification of different per#
sons.111 It indicates that the persons in question were legal owners of these
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110 Casanova 1900: passim and especially 149–50, where we find the following conclusion:
‘le terme de Babylone . . . s’est étendu à l’ensemble de la capitale musulmane en la suivant
dans tous ses développements’. Babylon designated Fustat in, e.g., Kahle 1954: no. 187, l. 6
!7th–8th century", and perhaps even the Cairo citadel in the thirteenth-century  Bohairic
Martyrdom of John of Phanijoit, ed. J. R. Zaborowski, Leiden – Boston 2005, pp. 64–6.

111 For the list of attestations and discussion, see !ajtar & van der Vliet 1998: 35–53,
where this inscription is also cited on pp. 44–5, no. 2. The list compiled there may be sup#
plemented with several new items. These are: 1" Iesou, deacon and arkhistablites, ‘having
!the Church of " Emeo !?"’ !unpublished epitaph dating from ad 1257 found by the Polish
Mission on Kom h at Old Dongola"; 2" Joseph, son of Nob! ", a cleric, ‘having !the Church"
of Raphael at Talt! " !?"’ !unpublished graffito on the northern wall of room 14 in the North#
western Annex to the monastery on Kom h at Old Dongola, 12th century; see the photo
in !ajtar & Pluskota 2001: 348"; 3" an unnamed man, son of Irti, ‘having !the Church of
the" Mother !of Jesus"’ !unpublished inscription in chapel 3 of the Upper Church at Ban#
ganarti, end of the 13th– first half of the 14th century"; 4" Teeita ‘having !the Church of "
Jesus of Moukdakko and !the Church of " Michael of the West and !the Church of " Gabriel
of Edi’ !inscription on the first layer of plaster on the eastern wall of chapel 19 of the Upper
Church at Banganarti, probably ad 1280; !ajtar 2008: 327–8"; 5" Adelph! ", ‘having !the
Church of " $ . . . %on’ !unpublished inscription in the western portico of the Upper Church
at Banganarti"; 6" $---%ngaue, ‘having !the Church of " Mary’ !unpublished inscription on
the eastern wall of room 35 of the Northwestern Annex to the monastery on Kom h at
Dongola"; 7" Petrou, bishop of Kourte, ‘having !the Church of " Michael of Da$ . %d! "’ !epi#
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churches. Our Marianou was the owner of the Church of the Four Leaving Crea#
tures of the Island of Teme. 

The island with the name thme !perhaps a graphic variant of time" is other#
wise unattested and its location is unknown. A church of the Four Living Crea#
tures is attested three times elsewhere in sources pertaining to Christian Nubia:
1" in a wall inscription in the Faras Cathedral, also in connection with ¶xvn;112

2" in a Coptic epitaph of a priest Marianou from Faras, dated ad 955;113 3" in a wall
inscription in the church at Sonqi Tino.114 It is unknown whether these attesta#
tions, including the one from the inscription discussed here, refer to the same
church or not.

15–16. parecqen for praxy°n is strange. It may be compared to pa<r>axy°n,
occurring in the epitaph of a woman Eikkir !Meinarti, between ad 1095 and 1183;
&ajtar 2003a: no. 7, l. 13", and parxy°n on record in the epitaph of Joasse, son of
Sentiko!l", eparch of Nobadia and khoiakishshil !Meinarti, ad 1161; &ajtar 2003a:
no. 33". The latter two instances suggest that the particular form parecqen
came into existence through the metathesis of /a/ and /r/ with the concomitant
development of /e/ in place of /a/. All of this probably occurred in order to avoid
the consonant clusters /pr/ and /rkh/, which were impossible to pronounce for
Nubian speakers. 

24. qronoi extant on the stone is a stonemason’s mistake either for yrÒnƒ !as
in the edition above" or for yrÒnou. The former of these mistakes was possible
because of the visual similarity of the letter w and the group of letters oi in
Nubian-type majuscules; the latter mistake could have resulted from leaving the
letter u unfinished. 

taph found in Qasr Ibrim, probably second half of the 11th– first half of the 12th century;
below, no. 23"; 8" a woman Marianta, ‘having !the Church of " Raphael of Tamti’ !epitaph
found in Qasr Ibrim, dating from ad 1051; below, no. 57"; 9" Joseph, cleric, ‘having !the
Church of " Petros’ !unpublished graffito on the rocks of Gebel Maktub, east of the Qasr
Ibrim citadel"; 10" Petrou, ‘having !the Church of " Raphael of Tamit’  !unpublished  graffito
on the rocks of Gebel Maktub, east of the Qasr Ibrim citadel".

112 The inscription remains unpublished. Preliminarily, see !ajtar & van der Vliet
1998: 46–7.

113 Cf. van der Vliet 1999: 141–2.
114 Unpublished; preliminarily, see Donadoni 1975: 35. We are in the possession of a pho#

tograph of this inscription taken in the Sudan National Museum in Khartoum by Ms.
Dobrochna Zielińska.
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23. Epitaph of Petrou, 
bishop of Kourte

Part 1 !two upper fragments": excavation no. unknown; register no.
66/102. Documentation: photo nos. 66v14/31, 66v14/34, 66v14/36,
66vc5/36, 66p3/28.

Part 2 !lower fragment": excavation no. unknown; register no. 66/41.
Documentation: photo nos. 66v6/32, 66v14/36. 

Part 1 was found in the fill of Tomb t2 !see the introductory remarks
to this group of inscriptions", and part 2 in the loose fill of Christian date,
in the Cathedral cemetery terrace, west of the South Church. 

Birmingham City Museum, Egyptian Gallery, inv. no. 556.69. 
Upper part of a round-topped stela made of medium-grained pale

orange sandstone with darker striations, glued from three fragments, 44.5
x 29 x 7.5 cm. The front surface of the stela bears a decoration, in relief,
which imitates the front of a building. Columns with simple capitals carry
a semicircular tympanum. The columns slightly converge towards the
middle of the stela, following its edges. The base of the tympanum pro#
trudes behind the columns towards the edges of the stela. A semi-rosette
with seven petals placed around the centrally positioned semi-circle is
seen within the tympanum. The petals of the rosette have been painted
so that their borders are green !or blue-green" and their interiors red !or
pink-red". Traces of painting are also seen elsewhere on the front surface
of the stela. Above the round top, there is the inscription ı vÖ n running
from right to left. The invocation ~ ÉI(hsoË)w ı X(ristÒ)w is written on the
base of the tympanum; the rest of the text is in the field between the
columns. There is no ruling but the script is quite careful and nice. The
script is slightly tightened and the letters become smaller in ll. 9–10. The
last letters of both these lines are written on the right column of the
sculptured decoration. A large space is seen between ll. 10 and 11.115 The
letters represent Nubian-type majuscules. The average height of the let#
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115 Perhaps its function is to separate the two principal parts of the inscription: the intro#
ductory formula with the information about the dead !ll. 3–10" and the prayer for his soul
!from l. 11 until the end of the text".
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ters is c. 1.5 cm, with the tallest at 2 cm and the shortest at 0.8 cm. Traces
of red paint are found in some of the letters. 

Unpublished. 
Cf. Plumley 1970: 131, fig. 107 !photo; note that the person commem#

orated by this epitaph is mistakenly designated as a bishop of Ibrim in the
caption to the photo". 
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Date unknown, probably second half of the 11th – first half of the 12th
century !through comparison with other bishops’ epitaphs from Qasr
Ibrim".

ı Övn.
~ ÉI(hsoË)w ı X(ristÒ)w.
[ ~ §]n` ÙnÒmati toË

4 [p(at)r(Ú)w ka]‹ toË u(flo)Ë (ka‹) toË
[èg¤ou pn(eÊmato)]w: : ye¤<&> pro-
[no¤& toË d]espÒzon-
[tow y(eo)Ë t°]l̀ei toË b¤-

8 [ou §xrÆs]ato ı makã-
[riow êb(ba)] Petrou §p¤sk(opow) kourt(e),
[ c. 5–6 ] vrÓ, ı ¶x(vn) c_p_q_ (= MixaØl) da `d( )
[---------] `[ `] ` ` ` ` `

3. œnomati || 4. u__u § || 8–9. œmaka[rios || 9. petrou êpkis kotur |  ec |  dda `

He who is. Jesus the Christ. In the name of the Father and the Son and the
Holy Spirit. Through the divine providence of God who is Lord, the blessed
Abba Petrou, bishop of Kourte, $ - - -% Phrim, who is having !the Church of "
Michael of Da$ .%d! ", accomplished !his" life $ - - -%. 

1. The expression ı vÖ n goes back to Rev. 1:8 where it refers to God: §g! efimi
tÚ êlfa ka‹ tÚ Œ, l°gei kÊriow ı yeÒw ı vÖ n ka‹ ı 'n ka‹ ı §rxÒmenow, ı pan-
tokrãtvr; cf. also Rev. 4:8: ëgiow ëgiow ëgiow kÊriow ı yeÒw ı pantokrãtvr, ı 'n
ka‹ ı vÖ n ka‹ ı §rxÒmenow. In later Christian tradition it was especially connected
with Jesus Christ and was frequently inscribed in His nimbus in painted repre#
sentations.116

10. vrÓ must be either part of the name of another office held by the
deceased Petrou or a designation referring to him. He could have been, for exam#
ple, the owner of a church in Phrim. 

da . Äd( ) is undoubtedly a toponym referring to the place where the church
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116 For ı vÖ n, see in general Bauckham 1993: 23–54; Niccacci 2006; for its use in the
iconography of Christ, see Dinkler 1975: 24.
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of Michael, owned by our Petrou, was located. The exact reading and the iden#
tification of this toponym are unknown. 

24. Epitaph of Marianou, 
bishop of Kourte

Excavation no. unknown; register no. 66/106. Documentation: photo
nos. 66p3/37, 66p15/22, 66vc6/1. 

Found in the fill of Tomb t2, in the Cathedral cemetery terrace, west
of the South Church !see the introductory remarks to this group of
inscriptions". 

Egyptian Museum, Cairo, JdE 90883. 
An elongated rectangular slab of sandstone, 61.5 x 23 x 12 cm. The

upper and the lower edges of the object are chipped away. The front sur#
face of the slab is framed by a raised border, which widens at the bottom
forming a kind of base. The side borders are decorated with incised wavy
lines. It is possible that these lines connected with each other on the
upper edge, thus forming a single line surrounding the surface of the slab
on three sides, except for the bottom. The surface within the frame is
divided in two uneven fields by a fillet that has the same shape as the
raised border and is connected with it. The upper, small field carries an
incised decoration consisting of three mountain-like elements, each sur#
mounted by a cross. The lower, big field is fully occupied by the inscrip#
tion, which continues on the base with its last three lines !33–5", contain#
ing the dating lemma. The text is incised without ruling. The stonemason
poorly planned the space at his disposal and was forced to tighten the
script towards the end of the text. Notwithstanding, the script is quite
careful, especially judging by the standards of late Nubian epitaphs.
Palaeographically, the letters represent Nubian-type majuscules. Traces of
lime mortar, splashing from the top towards the bottom, are seen on the
front surface of the slab, especially in the middle of its upper part. These
splashings must have come into existence before the edges of the stone
were chipped away. Perhaps they resulted from the white-washing of the
wall of a grave or a chapel in which the slab was originally inserted. 

Unpublished. 
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Cf. Plumley 1970: 131, fig. 108 !photo of the upper part of the stela". 

20 December ad 1154.

~ ı y(eÚ)w t«n pn(eum)ãtvn
ka‹ pãshw sarkÒw, ı
t#n yãnatvn ka-

4 targÆsaw (ka‹) t#n ÜAdhn
katapatÆsaw (ka‹) zvØn
t“ kÒsmƒ xarisãme-
now, énãpauson tÚn

8 doËlÒn sou êb(ba) maria-
nou Ùry(Òdojon) §p¤sk(opon) kourte §n
kÒlpiw ÉAbråm ka‹ ÉIsaåk
ka‹ <ÉI>ak!b, §n t!<pƒ> fvtin“,

12 §n t!poi xlÒei, §n t!pƒ éna-
c°jevw, ¶nt’ ép°dra ÙdÊnh
(ka‹) lÊvac.ph (ka‹) stenagmÒw. pçn èmãr-
thma par’ aÈtoË praxy¢n lÒgƒ

16 µ ¶rgƒ µ katå diãnoian, …w égayÚw
(ka‹) filãn(yrvp)ow, sunxÒrhson ˜ti oÎ-
k §stin ên(yrvp)ow ˘w zÆsetai <ka‹> oÈk
èmar<tÆ>si. sÁ går mÒnow pãshw èmar-

20 t¤aw §ktÚw Ípãrxeiw (ka‹) dikaiosÊ-
nhw sou di<kai>osÊnh efiw tÚn afi«na,
k(Êri)e, (ka‹) ı lÒgow soi élÆyeia. sÁ går " é-
nãstasiw êb(ba) marianou §pisk(Òpou) kourt(e)

24 (ka‹) " énãstasiw pãntvn t«n
xristian«n (ka‹) so‹ tÆn:
tÚn d(oËlÒn) sou êb(ba) marianou
§p¤sk(opon) kourt(e). "emou a#i-

28 sıde : r_ lo : qr<on>osl_do-
lon "emou : m__b lo
akona. tl_ll_aon takka
$issigramh, amhn auta-
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32 kamh.
[é]p# [mar]t̀(Êrvn) v̀oa einı
` ` `[ - ------] ` : Xv¤ek

: kd_ [--- ép°]yane. :

1. o_q_s |  p_n_atwn ||  4. § ||  5. § ||  9. oqr epiks ||  11. rakwb ||  14. § |  § ||  
17. §vilan__os ||  18. an__os ||  20  § ||  22. k__e § ||  23. a__b |  epkis kotur  ||  24. § ||
25. § ||  26. todn |  a__b ||  27. epkis kotur ||  34. cwiek

3. tÚn yãnaton ||  4. tÚn ||  10. kÒlpoiw ÉAbraåm ||  11. tÒpƒ fvtein“ ||  12. tÒpƒ xlÒhw ||
12–13. tÒpƒ énacÊjevw ||  13. ¶ny’  ||  17. sugx!rhson ||  18–19. oÈx èmartÆsei ||  20–1.
dikaiosÊnh ||  22. sou ||  33. épÚ ||  34. Xv¤ak

God of the spirits and of all flesh, You who have defeated death and trodden
down Hades and given life to the world, rest Your servant Abba Marianou,
orthodox bishop of Kourte, in the bosom of Abraham and Isaac and Jacob, in
a shining place, in a place of verdure, in a place of refreshment, whence pain
and grief and lamentation have fled away. Being good and loving mankind
forgive every sin committed by him in word or in deed or in thought, for
there is not a man who would live and would not sin. For You alone are
without every sin and Your justice is justice forever and Your word is truth.
For You are the resurrection of Abba Marianou, bishop of Kourte, and the
resurrection of all Christians, and to You !we sing glory to the Father and the
Son and the Holy Spirit, amen". !Rest" Your servant Abba Marianou, bishop
of Kourte. And the years of !his" life !were" 100, and on the throne he sat
years 42. Let God hallow him. Amen, so be it. He died when it was !year"
871 from the Martyrs, $ - - -%, !day" 24 !of the month of " Khoiak $ - - -%. 

A bishop of Kourte with the name Marianou !papo maria_nou" is
mentioned as a witness in an Old Nubian document of sale from Qasr
Ibrim !Browne 1991: no. 41, ll. 8–9". The document has no internal date,
but can quite securely be dated to the second half of the twelfth century
on prosopographical grounds.117 The document under consideration was

100

117 Timakkis Darme and the deacon Ajola, who also were witnesses to this sale, occur in
other Old Nubian documents from Qasr Ibrim, dated to the times of King Moüses Geor#
giou, who ruled Makuria in the second half of the twelfth century.
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surely drafted in Qasr Ibrim, which means that Bishop Marianou of
Kourte, who witnessed it, resided, at least temporarily, in this very town.
Perhaps Bishop Marianou, who was a witness to the above-mentioned
document of sale, and the man commemorated by the present epitaph
are one and the same person. This hypothesis, though very probable, can#
not be taken for granted because the name Marianou !Marianos" was
common in Christian Nubia, and is attested with a particular frequency
among ecclesiastics. 

An interesting element of Marianou’s epitaph is the code-switching
from Greek into Nubian and back into Greek. The first of these two lan#
guages was used for the long prayer for the dead !ll. 1–27", and for the
dating formula !ll. 33–5", which, however, also shows Nubian intercala#
tions; the second is the language of information about the deceased !ll.
27–30" and a short prayer followed by an acclamation !ll. 30–2". Similar
code-switches are attested in several other Nubian epitaphs. The list
includes: the epitaph of Ngissinga son of Milaña, died ad 1157, from
northern Nubia, exact provenance unknown !Kortenbeutel 1938; SB v
8763; Tibiletti Bruno 1964: no. 10"; the epitaph of Papasine, daughter of
Tossine, died ad 1243, from northern Nubia, exact provenance unknown
!Lefebvre 1907: no. 664; Robert 1936: no. 81; Tibiletti Bruno 1964: no. 12;
cf. &ajtar 1993a; Bagnall & &ajtar 1994"; the epitaph of a woman Marieo,
died ad 1032, found in Arminna !Oates 1963"; the epitaph of Bishop Mar#
tyrophoros, died ad 1159, found in Debeira !&ajtar 2003a: no. 6"; the epi#
taph of a woman Eikkir, died between ad 1095 and 1183, originating from
the area of Wadi Halfa !&ajtar 2003a: no. 7"; the epitaph of Abba Jacob,
from Wadi el-Ghazali, exact date unknown, but apparently not before
the eleventh century !&ajtar 2003a: no. 31"; see also above, no. 18, and
below, nos. 79 and 80. It is important to observe that all the epitaphs
listed above, including the epitaph of Marianou of Kourte studied here,
are composed with the long prayer for the deceased’s soul starting with
the words ‘God of the spirits and of all flesh’, and are dated to the  period
between the eleventh and thirteenth centuries. In all of these epitaphs,
Greek is the language of the prayer and Nubian is primarily used to give
various pieces of information about the dead, including, especially, the
length of his/her life and the month day of his/her death. This pattern of
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code-switching obviously reflects the sociolinguistic situation prevailing
in Nubia of the Classical and Late Christian periods, where Greek was
the language of the Church and of a literary production which relied on
fixed, age-old models, and !Old" Nubian was the language of everyday
communication, more suitable for transmitting individual pieces of
information. 

12–13. The spelling anayexews !for énacÊjevw" is also on record in the epi#
taph of Papasine, daughter of Tossine !provenance unknown, ad 1243".118 The first
e is probably due to the influence of the next syllable, which also contains an e.

21. The omission of kai in dikaiosÊnh !hence di<kai>osÊnh" is probably expli#
cable through the decision of the redactor of the text !or the stonemason" to use
the abbreviation sign § for ka¤, which fell out for some reason in the final ver#
sion of the epitaph. The use of the abbreviations sign § != ka¤" within the word
dikaiosÊnh is well attested in Nubian epitaphs. 

22. soi clearly stands on the stone in the place where we expect sou. Since
/!o"i/ does not exchange with /ou/, we cannot count it as a phonetic mistake. Or,
perhaps, this is a syntactic mistake: dative for genitive. We are probably dealing
with a simple lapsus of the stonemason who forgot to cut an oblique stroke,
which would make u out of i. 

25. The final doxology is similarly abbreviated to the first three words ka‹ so‹
tÆn in the epitaph of Georgios, archbishop of Dongola, who died ad 1113.119

26. The accusative tÚn d(oËlon) must depend on the understood énãpauson
!énapaÊs˙". 

28. A hundred years was also the age at death of a certain monk Georgios
whose epitaph was found in Wadi el-Ghazali !&ajtar 2003a: no. 33". It is too high
and too round to be true. It probably means that Marianou died as a very old man. 

31–2. A similar expression occurs in the Old Nubian translation of Ps.-
Chrysostom, In venerabilem crucem sermo 25.15:120 a_mhn autakamh a_mhn. This
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118 Lefebvre 1907: no. 664; Robert 1936: no. 81; Tibiletti Bruno 1964: no. 12. For the
nomenclature of the dead, see !ajtar 1993a: 104; Bagnall & !ajtar 1994: 11–12.

119 Cf. !ajtar 2002: 165, l. 14 !with commentary", where similarly abbreviated forms of
the doxology are cited. Two Qasr Ibrim epitaphs can be added to the collection of evi#
dence: no. 22, l. 23: k(a‹) so‹ tØn dÒja, and no. 26, l. 10: (ka‹) so‹ [tØn dÒj]àn.

120 For the edition of the text, after a codex discovered by the mission of the Oriental
Institute of the University of Chicago in Serra East, see Browne 1984.
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25. EPITAPH OF A BISHOP OF KOURTE

is an Old Nubian counterpart of the Greek émØn g°noito émÆn and the Coptic
jamhn efeÒwpe jamhn.121

33. The first element of the number of years according to the Era of the Mar#
tyrs is preserved only in its upper part. It displays three parallel vertical strokes,
which can only belong to w. y, which is the only other possibility, appears to be
excluded since the external strokes should be oblique and not vertical in this case.

34. Here, between the year according to the Era of the Martyrs and the
month day, we expect another chronological indication. This could only be the
day of a lunar month or a weekday, as other chronological indications were not
given in Nubian epitaphs from the tenth century onwards. One can supplement,
e.g., s`e`l`[Ænh number ein]ı. or s`e`[lÆnh number ein]ı. . The word selÆnh could
have been recorded in an abbreviated form. 

34–5. Perhaps, on the model of the indication of the year, one should supple#
ment Xv¤ek : kd_ [einı].

25. Epitaph of a bishop of Kourte

Excavation no. 78.1.23/16; register no. 78/177; inv. of inscriptions: g.i. 2.
Documentation: photo no. 78a52/9. 

Found in Tomb t9 !Cathedral area". 
Transferred to Cairo. 
Upper right-hand corner of a sandstone stela or slab, 33 x 31 x 9 cm.

Edges chipped away, surface worn. The epigraphic field is surrounded by
a raised border which leaves a narrow margin on the right-hand side and
a wider space at the top. The side border is decorated with a plait orna#
ment in carving. In the upper space three mountain-like elements !cupo#
las?" were represented in low relief reposing on the upper border !only the
right-hand cupola and a fragment of the central one have been pre#
served". The right-hand cupola has seven elongated petal-like elements
inside. A dot is placed between the top of each element and in the cor#
ners of the cupola. The cupola is surmounted with a Greek cross. The
first line of the inscription, with the acclamation of Jesus Christ and the
letters A V A, is inscribed on the upper border; the rest is in the epi#

121 For this expression as the conclusion of the prayers in Nubian epitaphs, see !ajtar
2003a: no. 1, commentary to l. 11, and see further below, p. 224, with n. 271.
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graphic field. The inscription is carved without guidelines, but quite
 nicely and carefully, corresponding with the high quality of the stela.
From a palaeographic point of view, the letters are inclined majuscules of
the Nubian type. The straight strokes of the letters are provided fre#
quently, but not regularly, with a dot at the end, an endeavour that resem#
bles the apices of classical letter cutting. 

Unpublished. 

Middle of the 10th – middle of the 12th century !through comparison
with other bishops’ epitaphs from Qasr Ibrim". 

[ A ÉI(hsoË)w ] V̀ X(ristÚ)w A
~ §n ÙnÒmati toË y(eo)Ë p(at)r(Ú)w (ka‹) toË u(flo)Ë
(ka‹) toË èg¤ou pn(eÊmato)w : émÆn. ye¤<&> pron-

4 o¤& toË despÒzontow y(eo)Ë t°lei
[to]Ë` b¤ou §xrÆsato ı makariou
[---ep]iskopou Ùr`y`(Ò)d`o`jon kOURt(e) kayÆ-
[saw---ı] z«n •m°(ra) q̀__y` : épÚ mart(Êrvn)

8 [-------] ép°yànèn. X(rist)¢ ı y(eÒ)w,
[énãpauson tØn] cuxØn aÈtoË
[§n kÒlpoiw ÉAbraåm (ka‹)] ÉÌs`åk (ka‹) ÉIak!b,
[§ny’ ép°dra ÙdÊnh] (ka‹) lÊph (ka‹)

12 [stenagmÒw, §n tª lampr]Òtith
[t«n èg¤vn sou, §n parad]e¤-
[sƒ t$w truf$w -------]

1. c__s ||  2. q__u p_r_s § u__u ||  3. § ægiou p_n_s ||  4. q__u ||  5. œmakariou ||  6. oqR-
DOxon kOUtR  ||  7. matr ||  8. c__e o_q_s ||  10. ïsak§ïakwb ||  11. §  | §

6. ÙryÒdojow ||  6–7. kay¤saw ||  7. "m°ra ||  10. ÉIsaåk ||  12. lamprÒthti

Alpha Jesus Omega Christ Alpha. In the name of God the Father and the
Son and the Holy Spirit, amen. Through the divine providence of God who
is Lord, the blessed $ - - -%, orthodox bishop of Kourte, accomplished !his" life.
He was seated !on the throne" $ - - -  years%, the days he lived !were" 99
!years". He died !in the year" from the Martyrs $ - - -%. O Christ God, rest his
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25. EPITAPH OF A BISHOP OF KOURTE

soul in the bosom of Abraham and Isaac and Jacob, whence pain and grief
and lamentation have fled away, in the brilliancy of Your saints, in the par#
adise of joy $ - - -%. 

2. The insertion of y(eo)Ë before p(at)r(Ò)w in the trinitarian formula is singu#
lar. It is probably simply a redactor’s whim, remembering that the persons of the
Holy Trinity are called as a rule !but not in the §n ÙnÒmati formula": God the
Father, God’s Son, and the Holy Spirit. 

7. The reading ı] z«n •m°(ra) q̀__y` is not entirely certain and we have to assume
an abbreviated notation and a graphic mistake in the word "m°ra. 
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Epitaph of a bishop of Kourte !no. 25"
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26. Epitaph of a bishop 

Excavation no. unknown; register no. 66/37. Documentation: photo
no. 66v4/12. 

According to the register slip, the stone was found on the Cathedral
cemetery terrace, west of the South Church, in the fill of Christian date.
A list of Greek inscriptional material discovered in the 1966 season indi#
cates House 296 as the findspot.

Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge, Acc. No. e.53.1984, donated in 1984
by the Egypt Exploration Society. 

Fragment of the right-hand part of a limestone stela, 20 x 20.9 x 7.6 cm
!with frame 8.8 cm". Part of a decorated oval-topped frame is preserved
on the right-hand side, roughly incised with a representation of binding.
Inscription carved without guidelines; the carving is deep. Nubian-type
majuscules. Ends of letters thickened into a point. Letters and binding on
the frame painted red-brown. 

From the stone, van der Vliet, in Martin et alii 2005: 162–3, no. 112. 

Date unknown, probably 11th–12th century !through comparison with
other bishops’ epitaphs from Qasr Ibrim". 

[-----------------] `
[ ---˜ti oÎk §stin ên(yrvp)ow] ˘w
[zÆsetai k(a‹) oÈx èmartÆse]i`: sÁ går

4 [mÒnow, ı y(eÒ)w, pãshw èmart¤]aw §k-
[tÚw Ípãrxeiw k(a‹) " di](kai)osÊnh s-
[ou di(kai)osÊnh efiw tÚ]ǹ afi«na, k(Êri)e,
[k(a‹) ı lÒgow sou él]Æ̀y`eia: sÁ går e‰ "

8 [énãpausiw k(a‹)] " énãstasiw pã-
[ntvn t«]n xristian«n : (ka‹) so‹
[tØn dÒj]a`n: : "m°ra : ¶th d¢
[t$w zv$w] aÈtoË : pw : §p‹ to-

12 [Ë yrÒnou a]È̀toË : kayÆs-
[aw---] ` `[ ` ` `]t`( )[ `] ` ` ` ` `
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5. di]§œsunh ||  6. ai‹na k__e  ||  7. al]hqeïæ ||  7–8. Ì_[anapausis ||  8. Ìanas-
tasis ||  9. § ||  10. êth

12–13. kay¤saw

$ - - -% for there is not a man who would live and would not sin. For only
You, O God, are without every sin and Your justice is justice forever,
O Lord, and Your word is truth. For You are the rest and the resurrection
of all Christians and to You !we bring" glory. His days were 86 years, on his
throne he sat $ - - -%. 

11–13. The expression §p‹ to[Ë yrÒnou a]È̀toË : kayÆs[aw shows that the per#
son commemorated by this epitaph was a bishop. 

13. The raised letter t surely marks an abbreviation. As we are within the
chronological lemma, we can hypothesise the reading ép]Ú` m`[ar]t(Êrvn). 

The penultimate letter is either d or l. The ultimate could have been e or,
less likely, o. Perhaps we are dealing with the particle d°. 

Epitaph of a bishop !no. 26"
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27–90. OTHER EPITAPHS

27. Epitaph of the type ‘So-and-so died’

27. Epitaph of Paulou, a priest

Excavation no. unknown; register no. unknown. Documentation:
photo nos. 64v14/4–5. 

Findspot and conditions of discovery not recorded. 
Current location unknown.
Kind of stone and dimensions not recorded. Elongated block. The

inscription is in the upper part. The script is careless; it resembles a  graf #
fito rather than a monumental inscription. Upright majuscules. 

Unpublished. 

Date unknown. The inscription appears to be early !see below". 

~ ~`
~ paulou pr`(esbÊterow)
§`khmÆy`[h].

2. paulou pR_

3. §koimÆyh

Paulou, a priest, fell asleep.

The inscription has a very simple form: ‘So-and-so died’. Such a form is
unusual for Nubian epitaphs, which were composed in a more elaborate
manner with the use of stereotyped formulae. The simplicity of the form
speaks in favour of an early date, perhaps still in the sixth–seventh century. 

1. paulou is a Nubianised form of the name PaËlow with the Nubian end#
ing -ou added to the originally Latin root Paul-.122

108

122 For Nubian names ending in -ou, see above, p. 22, n. 9.
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27. EPITAPH OF PAULOU, A PRIEST

The reading pr(esbÊterow) is not entirely certain. The letter following p may
also be o, and the dash above may be part of the letter q: pOQ( ). Furthermore,
the word presbÊterow was rarely abbreviated by putting a horizontal dash over
the letters pr. 

109

Epitaph of Paulou, a priest !no. 27"
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28. Epitaph of the type 
‘here lie the remains’

28. Epitaph of Kosmas, a priest

Excavation no. 76.1.28/19; register no. unknown. Documentation: slip
no. 112; photo nos. 76jebc/30, 76jeb2/25–26.

Found in Ottoman House b8, room 115, fill below floor 1. 
Current location unknown.
Sandstone, 21 x 19 x 6 cm. Upper part of a rectangular plaque. The

upper right-hand corner is chipped away and the lower part is missing
completely. In the middle of the front surface a big hole, probably for set#
ting a door-post; surface weathered. Inscription carved without guide#
lines. The script is neither nice nor careful. Letters of uneven height,
forming uneven lines. Round epigraphic majuscules. 

Unpublished. 

7th–8th century !form of the inscription, palaeography". 

~ ¶nya ko›te l¤cà[na]
toË makar¤ou Kos̀-
mç pr(esbut°rou) `[ c. 7 ]

4 DE vac. ` `[ c. 8–9 ].
X(rist)¢ [ı y(eÒ)w, énãpau]-
svn [tØn cu]xØn
aÈto`[Ë §]ǹ k`Òl`-

8 [poiw ÉAbra]åm
[-------]

1. ke›tai le¤cana ||  5–6. énãpauson

Here lie the remains of the blessed Kosmas, a priest $ - - -%. O Christ God, rest
his soul in the bosom of Abraham $ - - -%.

1. The opening formula ¶nya ke›tai (katãkeitai) tå le¤cana (tÚ le¤canon) toË
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28. EPITAPH OF KOSMAS, A PRIEST

de›now is very rare in Nubian epitaphs in Greek. Only two parallels have been
found so far. One is the epitaph of Joseph, former bishop of Aswan, who died in
Dongola ad 668 !or ad 670" and was buried in the monastery church on
Kom h.123 The epitaph is largely composed in Coptic but the introductory for#
mula ¶nya ke›tai tÚ le¤canon is in Greek. The other parallel is the Coptic epitaph

123 Jakobielski & van der Vliet forthcoming. For the conditions of the discovery and
a general description of the find, see Gazda 2005: 292–3, with fig. 13; Catalogue Warsaw
2006: 55–6, no. 14.
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Epitaph of Kosmas, a priest !no. 28"
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of a priest Patarmoute from Qasr Ibrim, in which the term ‘remains’ is the Greek
loan-word le¤canon.124 The formula ¶nya ke›tai tå le¤cana (tÚ le¤canon) toË
de›now is well attested in epitaphs from outside Nubia, both pagan and Christian,125

mainly in inscriptions with a literary overtone.126 le¤canon occurs already in Greek
tragic poetry to designate the mortal remains of man; cf., e.g., Sophocles, Electra
1113–14, where the term refers to the supposed ashes of Orestes. It is also found
in Plato, Phaedon 86c, where tå le¤cana toË s!matow are contrasted with the
human soul. The opposition soul – body may have also played a role in Christian
epitaphs with the formula ¶nya ke›tai (katãkeitai) tå le¤cana (tÚ le¤canon) toË
de›now, including those from Nubia. 

3–4. After the introductory formula indicating the name of the deceased, we
expect the date of his demise. The round letter after pr(esbut°rou) in l. 3 may
begin a verb stating his death, e.g., §`[koimÆyh or, less likely, §`[teleÊthsen. DE at
the beginning of l. 4, could have been the copulative particle d°, and the follow#
ing letters, of which the first one is round and the second has a vertical stroke at
the left-hand side, could be the pronoun §n introducing a month day. Tentative
reading: §`[koimÆyh] | d¢ §̀n` [mhn‹ + name of month + number], ‘and he died in the
month of + name + number’. This reading, though very probable, cannot be taken
for granted. 

7–8. The reading §]ǹ k`Òl`[poiw is not entirely certain from the palaeographic
point of view, but is assured by the context. After ÉAbra]ãm, we expect the names
of Isaac and Jacob. 

112

124 Van der Vliet 2006a: 219, with the commentary on p. 222, where a Coptic example
from Egypt is also quoted !from ad 742".

125 In a Christian setting, the term tå le¤cana designated specifically the relics of a saint;
cf. Lampe 1961: s.v. le¤canon.

126 Cf., e.g., IG xiv 2521 !from Burdigala $Bordeaux%, Roman Imperial period": le¤canon
Louk¤llhw didumatÒkou §nyãde ke›te; SEG xxviii 1037 !Nikomedia, not later than the 3rd
century ad": Eémo¤riow Pãpow ÉArãdiow juloglÊfow k›me le¤canon §nyãde; MAMA vii 587,
l. 4 !from Koli Kisa in Eastern Phrygia, c. ad 375–425": o& dØ l¤cana k›te ÍpÚ xyÒna; SEG
viii 270 !from Gaza, ad 449/50": ¶nya ke›tai tÚ l¤canon toË trismakar¤ou ka‹ §n èg¤oiw;
Be#evliev 1964: no. 213 !from Philippopolis $Plovdiv%, 13th–14th century": l¤canon k$tai
tel(eivy)¢n §ntaË̀[ya] ÉEpifan¤ou yugatrÚw ÉAluaãtou toË k(a‹) ktÆtorow toË ye¤ou naoË
toÊt(ou).
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29. EPITAPH OF A WOMAN MARTHA

29–37. Epitaphs of the type
prpmeeue/ja prpmeeue

29. Epitaph of a woman Martha 

Excavation no. 66.3.17/9; register no. 66a/107. Documentation: slip no.
447; photo nos. 66v16/5–6; Plumley archive, folder ‘Funerary stelae’.

The stela was discovered on 17 March 1966, in Tomb t2, the second of
the rock cut ‘bishop’s tombs’, to the south of the Cathedral and to the
west of the South Church. 

Rijksmuseum van Oudheden !National Museum of Antiquities", Lei#
den, inv. no. f 1985/4.2; donated by the Egypt Exploration Society in 1985. 

The stela is a small block of reddish sandstone, crudely hewn in an
irregular trapezoid form, narrower towards the bottom. Its largest meas#
urements are 22 x 22 x 6.5 cm. The backside is of irregular shape,  whereas
the sides are roughly dressed. The object is essentially complete, in spite
of some marginal chips that cause minor loss of text in l. 1; some surface
wear owing to secondary use as a tile or a quern has affected the text in
the middle of ll. 3–7. 

The stone is inscribed with seven lines of text in Sahidic Coptic, writ#
ten in irregular incised uncials and badly ruled. The script is characterised
by a low three-stroke m, a left looking a and regularly placed supralinear
strokes. The letters have preserved remains of plaster coating and dark
paint. Decoration consists of simple crosses !l. 7". The margins are flat
and undecorated; the lower part of the stone is uninscribed. 

Editio princeps !from the stone": van der Vliet 2006a: 217–19.
Cf. Schneider 1985: 261 !merely mentioned". Literature on the archaeo #

logical context is quoted below. 

8th century.

[ ~ ] p_rpmeue ıtmaka-
ria marqa <pejoou> ntaṡÓ-
ton Óm[os] ıjhtf_

4 sou mht [nq]Wq jı
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oueirinH N_te
pnOut[e] aa-
mhn ~ ~ ~

1. ~ : no room for ja

1. -meue: l. -meeue ||  6–7. aa_mhn: l. jamhn or amhn

~ The memorial of the blessed !makar¤a" Martha. 
<The day> on which she went to rest: the tenth of Thoth. 
In the peace !efirÆnh" of God. Amen. ~ ~ ~

The stela of Martha and the eight tombstones published below belong
to the same class. All nine are rather unpretentious monuments that
share an opening formula characterised by the phrase prpmeeue !alter#
natively, ja prpmeeue) n-/m-, introducing the name of the deceased
!here ll. 1–2"; a formula introducing the date of decease !here ll. 2–4", and
optionally a brief prayer !absent here". The opening formula with the
noun prpmeeue as its main component connects them with a far greater
group of Coptic funerary stelae from the First Cataract area !Aswan" and
Nobadia, more in particular, as it appears, what might be called ‘Central
Nobadia’ !Qasr Ibrim, Toshka, Arminna".127 In addition to the nine stelae
published here, some eight !probably, nine" more of the same type are
known to have been found in Qasr Ibrim, apparently all with a common
provenance in the South Cemetery !cf. Richter 1999: 300". Among these,
the stela of a man named Stephanos bears a text that is nearly identical to
the present one !Monneret de Villard 1931: 10; idem 1935–57: i, 112–15".
Further examples include the stelae of Eiktoume !where the present for#
mula follows the acclamation oua pe pnoute pbohqos: Monneret de
Villard 1935–57: i, 115", Hellene !Mills 1982: 83, no. 3", another Hellene
!Leipzig inv. no. 682; Catalogue Hamm 1996: no. 90b", and a Parthe

114

127 Aswan: Munier 1930–1: passim !the inscriptions reprinted in SBKopt. i 498–675"; Toshka-
West !Sakinya": Mina 1942: passim !cf. Krause 1975: 76–82, especially 78–9; Pernigotti
1975: 27"; Arminna: Junker 1925b: 151–2 !cf. Junker 1925a: 131". One single example is
known from Faras: van der Vliet 2003: no. 10 !see also n. 131 below".
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29. EPITAPH OF A WOMAN MARTHA

!Leipzig inv. no. 681; Catalogue Hamm 1996: no. 90a", as well as three
unpublished pieces in Leipzig.128 With great probability, the stela of
a woman Theognosta !Schenke 2000; SBKopt. iii 1644" can be joined to
these !see below, no. 37". Curiously, apart from the stela of Stephanos and
that of Petros, published as no. 31 below, all known examples from Qasr
Ibrim commemorate women. 

The distinctive noun prpmeeue, ‘remembrance, commemoration’
!l. 1", in the opening formula must correspond to mnÆmh, mnhmÆsiw or
even mnhme›on in similar Greek formulae. Such Greek formulae occur
frequently in Egypt and also in Nubia, in particular in Sakinya !Toshka-

128 Nos. 683–5, edition forthcoming by T. S. Richter; cf. Junker 1925a: 131; Richter
1999: 301, n. 29.
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Epitaph of a woman Martha !no. 29"
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West",129 but have not yet been found in Qasr Ibrim. Both Coptic forms
of the formula, with and without the preposition ja, are used without
apparent distinction. Nevertheless, as with the various usages of Greek
mnÆmh, a certain difference can be observed.130 The nominal group prp-
meeue n- nn !equivalent to Greek mnÆmh toË nn" appears to refer to
the monument itself, or at least to the text inscribed on the monument,
which is confirmed by the variant pai pe perpmeue !l. -meeue" nta
!l. nte" pmakarios nn, ‘this is the memorial of nn’ !Mina 1942: no. 76".
The group is accordingly rendered as ‘the memorial of nn’ here. The
phrase ja prpmeeue n-/m- !equivalent to Greek Íp¢r mnÆmhw toË nn",
on the other hand, refers more specifically to the function of the mon#
ument: ‘!a monument erected" for the commemoration of nn’.131 In both
cases, however, the texts are focused on the date of the owner’s death,
information indispensable for his or her periodical commemoration.
This is even more clearly visible in variants like !ja" pejoou mprp-
meeue n-/m- nn, ‘!for" the day of the commemoration of nn’, that are
frequently found in Aswan, Sakinya, and elsewhere.132 Also in the pres#
ent inscription, as in the eight stelae below, this date follows immedi#
ately !ll. 2–4". 

As is habitual in Nubian epitaphs, the name of the deceased is pre#
ceded in ll. 1–2 by the conventional epithet makaria/makarios,
‘blessed’.133 To describe the event of death itself, the verb mton mmo#,

116

129 See Krause 1975: 78 and 80; Pernigotti 1975: 26–7; cf. Junker 1925a: 127 and 131.
130 On mnÆmh in the Christian Greek epigraphy of Egypt, see Lefebvre 1905: 189–90;
!ajtar, in !ajtar & Twardecki 2003: no. 99, ad l. 1; on mnhme›on, also Peterson 1926:
60–1.

131 Compare the Faras stela of the monk Dios, which bears the formula: etbe prp-
meeue mn tanapausis mpmakarios nn, ‘for the commemoration and the rest of the
blessed nn’, the Coptic version of Greek Íp¢r mnÆmhw ka‹ énapaÊsevw toË makar¤ou nn
!van der Vliet 2003: no. 10".

132 See Junker 1925a: 131; Munier 1930–1: 259; Cramer 1957: 31–3; Krause 1975: 78–9;
Pernigotti 1975: 27, n. 35.

133 In spite of its clearly devaluated meaning !which makes it the factual equivalent of the
English ‘late, deceased’ before a name", it is always translated literally here; see further the
references in van der Vliet 2003: 30, n. 157.
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29. EPITAPH OF A WOMAN MARTHA

‘to go to rest, to find rest’, is used !ll. 2–3", which is likewise standard in
Nubian funerary inscriptions. Indeed, the concept of ‘rest’ is central to
the Christian view of individual eschatology in general,134 and to that of
Coptic Nubian epitaphs in particular.135 In fuller versions of the text, as,
for example, in the stelae below, a sometimes quite brief prayer follows,
which most often develops the central idea of eschatological rest in for#
mulae commonly borrowed from liturgical models !see the commentary
to these various prayers below". Such a prayer is absent here, and the text
concludes in ll. 4–7 with a mere pax-formula and a following Amen. A pax-
formula in this position is also found in stelae nos. 30, 33, and 35 below
and in quite a number of similar brief epitaphs from Qasr Ibrim.136 One
or more Amens, alternating with Greek g°noito or its Coptic equivalent
efeÒwpe, are the normal conclusion of Nubian Christian epitaphs.137

The crosses in ll. 1 !one" and 7 !three" likewise belong to the standard
repertoire of Nubian epigraphy, where usually one or more crosses of var#
ious shapes mark the beginning and the end of the text.138

The language of the present stela shows hardly any irregularities; 
-meue for -meeue !l. 1" is occasionally found elsewhere in Lower Nubia
and Upper Egypt, and twice below in similar stelae from Qasr Ibrim !nos.
31 and 36".139 The rare form aamhn !ll. 6–7", if not a scribal error, may
plausibly be explained as an instance of word-initial vowel-doubling, for
which many other examples from Nubia are known !see van der Vliet

134 See Helderman 1984: 47–70; for the Christian conception of the tomb, Pfohl 1983:
495–6.

135 See van der Vliet 2003: 27–8, with further references.
136 The stelae of Stephanos !Monneret de Villard 1931: 10; idem 1935–57: i, 112–15", nn
!fragment in Monneret de Villard 1931: 10", Eiktoume !Monneret de Villard
1935–57: i, 115", Taroueposhsha !Mills 1982: 83, no. 1", Kerge !Mills 1982: 82–3, no. 2",
Hellene !Mills 1982: 83, no. 3"; see further Wietheger 1992: 153.

137 See Junker 1925a: 128 and 133; general background: Stuiber 2001. 
138 See Junker 1925a: 128 and 133; for Egyptian epigraphy, Lefebvre 1907: xxxiii–xxxiv;

Wietheger 1992: 207–8.
139 See furthermore: Mina 1942: nos. 70–2, 76, and 182 !all from Sakinya"; Kahle 1954: 67,

sub f !Upper Egypt".
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2003: 23, n. 113". The omission of the word pejoou, ‘the day’, in l. 2,
which is nevertheless demanded by the following relative clause, is
undoubtedly a real scribal error. 

Epitaphs of this type usually do not bear an absolute date. In Martin
Krause’s classification, based upon the material from Sakinya, the present
text would correspond to formulary no. 1, in its second redaction !Krause
1975: 78–9". Accordingly, the stela may be dated tentatively to the eighth
century !cf. Krause 1975: 79–80". 

The monument was discovered in one of the rock cut tombs in the area
to the south of the Cathedral tower, apparently in association with
tenth– twelfth-century episcopal epitaphs.140 Little is known about its pre#
cise find circumstances within this tomb; the entire context seemed much
disturbed.141 In any case, the modest character of the stela and its  relatively
early date as well as traces of secondary use make it unlikely that this was
its original context. Like the bulk of similar stelae from Qasr Ibrim, it
must originally have adorned a free-standing tomb that was situated not in
the citadel, but in one of the extensive Christian cemeteries on the out#
skirts of the town, presumably the South Cemetery.142 In fact, the  textually
nearly identical stela of Stephanos was found by Ugo Monneret de Villard
among the ruins of a cruciform tomb precisely in this cemetery !Monneret
de Villard 1931: 9,10; idem 1935–57: i, 112–15". Just like the following pieces,
it must have been brought up for re-use in building works on the citadel
at some later time, perhaps in Ottoman times only.

30. Epitaph of a woman Enkael !?" 

Excavation no. 66.2.1/1; register no. 66/1. Documentation: slip no. 3
!with a copy of the text"; photo nos. 66v1/1–2. 
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140 For this find complex, see above, pp. 53–6.
141 Cf. Plumley 1983: 163. For the archaeological context, see further Plumley 1966: 11,

with pl. v, 2 !the tomb in question is the second from the left", and Adams 1996: 82–3.
142 For Nubian tomb types, see Monneret de Villard 1935–57: iii, 63–78, and, more

recently, Adams 1998.
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30. EPITAPH OF A WOMAN ENKAEL (?)

Found on 1 February 1966, in room 280 of Ottoman House b58, built
into the east wall.

Donated to the Manchester University Museum in 1984, accession
no. 11601.

A sandstone stela, 23 x 18.5 x 6.5 cm, undecorated. The text is sur#
rounded by narrow, flat margins. All corners are damaged, with consider#
able loss of text in the upper right-hand and the lower left-hand corners. 

The text comprised probably ten lines of Sahidic Coptic, of which
nine survive, in part or entirely. Clear and well shaped upright uncials. 

119

Epitaph of a woman Enkael !?" !no. 30"
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Unpublished. 
Cf. Plumley 1966: 9 !archaeological context". 

8th–9th century.

prpmeeuE [ntma]-
karia egkaE[l]
pejoou enta[sm]-

4 ton Ómos ıjhtf
pe !outsnoous
µpauni p!oeis
[i(hsou)s e]keanapaue

8 [ntes]yuch j__n
[tekmnte]Ro [ja]- 
[mhn efeÒwpe ~ ] 

The memorial of the blessed !makar¤a" Enkae$l?%. 
The day on which she went to rest is twenty-two of Pauni. 
O Lord $Jesus%, may You grant rest !énapaÊv" to $her% soul !cuxÆ" in
Your kingdom. 
$Amen. So be it. ~%

This stela presents essentially the same formula as the preceding one.
It is expanded, however, by a prayer for the soul of the deceased !ll. 6–9",
and thus represents formulary no. 1 in its third redaction, according to
the classification of Krause !1975: 78–9". In the Coptic epigraphy of
Nubia, these prayers habitually follow the central name-date information.
Formally, they open by invoking the Godhead as ‘Lord Jesus’ !here ll. 6–7",
‘Jesus Christ’, ‘Lord God’, or similarly, while often expanding these invo#
cations with conventional epithets.143 In most cases, the ensuing prayers
develop in a variety of ways the idea of ‘rest’ !énãpausiw; mton", as
announced by the verb mton mmo# that is used to refer to the event of

120

143 As, e.g., here in no. 36, ll. 5–6: ‘God, the merciful and compassionate’; see Junker
1925a: 128–9; van der Vliet 2003: 28, with further references.
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30. EPITAPH OF A WOMAN ENKAEL (?)

death !here ll. 3–4".144 The present prayer asks for rest !the verb énapaÊv
is used" for the soul of the deceased in God’s ‘kingdom’, a formula with
clear New Testament echoes, most notably of Luke 23:42, ‘Jesus, remem#
ber me when You come in Your kingdom’, which is frequently quoted in
graffiti, including in Nubia.145 The primary source for this prayer, and
most other funerary prayers on Nubian stelae, must be liturgical, how #
ever.146 With slight variations, among which the prayer for rest in ‘the
Kingdom of Heavens’ is undoubtedly the most popular, the present for#
mula is common throughout Nubia, and also found in nos. 31–3, 40 and
various others below, and in Qasr Ibrim stelae from earlier finds.147 The
final Amens in ll. 9–10 are reconstructed exempli gratia after nos. 31 and
34 below. 

The name of the deceased, reconstructed here as Enkael, is  apparently
Nubian. It can be plausibly analysed as a Copticised rendering of the
name e$$a(el)-, attested in later Old Nubian documents from Qasr
Ibrim !Browne 1996: 238, s.v. e$$a(el)-", with the combination -gk- /ngk/
representing the double Nubian $ /ng/. Note, however, that in the Old
Nubian sale in Browne 1991: no. 43, l. 2, the name belongs to a male per#
son. Also the lacuna at the end of l. 2 forbids to be categorical about the
precise form of the name here. 

144 See !ajtar 2003a: xxiii–xxiv !Greek"; van der Vliet 2003: 28 !Coptic".
145 E.g., in the graffiti on a desert hill-top, east of Qasr Ibrim, known as Gebel Maktub

!for this site see above, ‘Introduction’, p. 4, with n. 9"; at Aswan, Deir Anba Hadra
!Monastery of St Simeon": de Morgan et alii 1894: 136, no. 3; 140, nos. 7 and 10.

146 See, e.g., the prayer that concludes the commemoration of the dead in the Egyptian
Liturgy of St Basil, Budde 2004: 200–1, 523–5; also in the anonymous Sahidic anaphora
in Lanne 1958: 38 !320", ll. 12–13: ‘that we receive the Kingdom that You promised us’; cf.
!ajtar 2003a: 99. For the ‘Kingdom of Heavens’, see also below, no. 57, commentary to
ll. 27–8.

147 Such as the stela of Marianou !perhaps from Faras, however; Richter 1999: 298, ll.
12–13; SBKopt. iii 1603" and the stela of Eisousiko !Richter 1999: 302, ll. 20–1; SBKopt. iii
1604"; cf. Junker 1925a: 129.
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31. Epitaph of a man Petros 

Excavation no. 74.1.27/8; register no. 74/5. Documentation: slip no. 30;
photo no. 74v7/33. 

Found on 27 January 1974, among the loose fill in room 157 of Ottoman
House b2.

Current location unknown, but presumably transferred to the Egypt#
ian Museum, Cairo.

A sandstone stela, 31 x 18.5 x 7 cm, undecorated apart from a double
headline of simple crosses and monograms; broad, flat margins. 

The body of the text consists of fourteen lines of Sahidic Coptic, writ#
ten in rather coarse incised uncials, badly ruled. Almost throughout,
supralinear dots are used instead of strokes. The text is essentially com#
plete, but for some surface damage. 

Unpublished. 
Cf. Plumley 1975a: 13 !mentioned". 

8th–9th century.

~ ~ ~
ÉI(hsoË)w X(ristÒ)w
~ p_rpmeue µ-
pmakarios 
petros pe-

4 joou ~taf-
µton <mmof> ~jn-
tf_ pe sou 
mıtÒamet

8 mpacwn {p}
p!oeis i(hsou)s pec(risto)s
eketei µton 
~tefyuch 

12 jn tekm__nte-
ro jamhn e-
feÒwpe ~

122
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31. EPITAPH OF A MAN PETROS

Top. ÉI(hsoË)w X(ristÒ)w: i¿s c¿s ||  1. cross in left margin  ||  9. i(hsou)s pec(risto)s:
i¿s pec¿s; final -s in right margin

1. -meue: l. -meeue ||  5–6. ~jn|tf_: l. ~jh|tf_ ||  7. -Òamet: Sahidic -Òomte ||  
10. -tei: l. -†

~ ~ ~
Jesus Christ.
~ The memorial of the blessed !makãriow" Petros. 

123

Epitaph of a man Petros !no. 31"
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The day on which he went to rest is the thirteenth of Pakhon. 
O Lord, Jesus Christ, may You grant rest to his soul !cuxÆ" in Your kingdom. 
Amen, so be it. ~

In the present series of stelae characterised by the !ja" prpmeeue-
 formula, this is the only one for a man !see above, the commentary to no.
29". It presents a text that is largely similar to the preceding one. Notable
differences are the decorative headlines with crosses and the name of Jesus
Christ, and the use of † mton, instead of énapaÊv, in l. 10. Furthermore,
some informality in the orthography can be observed: most notably Òamet
!l. 7", an ‘Akhmimic’ form, for normal Sahidic Òomte.148 In l. 1 the scribe
writes meue, for correct meeue, as in nos. 29 and 36, and in l. 10, tei, for
standard †. In addition, the text shows some stone-cutter’s errors: the omis#
sion of a word plus a wrong spelling in l. 5, and an instance of dittography in
l. 8. Finally, it may be noted that supralinear dots are used instead of strokes
to mark the abbreviated nomina sacra in the top line and l. 9. 

32. Epitaph of a woman Athanasia 

Excavation no. 66.2.2/5; register no. 66/5. Documentation: slip no. 9
!with a copy of the text"; photo no. 66v1/18. 

Found on 2 February 1966, in the wall of room 308 in Ottoman House
b68.

Egyptian Museum, Cairo, JdE 90877. 
Sandstone stela, 34 x 12 x 8 cm, undecorated apart from simple  crosses

that mark the beginning and the end of the text. 
The text, enclosed in flat outer margins, comprises thirteen lines in

Sahidic Coptic, badly ruled and carelessly written. The stela is virtually
complete, apart from some surface damage. 

Unpublished. 
Cf. Plumley 1966: 9 !archaeological context".

124

148 For the /a/-/o/ interchange, common in the Theban area, see Winlock & Crum 1926:
237; Kahle 1954: 80–1; in the Aswan region: Satzinger 1980: 85–7; Clackson 1995: 104.
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8th–9th century.

~ ja p__rpmeeue
ntmakaria 
aqanasia pe-

4 joou ntasmton
mmos njeit__s
pe sou snau ncai-
ak p!oeis i(hsou)s eke-

8 anaupaue ntes- 
yuch jrai jn 

Epitaph of a woman Athanasia !no. 32"
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tekmntero 
jn oueirhmp

12 jamhn ~ [~] ~
vac. coiak b ~

7. i(hsou)s: i_s ||  9. y-: written as †-

5. njeit__s: l. njht__f ||  6–7. cai_ak: l. coiak !cf. l. 13"  ||  8. anaupaue: l. anapaue ||
11. oueirhmp: l. oueirhnh

~ For the commemoration of the blessed !makar¤a" Athanasia. 
The day on which she went to rest is the second of Khaiak. 
O Lord Jesus, may You grant rest !énapaÊv" to her soul !cuxÆ" in Your
kingdom. 
In peace !efirÆnh". Amen. ~ ~ ~
Khoiak 2. ~

This stela shows a common variant of the prpmeeue-formula, with
the preceding preposition ja, discussed in the commentary to no. 29
above. Otherwise, the text closely resembles that of no. 30 above, apart
from the addition of a pax-formula in l. 11 !for which see no. 29 above".
Another difference consists in the repetition of the date of death, as the
text’s most important single piece of information in addition to the
deceased’s name, at the lower end of the stela !l. 13", a procedure of which
several more examples can be found in Nubia, also at Qasr Ibrim itself.149

The spelling tends to be careless, with a double error in l. 5 !wrong gen#
der selection for the resumptive pronoun, probably under the influence of
preceding mmos,150 and ei for h",151 and a bizarre misspelling of the pax#for#

126

149 Monneret de Villard 1931: 10, lower part of a Coptic stela from the South Ceme#
tery; see further van der Vliet, in Martin et alii 2005: no. 120, and Ocha"a forthcom#
ing; compare also no. 34 below.

150 The same in no. 34, ll. 4–5, and in the stela of Hellene from the South Cemetery
!Mills 1982: 83, no. 3".

151 For this interchange, see Crum 1939: 70a !as an Akhmimic feature"; Kahle 1954: 75,
sub 35; Gignac 1976: 239–40.
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33. EPITAPH OF A WOMAN EONEILLE

mula in l. 11. The month name Khoiak is written differently in ll. 6–7 !caiak,
with a non-Sahidic /a/ for /o/, for which see n. 148 above" and in l. 13. The
spelling anaupaue !for anapaue" can be explained by vowel assimilation
and occurs more often in Nubia, in both Greek and Coptic texts.152

33. Epitaph of a woman Eoneille 

Excavation no. 66.2.2/1; register no. 66/2. Documentation: slip no. 5
!with a hand-copy of the text"; photo no. 66v1/6. 

Found on 2 February 1966, in the wall fill of room 308 in Ottoman
House b68.

Egyptian Museum, Cairo, JdE 90875. 
A sandstone slab, 29 x 25 x 8 cm, made out of a re-used architectural

element !see below". The text is partly contained within a crudely incised
frame that may either represent the remains of earlier ornamentation
!thus the excavators on the documentation slip" or an unfinished aedicula-
decor. Most of the text remains within this frame, apart from the end of
l. 3, which seems to continue vertically in the ‘column’ on the right hand
side of the text. The left hand margin is flat and undecorated; the upper
part of the stone remained empty. The verso consists of a fragment of
a handsomely sculptured frieze with alternating crosses and rosettes, one
border decorated with a continuous ‘Flechtmuster’-type scroll. It resem#
bles but is not identical to the fragment shown in Plumley 1970: fig. 95. 

The text consists of ten lines of Sahidic Coptic, written in clear but
somewhat irregular uncials that seem more regular and better shaped from
l. 7 onwards. Curiously, ll. 1–2 show a left looking a, ll. 6–10 a broken bar,
symmetrical A. Some traces of punctuation can be observed !in ll. 4 and 9".
The entire surface is much abraded and chipped, which affects in particu#
lar ll. 3–6; a considerable part of the last three lines is broken away. 

Unpublished. 
Cf. Plumley 1966: 9 !archaeological context". 

152 Greek: van der Vliet, in Martin et alii 2005: no. 111, ll. 24 and 25; Coptic: Mina
1942: no. 76, ll. 8–9.
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8th–9th century.

~ ja prpmeeue nt-
makaria Ewneil-
le pejoou [ntas]mton Óm[os]

4 ıjhtF Pe : [sou mn]T[a]F-
te MP ` ` [  ` ` ` ]T[---]
Ind(iktiwnos) ia [: p!oeis] i(hsou)s
ekeanapaue ntes-

8 yuch [j__n tek]Ó_nt-
rro $ j_n [oueirh]Nh
jam[hn ~ ]

3. Óm[os]: if so, written vertically on the frame, with the second m below the first ||
6. Ind(iktiwnos) ia: I_nd ia[; i(hsou)s: is

~ For the commemoration of the blessed !makar¤a" Eoneille. 
The day on which she went to rest is the fourteenth !?" of $ . . .%, !year" of the
indiction !findikt¤vnow" 11. 
$O Lord !?"% Jesus, may You grant rest !énapaÊv" to her soul !cuxÆ" in
Your kingdom.
In peace !efirÆnh". Amen. $ ~ %

The text follows the pattern observed in the preceding stela. Owing to
the quite considerable surface damage, several readings remain doubtful,
however. In particular the dating lemma !ll. 3–6" cannot be fully restored:
the number in ll. 6–7 is highly uncertain and the month name !l. 5" can#
not be reconstructed anymore, since the traces permit various readings.
Indiction dates, as in l. 6, appear to occur rather rarely in the surviving
epigraphic record of Qasr Ibrim !in the present corpus only here and in
nos. 34 and 42 below".153 They went out of use in the first half of the tenth
century !see &ajtar 2003a: xxv and 144". 

128

153 Otherwise only in the stela of a woman Reumata !?" from the North Cemetery !Mills
1982: 83–4, no. 5, l. 8". Also in the Greek stela of Epephanios !Leipzig inv. no. 680; Richter
1999: 297, l. 5; SBKopt. iii 1602", which is almost certainly not from Qasr Ibrim, however.
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33. EPITAPH OF A WOMAN EONEILLE

The beginning of the name of the owner also remains slightly uncer#
tain. It is apparently a Nubian name, which may perhaps be compared to
the various names beginning with eion-/eiwn- found in later Old Nubian
documents from Qasr Ibrim !Browne 1996: 239". Alternatively, it could be
analysed as a formation with afi!n and a Latin ending -illa, but such is not
attested elsewhere. 
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Epitaph of a woman Eoneille !no. 33"
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34. Epitaph of a woman Theodosia 

Excavation no. 66.2.2/2; register no. 66/3. Documentation: slip no. 6
!with a copy of the text"; photo no. 66v1/5. 

Found on 2 February 1966, in room 308 of Ottoman House b68, in the
fill of a wall.

Egyptian Museum, Cairo, JdE 90876. 
Sandstone stela, 29.5 x 25 x 6 cm; a broad raised rim, undecorated

where preserved, surrounds the epigraphic field. All four outer corners
are damaged. 

The text consists of eleven lines of Sahidic Coptic plus a Greek accla#
mation !l. 12", written in clear and regular incised uncials. The text is
essentially complete, but for some surface wear and pits !mainly in ll. 2–5". 

Unpublished. 
Cf. Plumley 1966: 9 !archaeological context". 

8th–9th century. 

ja prpmeeue n-
tmaka[r]ia qeod-
wsi[a pej]Oou nt-

4 asm[ton m]mos njh-
t__s Pe [sou !ou]tafte
npaÒons mpacwn
kd indïk(tiwnos) ` ` p!o-

8 eis pnoute ekeana-
peue ntesyuch j_n
nesanagkh throu
jamhn efeÒwpe

12 ÉI(hsoË)w X(ristÚ)w nikò, émÆn.

7. indïk(tiwnos): indïk/ ||  9. y-: written as †- ||  12. ÉI(hsoË)w X(ristÚ)w: i_s c__s

4–5. njh|t__s: l. njh|t__f ||  6. npaÒons: l. m- ||  8–9. anapeue: l. anapaue

130
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34. EPITAPH OF A WOMAN THEODOSIA

For the commemoration of the blessed !makar¤a" Theodosia. 
The day on which she went to rest is the twenty-fourth of Pashons, on
Pakhon 24, !year" of the indiction !findikt¤vnow" $ . .%. 
O Lord God, may You grant to her soul !cuxÆ" rest !énapaÊv" from all her
anxieties !énãgkh". Amen, so be it. 
Jesus Christ prevails. Amen. 
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Epitaph of a woman Theodosia !no. 34"
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The text of this stela shows an interesting variant in the prayer section
!ll. 7–10". Instead of evoking eschatological bliss, for example, in the
Kingdom of Heavens, it focuses on the fateful moment of passing away.
The Greek loan-word anagkh in l. 10 could at first sight be taken to have
a general interpretation. Yet its primary connotations in Coptic literature
and epigraphy show that it specifically denotes the ‘anxieties’ of the hour
of death and its terrors.154 In Lower Nubia, the present prayer has close
parallels in Coptic stelae from Sakinya !Mina 1942: no. 61, ll. 7–11" and
Faras !van der Vliet 2003: no. 7, ll. 7–8". In Egypt, it is particularly the epi#
taphs of the ‘Totenklage’-type !late 7th–9th century; see the commentary
to no. 40 below" that like to expand on the theme of the terrors of death
!see for a striking example Cramer 1942: no. 5, of ad 799; SBKopt. iii 783".
The Nubian énãgkh-prayers, which date from roughly the same period,
may reflect the influence of the ‘Totenklage’-genre and its remarkably
negative perception of death. Prayers with énãgkh are conspicuously
lacking in the Greek language epitaphs from Nubia. 

Some further peculiarities can be noted. In the dating lemma !ll. 3–7",
the resumptive pronoun !in l. 5" has the wrong gender, exactly as in no. 32
above. In ll. 5–7, the month date is repeated. The first time, the month
name has the standard Sahidic form and the numeral spelled out; in the
second instance, the Greek form is used with a number. This double
statement of the date within the body of the text cannot have been
meant to highlight the date, as was supposed for no. 32 above and similar
cases, and seems rather pointless. Perhaps it can be connected with the
habit of giving dates both in words and in numbers, to avoid misunder#
standing.155 The writing anapeue !for anapaue", in ll. 8–9, is frequent
in both Egyptian and Nubian Coptic,156 and occurs also in other epitaphs
from Qasr Ibrim.157

132

154 See the small dossier assembled in van der Vliet 2003: 42–3.
155 Cf. !ajtar, in !ajtar & Twardecki 2003: no. 40, commentary to ll. 5–6. 
156 See van der Vliet 2003: no. 46, ll. 7–8; Förster 2002: 52, s.v. anapeue; cf. Gignac

1976: 233–4.
157 The stelae of Hellene !Mills 1982: 83, no. 3" and of another Hellene !Catalogue Hamm

1996: no. 90b".
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35. EPITAPH OF A WOMAN

The text ends with the famous nikò-acclamation !l. 12", which is more
frequently found at the top of inscriptions. In Qasr Ibrim, it occurs in
a building inscription !above, no. 1, with extensive commentary; cf. also
below, no. 91, B" and, apparently, at the top of two other Coptic funerary
stelae.158 In exactly the same position and form as the present l. 12, it is
found in a woman’s epitaph from the nearby cemetery of Kokmar, Mas#
mas !east bank, south of Qasr Ibrim; Almagro et alii 1964: 83, pl. xv". 

35. Epitaph of a woman 

Excavation no. 80.3.13/1B; register no. 80/478. Documentation: clip file
under no. c.i. 127 !slip and facsimile"; photo nos. 80f78/17–18. 

Found on 13 March 1980, in the fill of a wall, room 270, Ottoman
House b57.

Transferred to the Egyptian Museum, Cairo.
The lower part of a stela of pink sandstone, 15.2 x 19 x 4.4 cm, undec#

orated but for final crosses; flat outer margins. 
Remains of eight lines of Sahidic Coptic survive from an original text

of probably nine lines. Carelessly incised uncials, slightly sloping and
badly ruled. 

Unpublished. 
Cf. Adams et alii 1983: 43–6 !archaeological context". 

8th–9th century.

[~ ja p__rpmeeue]
[ntm]aKa[ria---]
[p]Ejoou ıT[asm]-

4 [to]n <mmos> njhtf pe [sou]

158 The stela of the priest Patarmoute and a much destroyed similar one !for discussion,
see van der Vliet 2006a: 220–1". An example from Mushu !northern Makuria": van der
Vliet 2003: no. 31.
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mNtsaÒf nq[wq]
p!oeis pnoute
eker oun[a] ıtes-

8 yuch jı ouhrh-
nh jamhn ~ ~ ~

4. -f much inclined  ||  8. y-: written as †-

7. ı for mı

$~ For the commemoration of the% blessed !makar¤a" $nn%. 
The day on which she went to rest is the seventeenth of Thoth. 
O Lord God, may You have mercy on her soul !cuxÆ". 
In peace !efirÆnh". Amen. ~ ~ ~

The missing opening lines have been reconstructed after no. 32 and
other stelae from this series. It cannot be excluded that some other ele#
ments preceded, for example, an invocation, as in no. 37 below, or a dec#
orative topline, as in no. 31 above. Neither can it be excluded that the
doubtful traces of l. 2, here interpreted as part of the word makaria,
already belong to the name of the deceased instead. 

The prayer of ll. 6–8 again shows some variation. It consists of a prayer
to show ‘mercy’ !na" on the soul of the deceased that was extremely pop#
ular in Egypt, but occurs less frequently in Nubia.159 Another example
from Qasr Ibrim is found in the prayer of the much later stela of
Eisousiko, daughter of Bishop Markos !ad 1034, Leipzig inv. no. 687;
Richter 1999: 302, ll. 17–18; SBKopt. iii 1604". Outside of Qasr Ibrim,
instances are known from Sakinya !Mina 1942: nos. 25, 26, 28, and passim"
and Mushu !van der Vliet 2003: no. 28". 

The use of the preposition ı for mı !in l. 7" is common in Nubia !see
van der Vliet 2003: no. 3, l. 1, n. 108", as is the spelling hrhnh in the fol#
lowing pax-formula !in ll. 8–9; see Förster 2002: 232, quoting several
examples from Sakinya".

134

159 See Junker 1925a: 130 !under d" and 143; Wietheger 1992: 147; van der Vliet 2003:
28, n. 144 !liturgical background".
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36. Epitaph of a woman Espohe

Excavation no. 66.2.27/1; register no. 66/51 !66a/51". Documentation:
photo no. 66v8/24.

Found on 27 February 1966, in Ottoman House b63, room 250.
Donated to the Detroit Institute of Arts, Detroit, Michigan, in 1984. 
Upper part of a sandstone stela, 18 x 15 x 4.5 cm, undecorated as far as

preserved; flat and narrow margins. Surface wear has obliterated the
greater part of the inscription. 

Seven lines survive from a text in Sahidic Coptic; from l. 3 onwards
only beginnings and ends. Stiff upright uncials, quite unelegant in shape.
Note in particular the ugly ! in l. 4 and the broad m with a low saddle. 

Unpublished. 
Cf. Plumley 1966: 9 !archaeological context". 
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8th–9th century. 

~ ja pr_pmeue ıtma-
karia espOjh ıtas-
mton M_ [mos] j_n sou

4 !oU[t ` ` ` ` ` ] ıÓ-
jir [pnoute de pn]a-
ht [auw pÒanjthf] 
eke™̌ [mton---]

1. -meue: l. -meeue

~ For the commemoration of the blessed !makar¤a" Espohe. 
She went to rest on the twenty-$...%th of Mhir. 
O God, the merciful $and compassionate%, may You grant $rest ...%.

The text of this much damaged stela is slightly different than the pre#
ceding items in that it lacks the introduction of the dating lemma !ll. 2–5"
with pejoou. Also, in the prayer section, which is largely lost, the stan#
dard invocation of Godhead is expanded by two conventional epithets !ll.
5–6", here reconstructed after the stelae of Marianta !no. 37, ll. 2–3" and
Theognosta !Schenke 2000: 177, ll. 4–5; SBKopt. iii 1644", both also from
Qasr Ibrim !see below". Both pnaht and pÒanjthf can occur isolated
in this same position as apparently interchangeable epithets of God.160

Combined, as they are here, they recall the Arabic bismillah, the Coptic
rendering of which is indeed found in the opening lines of the stela of
Marianta !see below, no. 37". 

In l. 1 the scribe writes meue, as in nos. 29 and 31 above. The spelling
Ójir !for ÓÒir or meceir", in ll. 4–5, occurs also in Mina 1942: no. 65, l. 6
!from Sakinya, Toshka-West". The Nubian name of the deceased, Espohe
!in l. 2", must be a variant spelling of eispaje, Eispahe, attested in
a woman’s stela from Sakinya !Mina 1942: no. 34, l. 6".

136

160 Thus, e.g., in van der Vliet 2003: no. 28, ll. 7–8 !pnaht", and no. 125, ll. 6–7 !pÒan-
jthf".
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37. Epitaph of a woman Marianta 

Excavation no. 90.2.8/5; register no. 90/683. Documentation: photo
nos. 90f129/9–12, 14–16. 

Found on 8 February 1990, in unit 12259, the collapse of the girdle wall,
west side and south-west corner. 

Current location unknown.
A flat sandstone stela, 26.3 x 18.7 x 9.6 cm. The stone is undecorated

apart from the lower margin, which shows a row of three !originally four"
croix pattées; a similar cross precedes the text in l. 1. The stone is essen#
tially complete, although considerable surface damage seriously affects
the legibility of the inscription. The roughly dressed backside shows
traces of re-use as a door-socket. 

137

Epitaph of a woman Espohe !no. 36"
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The stone bears an essentially complete text of fourteen lines in
Sahidic Coptic. The text consists of clumsily drawn semi-uncials, which
show the influence of a more cursive, sloping documentary script. Note
in particular the squarish b and the inconsistent forms of m and n. Irreg#
ularly, supralinear strokes are placed over groups, dots and strokes over
individual consonants. 

Unpublished.

8th–9th century. 

~ jm p[ran m]Pnoute
pnaht auw pÒane-
jthf ja p__rpmeeue ntma-

4 karia marianta pejoo[u]
de ntASÓ[t]on M[mos]
~jhtf pe S[o]U ¶ mpebot
twwbe {pe} pNoute de ı-

8 [a]brajam mn i[s]AAk mn iakwb
† mton ntesYucH Jn koun__f
nneneiote etOuaAb nta-
[n]taue neurAN ABRAJAm

12 m__n isaak mn iAKwb efe-
Òwpe efeÒwpe

jamhn
~ ~ ~ [   ~ ] 

~ In the name of God, the merciful and compassionate.
For the commemoration of the blessed !makar¤a" Marianta.
The day !+ d°" on which she went to rest is the sixth !?" of the month Toobe. 
O God !+ d°" of Abraham and Isaac and Jacob, grant rest to her soul !cuxÆ"
in the bosom of our Holy Fathers, whose names $we% gave, Abraham and
Isaac and Jacob. 
So be it, so be it. Amen. 
~ ~ ~ $ ~ %

138
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Both its formal features !size, decoration, script" and its textual for#
mulary connect this stela with that of a woman Theognosta, now in
a German private collection, which was published by Gesa Schenke
!2000; SBKopt. iii 1644". Both stelae undoubtedly come from one and the
same workshop. Thus the monument of Theognosta, which appeared on

Epitaph of a woman Marianta !no. 37"
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the market at the time of the building of the Aswan High Dam, in the
1960s, can be safely attributed to Qasr Ibrim. The date proposed by
Schenke on the basis of a woman’s stela from Tamit can be accepted as
a general indication, also for the present piece.161

The opening formula ja prpmeeue is here preceded by the Coptic
rendering of the Arabic bismillah !ll. 1–3", which is occasionally found in
post-conquest inscriptions from Egypt as well.162 Although it is true that
the divine epithets ‘merciful and compassionate’, or in Greek, §leÆmvn
ka‹ eÎsplagxnow, or the like, can be found coupled already in Patristic lit#
erature163 or even in Holy Scripture,164 their use and position here  clearly
betray the influence of Muslim scribal habits. 

Also other invocations may precede the usual opening formulae. The
Greek stela of a woman Elisabeth, probably from the ancient Dodeka #
schoinos !northernmost Nubia", bears the acclamation yeÚw §leÆmvn,
‘merciful God’, in its top !Koerner 1966". Similarly, in the Qasr Ibrim stela
of a woman Eiktoume from the South Cemetery, the Coptic version of
the eÂw yeÒw-acclamation precedes the habitual formula with prpmeeue
!Monneret de Villard 1935–57: i, 115". Examples with the nikò-acclamation
have been cited in the commentary to no. 34, l. 12, above. 

The prayer section of the present stela opens with the invocation of
‘the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob’ !ll. 7–8", a formula that was
renowned for its potency already in second – third-century Alexandria.165

As the opening invocation of funerary prayers it is attested in both
Egyptian and Nubian epitaphs.166 In this position, it usually appears to

140

161 Mina 1942: no. 80, pl. iii, 1, of ad 755. He erroneously indicates the provenance of the
stone as Gindinari. The correct provenance is found in Monneret de Villard 1935: 166.

162 E.g., in the Coptic stela of a woman Semne, Donadoni 2003: 17–20, ll. 1–2 !SBKopt.
iii 1647; ad 863, Middle Egypt". It is far more frequent in documents, cf. Krall 1895: 3.

163 As was observed by !ajtar 1995: 89–90, commenting on the Greek stela of Sergia,
Middle Egypt, ad 800. 

164 Cf. !ajtar 2003a: 88 !ad no. 18, l. 2".
165 See Origen’s famous discussion of ‘magical’ formulae in Contra Celsum i 22; iv 33–4;

v 45; for general background, see Rist 1938.
166 For a Coptic example from Wadi el-Ghazali !Makuria", see van der Vliet 2003: no. 6;
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37. EPITAPH OF A WOMAN MARIANTA

oust the prayer for rest ‘in the bosom of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob’ from
the ensuing prayer.167 Here both are found, perhaps by inadvertence, so
that the prayer in ll. 9–11 immediately follows the invocation. This
obliged the scribe to a rather awkard repetition of the series of names in
ll. 11–12. In order to make the prayer sound somewhat less unelegant, he
then inserted the inhabitual phrase ‘of our Holy Fathers, whose names
$we% gave’ !ll. 10–11", before repeating the three names of the Patriarchs. 

The prayer formula of ll. 9–12, asking for the soul’s rest ‘in the bosom
of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob’ !cf. Luke 16:22; Matt. 8:11", is certainly the
most common of all Nubian funerary prayers, Greek and Coptic alike.168

In Qasr Ibrim it occurs, in various forms and often expanded by similar
prayers, in several stelae from the South Cemetery,169 as well as in quite
a number of the epitaphs published in the present volume, for example,
in the Coptic nos. 39, 40, and 45 below. It owes its popularity to its con#
spicuous position in the prayer commemorating the dead, the memento, of
the Alexandrian liturgy.170 The designation of the Patriarchs as ‘our Holy
Fathers’, which often lacks in the epitaphs !and also in the stela of Theo #
gnosta",171 may have been borrowed directly from the liturgical prototype
!as given in Budde 2004: 190–1". 

Although closely related, the epitaph of Theognosta !Schenke 2000;
SBKopt. iii 1644" also shows some remarkable differences. Thus, the text
starts out immediately with prpmeeue, whereas the divine epithets ‘the
merciful and compassionate’ !here ll. 2–3" occur only in the beginning of

for Greek examples from the Fayyum and northern Nubia, see the references in the next
note.

167 Derda & van der Vliet 2006: 26, n. 16, but see the Nubian stela Tibilleti Bruno
1964: no. 43 !ad 699; Lefebvre 1907: no. 661", where the two sets of names are not imme#
diately juxtaposed, however.

168 See !ajtar 2003a: xxiv; van der Vliet 2003: 28, with further references.
169 The stelae of Hellene !Catalogue Hamm 1996: no. 90b", another Hellene !Mills 1982:

83, no. 3", Andreas !Mills 1982: 83, no. 2", Petrone !Leipzig inv. no. 688, see Junker 1925a:
129", and Eisousiko !Richter 1999: 302; SBKopt. iii 1604".

170 See Budde 2004: 190–1, 509–11; Brakmann 2006: 301–2, 309–10.
171 For some exceptions, see !ajtar 2003a: 149–50, ad no. 41, ll. 4–5.

141
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the prayer section !ll. 4–5". Furthermore, the epitaph of Theognosta has
a much expanded, tripartite prayer section that inserts two other brief
prayers before ending with the request for making the deceased’s soul
recline ‘in the bosom of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob’ !ll. 9–11". These sub#
tle variations and the insertion of ll. 10–11 in the text of Marianta’s prayer
show that even the texts of modest monuments such as this one were not
copied mechanically after a single, unalterable model, but rather were
adapted with considerable freedom from a small corpus of suitable litur#
gical prayers and formulae. 

The name of the owner of the stela, Marianta !in l. 4", occurs also in
the Greek part of the present corpus !no. 57, ll. 7–8, of ad 1051". Further
instances are given in the commentary to ll. 7-8 of the latter epitaph.
Other Nubian names of this type, composed with the name of a saint and
an ending -nta/-inta, are likewise discussed below.

38–39. Epitaphs of the type
kata tapovasis

38. Epitaph of a man Kyriakos 

Excavation no. 78.1.31/28; register no. 78/5. Documentation: slip no.
612; clip file under no. c.i. 15; photo no. 78a52/6. 

Found on 31 January 1978, in the wall of room 115 in Ottoman House b18. 
Transferred to the Egyptian Museum, Cairo.
A virtually complete sandstone stela, 33.5 x 27.5 x 10 cm. The lower

right corner is broken with some loss of text; part of the upper right hand
margin is damaged. 

The epigraphic field is contained on all four sides within an embossed
frame. The text comprises 11 lines of text in Sahidic Coptic; l. 11 is writ#
ten on the lower border. Clear and big upright incised uncials; a  delicately
incised ruling pattern is still visible. 

Unpublished. 
Cf. Anderson et alii 1979: 35–6 and 40 !archaeological context". 
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8th–9th century. 

~ kata tapova-
sis ıta pnoute
taas e!_n ada-

4 m !e adam ~t__k
oukaj eknako-
tk_ on epkaj afm-
ton µmof n‡i

8 pmakarios kuri-
akos en mh(ni) vaw-
vi i§ p!oeis pno[ute]
eke† mton ntef[yuch]

9. mh(ni): mh

Epitaph of a man Kyriakos !no. 38"
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~ In accordance with !katã" the verdict !épÒfasiw" which God gave over
Adam, saying: ‘Adam, earth you are, to the earth again you shall return’, the
blessed !makãriow" Kyriakos went to rest in the month of !§n mhn¤"
Phaophi, !day" 16. 
O Lord God, may you grant rest to his $soul%. 

The modest monument for a man Kyriakos bears an entirely different
kind of text than the preceding group of epitaphs, which are focused on
the ‘commemoration’ of the deceased. This and the following stela of
a monk !no. 39" are characterised by the opening phrase kata tapova-
sis, ‘according to the verdict ...’, which serves to introduce the famous
quote from Gen. 3:19 !‘earth you are ...’, here ll. 4–6". In a funerary con#
text, the noun épÒfasiw, ‘decree, verdict’, and the related verb épofa¤nv,
‘to proclaim, ordain’, are technical terms, referring to the divine decree
that destines all human beings to death.172 The opening phrases of the
epitaph thus connect the event of the individual’s death, here reported in
ll. 6–10, directly with the prototypical events related in the early chapters
of the biblical book Genesis. Death is not an accident, but the result of
the fall of primeval man, and the actualisation of God’s original verdict
over Adam. This conception of death is articulated very explicitly in sev#
eral lengthier epitaphs from the Nile Valley, apparently in imitation of
liturgical models. Striking examples are the stelae of Kosmas !in Coptic,
from Qau near Assiut, Egypt, ad 799; Cramer 1941: no. 5; SBKopt. i 783"
and Mariankouda, tetrarch of Makuria !in Greek, from Hambukol,
Nubia, ad 887; &ajtar 2003a: no. 18, with commentary", which both
recount the Genesis story in extenso. In a much more succinct way, the
same conception underlies the stelae of the present type, as well as many
of the epitaphs of the popular jitn tepronoia-type, which became pre#
dominant in the tenth – eleventh centuries !see below, under no. 45".
Actually, this etiology of death strongly shaped the entire Coptic funer#
ary epigraphy of Nubia in the period from the eighth to the eleventh cen#
turies. It appears to have had far less impact on the Greek funerary epig#

144

172 For discussion, see Junker 1925a: 141; Pernigotti 1975: 28–9; van der Vliet 2003:
27, n. 139; idem 2006b: 138–40; further examples: Förster 2002: 92, s.v. épÒfasiw. 
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raphy of Nubia,173 where also the quote from Gen. 3:19 occurs only
rarely.174

The origin of the present formulary is certainly to be sought in Egypt.
The idea of death as a result of God’s épÒfasiw is articulated in a very sim#
ilar way in some of the epitaphs of the ‘Totenklage’-type !for which, see no.
40 below", dating from the period between the late seventh and the mid#
dle of the ninth centuries,175 and in eighth-century Coptic juridical docu#
ments from the Theban area.176 In all these cases, the ultimate source of
inspiration must be liturgical !thus already Junker 1925a: 141; cf. Cramer
1941: 44–5, 68, and 70-1". The Coptic marble stela of a woman Trosis !Dro#
sis", of unknown provenance but now in the British Museum, resembles the
Nubian epitaphs of the present type very closely and is dated to ad 741.177

Also the opening phrases of the Leiden ‘Totenklage’-stela of Eulogia !prob#
ably from Antinoe, ad 759; Schneider 1969: 4, ll. 1–4" are unmistakably akin
to the Nubian formula. These Egyptian analogies suggest that from the end
of the seventh or the beginning of the eighth century onwards a new con#
ception of the epitaph spread southward into Nubia. The innovation may
be linked to a general trend towards longer, liturgically inspired texts,
which can be observed in Egypt in about the same period.178 From a simple
memorial, preserving a name and a date, the Nubian Coptic epitaph devel#
oped into a theological statement that reflected not merely on the person
of the deceased but also on the living who recited the text and were force#
fully reminded of the Christian meaning of death.

Textually the present epitaph is practically identical to another Qasr
Ibrim stela, that of a woman Reumata !?" from the North Cemetery !Mills

173 See !ajtar 1991: 161, n. 4.
174 !ajtar 2003c: 167–8, notes only three instances, one of which is the stela of the

Tetrarch Mariankouda, quoted above, and the second one the stela from Faras, quoted
below; for the third example, from Banganarti, see now !ajtar 2007: 135–7.

175 Cf., e.g., Cramer 1941: nos. 9, ll. 1–3 !SBKopt. i 465"; 11, ll. 17–19 !Antinoe; SBKopt. i,
no. 785"; 12, ll. 4–7 !Assiut; SBKopt. i 698"; 14, ll. 5–7 !Aswan; SBKopt. i 675".

176 See Cramer 1941: 47–8; further examples: Förster 2002: 91–2, s.v. épofa¤nv / épÒ-
fasiw; cf. Richter 2002: 143.

177 Hall 1905: 6, no. 1, pl. 7 $no. 1208%; cf. von Lemm 1972: 112–14.
178 Van der Vliet 2005: 81; the phenomenon deserves further investigation.
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1982: 83–4, no. 5". Examples from elsewhere in Nobadia show some varia#
tion in the introductory formula. Thus, two epitaphs from Sakinya
 !Toshka-West" have jitn tapovasis, ‘through the verdict’;179 another
one from Arminna opens with kata pÒa!e nt{a}apovasis !etc.", ‘in
accordance with the word of the verdict !etc."’ !stela of a woman Marianta,
ad 920; SBKopt. i 460". A rare Greek example from Faras opens with
a more elaborate phrase: katå tØn toË pantokrãtorow yeoË émetãyeton
épÒfasin, ‘in accordance with the immutable verdict of the almighty
God’, preceding the quote of Gen. 3:19 !Junker 1925a: 118, ll. 1–3".180 Also
in the verb used in the following relative clause !here ll. 2–3" some varia#
tion can be observed. In the present epitaph, it is a form of †, ‘to give’
!taa#", as in the near-identical Qasr Ibrim stela of Reumata !?". The
Arminna stela, on the other hand, has !w, ‘to say’, and in the following
piece !no. 39 below" the Greek loanword ır¤zv, ‘to ordain’, is used. In
Egyptian examples also tauo, ‘to utter, proclaim’, is found.181

The opening formula and the Genesis-quote directly introduce the
statement of death !with mton mmo#" and the lemmata containing the
name of the deceased and the date of his death !ll. 6–10". The following
prayer has the briefest possible form, asking simply for ‘rest’ for the
deceased’s soul !ll. 10–11". The name of the deceased, Kyriakos !ll. 8–9",
was extremely popular in southern Egypt, in particular the Theban
region,182 and common in Nubia, too. In addition to the various homony#
mous saints,183 also the famous eight-century king Kyriakos of Makuria
may have contributed to its popularity.184

146

179 Mina 1942: nos. 284 !Pernigotti 1975: no. 18" and 316.
180 For émetãyeton, compare the Egyptian ‘Totenklage’-stela Cramer 1941: no. 9, ll. 1–3
!SBKopt. i 465": w apovasis natparaitei mmos auw natbwl ebol: ‘o inexorable
and indissoluble verdict!’.

181 E.g., in the stela of Trosis in the British Museum, quoted above.
182 See, e.g., Till 1962: 127–31; Papaconstantinou 2001: 133.
183 See Papaconstantinou 2001: 132–4. A Coptic fragment of the popular Martyrdom of

Kyriakos and Julitta was actually discovered in Qasr Ibrim !cf. Plumley 1966: pl. vi, 2; edi#
tion forthcoming by Joost L. Hagen".

184 For the king, see Monneret de Villard 1938: 97–9; cf. Cuoq 1986: 18–19.
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39. Epitaph of a monk 

This stela is reconstructed from two fragments !a and b" that do not
join but quite probably belong together. 

(a) Excavation no. 74.3.3/19; register no. 74/195. Documentation: slip
no. 895; transcript in clip file under no. c.i. 3; photo nos. 74v7/25, 78a30/9. 

Found on 3 March 1974, in the street between Ottoman Houses 30 and 35.
Egyptian Museum, Cairo, JdE 93894. 
Upper left corner of a sandstone stela, 13.5 x 18 x 7 cm, much worn and

broken on all sides; no original margins remain. Remains of seven lines of
text !beginnings" in Sahidic Coptic. 

(b) Excavation no. 78.2.21/5; register no. unknown. Documentation:
transcript in clip file under no. c.i. 63; photo no. 80f27/5. 

Found on 21 February 1978, outside the south face of unit c2, the south
bastion, in the fill of girdle wall gwc-4. 

Reburied on the site. 
Part of the right-hand margin from the lower half of a sandstone stela,

19 x 19 x 7 cm. Small part of an embossed border survives. Remains of
seven lines of text !ends" in Sahidic Coptic. 

Both fragments are inscribed with competently incised upright uncials
in an identical hand; the lines are ruled throughout. A broken-bar, sym#
metrical a is used throughout; only once !in l. 9, second a" it has a differ#
ent, left-looking shape. The letters of fragment b have preserved remains
of the original paint. 

Unpublished. 
Cf. Anderson et alii 1979: 33–5 !general archaeological context of frag#

ment b"; Adams 1996: 302 !fragment b mentioned".

8th–10th century. 

[ ~ ka]Ta [tapova]-
[si]S Nta [pnoute]
jorize mM[os e!n]

4 adam !e n[tk ou]-
kaj eknakot[k on]
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epkaj nteij[e de]
A[fmt]ON [mmof n‡i]

8 [pmakarios ` ` ` ` ]
[ ` ` ` jn so]U ïa ` [ ` ]
[ ` ` efo mmo]Nac(o)s apa
[ ` ` ` ` ` ` ] p!oeis p-

12 [noute e]keanapa-
[ue ntef]yuch jn k-
[ounf n]abram mN [ï]-
[sak mn] ïakwB [---]

10. -mo]Nac(o)s: -mo]Nacs

$~% In accordance with !katã" the verdict !épÒfasiw" which $God%
ordained !ır¤zv" $over% Adam, saying: ‘Earth you are, to the earth $again%
you shall return’, thus went to rest || $the blessed nn, on% the 11th $of ..., while
being% monk !monaxÒw" !in the monastery of " Apa $nn%. 
O Lord $God%, may you grant rest !énapaÊv" to $his% soul !cuxÆ" in the
bosom of Abraham and $Isaac and% Jacob. $...%

Although discovered in different seasons and different spots, strong
similarities in layout and script suggest that the two fragments brought
together here belong to one and the same stela. Since one of them !b" is
not available anymore, this hypothesis cannot be proven. In the recon#
struction proposed above, the presumably lost l. 8 is supposed to have
contained the name of the deceased, whereas the very uncertain remains
in l. 9 are interpreted as the remains of the date of his death. This inter#
pretation has the disadvantage of separating the office of the deceased,
which seems to be mentioned in l. 10, from his name, which precedes the
dating lemma. This is not unparalleled, however.185

The text of this epitaph, as far as it can be reconstructed, is a slightly
expanded version of the type represented by the preceding number. In

148

185 Compare the commemorative dipinto for a monk Petro !Aswan, ad 962; Dijkstra &
van der Vliet 2003: 33".
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the opening formula !in l. 3", the verb ır¤zv, ‘to ordain’, is used, which is
a typical element in this context, well attested both in the Egyptian
funerary stelae of the ‘Totenklage’-type and in Coptic juridical docu#
ments from the Theban area.186 Thus, a passage from the elaborate testa#

186 Cf. Förster 2002: 587–8, s.v. ır¤zv. In Greek epitaphs from Nubia the same verb is
used occasionally, but in a different context; see, e.g., the epitaph of Markos from Don#
gola !van der Vliet, in Martin et alii 2005: no. 116, l. 5" and the epitaph of a woman from
Faras !Junker 1925a: 118, l. 16".

Epitaph of a monk !no. 39"
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ment of a woman Sousanne, from the first half of the eighth century, cor#
responds almost word for word to the opening lines of the present epi#
taph !P. KRU 66; Crum 1912: 202, l. 25; SBKopt. ii 953". Likewise, in an
undated stela of the ‘Totenklage’-type from Aswan, it is stated that ‘all
flesh’ must die kata tapovasis nta pnoute jorize mmos e!m
peneiwt adam !e ntk <ou>kaj nknakotk !l. eknakotk" epkaj,
‘in accordance with the verdict which God ordained over our father
Adam, saying: «Earth you are, to the earth you shall return»’ !Cramer 1941:
no. 14, ll. 5–7; SBKopt. i 675". In Qasr Ibrim itself, the verb occurs again
in the epitaph of a woman Eisousiko, dated to ad 1034: kata qe _ nta
pen!oeis nagaqos _ jorize mmos Ópenei_wt nÒorp adam ..., ‘in
the same way as our good Lord ordained to our first father Adam ...’
!Leipzig inv. no. 687; Richter 1999: 302, ll. 10–13; SBKopt. iii 1604".

Compared to the preceding number, the prayer of ll. 11–15 is somewhat
fuller, asking for the soul’s rest ‘in the bosom of Abraham, Isaac, and
Jacob’, the most commonplace of all Nubian funerary prayers. Our l. 15
may not have been the last line of the inscription, as one would expect
some more formal conclusion !with Amen, for example". 

If our reconstruction of l. 10 can be accepted, it would appear that the
owner of the stone was a monk in one of the local monasteries, the name
of which is unfortunately lost. Monastic titles appear only rarely in the
epitaphs from Qasr Ibrim, except for those that are enumerated in the
cursus honorum of the bishops of Ibrim commemorated by nos. 20 and 21
above. In addition to the present stela, a Coptic epitaph from the South
Cemetery must be mentioned !Mills 1982: 82–3, no. 2". The name of the
deceased in l. 6 of this incomplete stela should most probably be read:
kerge tÓma[au], for tenmaau, ‘Kerge, our Mother’, which makes
Kerge, perhaps a form of Kyriake, a nun.187 Both stelae confirm the exis#
tence of monasteries in Ibrim, even though it is unlikely that any of these
were ever to be found on the Citadel.188

150

187 For the title maau, see van der Vliet 2003: no. 7 !stela of a nun from Faras"; for the
name Kerge, compare perhaps Kerike in Mina 1942: 102, l. 5 !Sakinya".

188 Pace Adams 1996: 81.
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40. EPITAPH OF A WOMAN

40. Epitaph of the 
‘Totenklage’-type 

40. Epitaph of a woman 

This incomplete monument survives in many fragments, some of
which join, and which are registered under three different numbers. 

Excavation no. 88.1.1/20 !a–d plus f–g, j, and k". Found on 1 January
1988, on the mainland in context 9958, plan-sheet 5 of 8. These eight frag#
ments were found together with fragment no. 88.1.1/20 !h", no. 72, below,
which belongs to a different stela, however, and the Greek fragment no.
88.1.1/20 !e", here no. 64, below. Documentation: slip; photo-series nos.
88f29/25–34, 88f31/12a–14a. Measurements: 11.9 x 16.5 x 3.2 cm !a"; 9.1 x 9.4
x 2.5 cm !b"; 8.4 x 8 x 2.3 cm !c"; 6.8 x 6.9 x 2.2 cm !d"; 10.3 x 13.6 x 3.4 cm
!f"; 6.3 x 4.9 x 6.7 cm !g"; 14.7 x 14 x 7.2 cm !j"; 8 x 3.1 x 2.5 cm !k".

Excavation no. 99.999/a11 !top right corner" was found on 5 February
1992, on the mainland in structure 9790. Documentation: photo nos.
92fcs13/23–24 !top right", 92f68/17, 92f89/6, 92f99/11 !right: back". Meas#
urements: 7.7 x 7.2 x 2.5 cm. 

Excavation no. 99.999/a13 !central piece without margins" was found
on 24 January 1992, on the mainland in structure 9790. Documentation:
photo nos. 92fcs13/23–24 !bottom left", 92f89/1, 92f99/7 !right: back".
Measurements: 17.5 x 15.5 x 7 cm. 

Stored in Kom Ombo.
Ten fragments of one stela of, according to the excavators, fairly soft

pink sandstone. The original height of the stela may have been over 40
cm, its original width about 30 cm. The surviving fragments belong to the
upper right-hand corner and the right-hand margin !nos. 88.1.1/20 $a–d%
plus 99.999/a11", to the center of the stone !no. 99.999/a13" and to its bot#
tom part !no. 88.1.1/20 $f–g, j%". Fragment k shows only two letters and
cannot be joined to any of the others. The pieces that belong to the upper
and center part of the stela all join in some way, as do pieces no. 88.1.1/20
!f and g", which make up the lower left-hand corner. The place of the iso#
lated pieces no. 88.1.1/20 !d and j", from the lower right margin and the
lower right corner, respectively, can be ascertained thanks to the text.
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The fragments leave a gap between our ll. 11 and 12 that cannot be filled
in. Apart from being broken, the surface of the stela is disfigured by
a deep gouge that runs from the center of the upper half down to the
lower left corner of the stone; it must predate the destruction of the stela,
but is later than the text, which it affects seriously. 

The epigraphic field is framed by a continuous incised line that leaves
flat outer margins of c. 2–2.5 cm width. The upper and lower margins bear
crosses, symbolic lettering and simple line decoration !only partly pre#
served". Of the main text, remains of !probably" seventeen lines of text in
Sahidic Coptic are preserved. Clear and well drawn incised uncials, some
with slightly thickened ends. The shapes of, in particular, the left looking
a, e, k and n are characteristic.

Unpublished. 

8th–9th century. 

[~ V ] ~ A ~
[ - - - - - - - - - - ]parage nbol
[-------- - -]F[mo]un nmjaa-
[u--------- ] `nJ ouatnou

4 [ - - - - - - ]%a[ ` ` ] JN tpe epe
[ ` ` ` pe!]Po [ga]r nsjime
[ouÒara]j[e p]e loipon
[kata qe ntaf]!oos En a-

8 [dam !e nt]k [ou]kaj ekna-
[kotk on ep]k[a]j nteije as-
[mton mmos] n[‡i] tmaka[ria]
[------ - - - - - - - - - ] ` ` ` ` R `[ - - - - ]

12 [ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ] ere 
[p!oeis i_s pec__s † mton] nas 
j[n] TEFmntE[ro ntpe auw] ef-
e[n]o!F nkouN[f nabraam mn] 

16 isak mn iakw[b efeÒwpe] 
[ja]mhn

~ V [    ~ A ] ~

152
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Fragment 88.1.1/20 !k":
[ - - - ]a[---]
[-- - ]j[---]

Top. linear motif in corner  ||  13. nas: s cramped and partly in margin ||  17. sic prob.,
since l. 16 slopes upward  ||  Bottom. first sign, uncertain whether star or staurogram

7. En: l. ı-. ||  11. R vel J ||  15. e[n]o!F: sic prob., l. e[n]o!s |  nkouN[f: l. jn
kouN[f

Epitaph of a woman; fragments a–d, f–g, j, 99.999/a11, and 99.999/a13 !no. 40"
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$~ Omega% ~ Alpha ~
$...% pass !parãgv" away $...% remain. The tombs $...% is without $...% in
heaven $...%. For !gãr" what is born of a woman, is short-lived. 
Therefore !loipÒn", $in accordance with what He% said to Adam: ‘Earth
you are, to the earth $again% you shall $return%’, thus $went to rest% the
blessed !makar¤a" $nn on ...%. 
May $the Lord Jesus-Christ grant rest% to her in His Kingdom $in Heaven
and% may He make him !sic" recline in the bosom $of Abraham and% Isaac
and Jacob. 
$So be it.% Amen.
~ Omega $~ Alpha% ~

Due to the very fragmentary state of the stone, which was not found
on the citadel but on the mainland, a complete reconstruction of the epi#
taph is impossible, and not even the name of its owner can be read any#
more. Nevertheless, sufficient elements survive to connect this stela con#
vincingly with the distinctive Egyptian group of epitaphs of the so-called
‘Totenklage’-type.189 The epitaphs of this class are remarkable for some#
times quite lengthy poetic compositions, for a great individual variety,
and for rather pessimistic and sometimes even harshly realistic reflec#
tions on life and death. They usually bear dates that situate them in the
period between the late seventh and the middle of the ninth centuries,
and clearly address a sophisticated audience that was able to appreciate
the high-flown literary images and the scriptural and liturgical allusions
of the texts. Yet the exact conditions that prompted the development of
this very distinctive class of epitaphs remain largely unknown. The
‘Totenklage’-type appears to have had its center in Middle Egypt, in par#
ticular in the region of Antinoe, where in recent years several more exam#
ples have come to light, not only in Sahidic Coptic but also in Greek
!mostly unpublished".190 Already one epitaph of this kind was known to
have been found in Aswan !Cramer 1941: no. 14; SBKopt. i 675", and sim#

154

189 Studied by Cramer 1941; Schneider 1969.
190 But see now A. Delattre, in Pintaudi 2008: 147–9 !editio princeps of a Coptic ‘Toten#

klage’-stela found in Antinoe in 1993".
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40. EPITAPH OF A WOMAN

ilarities in phrasing and spirit have been observed in other Nubian epi#
taphs.191 The present stela may be considered the first full-fledged repre#
sentative of this genre with a certain Nubian provenance. It most likely
dates from the same period as most Egyptian stelae of the group !8th to
mid-9th century".192

1–5. This must have been the most distinctive part of the epitaph, concluded
by the Job-quote of ll. 5–6. But since the ‘Totenklage’-corpus is characterised by
great individual diversity and the present text is very fragmentary, we are unable
to propose a satisfactory reconstruction of these lines. The verb parage, ‘to
pass’ occurs several times in the published corpus of the ‘Totenklage’-stelae in
images referring to human life in general or the life of the owner of the stela in
particular that ‘passes away’.193 The use of the adverb nbol suggests the same
context here. Alternatively, one could think of an ‘appel aux vivants’, addressing
the living who ‘pass by’ !parage" the tomb !thus, for example, SBKopt. iii 1633,
ll. 11–14". In spite of the certain reading mjaa_[u], ‘tomb’, in ll. 2–3, the scanty
remains that precede are open to various interpretations. They could contain the
verb moun, ‘to remain’, as the antonym of parage, ‘to pass’ in l. 1 !the solution
adopted in the text printed above". But they could also be interpreted as: -[mo]u
nnmjaa_[u], referring to a person or persons who ‘died’ !mou" and is/are now ‘in
the tombs’ !on the supposition that the first n- stands for jn, as is not uncom#
mon in Nubian epitaphs". In any case, the ‘Totenklage’-corpus contains frequent
references to the deceased’s present sojourn in the tomb, although normally the
Greek word tãfow is used instead of mjaau. Furthermore, both the readings and
the interpretation of ll. 3–5 remain uncertain, even if the supposed group jn
tpe, ‘in heaven’, is reminiscent of the vivid way in which the fate of the body and
the soul are contrasted in several stelae from the same group and in the liturgi#
cal texts that inspired them !see Cramer 1941: 71". 

5–6. This quote from Job 14:1 !lxx; in the Sahidic version in Ciasca 1885–9:
prwme gar ı!po ˜sjime ouÒaraje pe, ‘for man, born of a woman, is short-
lived’", is not found in the published corpus of Egyptian ‘Totenklage’-stelae,

191 See van der Vliet 2003: 131–2 !stelae from Wadi el-Ghazali"; van der Vliet 2006a:
222 !stela of Patarmoute from Qasr Ibrim", and the remarks above about the stelae of the
kata tapovasis-type.

192 In spite of its extreme concision, the brief bilingual epitaph Mina 1942: no. 88 !ad
858", from Sakinya !Toshka-West", should also be reckoned to the ‘Totenklage’-group.

193 See Cramer 1941: no. 10, l. 4 !SBKopt. i 754"; no. 11, ll. 3–4 !SBKopt. i 785"; SBKopt. i
791, l. 4.
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although other verses from Job 14 are !see Cramer 1941: 101". It does occur, how#
ever, in another funerary stela from Qasr Ibrim, that of the priest Patarmoute
!van der Vliet 2006a: 219, ll. 7–8". In each of these cases the inspiration is  clearly
liturgical !see van der Vliet 2006a: 222". Also in the stela of Patarmoute !ll. 8–9",
the Job-quote is followed by loipon, litt. ‘further’ !here in l. 6", as a transition
to the lemma introducing the death event and the name of the deceased. The
present epitaph shows a similar sequence, and both texts apparently share a com#
mon source. Outside of Qasr Ibrim, the quote from Job 14:1 is also found in a late
ninth-century Ethiopic epitaph in a clearly liturgically inspired context. Inter#
estingly, this epitaph shows definite Nubian influence in various respects !dis#
cussed in Kropp 1999". 

7–10. In order to introduce the death event and the name and date lemmata,
the scribe chose to use the standard etiological quote of Gen. 3:19, which is
strangely lacking in the stela of the priest Patarmoute, where a different  formula
is intercalated !see van der Vliet 2006a: 221–2". 

10–12. Here the name of the deceased and the date of her demise would have
been given. Regrettably, these are completely lost. Although the fragments of the
stone do not join here, it is hardly likely that more lines are missing. 

12–17. Different than the opening lines of the epitaph, the prayer section that
begins in l. 12 seems fairly standard. As far as can be reconstructed, it consists of
a double prayer for rest !mton, reconstructed" in Christ’s heavenly Kingdom
!ll. 13–14; see no. 30 above" and for ‘making her !stone: him" recline’ !no!#" in the
bosom of the three Patriarchs !ll. 14–16; cf. no. 37 above". In the Qasr Ibrim Cop#
tic material, this combination of prayers is also found, in reverse order, in nos. 45
and 68 !very fragmentary" below, and in the stelae of Eisousiko !Leipzig inv. no.
687; Richter 1999: 302, ll. 18–21, with a prayer for ‘mercy’ preceding, ll. 17–18;
SBKopt. iii 1604" and Theognosta !Schenke 2000: 177, ll. 4–11, in the same order
as here but with a third prayer inserted in ll. 8–9; SBKopt. iii 1644".194 Instead of
an expression for ‘giving rest’ !énapaÊv or † mton", the second prayer, men#
tioning the bosom of the Patriarchs, uses a form of the verb nou!e, literally ‘to
throw, to cast’, which is a peculiarity of Coptic prayers of this type, also found in
Egypt.195 The Coptic verb translates Greek énakl¤nv, ‘to cause to recline’, which
occurs in the same position in Greek epitaphs from Egypt, but not in those from

156

194 For further Nubian examples, see van der Vliet 2003: 210–11.
195 See Junker 1925a: 129 and 141 !the ‘Totengebet’ to which Junker refers is a prayer in

the colophon van Lantschoot 1929: no. lxi, Fayyum, ad 1002–3; it occurs also in van
Lantschoot 1929: no. cxviii, Esna, ad 1003". In Qasr Ibrim, the verb is also used in the
stelae of Theognosta !Schenke 2000: 177, l. 9; SBKopt. iii 1644" and Eisousiko !Richter
1999: 302, l. 18; SBKopt. iii 1604".
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41. EPITAPH OF A MAN ARENT[.]IA

Nubia nor in the liturgical prayers represented by the Anaphora of St Basil and
similar texts !Junker 1925a: 137–8". It is undoubtedly a  scriptural echo !cf. Matt.
8:11". The wrong gender of the pronominal object !no!f for no!s, l. 15" is a fre#
quent error in Nubian epitaphs, occurring also, for example, in the stela of
Eisousiko !quoted above, l. 18". 

The decoration of the top and bottom margins is reconstructed exempli gra#
tia, following similar arrangements that often adorn the frames of Nubian epi#
taphs !see van der Vliet 2003: 25–6". 

41–52. Epitaphs of the pronoia-type 
in Greek and Coptic

41. Epitaph of a man Arent$ .%ia

Excavation no. 72.11.2/1; register no. 72/70. Documentation: slip no.
72/301; photo nos. 72v4/34–35. 

Found on the south edge of the excavated area, according to the reg#
ister slip. Note that the Mission excavated the area of the Taharqa Tem#
ple-church in 1972. 

Egyptian Museum, Cairo, JdE 92263. 
Rectangular slab of sandstone, 27 x 23 x 6 cm. Lower right-hand corner

broken off. Inscription carved without guidelines. The script is irregular.
Round epigraphic majuscules with elements of cursive script. 

Unpublished. 

20 October ad 1016 or 20 October ad 1019 !cf. commentary". 

~ À ~ V ~
ye¤& prone¤& toË desp¤-
zontow y(eo)Ë t°lei toË b¤-

4 ou xrÆsato ı maierou
arent[ `]ia ı z«n "m-
°ra ¶th jÄ, ép°yane-
n Fa«fi kgÄ, épÚ ma`[r(tÊrvn)]

8 clgÄ. X(rist)¢ ı y(eÒ)w, énãpau[s]-

157
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on tØn cuxØn aÈto[Ë §n]
kÒlpoiw ÉAbråm k(a‹) ÉIsa[åk k(a‹)]
ÉIak!b, ¶n<y’ é>p°dr[a ÙdÊn]-

12 h k(a‹) lÊph k(a‹) st[enagmÒw],
§n tª lamp[rÒthti t«n]
èg¤on sou, [§n parade¤s]-
ow t$w [truf$w, émÆn].

3. q__u

2. prono¤& ||  2–3. despÒzontow ||  4. §xrÆsato ||  10. ÉAbraåm ||  14. èg¤vn ||  14–15. pa -
rade¤sƒ

Alpha Omega. Through the divine providence of God who is Lord the
blessed Arent$ .%ia accomplished his life. The days he lived !were" 60 years.
He died on Phaophi 23, !in the year" from the Martyrs 733. O Christ God,
rest his soul in the bosom of Abraham and Isaac and Jacob, whence pain and
grief and lamentation have fled away, in the brilliancy of Your saints, in the
paradise of joy, amen. 

4. xrÆsato is the third person singular aorist middle of the verb xrãomai, in
which the syllabic augment was omitted. The omission was facilitated by the fact
that the preceding word ends with a vowel. The omission of the syllabic augment
is a phenomenon well attested in the language of the Egyptian papyri from the
Roman and Byzantine periods !Gignac 1981: 225". 

maierou must be a variant or a corrupted notation of the term makãriow,
being a standard epithet of the dead in Christian epitaphs from the Nile Valley
!see above, p. 116, n. 133". The final -ou is explicable through the influence of Old
Nubian in which -ou is a frequent nominal ending. The omission of i in the end#
ing is probably rooted in the pronunciation: the loss of the accentuated /i/ before
a back vowel was a phenomenon which occurred very frequently in koine, espe#
cially after nasals and liquids !Gignac 1976: 302–4", as is the case here. More dif#
ficult to explain is the transition from -kar- to -ier-; perhaps we are dealing with
a mere lapsus which was subsequently established as a norm. Interestingly, maie -
rou is probably attested in a wall inscription in the Faras Cathedral as a per#
sonal name != Makãriow".196 This suggests that maierou was used in the Qasr

158

196 Unpublished; Adam !ajtar’s reading from a transcription made by Stefan Jakobielski.
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41. EPITAPH OF A MAN ARENT[.]IA

Ibrim – Faras area as a form of makãriow !be it a common adjective or a  personal
name". 

5. The name of the dead is difficult to read except for the beginning. It is
probably of Nubian origin. No Nubian name beginning in arent- has been
attested so far, however. 

7–8. The date of the epitaph is not entirely certain. The third element of the
numeral is probably g: year ylg = 733 of the Era of the Martyrs which, taking
into regard the month day !Phaophi 23", gives 20 October ad 1016. It is also pos#
sible that the third element of the numeral is §: year yl§ = 736 of the Era of the
Martyrs, which would correspond to 20 October ad 1019. 

14–15. The reading [§n parade¤s]ow, though largely reconstructed, seems to be
certain. It is corroborated by the certain §n parade¤sow in no. 21, ll. 18–19 !see the
commentary there". 

159

Epitaph of a man Arent$ .%ia !no. 41"
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42. Epitaph of Io$- - -%

Excavation no. 78.2.16/3; register no. 78/177; inv. of inscriptions: g.i. 15.
Documentation: photo no. 78a52/7. 

Found in the Ottoman unit during wall clearing. 
Transferred to the Egyptian Museum, Cairo.
A roughly rectangular stela of sandstone, slightly narrowing towards

the top, 36 x 26 x 10 cm. Back very rough and irregular, edges smoothed
but not well. Top right and top left corners broken off, front surface
chipped away, especially in the middle. The upper part of the stone is
occupied by the representation of a rosette with six petals. The epi#
graphic field is surrounded by a raised border. Inscription cut without rul#
ing, but quite carefully. Letters form even lines. Round epigraphic majus#
cules, slightly inclined to the right. The letters in the last two lines are
slightly bigger than in the remaining part of the inscription. 

Unpublished. 

8th–10th century !palaeography, form of the inscription". 

~
ye¤& prono¤& toË des[pÒ]-
zo`[n]t[ow y](eo)Ë t°[lei toË]

4 b¤o[u §xrÆsato ı makãriow]
ÉIv[-----------------] `
` ` `[ ----------------] `

X(rist)¢̀ [ı y(eÚ)w "m«n, énãpauson tØ]n
8 cuxØ`n` [aÈtoË §n kÒlpo]iw

ÉAbraåm [(ka‹) ÉIsaåk (ka‹)] ÉÌa`k!b, §n-
y’ ép°dra Ùd`Ênh (ka‹) lÊph
(ka‹) stenagm̀Ò`w, §n tª lam-

12 prÒthti t«n èg¤v(n),
émÆn. : —

5. ïw[ ||  10. § ||  11. § ||  12. agiw_
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Through the divine providence of God who is Lord, the blessed Io$ - - -%
accomplished his life. O Christ our God, rest his soul in the bosom of Abra#
ham and Isaac and Jacob, whence pain, grief and lamentation have fled
away, in the brilliancy of the saints, amen. 

5. Probably ÉIv[ãnnhw, but one cannot exclude other names beginning with
ÉIv-, such as, for example, ÉIvs$f. After the name of the deceased, one expects
information about his social or occupational status and/or the date of his demise. 

6. The first letter of the line was a triangular one. 

Epitaph of Io$ # # # % !no. 42"
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43. Epitaph of Petros, 
an exarch

Excavation no. 74.3.14/2; register no. 74/247. Documentation: slip no.
1067; photo nos. 74v23/21–22. 

Found on surface near the east fortification. 
Current location unknown, perhaps lost. 
Upper part of a sandstone stela or slab, slightly narrowing towards the

top, 21 x 27.5 x 7 cm. Edges chipped away, surface worn. The text inscribed
within a recessed field; ruled. Round epigraphic majuscules, mostly
upright. Letters elongated and quite elegant. 

Unpublished. 

8th–10th century !palaeography, form of the inscription". 

~ ye¤& prono¤&
toË despÒzontow
y(eo)Ë t°lei toË b¤ou

4 §xrÆsato ı makã-
riow P°trow ¶jarx(ow)
[------] fìn`d`(ikt¤vnow) `
[ ------------]

5. exacr ||  6. IdN

Through the divine providence of God who is Lord the blessed Petros,
exarch of $ - - -%, accomplished his life $ - - -% in the $ - - -% indiction $ - - -%. 

5. The office of exarch is rarely attested in Christian Nubia. Apart from our
Petros, only three persons designated as ¶jarxoi have been attested in sources
published so far. The first of them is Ioseph!ios", who was active in the second
half of the sixth century. He is mentioned in two building inscriptions originat#
ing from the northern part of Nobadia. The first of them, apparently the older
one, is a Coptic inscription on a wall of the temple at Dendur, commemorating
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43. EPITAPH OF PETROS, AN EXARCH

its conversion into a Christian church.197 The text reports that this event was car#
ried into effect on the double order of King Eirpanome, and Joseph, exarch of
Talmis != Kalabsha". The second inscription was found by the Italian Mission in
Ikhmindi.198 It is a Greek text commemorating the erection of the city walls,
undoubtedly those of Ikhmindi, an event that took place during the reign of
King Tokiltoeton, when Iosephios was the exarch of Talmis. The person of the
second exarch is much less known. A Coptic epitaph found in Sakinya !Toshka-
West" commemorates Noudre pekzarcos.199 The fact of his being interred in
Sakinya, a locality on the west bank of Nile to the south of Qasr Ibrim, indicates
that he probably fulfilled his office in this part of Nubia. The third exarch is
mentioned as a witness to a legal document in Coptic, dated to the reign of King
Merkurios !perhaps the famous Merkurios of the turn of the seventh to the eighth
century".200 The name of this exarch is not given, nor is his office described in

197 For this inscription, see most recently Richter 2002: 165–71 !with earlier bibliogra#
phy"; Dijkstra 2008: 300–2.

198 See above, n. 5 on p. 17.
199 Mina 1942: no. 305. The proper name Noudre is otherwise unattested.
200 Crum 1905: no. 447 recto, last line but one; see also Crum 1899: 224.
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more details. We can only suppose that he was active in Nobadia as the docu#
ment must have originated from this very part of Nubia. ¶jarxoi occur in docu#
ments found in different parts of Nubia that are not published yet. An epitaph
discovered by the Canadian Mission in Hambukol, c. 5 km north of Old  Dongola,
commemorates a certain Merki who, among different offices, also held the office
of ¶jar(xow) timiklews Ích<l$>w g$<w>, ‘Exarch $- - -% of the Lofty Land’.201 Sev#
eral ¶jarxoi active at the same time are mentioned in Coptic documents from
Qasr Ibrim.202 It is known that ¶jarxow was the term for military commanders
of high rank in the army of the Late Roman Empire.203 Later on, it started to des#
ignate commanders of a military expedition. In the second half of the sixth cen#
tury, i.e. more or less at the time of the Christianisation of Nubia, this term was
especially used to designate governors of two recently conquered external dis#
tricts !exarchates" of the Byzantine state, those of Ravenna and Carthage. The
exarchs of Ravenna and Carthage had a rank equal to that of magister militum and
were equipped with both military and civilian authority. It is probably this latter
meaning that is applicable in the case of Nubian ¶jarxoi. We may suppose that
Ioseph!ios", Merki, Noudre, the unnamed exarch from the time of King Merku#
rios, the exarchs from the Qasr Ibrim Coptic documents, and Petros from this
inscription were governors exercising military and civilian authority over dis#
tricts important for the Kingdom of Nobadia and, later, for the Kingdom of
Makuria, also including Nobadia. Some scholars suggested that Nubian ¶jarxoi
could have been ecclesiastics of lower rank.204 The epitaph of Merki, whose
career was purely civilian,205 clearly shows that this was not the case. Also,
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201 The epitaph will be published by Adam !ajtar. Note that the meaning of the word
timiklews is unknown. It is either an epithet qualifying the office of the exarch or
a toponym.
202 To be published by Joost L. Hagen.
203 On the office of ¶jarxow, see generally Benjamin 1909: 1552–3; for its occurrence in

Nubia, see HÄgg 1990: 159–61; Hendrickx 2005: 334–5.
204 So Mina 1942: no. 305, commentary, who writes: ‘pekzarcos veut dire «celui qui
donne le signal» pour commencer un chant, une danse, une lamentation, etc. Dans un
couvent, c’est le «réglementaire», dans un village l’«appariteur»’. He was followed,
though not without hesitation, by Hägg 1991: 160, as well as by Förster 2002: 286.
Hägg called attention to the fact that the title of Noudre and the man who was witness
to the Coptic contract of sale lacks a geographical specification which is less likely if
they were commanders of territorial units. We find this argument weak. In local soci#
eties, where everyone knew who was meant, there was no need to describe the office of
the exarch in all details.
205 In addition to his office of exarch of the Lofty Land, he was also notarios, khartoula rios
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Ioseph!ios" must have been a civilian officer on account of his title eÈgen°statow
!nobilissimus", as was rightly pointed out by Donadoni !1959: 461–2". The same
must also be true for our Petros, whose epitaph does not make any hint at his
being an ecclesiastic. The lacuna at the beginning of l. 6 should have contained a
word !a toponym" that would have designated the office of Petros more precisely. 

44. Fragment of an epitaph

Excavation no. 74.1.25/1; register no. unknown. Documentation: photo
nos. 74p1/3, 74v7/34. 

Found in Ottoman House b1.
Current location unknown, probably reburied on the site. 
Upper left-hand corner of a sandstone stela, 14 x 14.5 x 6.5 cm. Raised

border of a considerable width, with a groove in the middle. No ruling,
although the inscription seems to have been executed quite carefully.
Nubian-type majuscules. 

Unpublished. 

of Sai, meizoteros, and protodomestikos. Note that the sequence in which he fulfilled these
offices is uncertain.
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Date unknown. 

~ [§n ÙnÒmati toË]
p(at)r(Ú)w k(a‹) [toË u(flo)Ë k(a‹) toË]
èg¤ou` [pn(eÊmato)w. ye¤& pro]-

4 no¤̀[&--------------]

2. p__r_s k÷

In the name of the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit. Through the
divine providence $ - - -%. 

3. The length of the lines, which can be estimated as having c. thirteen, fif#
teen letters, excludes the possibility of émÆn standing at the end of the trinitari#
an formula. 

3–4. Probably ye¤& pro]no¤̀[& toË despÒzontow yeoË, as in other Qasr Ibrim
epitaphs, but this cannot be taken for granted. After the trinitarian formula in
Greek, the inscription could have continued in Coptic !jitn tepro]noI[a
mpnoute", as in van der Vliet 2003: no. 16. 

45. Epitaph of a man Mariakyto 

Excavation no. unknown; register no. 64/17. Documentation: photo
nos. 64.6/35, 64.11/6. 

Found in January 1964, in the fill of the Podium.
British Museum, London, inv. no. ea 68331, as a gift from the Egypt

Exploration Society; transferred on 16 June 1982, accessioned in 1984 !acc.
no. 1984/10-9/1".

An originally rectangular slab of dark red sandstone, now 43 x 29 x
10 cm. The upper corners and a considerable part of the sculptured top
are broken away. Considerable surface damage affects both the text and
the decoration. 

The epigraphic field is comprised within an embossed frame that
takes the form of a sculptured niche or doorway !aedicula", crowned by
a conch contained within an arch-like rim. The upper rim, which carries
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the conch, bears a decoration of conventional symbols. A Greek cross
precedes the body of the text, which consists of fifteen lines of Sahidic
Coptic and is rather carelessly composed !see commentary". It is written
in quite irregular upright incised uncials; in addition to diaereses, both
supralinear strokes and dots are used, the latter over syllabic vowels and
consonants. Numbers and dates are marked by colons !ll. 8, 10, and 14–15";
a filler stroke closes the text !l. 15". 

Epitaph of a man Mariakyto !no. 45"
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Unpublished. 
Cf. Plumley ms.: no. 2 !text and commentary, after the stone".  Collated

with the original in December 2005. 

28 !?" May ad 1059. 

~ a w a ~
~ jit__n teproniæ de mpnoute
pantwkratwr pd(hm)iour(gos)
Ópthr__f • penta pnou-

4 de !oos nædam <!e> ntek
oukaj ~KNankot__k n-
<ou>kaJ • µm[a]K[ar]IOs mariæ-
kuto • afM[ton] µmof

8 paªnh : G : [pecro]nos nai-
rompe [ntafaau j]i&m p-
kaj : et[h] : [ ` ` : p]noute
de <no!f> nk[oun]f N_abram m_n

12 ïsak m_n ïakWb ~tm_n-
tero nµphue efeÒw-
pe amhn : apo mart(urwn)
vac. Ÿo_e : -

Top. last cross uncertain  ||  1. cross in margin  ||  2. pd(hm)iour(gos): pdiour,
Plumley pdour ||  14. mart(urwn): matr

1. tepronia: Plumley tpronoiæ ||  3–4. penta pnou_de !oos: l. pentaf!oos;
pnou_de: l. pnoute ||  5–6. ~KNankot__k n_<ou>kaj: l. eknakot__k epkaj /
eoukaj ||  6. µm[a]K[ar]IOs: l. pmakarios ||  8. paªnh: Plumley paunḧ; nai-:
Plumley aai; l. nn- ||  9. j]i&m: Plumley ]!__m ||  11. <no!f> supplemented exempli
gratia; nk[oun]f: l. jn k[oun]f ||  12–13. ~tm_n|tero: l. jn tm_n|tero

~ Alpha Omega Alpha ~
~ Through the providence !prÒnoia + d°" of God almighty !panto -
krãtvr", the creator !dhmiourgÒw" of the universe, He who God !sic" said
to Adam: ‘Earth you are, in earth you shall sleep’ !sic", the blessed !ma -
kãriow" Mariakyto went to rest !in" Paüne, !day" 3 !?".
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45. EPITAPH OF A MAN MARIAKYTO

The period !xrÒnow" of the years $that he spent% upon earth: $...% years !¶th". 
O God !+ d°", <make him recline> in the bosom of Abraham and Isaac and
Jacob, in the Kingdom of Heavens. 
So be it. Amen.
Anno Martyrum !épÚ martÊrvn" 775. 

The stela of Mariakyto is a typical example of a high-status Nubian
funerary monument from the period around the turn of the millennium.
Both the relief decoration, which places the text within a simplified aedi #
cula, and the textual formulary, opening with the jitn tepronoia#for#
mula, have close parallels from tenth – eleventh-century Faras !for exam#
ple, the stelae of Bishops Aaron, ad 972, and Georgiou, ad 1097" and
Meinarti !for example, the stela of a woman Iesousyko, ad 1046".206 In its
outward appearance, it also resembles some of the Greek stelae from
Qasr Ibrim itself, for example, nos. 19 and 20 above !both belonging to
bishops, early 12th century" and no. 57 below !mid-11th century". The
owner is given no title or rank, and there is accordingly no reason to
include this stela among the Qasr Ibrim ‘episcopal memorials’ !nos. 18–26
above", as Plumley !ms." did. The bishops’ stelae, moreover, were found in
different seasons and in a different spot, mostly in the cemetery area in
front of the South Church, next to the Cathedral, an area that was obvi#
ously connected with ecclesiastical life in the Cathedral itself !see Adams
1996: 82–3". The present stela was apparently reused for later building
works on the site of the originally Roman Podium !for which see Frend
1974", and may therefore have come from anywhere. Plumley, too, sug#
gested that the owner’s name, Mariakyto !ll. 6–7", might be a form of the
popular Nubian name Maria!n"kouda. However, names like metolkut( ),
kito(l)-, and $s_sikito(l), attested in Old Nubian texts from Qasr
Ibrim,207 suggest that we are dealing with a different Nubian name, which
has Maria as its first and -kito(l)/-kuto(l) as its second element. 

The composition of the text follows a familiar tripartite pattern: an
opening formula introduces the lemma with the name of the deceased and

206 Van der Vliet 2003: nos. 3, 5, and 19.
207 Respectively in Browne 1989: no. 21, ii, l. 12; idem 1991: no. 44, l. 9; no. 34, i, l. 38.
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the date of his demise, which is followed by a prayer.208 The long opening
phrase jitn tepronoia !etc.", which describes the event of the individ#
ual’s death as the consequence of divine providence !ll. 1–3", is perhaps the
most popular of all Nubian Coptic funerary formularies.209 It is found as
far south as el-Koro, between the Fourth and the Fifth Cataract,210 and is
particularly predominant during the final phase of Coptic epigraphy in
Nubia, in the tenth– eleventh century. Its use goes back, however, to the
early ninth century at the latest, when it appears in the funerary monu#
ment of Bishop Kerikos of Sai !van der Vliet, in Martin et alii 2005: no.
115". Remarkably, the Coptic form of the formula is typical for Nubia.211 It
is not found among published Coptic epitaphs from Egypt, not even in the
First Cataract area !Aswan", nor was it common in other contexts.212 Its
Greek equivalent !ye¤& prono¤&" is represented in the present corpus by
nos. 20–1, 23, 25, and 41–4. It is less frequent in Nubian funerary epigra#
phy than its Coptic counterpart, but seems to have made its appearance
earlier.213 The Greek formula, moreover, was widespread in Egypt long
before it was introduced into Nubian funerary inscriptions.214 Therefore,
it would appear that the rise and diffusion of its Coptic form was a fairly
late development, internal to Nubia, for which Greek language examples
were followed. In Coptic, then, it became far more popular than it had
ever been in Greek, at least in Nubia.

Within the present formulary, two basic textual types can be distin#
guished: with and without the etiological quote containing God’s verdict
over Adam !Gen. 3:19". Comparison with its Greek version, where the

170

208 For a fuller description of the textual type, see van der Vliet 2003: 26–9.
209 Cf. Junker 1925a: 131; Krause 1975: 78, no. 6.
210 See the examples listed in van der Vliet 2003: 210, s.v. pronoia.
211 Thus already Junker 1925a: 140: ‘nubisches Eigengut’.
212 See Förster 2002: 684, s.v. pronoia, where all epigraphic examples are from Nubia,

apart from a very late Sahidic dipinto in Esna !Coquin 1975: 269–70, no. H, pl. xlviii;
SBKopt. i 342, probably 12th–14th century".

213 See !ajtar 2003a: 33–4, for a list, to which the examples from Qasr Ibrim can now be
added; see above, no. 20, commentary to ll. 3–4.

214 See the extensive commentary in !ajtar 2003a: 33–5.
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lemma with the name of the deceased always follows immediately, suggests
that the former type !with the quote" is a secondary development, pre#
sumably under the influence of the formulae of the kata tapo vasis-
type with their theological bias !see nos. 38 and 39 above". A similar inspi#
ration becomes apparent when, instead of the verb !w, ‘to say’ !here l. 4",
the Genesis-quote is introduced by the verb épofa¤nv, ‘to proclaim,
ordain’ !see the commentary to no. 38 above".215 Another characteristic of
the formula, both in Greek and in Coptic, is the tendency to expand the
word for God with one or more standard epithets, underlining, for exam#
ple, his omnipotence or his authority over life and death, as here in ll. 2–3,
where God is called ‘almighty, the creator of the universe’.216

In the present corpus seven tombstones opening with a wholly or
 partly preserved jitn tepronoia-formula are published !nos. 45–52".
Six of them appear to include the quote from Gen. 3:19, the seventh being
too fragmentary to know. In addition to these, the formulary is attested
in six other stelae from Qasr Ibrim. Twice without the Genesis-quote:
the eleventh-century stela of Petrone, daughter of a woman Kettiote
!Leipzig inv. no. 688; unpublished; cf. Richter 1999: 301, n. 29", and the
undated stela of Andreas !Mills 1982: 83, no. 4", and three times with this
insertion: the lost stela of a priest Patarmoute !van der Vliet 2006a:
219–23"; the epitaph of a bishop’s daughter Eisousiko !Leipzig inv. no. 687,
ad 1034; Richter 1999: 302; SBKopt. iii 1604", and the stela of the Eparch
Marianou !Leipzig inv. no. 686, ad 1093, perhaps from Faras, though;
Richter 1999: 298; SBKopt. iii 1603". In the sixth case, the text was pub#
lished incompletely !Monneret de Villard 1935–57: i, 115; cf. van der Vliet
2006a: 220–1". As can be noted, all dated examples belong to the eleventh
century. Although somewhat less frequent than the older prpmeeue-

215 Here reconstructed in no. 50, but for other Nubian examples, see Jakobielski 1972:
136–7, l. 2 !stela of Bishop Petros i, Faras, ad 999"; van der Vliet 2003: no. 3, ll. 3–4 !stela
of Bishop Aaron, Faras, ad 972"; no. 6, ll. 4–5  !stela of a priest Philotheos, Faras, undated".
See also the curious hybrid formula that opens the epitaph of Michaelkouda from Ukma
!10th century; van der Vliet 2003: no. 28; SBKopt. iii 1646".

216 Cf. Junker 1925a: 127 and 131; van der Vliet 2003: 26–7; van der Vliet, in Martin
et alii 2005: 169–72.
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type of epitaphs, the eleven examples now known show that the formu#
lary was apparently as popular in Qasr Ibrim as elsewhere in Nubia
around the turn of the millennium. 

Following the opening formula and the lemma stating the deceased’s
name and the date of his death !here ll. 6–8", Mariakyto’s age at death is
also given !in ll. 8–10". In medieval Nubia, similar statements are frequent
only in the funerary monuments of bishops, dignitaries and others who
could afford more extensive epitaphs.217 Among the other Coptic epi#
taphs from Qasr Ibrim, they occur in the fragmentary stela no. 51 below
!last line; owner unknown", in the stela of a woman Petrone !Leipzig inv.
no. 688; unpublished; see Junker 1925a: 132–3", and in the Leipzig stela of
the Eparch Marianou !perhaps from Faras; Richter 1999: 298, ll. 18–20;
SBKopt. iii 1603".

The concluding double prayer of ll. 10–13 is a fairly standard one, ask#
ing for the deceased’s soul to be received in the bosom of the Patriarchs
!for which see no. 37 above" and in the Kingdom of Heavens !see no. 30
above; for the combination, see the commentary to no. 40 above". The
verb that was omitted from l. 11 is reconstructed here after the prayer of
the stela of Eisousiko, ad 1034, also from Qasr Ibrim !Leipzig inv. no. 687;
Richter 1999: 302, ll. 18–21; SBKopt. iii 1604; see also no. 40 above".

In spite of reproducing a standard text, the inscription shows blatant
anomalies and errors of phrasing, grammar and spelling. Some of these
occur in other contemporaneous Nubian stelae as well. In particular the
bizarre form of the quote from Genesis !here ll. 4–6" is characteristic of
a small group of Nubian stelae from the second half of the eleventh cen#
tury. Its present form, with the verb -nkot__k !‘to fall asleep, sleep’,
instead of reflexive -kot#, ‘to return’" and the preposition n- !instead of
e-" introducing the following word for ‘earth’, kaj, is also found in the
stelae of Bishop Georgiou of Faras !ad 1097; van der Vliet 2003: no. 5",
Bishop Dioskoros of Sai !after ad 1054; unpublished",218 and Eparch Mar#
ianou, either from Qasr Ibrim or from Faras !ad 1093; Leipzig inv. no.
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217 See Junker 1925a: 128 !Greek", 132–3 !Coptic"; Wietheger 1992: 155, no. 455; van der
Vliet 2003: 29.

218 Cf. Grimal & Adly 2004: 130–1, pl. xv, fig. 41.
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686; Richter 1999: 298; SBKopt. iii 1603".219 The textual relationship
between these four epitaphs from three different sites appears to attest
parallel developments in the transmission of the Nubian formulary, rather
than merely the general decline of Sahidic Coptic in the eleventh  century
!pace van der Vliet 2003: 36". Perhaps the nature of these developments
can be better specified when also the Sai stela is available for study. 

Some of the text’s peculiarities can be explained along phonological
lines. The reduction of word-initial n-, for instance, and the concomitant
phenomena of redundant n-doubling and n-/e- interchange are a wide#
spread characteristic of later informal Sahidic, not limited to Nubia. They
most easily explain the spellings ~kna- for ekna-, in l. 5 of the present
text, and n_kaj !probably to be read as n<ou>kaj for e<ou>kaj"220 in
ll. 5–6. Whether the nonsensical µmakarios for pmakarios !in l. 6" can
be explained as a form of regressive assimilation that appears to have
been possible in Old Nubian !Browne 2002: 20, § 2.4" must remain an
open question. Finally, the spellings proniæ for pronoia !l. 1" and n for
jn !ll. 11 and 12" are common features of Nubian epitaphs in general.221

Most of the other anomalies seem to be rather the errors of an indi#
vidual scribe than to reflect broader tendencies. Thus, the ungrammati#
cal clause pentapnou_de !oos nædam, in ll. 3–4, is probably a mere
error for pentaf!oos nadam, ‘He who said to Adam ...’, as found, for
example, in the stela of the deacon Peter from Debeira-West !ad 1029;
van der Vliet 2003: no. 17, ll. 2–3" and partly reconstructed in no. 46
below, ll. 3–4. The scribe allowed the noun ‘God’ to slip in for the corre#
sponding pronoun, perhaps under the influence of the kata tapo -

219 Like the present stela, those of Georgiou and Marianou also omit the introductory
conjunction !e. For other textual features of these and similar late stelae, see the discus#
sions by Richter 1999: 297–9, and van der Vliet 2003: 32, n. 164, 33, and 36. Their con#
clusions should be modified, however, in the light of the present text and the unpublished
stela from Sai.
220 The stelae of Bishop Georgiou and Eparch Marianou, quoted above, both have
noukaj here.

221 See Förster 2002: 684, s.v. pronoia; also in Nubian Greek: Tibiletti Bruno 1963:
518 !pronia"; van der Vliet 2003: 23, n. 112 !n for jn".
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vasis-formula, where the noun is actually demanded as the subject of
the relative clause introducing the Genesis-quote !see nos. 38 and 39
above". Also in various other instances the scribe seems uncertain of his
text. The strange spelling pnou_de !in ll. 3–4" may have been influenced
by the group pnoute de, which frequently opens the prayer section, for
example, in the present stela in ll. 10–11. The writing nai- for nn- !in l. 8"
is a typical copyist’s error, more specifically a reading error, caused by the
formal similarity of both groups.222 Less easily explained are the unparal#
leled abbreviation for dhmiourgos, in l. 2,223 and the omission of an
entire verb plus direct object, in l. 11.

46. Epitaph of a man

Excavation no. 89.12.29/1; register no. 90/66. Documentation: photo
nos. 90f21/2 and 4.

Found on 29 December 1989, in structure 9651 !the Church on the
Point", level 001, among loose stones around g 8500 !probably thrown
down by workmen".

Current location unknown.
The much damaged upper half of a substantial sandstone stela, 25.7 x

27 x 6.9 cm, preserving small parts of the left and right margins. From the
disposition of the text it can be seen that the stela must have been round-
topped originally. Nothing survives of a possible decoration in the top of
the stela. The epigraphic field is framed by an engraved borderline leav#
ing narrow flat outer margins. 

The surviving text consists of the remains of nine lines of text, none of
which is completely preserved. The fragment is inscribed with unelegant,
unevenly incised upright uncials; in particular the first lines seem to slope
upward. Supralinear strokes are used. The language is Sahidic Coptic. 

Unpublished.
Cf. Anonymous 1990: viii !archaeological context; note that ‘structure

174

222 A similar case, e.g., in P. Naqlun ii 20 recto, l. 10: nn- for nai-.
223 Perhaps a mere misspelling, like dimougos in Mina 1942: no. 321, l. 2.
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9651’ is better known as the Church on the Point, for which see Kjølbye#
Biddle 1994".

10th–11th century. 

jïtı TEPRWnia D[e]
µp[noute pdh]MI-
[o]urG[os pentaf-]

4 !oos N[adam] penp-
rwpat[wr] ADAm !E
ntk ouK[aj e]knaK[o]-
t__k on ep[ka]j nt[eije]

8 [de a]fÓton Ómo[f n‡i]
pmak]Arios K[---]

1. TE: added above line

5. ADAm !E: l. !e adam

Through the providence !prÒnoia + d°" of God, the creator !dhmiour -
gÒw", $He who% said to Adam, our forefather !propãtvr": ‘Adam, earth

Epitaph of a man !no. 46"
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you are, to the $earth% again you shall return’, $thus% went to rest the blessed
!makãriow" K$...%.

Another typical, but much damaged example of a high-status stela,
opening with the jitn tepronoia-formula including the quotation of
Gen. 3:19. ‘Our forefather !propãtvr"’ !in ll. 4–5" is a not uncommon epi#
thet of Adam in this context !for some further Nubian examples, see van
der Vliet 2003: 90, n. 392"; in a Coptic translation !peneiwt nÒorp" it
occurs in another stela from Qasr Ibrim !of Eisousiko, ad 1034; Leipzig
inv. no. 687; Richter 1999: 302, ll. 12–13; SBKopt. iii 1604".224 The interca#
lation of this epithet may have caused the repetition of the name Adam
before the quote, in l. 5.

The name of the owner is lost but for its !uncertain" first letter. 

47. Epitaph of a man

Two fragments !upper left and upper right corner, not joining" of one
stela. For a possible third fragment, see no. 48 below. 

!a" Excavation no. unknown; register no. 64/68. Documentation:
photo nos. 64.11/3, 64v14/22. 

Found in February 1964, in the fill near the mouth of Tomb t13, under
the tower of the Cathedral !structure 293, earlier called Church 1". 

Reported as missing. 
Upper left corner of a sandstone stela, 15 x 14 cm !thickness not

recorded", preserving part of a flat decorated upper margin with a deco#
rative inscription, an embossed frame surrounding the epigraphic field,
and remains of four lines of text !beginnings". 

!b" Excavation no. 78.1.23/18; register no. unknown. Documentation:
slip no. 269; transcript in clip file under no. c.i. 1; photo no. 80f27/3. 

Found on 23 January 1978, in Tomb t9, south of the Cathedral tower.
Reburied on the site. 
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224 Similarly, the Egyptian ‘Totenklage’-stela Cramer 1941: no. 12, ll. 5–6 !SBKopt. i 698":
penÒorp neiwt adam.
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Upper right corner of a sandstone stela, 12 x 15 x 6 cm, preserving part
of an embossed frame surrounding the epigraphic field, and remains of
six lines of text !ends". Frame and outer margins are much worn and bro#
ken. Within the letters, remains of polychromy are visible. 

Both fragments are inscribed with unelegant, deeply incised upright
uncials in an identical hand. Dots !instead of supralinear strokes" and diaere#
ses are used. The flat top margin exhibits conventional symbols; the text
proper opens with a St Andrew’s cross !l. 1". The language is Sahidic Coptic. 

Unpublished. 

10th–11th century. 

a   w   ~   [ - - - ]
~ jït~ tep[ronoia] mpnoute
pdïmïourGos [mpt]hrf kata
qe ~taf!o[os na]dam !e n-

4 [t]k ou[kaj ekna]kootk on
[epkaj nteije de a]fmton
[mmof n‡i pmakarios] traces

Top. cross uncertain

4. -kootk: l. -kotk

Epitaph of a man !no. 47"
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Alpha Omega ~ $ - - -%
~ Through the providence !prÒnoia" of God, the creator !dhmiourgÒw" of
the universe, in accordance with !katã" what He said to Adam: ‘$Earth%
you are, $to the earth% again you shall return’, $thus% went to rest $the blessed
nn ...%.

Again a typical example of a high-status stela, opening with the jitn
tepronoia-formula including the quotation of Gen. 3:19. The writing
-koot# !l. 4, for -kot#" is remarkable. It may reflect the preference for
vowel-doubling that is often found in southernmost Upper Egypt
!Crum 1939: 253a; Winlock & Crum 1926: 242; Kahle 1954: 82–3, sub 54".
For a hypothetical supplement of ll. 4–7, see the following entry !no.
48". 

The findspot of fragment b and no. 48, which may be part of the same
stela, could suggest a relation with Tomb t9 in the area south of the
Cathedral tower !for the cemetery in this area, see Adams 1996: 82–3".
Regrettably, the report about the 1978 season refers summarily to ‘stelae
in Greek and Coptic, more or less damaged’ !Anderson et alii 1979: 40",
but does not seem to mention this tomb.

48. Fragment of an epitaph

Excavation no. 78.1.23/17; register no. unknown. Documentation: slip
no. 268; transcript in clip file under no. c.i. 2; no photo. 

Found on 23 January 1978, in Tomb t9, south of the Cathedral tower.
Reburied on the site. 
Fragment from the left-hand margin of a sandstone stela, 10.5 x 12 x

5.5 cm. Remains !beginnings" of five lines of incised text, probably in
Sahidic Coptic. Slip: ‘sunken area with raised border to the left ... all
other faces rough’. According to clip file: ‘possibly originally forming part
of c.i/1 $= here no. 47, fragment b%’; slip: ‘similar to $no. 47, fragment b%
. . . $but% a different stela’. 

Unpublished. The text below is made after the transcript in the clip file. 
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49. FRAGMENT OF AN EPITAPH

10th–11th century?

i[ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ]
t[------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ]
epK[aj nteije de afmton]

4 mmos [n‡i pmakarios-----]
tos N[sou--------- - - - - - - - - ]

3. epK[: transcript epl[ ||  4. mmos according to transcript, but rather read mmof
!see commentary"

$ - - - ‘Earth you are,% to the earth $again you shall return’, thus went to rest
the blessed ...%tos, on $day? - - -%.

As no photo of this fragment is available, the reconstruction of the
text proposed here is extremely uncertain. If it would prove correct, the
fragment could have belonged to a stela like no. 47 above, and preserve
parts of the Gen. 3:19 quote and the lemma containing the name of the
deceased. In fact, one of the notes in the excavations archives !quoted
above" suggests that it may actually be a fragment of stela no. 47, part of
which !fragment b" was found on the same spot and on the same day. In
that case, it would supply the beginnings of ll. 4–7 of the latter stela. In
l. 4, the transcript has mmos, with a feminine pronoun, which would con#
tradict this hypothesis. However, this reading can hardly be correct, since
the ending [ - - - ]_tos, in l. 5, must be part of the apparently masculine
name of the deceased. It remains possible, therefore, that the present
fragment belongs to the same epitaph, which might have some relation
to Tomb t9 !see above, about no. 47". 

49. Fragment of an epitaph

Excavation no. 78.2.16/2; register no. unknown. Documentation: slip
no. 1283; !inexpert" transcript in clip file, under no. c.i. 45; photo no.
78a30/7. 

179
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Found on 16 February 1978, during the clearing of an Ottoman wall.
Reburied on the site. 
The upper half of a sandstone stela, 18 x 21 x 5 cm; the lower half is

entirely lost. The epigraphic field is surrounded by roughly incised lines,
leaving flat undecorated margins on the left- and right-hand sides. The
top margin is for the greater part destroyed, but parts of the left and right
margins survive. The stone is much damaged and worn, which results in
a considerable loss of text. 

Remains of the first nine lines of an epitaph in Sahidic Coptic are pre#
served. Sprawling incised uncials, inclined to the right; a simple cross pre#
cedes the body of the text. Script and text show a generally careless exe#
cution. 

Unpublished. Some readings from the transcript kept in the Qasr
Ibrim archives are quoted in the apparatus as ‘transcr.’

10th century. 

~ ji[tn tepron]ia de 
m[pnoute] PDImiou- 
rgoS MPTHRf ka- 

4 ta qe ntaf![o]OS 
nNADA[m] !e Et- 
k ouKaJ [e]Kna On N- 
T traces

8 traces  
traces  

4. -![o]OS: transcr. -!w !improbable"  ||  5. nNADA[m]: transcr. nm-, l. nadam ||
5–6. Et_k, l. nt_k ||  6. perhaps suppl. [e]Kna<kotk> On <epkaj> ||  6–7. transcr. 
s . . _t . .n, l. N_TeijE?  ||  9. transcr. !e

~Through the providence !prÒnoia" of $God%, the creator !dhmiourgÒw" of
the universe, in accordance with !katã" what He said to Adam: ‘Earth you
are, <to the earth> again you shall <return>’, thus !?" $went to rest ...%.

180
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50. FRAGMENT OF AN EPITAPH

Owing to the mediocre quality of the photo, most readings are rather
doubtful. The remains of the characteristic opening-formula with jitn
tepronoia and the following Genesis-quote can be recognised !ll. 1–6",
but the traces of the following lemma with the name of the owner and the
date of demise !ll. 7–9" cannot be deciphered. In ll. 5–6, the quote from
Gen. 3:19 appears to be given only partly, either by oversight or for lack
of space. If the readings proposed above are correct, this brief fragment
would show instances of both the reduction !ll. 5–6: etk" and the redun#
dant doubling of word-initial n- !l. 5: nn", a phenomenon that was com#
mon in later informal Sahidic throughout the Nile Valley. 

50. Fragment of an epitaph

Excavation no. 80.1.27/18; register no. 80/480. Documentation: unnum#
bered slip; facsimile in clip file, under no. c.i. 116; photo no. 80f17/7. 
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Fragment of an epitaph !no. 49"
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Found on 27 January 1980, in room 325a of Ottoman House b27, in the
upper fill at 3.

Transferred to the Egyptian Museum, Cairo. 
Part of the upper left corner of a sandstone stela, 13 x 11.5 cm !thick#

ness not recorded". Part of the decorated top and the left-hand margin
survive; the actual corner is lost. The epigraphic field is contained within
incised lines, leaving a narrow rounded outer margin !partly preserved at
the left". The surviving part of the top shows a decorative composition of
incised small and big crosses over a zig-zag border. 

Remains !beginnings" of the first six lines of an epitaph in Sahidic
Coptic are preserved. Stiff and upright incised uncials; once a supralinear
stroke is used !l. 3". 

Unpublished. 
Cf. Adams et alii 1983: 43–6 !generally about the archaeological context". 

10th–11th century. 

[j]itn tepro[noia mpn]-
[o]ute de [pdhmiourgos mp]-
thr__f pE[ntafapovane]

4 e!n ad[am !e adam n]
tk ouk[aj eknakotk on
epK[aj-------- - - - - - - - - - - - ]

$~% Through the providence !prÒnoia" of God !+ d°", $the creator of the%
universe, He $who proclaimed% over Adam: $‘Adam, earth% you are, to the
earth $again you shall return’  - - -%.

Plausible reconstruction of the remains of a characteristic opening
formula with jitn tepronoia including the quote of Gen. 3:19. Note
that according to the almost certain reconstruction of ll. 3–4, instead of,
for example, simple !w, ‘to say’, the characteristic verb épofa¤nv, ‘to
proclaim, ordain’, is used here !see the commentary to nos. 38 and 45
above". 
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51. EPITAPH OF A MAN

51. Epitaph of a man 

Four fragments, partly joining, of one terracotta stela. 
Excavation nos. 89.12.25/10 !found on 25 December 1989, in structure

9651 $Church on the Point%, trench 51 $robbing of g 8500%, level 005,
f8004"; 90.1.3/6 !found on 3 January 1990, in structure 9651, trench 51,
089, in broken mud"; 90.1.10/3 !found on 10 January 1990, in structure
9651, trench 51, 092, f8040, among large stones in loose sandy marl".
These three fragments !all from the right hand margin" bear register nos.
90/351/a–c. Documentation: photo nos. 90f17/30–31, 90f53/1, and 3–6. 

Excavation no. 99.998/a17 !a fragment from the lower rim" was found
on 5 January 2000, in unit 99.998, as a surface find on the mainland,
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Fragment of an epitaph !no. 50"
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beside the track heading south-west from the Church on the Point
!structure 9651", at c. 10.5 m from the church. Register no. unknown. Doc#
umentation: photo nos. 2000f18/32–35.

Current location unknown.
Four fragments from the right-hand and lower margins of a single ter#

racotta stela. Fragment 90/351/a: 12.7 x 10.6 x 3 cm; fragment b: 13.4 x 8.9 x
4 cm; fragment c: 8.1 x 5.1 x 2.7 cm; fragment 99.998/a17: 9 x 15.7 x 3.9 cm.
Three fragments, making up the lower right corner of the stela, join; the
fourth !90/351/a", from the upper right shoulder, does not, leaving a lacu#
na of an unknown number of lines. The stela was made of red siltware
with a thick gray core and plentiful organic inclusions. The back is
approximately flat but uneven. The stela was originally round-topped,
with a tapering arch-like top !the right-hand shoulder of the stela is pre#
served". The epigraphic field is framed by a modelled rim in raised relief,
leaving narrow flat outer margins !interrupted at the shoulder below the
narrower arch-like top, where the raised rim is made to slope outward,
perhaps in imitation of acroteria". 

The inscription, incised before firing, consists of the remains !ends
only" of fourteen lines of text in Sahidic Coptic. The text is inscribed in
sloping uncials by a swift and practiced hand. Supralinear dots !over sin#
gle letters" and strokes !over groups" are used; twice a high point survives
!in ll. 1 and 12". The number in l. 14 is marked off by colons; filler strokes
in the same line mark the end of the text. 

Unpublished. 
Cf. Anonymous 1990: viii !archaeological context". 

10th–11th century. 

[ - - - - - - - - - - - - - ] ` •
[ - - - - - - - - -af!o]os ~-
[adam !e ntk o]ukaj

4 [eknakotk epka]j ~tei-
[je de afmton m]mof
[n‡i pmakarios% traces
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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[ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ] traces
8 [ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ] ` ` ` ` n__f

[† mton naf jn ko]Un__f ~abra-
[jam mn isaak mn ia]kwb auw
[jajtn nefpe]touaab throu

12 [jamhn ge]noito • naI ne nef-
[romp]E ~tafaau ji!m_
[p]kaj : o : # –

Epitaph of a man !no. 51"
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$ - - -  He% said to $Adam: ‘Adam,% earth $you are, to the% earth $you shall
return’%, thus went to rest $the blessed  - - -%.
$ - - -% and may He $grant rest to him% in the bosom of Abraham $and Isaac
and% Jacob, and $near unto% all $His% saints. Amen. So be it !g°noito".
These are his years that he spent upon earth: 70.

Terracotta funerary stelae, which are found frequently farther to the
south, for example, in great quantities in Wadi el-Ghazali, are less com#
mon in the north of Nubia.225 The present fragmentary stela and perhaps
the fragment published as no. 52 below are the first and only examples
known from Qasr Ibrim. All four surviving fragments of the stela were
found in the vicinity of ‘structure 9651’, a building better known as the
Church on the Point, for which see Kjølbye-Biddle 1994.

The text of the opening formula cannot be reconstructed with full cer#
tainty, but was most likely of the jitn tepronoia-type. Part of the clas#
sic quotation of Gen. 3:19 survives, here restored exempli gratia !ll. 3–4".
Since an unknown number of lines is lost between our ll. 6 and 7, the fol#
lowing lemmata with the name of the deceased and the date of his demise
are lacking again, as is the opening of the prayer section. 

Of the composite prayer section itself only two parts survive incom#
pletely: a prayer for ‘rest’ in the bosom of the Patriarchs and in the com#
pany of all God’s saints !ll. 8–11". The latter formula, which is frequently
part of composite prayer sections, is as a rule constructed with either †
mton / † anapausis !‘grant rest’" or † klhronomia !‘make inherit’;
for further details and parallels, see van der Vliet 2003: 67–8, 115, n. 444,
and 127, n. 453". For reasons of space, the first possibility has been chosen
here, but the preposition inserted in l. 11 is quite hypothetical. In Qasr
Ibrim, a similar simple form of this prayer !‘give him rest ... with all Your
saints’", is found in the stela of Eparch Marianou !Leipzig inv. no. 686,
which may be from Faras, however; Richter 1999: 298, ll. 12–14; SBKopt.
iii 1603" and in the fragment published below as no. 69. A fuller form, ‘in
the light of all Your saints’, is reconstructed in no. 71 below, also follow#
ing the prayer for rest in the bosom of the Patriarchs, and may perhaps

186

225 For a survey of the material, see Tsakos forthcoming; cf. !ajtar 2001: 327, n. 3.
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52. FRAGMENT OF AN EPITAPH

be recognised in the obliterated text of no. 66 below.226 Both the brief
and the fuller forms derive from the prayer for the dead in Alexandrian
liturgy.227

Following the conventional conclusion of the prayer section !l. 12",
additional biographical information is given !the age of the deceased: in
ll. 12–14", also found in the stela of Mariakyto !above, no. 45, ll. 8–10".

52. Fragment of an epitaph

Excavation no. 78.1.25/6; register no. 78/784. Documentation: slip no.
358; notes in clip file, under no. gc.i. 3; photo no. 78a116/20.

Found on 25 January 1978, below floor 1 of room 115a, in street b.
Transferred to the Egyptian Museum, Cairo.
Small fragment from the upper margin of a well-made round-topped

stela, 7 x 5 x 3 cm. The material is stated to be sandstone in the excava#
tors’ notes but, judging from the photo, it is more likely to be terracotta.
Only a small part of the upper margin, a decorative headline and a first
text line survive. A deeply incised borderline surrounds the epigraphic
field, leaving a broad outer margin. Of the decorative headline only one
cross remains. Well shaped upright incised uncials. The language may be
either Greek or Coptic.

Unpublished.

9th–10th century.

[ - - - - - - - - - - ]  ~ [ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ]
[~ jitn te]Pro[noia mpnoute]

$~ Through the% providence !prÒnoia" $of God - - -%.

226 For this prayer, which quotes Ps. 109:3 !lxx", see further Junker 1925a: 140–1 !Cop#
tic"; !ajtar 2003a: 9–10 !Greek", and above, no. 20, commentary to ll. 11–18.

227 See, e.g., Budde 2004: 190–1, § 167, and 193, § 169.
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Opening line of an epitaph with the jitn tepronoia-formula, here
reconstructed exempli gratia in its Coptic form. Similar fragments have
been found in sites all over Makuria, to a lesser degree in Nobadia, and
with a particular density in Wadi el-Ghazali !see no. 51 above". 

53–54. Greek epitaphs with the formula
neÊsei ka‹ boulÆsei (keleÊsei)

53. Fragment of an epitaph 

Excavation no. unknown; register no. unknown; inv. of inscriptions:
g.i. 6. Documentation: photo no. 78a31/1.

Findspot and conditions of discovery not recorded. 
Current location unknown.
Type of stone and dimensions unknown. Upper left-hand part of a

round-topped stela or plaque. The text is framed by a raised border. Rul#
ing is clearly indicated between ll. 1 and 2, more delicately between ll. 2
and 3. Round epigraphic majuscules.

Unpublished. 
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Fragment of an epitaph !no. 52"
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53. FRAGMENT OF AN EPITAPH

8th–10th century !form of the inscription". 

neÊs[ei ka‹ bou]-
lÆsei [-----]
YANH `[----]

Through the inclination and will $ - - -%. 

This, and probably the next inscription as well, are composed with the
formula neÊsei ka‹ boulÆsei toË yeoË / neÊsei ka‹ keleÊsei toË yeoË, which
also occurrs in several further Nubian epitaphs in Greek, all dating from
the eighth – tenth century.228 Together with the inscriptions with the ye¤&
prono¤& formula, they form a larger group of epitaphs that attribute the
death of a human being to God’s inclination and will/order !or provi#

228 For the characteristics of these epitaphs, see !ajtar 2003a: nos. 1, ll. 1–2 !commen#
tary", and 23, l. 1 !commentary".
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Fragment of an epitaph !no. 53"
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dence" which are His as the creator of mankind. Like ye¤& prono¤&, neÊsei
ka‹ boulÆsei toË yeoË / neÊsei ka‹ keleÊsei toË yeoË always appears at the
beginning of the epitaph introducing the naming and dating lemmata.
The formula neÊsei ka‹ boulÆsei toË yeoË / neÊsei ka‹ keleÊsei toË yeoË
has its counterpart in the Coptic jitn tkeleusis mpnoute, which is
however not represented in the material published in this book.

1–2. neÊ[sei ka‹ bou]|lÆsei requires God as a complement, but the exact word#
ing remains uncertain !however, see below".

3. We are apparently dealing with a word of the root yan-. Perhaps one should
read ép°]|yanhǹ !for ép°yanen", ‘he/she died’, but it is dangerous to assert a  scribal
mistake in the vicinity of a lacuna. Providing the reading ép°]|yanhǹ is correct,
neÊsei ka‹ boulÆsei was followed by a bare toË yeoË, as there is no place for fur#
ther designations of God.

54. Fragment of an epitaph 

Excavation no. unknown; register no. 69/126. Documentation: photo
no. 69.2/26 !object on the right-hand side".

Found on the Podium, street, west end, north side.
Qasr Ibrim archive, Faculty of Oriental Studies, Cambridge; trans#

ferred to the British Museum, London, in 2008.
Upper left-hand corner of a rectangular stela of pink sandstone, 36.5 x

21 x 8.5 cm !9.5 cm with border". Surface worn. The stela carries a repre#
sentation of an aedicula in relief. Along the edge runs a raised border,
which widens towards the top giving the epigraphic field the form of
a trapezium. It supports a conch in a semicircular frame done in carving.
A rosette within a circle is placed in the corner to the left of the conch.
The letters A [V] are on the upper border; the main body of the text is
in the field. The inscription was carved without guidelines, but the carv#
ing seems to have been quite nice and careful, with letters forming even
lines. A, and presumably V, represent upright epigraphic majuscules; the
rest is written in Nubian-type majuscules. 

Unpublished. 
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Date unknown; perhaps 10th–11th century !form of the stela, which
resembles the bishops’ gravestones from Qasr Ibrim". 

A [V]
~ §n Ùn`Ò`mat`[i toË p(at)r(Ú)w]
ka‹ t`o`Ë` u(flo)Ë [ka‹ toË]

4 èg¤[ou pn(eÊmato)w, émÆn].
N ` `[ -----------]
t°l`[ei toË b¤ou]
§xrÆsat[o--------]

8 L ` `[ ------------]
` ` [ -------------]

Fragment of an epitaph !no. 54"
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Alpha Omega. In the name of the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit,
amen. $ - - -% accomplished !his/her" life $ - - -%. 

5. Probably nèÊ`[sei ka‹ boulÆsei toË yeoË or nèÊ`[sei ka‹ keleÊsei toË yeoË. 
6. This line, as supplemented above, seems to be a little bit too short in com#

parison with the securely supplemented ll. 1–3, even more so as l. 6 was longer
than ll. 1–3 due to the widening of the epigraphic field towards the bottom. Per#
haps toË b¤ou was provided with an attribute here, e.g., t°l`[ei toË b¤ou toÊtou],
though such an attribute is lacking in other Nubian epitaphs displaying the
expression t°lei toË b¤ou §xrÆsato.

55–56. Greek epitaphs 
of uncertain types

55. Epitaph of an unknown man

Excavation no. unknown; register no. 66/46. Documentation: photo
no. 66v7/30. 

Found on the Cathedral cemetery terrace west of the South Church,
fill of Christian date. 

Transferred to British Museum, London, in 1989, inv. no. ea 72373. 
Upper part of a rectangular sandstone stela or slab, 41 x 36 x 17 cm.

The left-hand edge greatly chipped away, surface worn, especially in the
upper left-hand corner and, vertically, through the middle of the epi#
graphic field. Along the edges runs a very high border, which at the top
is circa three times as wide as at the sides. In the middle of the upper bor#
der a conch !?" with eleven ribs is executed in sunken relief. Each rib is
provided with a centrally positioned stroke ending in a dot. The conch
is separated from the epigraphic field by an incised line. The inscription
is carved without guidelines; the carving appears to have been quite nice
and careful. The script is sloping from left to right. Nubian-type majus#
cules inclined to the right. u at the end of l. 6 is shifted and squeezed
between a and the border. 

Unpublished. 
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55. EPITAPH OF AN UNKNOWN MAN

Date unknown, perhaps 9th–11th century !form of the inscription,
palaeography". 

k(Êri)e ı y(eÚ)w "m̀«n` ` ` `` ` ` FHNA
TO katå TOU` ` [ -----] ` ` `
`[ `] ` K ` ` ` ` ` [ ------] ` ka‹

4 nËn E[-------------]h̀sen
[ ` ` `]% ` ` [ -----------]

193

Epitaph of an unknown man !no. 55"
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`[ ` `]N[---------énã]pau-
son aÈtÚ`n` [§n basile¤&] t«n

8 oÈ(ra)n«[n] ka[‹ dÚw aÈt“ mer¤da]
ka‹ kl$`ro[n] m[etå pãntvn t«n]
èg¤v`n sou t«[n ép’ afi«now eÈa]-
r`e`[s]t`hsãnt[vn soi-------]

12 A`IRH% metå U[---------]
` `PRA` `[ --------------]

V%E ` ` `[ --------------]
EI% ` [-----------------]

1. k__e œ q__s Ìmwn

O Lord our God $ - - -% by !or: according to" $ - - -% and now $ - - -% rest him
in the Kingdom of Heavens and grant him a portion and allotment together
with all Your saints who pleased You from everlasting $ - - -% with $ - - -%.

1–2. Except for the initial invocation, the reading is uncertain. Quite tenta#
tively one can suggest reading é`p`e`fÆna|to. The verb épofa¤nv is frequently used
as a Greek loan-word in Coptic epitaphs from Nubia to introduce the words God
pronounced to man, especially the famous Genesis-quote ‘earth you are and to
earth you shall return’ spoken to Adam !cf. above, commentary to no. 38". What
stands between this hypothetical é`p`e`fÆna|to and the invocation k(Êri)e ı y(eÚ)w
"m`«n` is difficult to read. Traces of two letters resembling ou are visible, but no
satisfactory solution can be found for them. In l. 2, both the readings katå toË`
and katå tÚ U` are possible. 

4. ]h`sen looks like the third person singular aorist active. It can refer either
to God !in the context of a description of His creative or soteriological works"
or to the deceased !introducing information about him including the date of his
demise". In the latter case we can supplement, e.g., §teleÊt]h̀sen. 

8–11. The request for the soul of the dead to be granted a portion and allot#
ment together with God’s saints who have pleased Him from everlasting the ages
is attested only here in Greek epitaphs from Nubia. It occurs in a slightly modi#
fied form in the epitaph of Dorotheos, a thief-catcher, found in Hermoupolis
Magna in Middle Egypt and to be dated probably to the sixth century:229 ka‹ dÚw
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229 !ajtar 1996: 143, with commentary on pp. 145–6; Bernand 1999: no. 21bis.
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55. EPITAPH OF AN UNKNOWN MAN

aÈt“ mer¤da ka‹ kl$ron metå t«n eÈaresthsãntvn soh. It is undoubtedly shaped
on liturgical models. The closest parallel is the epiclesis of the Liturgy of St Basil
which has: ka‹ kataj¤vson "mçw, d°spota, metalabe›n t«n èg¤vn sou musthr¤vn,
efiw ègiasmÚn cux$w, ka‹ s!matow, ka‹ pneÊmatow, ·na gen!meya ©n s«ma ka‹ ©n
pneËma, ka‹ eÏrvmen m°row ka‹ kl$ron ¶xein metå pãntvn t«n èg¤vn t«n ép'
afi«now eÈaresthsãntvn soi !Budde 2004: 164, § 98, with commentary on pp.
419–21". Textually, the request combines two initially independent phrases: 1" dÚw
mer¤da ka‹ kl$ron; 2" metå t«n ép' afi«now eÈaresthsãntvn soi. The first of these
 phrases occurs in various liturgical prayers, e.g., in the prayer for the dead of the
anaphora of St Mark, the most widespread anaphora of the Egyptian church,
where one reads:230 ka‹ dÚw "m›n mer¤da ka‹ kl$ron ¶xein metå pãntvn t«n èg¤vn
sou. It borrows, for its part, from various New Testament and Patristic sources
including Acts 8:21: oÈk ¶sti soi mer‹w oÈd¢ kl$row §n t“ lÒgƒ toËtƒ; Acts 26:18:
toË labe›n aÈtoÁw êfesin èmarti«n ka‹ kl$ron §n to›w "giasm°noiw p¤stei tª efiw
§m°; Col. 1:12: eÈxaristoËntew t“ patr‹ t“ flkan!santi Ímçw efiw tØn mer¤da toË
klÆrou t«n èg¤vn §n t“ fvt¤; and Origen, Homiliae in Jeremiam, 14.14 !PG xiii,
421a": pollãkiw §n ta›w eÈxa›w l°gomen: ye¢ pantÒkrator, tØn mer¤da "m«n metå
t«n profht«n dÒw: tØn mer¤da "m«n metå t«n épostÒlvn toË XristoË sou dÒw.
The second phrase is also of liturgical origin. It is to be found, e.g., in the prayer
for the dead of the Liturgy of St Mark, as contained in the Kacmarcik Codex
!Macomber 1979: 84": ka‹ pãlin mnhsye¤w, kÊrie, pãntvn t«n èg¤vn propatÒrvn
t«n ép’ afi«now eÈaresthsãntvn soi; in the memento of the Liturgy of St Basil
!Budde 2004: 178, § 143, with commentary on pp. 480–3": ¶ti mnhsy$nai
kataj¤vson, k(Êri)e, ka‹ t«n ép’ afi«now eÈaresthsãntvn soi; and in the prayer
for the dead of the anaphora of the Apostolic Constitutions !viii 41.2":231

katatãj˙ efiw x!ran eÈseb«n éneim°nvn efiw kÒlpouw ÉAbraåm ka‹ ÉIsaåk ka‹
ÉIak#b metå pãntvn t«n ép' afi«now eÈaresthsãntvn ka‹ poihsãntvn tÚ y°lhma
aÈtoË. It goes back on Ps. 114:9: eÈarestÆsv §nant¤on kur¤ou §n x!r& z!ntvn.
One should observe that the reading in ll. 10–11 may be both t«[n ép’ afi«now
eÈa]r`e`[s]t`hsãnt[vn soi !as in the text printed above" and t«[n ép’ afi«nÒw soi
eÈa]r`e`[s]t`hsãnt[vn.

230 Cuming 1990: 30; his edition is based on Vat. Gr. 2281, which was copied in Egypt or
the Sinai in ad 1209. An identical request is found in the prayer for the dead of the
anaphora of St Mark as contained in the so-called Kacmarcik Codex !Egypt, 14th cen #
tury"; cf. Macomber 1979: 87. The anaphora of St Mark from the Kacmarcik Codex has
a similar request, also in the oratio post diptycha; cf. Macomber 1979: 86: ka‹ dÚw "m›n mer¤da
ka‹ kl$ron ¶xein sÁn aÈto›w pçsin.

231 Edited by B. M. Metzger, Les constitutions apostoliques, vol. iii $= Sources chrétiennes
336%, Paris 1987, p. 256.
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56. Epitaph of Ang! "phorou

Excavation no. 72.10.11/11; register no. 72/69. Documentation: photo
nos. 72v1/23–24.

Found in Ottoman House b62, room 319, east wall, fill.
Left on the site.
Lower part of a sandstone stela, 32.5 x 28 x 7.5 cm. The whole upper

part with a large portion of the upper left-hand corner is lost; surface
obliterated, edges and the raised border chipped away. The text is
inscribed within a field delimited by a raised border that leaves a narrow
margin on both sides and at the bottom. There is no ruling within the
field. Letters become bigger and more widely spaced towards the end of
the inscription. Nubian-type majuscules, but more angular than normal.
Note the extensive use of colons to separate words. 

Unpublished. 

Date unknown. 

[----------------] :•
[------------------]
[---] ` ` [ ---] ` ` [ ----]

4 [------------]AP `L ` `
[ -----------] ` ` ` `ILNO ` `
[ c. 5] ` [ ------] ` ` `[ ` `] ` `D `
[ c. 4 ] `[ -------] : i: : énapa-

8 [us] ` ` "m°r̀a : lhÄ [ ` `]A `O%IL : -
[se]ll°ǹh` ` ` [ ` `] F`amenÚy : Û:b
[ `] `LH[----] ` ` ` `NNO :
[ ` `]MOU[ c. 6 ] ` `: mhzÒterow

12 [ c. 4 ] ` ` `[ c. 3 ] ` ` : pacwras :
[ c. 4 ] ` `[ c. 5 ] : `IH : PATILOTE
[ c. 5 ] `[ c. 4 ] : `OL%VI ` `IN[ `] `
[ c. 6 ] ` `[ ---] `[ ` `] ` ` `T__% IL

16 [ ` ` `]LO : ı y(eÚ)w Makar¤ou, : éna-
paÊsi, : émÆn, : g°noito, : émÆn,
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tÚn doËlÒn sou : agg( )-
vorou.

8. Ìmera ||  16. œq__s

9. selÆnh |  Famen#y ||  11. meizÒterow ||  16–17. énapaÊs˙

$ - - -% !his" days !were" 38 $years - - -%. He died !?" $ - - -% moon $ - - -% on
Phamenoth 12 $ - - -% meizoteros $ - - -% Pakhoras $ - - -%. God of Makarios,
may You rest Your servant Ang! "phorou, amen, so be it, amen. 

Epitaph of Ang! "phorou !no. 56"
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7. : i: : must represent the numeral ‘10’. As the dating lemma begins only in the
next line, the numeral must belong to the biographical lemma. It could designate,
for example, the length of an office held by the deceased Ang! "phorou.

7–8. énapa|[us is either a form of the verb énapaÊv or the substantive énã-
pausiw. Provided the first hypothesis is correct, the verb occurred either in the
imperative or the subjunctive of the aorist active, referring to God or, in the
third person of the indicative of the aorist middle with the augment omitted, and
referred to the deceased. As the syntax of the inscription is not clear, it is diffi#
cult to choose between these possibilities. 

8. After "m°r̀a and the colon, the numeral lhÄ = 38 can be distinguished. This
can only be the age at death of the person commemorated by this epitaph. One
should observe that he was relatively young considering the important state office
he held !see below". His case may be compared with that of Iesousinkouda, eparch
of Nobadia !?", domestikos of Pakhoras, and nauarkhes of Nobades, who died ad 1102
at the age of 36.232 Both of them probably originated from the highest echelons of
the Makurian society, a fact that allowed them to make a rapid and brilliant career. 

11. meizÒterow must be the name of the office held by the deceased. As far as
Christian Nubia is concerned, we know several persons designated as meizÒteroi
or, alternatively, me¤zonew, and prvtomeizÒteroi !prvtome¤zonew".233 The evidence
comes from the protocols of Coptic legal documents of the eighth – tenth
 century originating from Nobadia, and from epitaphs. We also know the Old
Nubian counterpart of the meizÒterow/me¤zvn, that is dau(ou)katt- !from
dau(ou)-, ‘to be great’", attested several times in the protocols of Old Nubian
documents from Qasr Ibrim from the twelfth– thirteenth century !cf. Browne
1991: xii". The position of the meizÒterow (me¤zvn)/dau(ou)katt- in the court
and administrative system of the Kingdom of Makuria and his sphere of compe#
tence are unknown to us. One can suppose that Nubian meizÒteroi (me¤zonew),
like their Byzantine counterparts, were stewards, perhaps attached to the king
himself and the most important officials of the kingdom.

12. pacwras is probably a part of the name of another office fulfilled by
Ang! "phorou. He could have been, for example, the domestikos of Pakhoras.234

14. There might have been a letter above VI. 
15–16. This part of the inscription might have been in Old Nubian as is sug#

gested by the dash above the letters ts and the ending -lo. 

198

232 For his epitaph, now kept in the Sudan National Museum at Khartoum, see !ajtar
2003a: no. 5; it probably originates from the Second Cataract area.

233 For a collection of the evidence and discussion, see !ajtar 2003a: no. 21, commentary
to ll. 12–13.
234 For this office, see !ajtar 2003a: no. 5, commentary to ll. 8–9.
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16. The reading ı y(eÚ)w Makar¤ou seems to be certain. Expressions of the
type ‘God of so-and-so’ are well attested in early Christian texts. The figures
referred to in these expressions were saints venerated in the very place where the
given expression was coined and used. For Makarios from our inscription, we
probably have to understand Makarios the Great, the famous Egyptian ascetic of
the first half of the fourth century.235 The inscription indicates that he was ven#
erated in Qasr Ibrim and that his cult was somehow connected with the com#
memoration of the deceased Ang! "phorou. Perhaps he was buried in a cemetery
that surrounded the church of St Makarios at Qasr Ibrim. St Makarios is other#
wise attested in Christian Nubia; he was represented in the company of the apos#
tles in the apse of the church at Naga el-Oqba236 and is also mentioned in a frag#
ment of a calendar found in Gebel Adda, now in the Royal Ontario Museum.237

17. émÆn, g°noito, émÆn is out of place here; it should be placed at the very end
of the text, after the name Ang! "phorou. Perhaps the redactor of the inscription
or, less likely, the stonemason initially wanted to finish with émÆn, g°noito, émÆn,
but then added tÚn doËlÒn sou agg( )vorou. 

18–19. What follows tÚn doËlÒn sou must be the name of the deceased. The
name aggvorou has not been attested so far and seems to be impossible from
the point of view of morphology and phonetics. Under these circumstances, we
have to assume that we are dealing with either a mistake or an abbreviated nota#
tion. As vorou is perfectly understandable, the mistake !or the abbreviation"
should precede vorou. Perhaps one should read agg(imou)vorou; the per#
sonal name aggimouvorou is on record in a visitor’s inscription on the south#
ern pillar of the entrance to chapel 4 of the Upper Church at Banganarti.238

 Morphologically, the name aggimouvorou appears to be a Graeco-Nubian
compound name with the Greek -forow as the second element, provided, how#
ever, with the Old Nubian ending -ou.239 The first element, aggimou-, is diffi#

235 See, e.g., Guillaumont 1991.
236 Firth 1927: 235. Note that the decoration of the church at Naga el-Oqba shows con#

siderable Egyptian influence.
237 Unpublished. Its publication is being prepared by Adam !ajtar.
238 Unpublished. Its publication is being prepared by Adam !ajtar.
239 For Nubian names with the ending -ou, see above, n. 9 on p. 22. Names with -forow
!-vorou" as the second element are well attested in Christian Nubia. They include, in the
first place, the name MarturofÒrow !marturovorou", for which see !ajtar 2003a: no. 6
!commentary to ll. 6–7", and, furthermore, the names GabrihlofÒrow !gabrihlovorou" and
ÑRafahlofÒrow !ravahlovorou", attested in visitors’ inscriptions in the Upper Church at
Banganarti !unpublished; publication is being prepared by Adam !ajtar", and XristofÒrow
!cristovorou", occurring in graffiti on vessels found in Old Dongola !unpublished".
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cult to explain; it is possibly of Old Nubian origin.240 One notes the spelling agg-
!probably for /angg/" occurring both here and in the Banganarti inscription. Or,
perhaps, one should read agg(elo)vorou; the personal name aggelovorou
!= ÉAggelofÒrow" has not been attested so far, however.

57–59. Greek epitaphs with the prayer 
‘God of the spirits’

57. Epitaph of a woman Marianta 
also called Asta

The main body of the stela: excavation no. 78.2.11/34; register no. 78/1;
inv. of inscriptions: g.i. 12. Documentation: photo no. 78a52/8. Lower left-
hand corner of the stela: excavation no. unknown; register no. 64/12. Doc#
umentation: photo nos. 64.6/36, 64.11/3. 

The main body of the stela was found in the north sacristy of the Ca #
thedral, on the pavement, against the west wall at the bottom of the fill.
The lower left-hand corner was found in the debris in the area of the
Cathedral’s south sacristy. 

The main body of the stela was transferred to the Egyptian Museum,
Cairo. The lower left-hand corner should be in the Gulbenkian Collec#
tion, Durham, but is missing. 

Rectangular stela of sandstone, c. 65–70 x 35 x 9.5 cm. Preserved in two
large fragments partly connecting with each other. The lower right-hand
corner with a portion of the epigraphic field is missing. The stela carries
an elaborated decoration in relief resembling the front of a building !aedi #
cula". The epigraphic field is surrounded by a raised border that leaves
a margin c. 3–4 cm wide. The side borders are prolonged towards the top
and end in trapezoidal enlargements resembling capitals. The ‘capital’ on

200

240 One may compare the word aggit-, ‘memory, thought’ !Browne 1996: 12, s.v. ankit-"
and the name isou aggikouda in Browne 1991: no. 61, l. 3.
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57. EPITAPH OF A WOMAN MARIANTA ALSO CALLED ASTA

the left-hand side is underlined by a double incised line. An ‘x’ is seen on
the right-hand ‘capital’ !perhaps an ornament", while on the left-hand one
there is an oblique incised line. A conch is placed on the upper border,
between the ‘capitals’. It consists of eleven ribs surrounding two concen#
tric semicircles. It is framed by a raised border decorated with plait in
relief. The inscription is divided into several parts placed on different ele#
ments of the stela. The acclamation ~ f«w zvÆ ~ is inscribed on the upper
border, the main body of the text !ll. 1–21" in the  epigraphic field, l. 22 on
the lower border, l. 23 on the lower margin, the additional prayer !ll. 24–8"
on the side margins and side borders. The main body of the inscription is
incised without ruling, but quite carefully. The letters become slightly big#
ger and slightly more widely spaced towards the end of the inscription. In
l. 25, (ka‹) " at the beginning of the line is carved horizontally, the rest of
the line vertically along the border. Palaeographically, the letters represent
Nubian-type majuscules. Note a particular sign —< at the beginning of l.
21. It probably is a ‘Platzfüller’ in front of émÆn. It was possibly paralleled
by a similar sign at the end of the same line. 

Unpublished. 

13 May or 12 June ad 1051. 

F
~ Z V H ~

%

~ ı y(eÚ)w t«n pn(eum)ãtvn (ka‹) pãsiw
sarkÒw, ı tÚn yãnaton ka-
targÆsaw (ka‹) tÚn ÜAdhn sku-

4 leÊsaw (ka‹) zvØn t“ kÒs-
mƒ xarisãmenow, énã-
pauson, k(Êri)e, tØn cuxØn
tØn doÊlhn sou marian-

8 ta ¶xv ÑRafa[Ø]l tamth
§n kÒlpoiw ÉAbraåm (ka‹) ÉIsa-
å`k (ka‹) ÉIak!b, §n tÒpƒ fv-
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tiǹ“, §n tÒpƒ énacÊ-
12 jev2w1, ¶nta é̀p°dra ÙdÊ-

nh (ka‹) l̀Êph (ka‹) stenagmo¤w
…w mÒn[ow] …w égayÚw (ka‹) fil-
ãn(yrvp)ow. : tå` d¢ ¶th t$w zv-

16 $w aÈt$w [ `]___z. : {te}tel¤v-
shw d¢ "m`[°ra] aÈt$w t“
mhne‹ Pa[ c. 2–3 ] ` i_h : épÚ m(artÊrvn)
c__jz : diå t̀[Øn k]°`le`usin

20 toË y(eo)Ë toË d̀[hmiou]rgÒw.
—< : émÆ[n----].
~ ab(ba) makario[s---]
csg       askhsis Ò[---]

On the left-hand margin:
24 ~ énapaÊsi soi X(rist)°` §n x!`r`& z!nta: mariant(a) ı

leg(Òmenow) asta

On the raised border on the left-hand side: 
25 ~ (ka‹) " cuxÆ sou §n éga[yo›w] aÈlistÆsetai: mariant(a) ı

kal(oÊmenow) asta.

On the raised border on the right-hand side:
26 ~ ıdhgÆsei soi k(Êrio)w §p‹ Ídãtvn t$w zv$w, asta

On the right-hand margin: 
27 ~ tÚ pn(eËm)ã sou tÚ égayÚn ıdhgÆsee¤w se §ǹ [x]!̀r& zÒn[tvn---]
28 èg¤vn sou efiw tØ(n) <b>asi(le¤an) toÇ n oÈ(ra)n[«n---].

1. q__s |  p__natwn § ||  3. § ||  3–4. "kuleusas ||  4. § ||  6. k__e ||  8. êcw ||  
9–10. §ïsaAk§ïakwb ||  13. § | § ||  14–15. §vilan__os  ||  17. Ìm[era ||  18. apmo  ||
20. q__u ||  22. a__b ||  24. c__e |  mariatn œlge  ||  25. § | mariatn œkal ||  26. œdhgh-
sei | k__s  ||  27. p__na ||  28.  ou__n[wn

1. pãshw ||  7. t$w doÊlhw ||  8. ¶xvn ||  10–11. fvtein“ ||  12. ¶nya ||  13. stenagmo¤ !?" ||
16–17. tele¤vsiw ||  18. mhn‹ ||  20. dhmiourgoË ||  24. either énapaÊs˙ (énapaÊsei) se
XristÒw or énapaÊs˙w aÈtÆn, Xrist° !see commentary"  |  z!ntvn ||  25. aÈlisyÆse-
tai ||  26. se ||  27. ıdhgÆsei |  z!ntvn ||  28. t«n
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Light of Life. God of the spirits and of all flesh, You who have defeated
death and despoiled Hades and given life to the world, rest, O Lord, the soul
of Your servant Marianta, having !the Church of " Raphael of Tamti, in the
bosom of Abraham and Isaac and Jacob, in a shining place, in a place of
refreshment, whence pain and grief and lamentations have fled away, as You
are the only good one and love mankind. And the years of her life !were" $.%7.
The day of her death was in the month of Pa$ - - -% 18, !in the year" from the
Martyrs 767, according to the order of God the creator, amen. Abba Makar#
ios, $ - - -% ascetic feats $ - - -%. May Christ rest you in the land of the living
ones, Marianta also called Asta, and your soul shall dwell among the good
ones, Marianta also called Asta. Lord shall guide you onto the waters of life,
Asta, Your !that is God’s" good Spirit shall guide you in the land of the liv#
ing ones, $ - - -% of Your saints, into the Kingdom of Heavens. 

This conspicuously decorated stela very much resembles the bishops’
epitaphs from Qasr Ibrim. Also, its dating !ad 1051" falls within the
chronological frame of the bishops’ epitaphs !ad 993/4–1154". One can
suppose that Marianta’s stela was a product of the same stonemason
workshop that produced tombstones for the higher ecclesiastics of Qasr
Ibrim. The stela testifies to the high social and economic status of its
owner, a fact that is also corroborated by the text of the epitaph !cf.
below, commentary to ll. 7–8". 

3–4. The point over the initial s in skuleÊsaw !cf. the photo and the palaeo#
graphic apparatus" most probably denotes the prothetic /i/ added by Nubian
speakers in front of the consonant cluster /sk/. The custom is well attested in
Nubian literacy in Greek with relation to the consonant cluster /st/.241 The pres#
ent inscription shows that the prothetic /i/ also intervened with other consonant
clusters that had /s/ as the first element.

The expression ı tÚn ÜAdhn skuleÊsaw instead of ı tÚn ÜAdhn katapatÆsaw has
been attested only here thus far in Greek epitaphs from Nubia containing the
prayer ‘God of the spirits and of all flesh’. skuleÊv !like katapatãv" is a key-
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241 !ajtar 2003a: no. 3, commentary to l. 8, and no. 9, commentary to l. 10.
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word !even a terminus technicus" in the context of the Harrowing of Hell, as the
works of Church Fathers clearly demonstrate; cf., e.g., John Chrysostom, In
Martham, Mariam et Lazarum !PG lxi, p. 703": …w tØn ÜAdhn skuleÊsaw, …w tÚn
Lãzaron t$w énastãsevw geÊsaw, …w mur¤aw eÈerges¤aw tÚn kÒsmon §mplÆsaw,
and Photius, Fragmenta in epistulam ii ad Corinthios !in catenis":242 di’ (w ka‹ aÈtÚw
yãnaton patÆsaw ka‹ ÜAdhn skuleÊsaw ka‹ én°sth ka‹ zª. The expression ı tÚn
ÜAdhn (yãnaton) skuleÊsaw occurs in liturgical prayers, e.g., in the Liturgy of St
Mark, characteristic of the Egyptian church, which, in the prayer of the inclina#
tion, has: t“ s“ krãtei tÚn ÜAdhn skuleÊsaw ka‹ tÚn yãnaton patÆsaw ka‹ tÚn
fisxu rÚn desmeÊsaw ka‹ tÚn ÉAdåm §k tãfou énastÆsaw !Brightman 1896: 142", and
in the Liturgy of St Gregory, where we read: patÆsaw tÚn yãnaton ka‹ tÚn ÜAdhn
skuleÊsaw, suntr¤caw pÊlaw xalkçw ka‹ moxloÁw sidhroÁw sunylãsaw !PG xxxvi,
col. 724". It is also found in prayers preserved in Egyptian papyri, be they liturgi#
cal or private; cf., e.g., P. Gen. ined. 157 !Bouvier & Wehrli 1975": én°sth §k nekr«n
triÆmerow …w yeÚw dunatÚw skuleÊsaw tÚn yãnaton; O. Bodl. ii 2166: §skuleÊsaw
tÚn ÜAdhn mØ peirasye‹w Íp’ aÈtoË; P. Köln 173: tÚn ÜAdhn §skÊleusen ı énaståw §k
nekr«n. The redactor of Marianta’s epitaph was undoubtedly influenced by this
technical usage of the verb skuleÊv.

6. kÊrie occurs in this place in neither the Byzantine nor the Nubian version
of the prayer ‘God of the spirits and of all flesh’.

7–8. For the name of the stela’s owner – Marianta – see commentary to no. 37
!at the end". The gender of the person buried under this stela is not certain. The
feminine forms tØn doÊlhn !l. 7" and aÈt$w !l. 16 and 17" suggest a woman, but the
two expressions mariant(a) ı leg(Òmenow) asta !l. 24" and mariant(a)
ı kal(oÊmenow) asta !l. 25" speak in favour of a man. One is inclined to think that
the first possibility is correct. The use of masculine forms ı leg(Òmenow) and
ı kal(oÊmenow) is probably due to the weak sense of what is masculine and femi#
nine with Nubian speakers, whose native tongue did not have grammatical gen#
der, and the predominance of masculine forms in epitaphs. 

8. ¶xv != ¶xvn" ÑRafa[Ø]l tamth indicates that Marianta was the owner
of the Church of Raphael at Tamti.243 She must have been a rich lady who

242 Ed. by K. Staab, Pauluskommentar aus der griechischen Kirche aus Katenenhandschriften
gesammelt, Münster 1933, p. 603.

243 For the private ownership of churches in Christian Nubia, see !ajtar & van der
Vliet 1998, and above, n. 111. It is interesting to observe that the participle expressing
Marianta’s ownership of the church is masculine, although the person to whom it refers
was most probably a woman; we would expect ¶xousa or, still better, §xoÊshw, as the syn#
tax requires the genitive. Apparently, ¶xvn in the expression ‘having the church of so-and-
so’ was a linguistic fossil in Christian Nubia.
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turned out a part of her property for a pious foundation, aiding in the upkeep
of the church in question. Her case is comparable to that of the women
Iesousiko and Michaeliko, both known through their epitaphs found in
Meinarti, who owned the Church of Philotheos and the Church of Michael at
Argine, respectively.244

tamth is a graphic variant of tamti. The toponym tam(i)ti occurs several
times in Old Nubian documents from Qasr Ibrim.245 It should probably be iden#
tified with modern Tamit, a locality with important Christian remains situated
halfway between Qasr Ibrim and Faras. The site was excavated by the Italian
Mission during the Nubian campaign of 1960s.246 The excavations  demonstrated
that the Christian village boasted no less than eight churches. One of these
churches was identified as the Church of Raphael on the basis of a key-stone
with the monogram of this saint.247 Perhaps the church owned by Marianta
should be identified with this very structure. 

14–15. Starting with the words pçn èmãrthma par’ aÈtoË (aÈt$w) praxy°n,
the prayer for the dead has been cut off almost entirely. What was left of it is
only God’s designation …w égayÚw ka‹ filãnyrvpow, which is probably con#
nected syntactically with énãpauson from ll. 5–6.248 Interestingly, this designa#
tion reads …w mÒnow …w égayÚw ka‹ filãnyrvpow here. The same reading is
found in the epitaph of Staurophoros, meizon, nauarkhes of the Nobades, and
naukrates !?" of the Seven Lands !died ad 1069", and the epitaph of Marty#
rophoros, a bishop of an unknown see !died ad 1159", both found in Komangana
!Debeira" in the area of the Second Cataract.249 Several epitaphs of Nobadian
provenance, all of them dating from the first half of the eleventh century, have
…w mÒnow égayÚw ka‹ filãnyrvpow. The list includes:250 the epitaph of Ioannes,
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244 Cf. !ajtar & van der Vliet 1998: 40–1. The edition of these two epitaphs is now
available in van der Vliet 2003: nos. 18 and 19.

245 Cf. Browne 1989: no. 23, l. 11; idem 1991: no. 37, l. 33; no. 38, l. 21; no. 45, ll. 1 and 7; no.
54, ii, l. 2; no. 60, ll. 2, 3, and 4.
246 Cf. Bosticco et alii 1967.
247 Bosticco et alii 1967: 18 and pl. 2.
248 Another possibility is that it stands, in defiance of grammar, unconnected with the
text of the inscription, as a mere remnant of the original text.
249 Hägg 1982: 56–9 !epitaph of Staurophoros" and 59–62 !epitaph of Martyrophoros".
The epitaph of Martyrophoros was reedited in !ajtar 2003a: no. 6.
250 The epitaph of a woman Droses, died ad 699, has not been included here, as it con#
tains a highly abbreviated form of the prayer ‘God of the spirits and of all flesh’. For this
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bishop of Faras !died ad 1005",251 the epitaph of Ioannes, eparch of Nobadia
!died ad 1006", found in Faras,252 the epitaph of Marianou, bishop of Faras
!died ad 1036", found in Qasr Ibrim !above, no. 22, l. 17", and the epitaph of
a woman Marieo !died ad 1032" found in Arminna !Oates 1963". On the basis
of the material gathered above, we can hypothesise that the designation dis#
cussed here underwent a three-stage development in Nubian epitaphs with the
prayer ‘God of the spirits and of all flesh’. It led from …w égayÚw ka‹
filãnyrvpow through …w mÒnow égayÚw ka‹ filãnyrvpow to …w mÒnow …w égayÚw
ka‹ filãnyrvpow. The transition from the first stage to the second probably
occurred under the influence of an expression in which God was qualified as
the only good one !mÒnow égayÒw". Expressions of this kind are common in Bib#
lical and Patristic sources; cf., e.g., Jth. 11:8: ˜ti sÁ mÒnow égayÚw §n pãs˙
basile¤&; John Chrysostom, De patientia !sermo 1" !PG lx, col. 724": ˜pou ı mÒnow
afi!niow ka‹ mÒnow éyãnatow, ˜pou ı mÒnow égayÚw ka‹ mÒnow filãnyrvpow, ı poi-
htØw t«n cux«n ka‹ t«n svmãtvn; Ephraem Syrus, Capita centum 95: dÒja soi
ı yeÒw, ı mÒnow égayÚw ka‹ filãnyrvpow;253 Romanus Melodus, Hymn 3, refrain:
˜ti mÒnow égayÚw ı svtØr t«n cux«n "m«n.254 An additional role may have
been played by invocations like sÁ går mÒnow pãshw èmart¤aw §ktÚw Ípãrxeiw,
which occurs further on in the prayer ‘God of the spirits and of all flesh’. More
difficult to explain is the passage from the second to the third stage. In his edi#
tion of the Staurophoros epitaph, Hägg !1982: 58" suggested that we are deal#
ing ‘either with a dittography at some previous stage !MONO%O%" or confla#
tion of the two main readings !…w égayÒw + …w mÒnow égayÒw"’.

16–17. teteliwshs !for tele¤vsiw" may be judged twofold: 1" This is a dit#
tography committed either by the redactor of the inscription or, more likely, by
the stonemason; 2" We are dealing here with a conflation of two words from
the root tel-: the substantive tele¤vsiw and a form of the perfect of the verb
teleiÒv. It should be observed that the substantive tele¤vsiw is attested here
for the first time in Greek epitaphs from Nubia. Also, the verb teleiÒv does
not occur in Nubian epitaphs in Greek to describe the demise of a person

epitaph, most probably of Nobadian provenance, see Lefebvre 1907: no. 661; Tibiletti
Bruno 1964: no. 43.

251 !ajtar 2003a: no. 2, l. A 9.
252 Lefebvre 1907: no. 665; Tibiletti Bruno 1964: no. 6; Kubińska 1974: 49, no. i, l. 12.
253 Ed. by K. G. Phrantzoles, ÑOs¤ou ÉEfra¤m toË SÊrou ¶rga ii, Thessalonica 1989, pp.

280–362.
254 Ed. by J. Grosdidier de Matons, Romanos le Mélode, Hymnes i, Paris 1964 $= Sources

chrétiennes 99%.
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!although it is attested elsewhere in the Christian world in this function". Some
Nubian epitaphs in Coptic have !wk ebol, which is the Coptic counterpart
of teleiÒv.255

17. The reading "m`[°ra] is not certain, but very probable. Provided it is cor#
rect, the word tele¤vsiw should have occurred in the genitive: telei!sevw d¢
"m`[°ra] aÈt$w. The nominative extant on the stone is probably due to the weak
sense of the Greek declension system with Nubian speakers, whose native
tongue did not have the declension of nouns. The same holds true for d`[hmiou]r -
gÒw in l. 20 !it should be: diå t`[Øn k]°`le`usin toË y(eo)Ë toË d`[hmiou]rgoË". 

18. Both Pa[x!]ǹ and Pa[Ën]ì are possible readings here. This does not alter
the date substantially, as the months Pakhon and Pauni neighbour each other in
the Egyptian calendar. 

19. Divine order !k°leusiw" is frequently referred to as the cause of human death
in Nubian epitaphs in Greek.256 These references normally assume the form of
a stereotypical formula: neÊsei ka‹ keleÊsei toË yeoË, always standing at the
beginning of an inscription and introducing the name and the date of demise of
the commemorated person. Once, we have katå k°leusin toË yeoË instead of neÊ-
sei ka‹ keleÊsei.257 In our inscription, k°leusiw occurs towards the end of the
text, after the prayer, but it has the same function as in the epitaphs with the neÊ-
sei ka‹ keleÊsei !katå k°leusin toË yeoË" formula.258 diå tØn k°leusin is a little bit
strange as the preposition diã, in the meaning ‘through’, was connected with the
genitive in everyday speech. diã, followed by the accusative, looks rather sophis#
ticated, with literary overtones.

22–3. These lines written on the lower border and the lower margin, with let#
ters slightly bigger than in the rest of the inscription, seem to be connected
directly with each other. The text, starting with a cross, is likely to have con#
tained an additional invocation or prayer. The language of the text was Coptic as
is suggested by the undeclined askhsis followed by a Ò. The prayer was
addressed to Abba Makarios. Under this designation we probably have to under#
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255 The list includes the epitaphs of Bishop Joseph from Old Dongola !Jakobielski &
van der Vliet forthcoming", of Bishop Kerikos from Sai !van der Vliet, in Martin et
alii 2005: no. 115, l. 10", and of a nun !?" Kerge from Qasr Ibrim !Mills 1982: pl. xci, no.
1, ll. 4–5".

256 Cf., e.g., !ajtar 2003a: no. 23, commentary to l. 1. See also above, nos. 53–4.
257 !ajtar 2003a: no. 26, ll. 2–3. The inscription is from Old Dongola.
258 A parallel is perhaps offered by the Coptic epitaph of Iesou, bishop of Sai, who died

ad 1054, where jitn tefkeleusis is added after the extensive opening formula as if by
afterthought; cf. van der Vliet 2003: no. 27, l. 7.
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stand Makarios the Great, the holy ascetic of the first half of the fourth  century,
the founder of the monastic community of Scetis, one of the most venerated
holy monks of the Egyptian Church. The epitaph of Ang! "phorou, which con#
tains an invocation of the God of Makarios, seems to indicate a cult of St Makar#
ios also in Qasr Ibrim !see above, no. 56 with commentary". The prayer can ten#
tatively be reconstructed: ~ ab(ba) makario[s mare nek] askhsis Ò[wpe
nmman/nmmas], ‘Abba Makarios, may your ascetic feats be with us/her’, on the
basis of more normal expressions, such as mare peksmou/nekÒlhl Òwpe
nmman, ‘May your !or his/her" prayers/blessing be with us’. The introduction of
the sophisticated ‘ascetic feats’ into the prayer form was apparently dictated by
the fact that the addressee of the prayer was a famous ascetic.

csg carved delicately and with smaller letters to the left of line 23 certainly do
not belong to the main text. It looks like an acronym, perhaps similar to the
famous cmg, for which see P. Naqlun i: 179–87, and Llewelyn 1998: 156–68, but we
do not know how it should be expanded.

24–8. This part of the inscription, written vertically on the margins and raised
borders, contains an additional prayer. Additional prayers occur several times in
Nubian epitaphs with the prayer ‘God of the spirits and of all flesh’.259 They have
a similar wording from epitaph to epitaph, composed of stereotypical expres#
sions of eschatological bias borrowed from different literary and subliterary
!liturgical" sources. The same also holds true for the additional prayer in the epi#
taph discussed here. 

The additional prayer in the epitaph of Marianta has a rather specific dispo#
sition on the stone. It consists of four parts, each placed in a different spot. Each
part contains one request. Parts 1–3 end with information about the deceased,
which is rather weakly connected syntactically with the preceding request. In
parts 1–2, this information has the form ‘Marianta also called Asta’; in part 3 only
the name Asta is given. It is possible that part 4 also ended with a similar state#
ment about the deceased, but the stone is damaged in this place. Taking into
consideration that the missing portion of the stone is not very big, this supposed
information must have contained, like in part 3, only the name Asta. 

It is interesting to observe that the additional prayer gives the deceased
woman two names – Marianta and Asta – while only one name – Marianta – is
given in the main body of the epitaph. Of these two names, Asta was obviously
the second name of the deceased, as is indicated by the expressions ı leg(Òmenow)
!l. 24" and ı kal(oÊmenow) !l. 25", both meaning ‘also called’. ı legÒmenow and
ı kaloÊmenow are attested as expressions introducing the second name of a per#

259 For a collection of the evidence and discussion, see !ajtar 2003a: no. 20, commen#
tary !at the end".
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son already in texts of the Hellenistic and Roman periods.260 It is assumed for
these periods that the second name was the name by which a person was identi#
fied or addressed in some records or by some speakers. This probably holds true
also for Christian Nubia. 

As far as can be ascertained, the personal name asta has not been attested
so far, though similar names like asti and astigelli occur in Old Nubian doc#
uments from Qasr Ibrim.261 The name asta !and also asti and astigelli" is
probably derived from the Old Nubian word as- !with the by-form ast-",
‘daughter’. The same word was also used to designate an office in the territorial
administration of the Kingdom of Makuria. The -a at the end is predicative. 

24–5. The same requests occur in the additional prayer for the soul of the
dead in the epitaph of the monk Prokhoros from Wadi el-Ghazali !&ajtar 2003a:
no. 32, ll. 16–20": énapaÊsiw se !it should be aÈtÒn", X(rist)°, §n x!r& z!ntvn, "
cuxØ aÈtoË §n égayo›w aÈlosyÊs<et>ai !read aÈlisyÆsetai". The first request is
found alone or in combination with other expressions in several Nubian epitaphs
as either a part of the main prayer for the dead or as an additional prayer, sup#
plementing the prayer ‘God of the spirits and of all flesh’. It frequently recurs in
liturgical prayers of various Oriental Churches.262 It probably goes back to Ps.
114:9: eÈarestÆsv §nant¤on kur¤ou §n x!r& z!ntvn. The second request is a word
for word quotation from Ps. 24:13: " cuxØ aÈtoË §n égayo›w aÈlisyÆsetai, ka‹ tÚ
sp°rma aÈtoË klhronomÆsei g$n. 

One has to observe that the grammar of the first request is somewhat entan#
gled. The verb form does not agree grammatically with the addressee of the
request, and the personal pronoun referring to the object of the request also
stands in a wrong form. The correct form of the request should read either éna-
paÊs˙ (énapaÊsei) se XristÒw or énapaÊs˙w aÈtÆn, Xrist°. Interestingly, mis#
takes of the same kind occur in other Nubian epitaphs with additional prayers.
To the epitaph of Prokhoros from Wadi el-Ghazali, cited above, we can add the
epitaph of Archbishop Georgios from Old Dongola which has: énapaÊseiw se !it
should be aÈtÒn", X(rist)°, §n x!r& z!ntvn (ka‹) efisÆgagen se !it should be
efishgãg˙w aÈtÒn" efiw tÚn parãdeison t$w truf$w toË !it should be t«n" pro-
totÒkv(n), ÉIe(rousa)lØm §pou(rã)nion, metå pãnt(vn) t«n èg¤vn sou !&ajtar 2002".
One can also compare ıdhgÆsei soi k(Êrio)w occurring in l. 26 of the present epi#
taph. Perhaps the requests of which the additional prayers were composed func#
tioned in the same corrupted form in the entire Nubian territory. 
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260 See, e.g., Calderini 1941: 235–7 and 239–40; Hobson 1989: 169–71.
261 Cf. Browne 1991: nos. 36 i, l. 19 !asti", 32, l. 5, and 35, l. 6 !astigelli".
262 Cf., e.g., Goar 1730: 429, 430, 456, 463, 470, and 472.
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zwnta stands for z!ntvn. The peculiar form zwnta probably came into
existence under the influence of x!ra.

26. This is a slightly modified quotation from Rev. 7:17: ˜ti tÚ érn¤on tÚ énå
m°son toË yrÒnou poimane› aÈtoÊw, ka‹ ıdhgÆsei aÈtoÁw §p‹ zv$w phgåw Ídãtvn.
It is attested here for the first time in Greek epitaphs from Nubia.

27–8. The first part of the request contained in these lines is a quotation from
Ps. 142:10: tÚ pneËmã sou tÚ égayÚn ıdhgÆsei me §n gª eÈye¤&, in which the per#
sonal pronoun of the first person singular me was changed to the personal pro#
noun of the second person singular se in order to adapt it to the syntax of the
request. The expression §n gª eÈye¤& was replaced by §n x!r& z!ntvn, charac#
teristic of Nubian prayers for the dead !see the commentary to ll. 24–5 above". In
the lacuna between zÒn[tvn ---] and èg¤vn sou we expect the mention of
another place of eternal bliss to which èg¤vn sou is an attribute, e.g., [§n tª lam-
prÒthti t«n] èg¤vn sou.263 The reading efiw tØ(n) <b>asi(le¤an) toÇn oÈ(ra)n[«n at
the end of the request is not entirely certain but is assured by the context. The
request to rest the soul of the dead in the Kingdom of Heavens occurs frequently
in Nubian funerary prayers near the request for rest in the land of the living
ones.264 The stonemason apparently made a mistake in the word basile¤an, omit#
ting the initial b. It is not excluded that he abbreviated the word in question by
putting l over i; the reading would be <b>asi[l](e¤an) in this case.

58. Fragmentary epitaph of Men$ # # # %

Excavation no. unknown; register no. 64/39. Documentation: photo
no. unknown.

Found on the Podium !southwestern part of the Qasr Ibrim citadel, to
the south of the Cathedral". 

Qasr Ibrim archive, Faculty of Oriental Studies, Cambridge; trans#
ferred to the British Museum, London, in 2008.

Small fragment of a stela or a slab of pink sandstone, 9.7 x 9.7 x 5.6 cm.
The stone is broken off on all sides, but the portion lost on the left-hand
side cannot be substantial as the supplements of ll. 6–7 show. The inscrip#

263 For this request, see !ajtar 2003a: no. 1, commentary to ll. 7–10. It occurs several
times in the present corpus, both in Greek and in Coptic.
264 For a collection of attestations and discussion, see !ajtar 2003a: no. 20 !commentary".
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tion is carved without ruling; the carving is neither nice nor careful. The
height of letters varies between 0.5 cm !o" and 1 cm !r".  Palaeographically,
letters stand halfway between round epigraphic majuscules and Nubian-
type majuscules. 

Unpublished.

Date unknown.  

[----] `[ ------]
[sar]kÒw, ı tÚ̀[n yãnaton]
k`atargÆsa`w` [k(a‹) tÚn ÜAdhn kata]-

4 batÆsaw k(a‹) zv`[Øn t“]
k`Ò`s`mƒ xarizãmè[now, énã]-
[p]àu`s`o`n tÚn [d(oËlon)] Mhn`[---§n]
[k]Òl`p`o`iw ÉAbråm k̀[a‹]

8 ÉIsåk k(a‹) ÉIak![b, §n tÒ]-
[pƒ] énacÊjè[vw, ¶ny’]
[ép°d]ra ÙdÊnh [k(a‹) lÊph k(a‹)]
[stena]gmÒw: `[ ---]

12 [------] `[ ---]

4. k÷ ||  8. k÷

3–4. katapatÆsaw ||  5. xarisãmenow ||  7. ÉAbraåm ||  8. ÉIsaåk

$God of the spirits and of all% flesh, You who have defeated death and trod#
den down Hades and given life to the world, rest Your servant Men$ - - -% in
the bosom of Abraham and Isaac and Jacob, in a place of refreshment,
whence pain and grief and lamentation have fled away. $ - - -%

1–2. One should supplement ı yeÚw t«n pneumãtvn ka‹ pãshw sar]kÒw, but
the disposition of the text in the lines remains uncertain. 

6. The name of the deceased could have read Mhnçw or mhna. This name,
borne by one of the most venerated Egyptian saints, a martyr of the great per#
secutions of the beginning of the fourth century, enjoyed a great popularity
among the Christian inhabitants of the Nile Valley. Another possibility is that
we are dealing here with a compound name with mhna as the first element, e.g.,
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mhnakouda. However, one cannot totally exclude other names beginning with
Mhn-.

8. Of three places of rest that God should grant to the soul of the dead,
according to the Nubian version of the prayer ‘God of the spirits and of all flesh’
!§n tÒpƒ fvtein“, §n tÒpƒ xlÒhw, §n tÒpƒ énacÊjevw", the first two are omit#
ted here. A similar omission occurs in the epitaph of an unknown person kept
in the Sudan National Museum at Khartoum,265 and in the epitaph of a woman
Droses.266

11. If the inscription continued with the prayer ‘God of the spirits and of all
flesh’, one could supplement: p`[çn èmãrthma. 

265 !ajtar 2003a: no. 82, l. 8 !with commentary". The provenance of this inscription is
unknown.
266 Lefebvre 1907: no. 661; Tibiletti Bruno 1964: no 43. The exact provenance of this
inscription is unknown, but on account of its form it must come from Nubia, and most
probably from Nobadia.
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59. Epitaph of a woman !?" I!e"sousiko

Excavation no. unknown; register no. 64/16. Documentation: photo
nos. 64.6/38, 66.11/4. 

Found on the Podium. 
Missing. 
Slab of sandstone, 33 x 20 x 8 cm. The upper edge of the slab is falling

from left to right and the lower one rising in the same direction. Thus,
the slab resembles a trapezium in which the left-hand side is the base
and the right-hand one the top of the trapezium. Edges chipped out, sur#
face much worn, especially in the lower part of the slab. In the upper
part of the slab, a crude representation of three triangles is visible
!a rather unsophisticated imitation of the sculptured decoration of the
bishops’ epitaphs". Inscription in the recessed field. The script is neither
nice nor careful, while the letters are of uneven height.  Palaeographically,
letters stand midway between epigraphic majuscules and Nubian-type
majuscules. 

Unpublished. 

10th–11th century !form of medium, palaeography". 

~ ı y(eÚ)w t«n pn(eum)ã(tvn)
ka‹ pãshw sar-
kÒw, ı éyãna-

4 tow katargÆ-
saw katapa-
tÆsaw ka‹ zv-
Øn toË kÒsmou

8 x`a`r`i`s`ã`menow, énã-
p`a`u`s`o`n` tÚn doËl-
Ò`n` s`o`u` isousiko
§`n` k`Ò`lpiw ÉAb(raãm).

7. t“ kÒsmƒ ||  11. kÒlpoiw
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59. EPITAPH OF A WOMAN (?) I(E)SOUSIKO

God of the spirits and of all flesh, the immortal one, You who have defeated
!death and" trodden down !Hades" and given life to the world, rest the soul
of Your servant I!e"sousiko in the bosom of Abraham. 

3–4. ı éyãnatow !instead of ı tÚn yãnaton" is unparalelled. It looks like an indi#
vidual invention of the redactor of the inscription, perhaps influenced by a litur#
gical or literary model. éyãnatow is one of three epithets ascribed to God in the
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Trisagion !ëgiow, fisxurÒw, éyãnatow"; it is also frequently used with reference to
God in literary language,267 while it is very rarely attested as such in documen#
tary texts. The change of ı tÚn yãnaton to ı éyãnatow deprived katargÆsaw of
the object. Note that the object ! ÜAdhn" is also absent before katapatÆsaw. 

9–10. The reading is putative rather than really found on the stone, as the
beginning of l. 10 is almost completely obliterated. One can also take into con#
sideration the possibility of reading tÚn doËl(Òn) | s`o`u` isousiko. 

isousiko != ihsousiko" belongs to the group of Nubian names ending in 
-ko, ‘to have’; its meaning is ‘Having Jesus’. The name is well attested without
being popular. The following bearers of this name are known: 1" the daughter of
Markos, a bishop !probably of Qasr Ibrim", commemorated by the Coptic epi#
taph of ad 1035, once in the possession of the Egyptological Intitute of the Uni#
versity of Leipzig !Richter 1999: 301–3; SBKopt. iii 1604; note that the name
reads eisousiko"; 2" the woman for whom the funerary stela of ad 1046 was pre#
pared, found in Meinarti and now in the Sudan National Museum in Khartoum
!van der Vliet 2003: no. 19"; 3" a King’s Mother !$onnen" mentioned in the pro#
tocols of three Old Nubian documents from Qasr Ibrim from the end of the
twelfth century !Browne 1991: nos. 35, l. 5; 38, l. 3; 40, l. 3". One should observe
that all persons listed above were women. This is all the more interesting since
Nubian names of the type discussed here could, in principal, have been borne by
both men and women. Apparently, the name i(h)sousiko was restricted to
women in naming practices of Christian Nubians. The same may also hold true
for other names ending with -ko, like aggelosko, micahl(i)ko, mariako,
etc., as their bearers seem to have been mainly women. This reasoning suggests
that the person buried under this stone was a woman. Meanwhile, we have the
masculine form tÚn doËlÒ`n` sou referring to the deceased in ll. 9–10. This contra#
diction may be explained through the weak sense of grammatical gender among
Nubian speakers, whose native tongue did not differentiate between masculine
and feminine, and the predominance of masculine forms in epitaphs. The mas#
culine forms aÈtoË, toË doÊlou, tÚn doËlon are often found in Greek Nubian epi#
taphs commemorating women.268

11. The request for rest in the bosom of the Patriarchs has been recorded in
an abbreviated form for lack of space on the stone. For the same reason the
inscription lacks information about the date of I!e"sousiko’s demise. 

216

267 See the references in Lampe 1961: s.v. éyãnatow.
268 Cf., e.g., the epitaph of Kel daughter of Osk$- - -% from Old Dongola !!ajtar 2003a:
no. 20, ll. 12 and 19–20"; the epitaph of Angelosko from Sheikh Arab Hag !SB iv 7429;
Tibiletti Bruno 1964: no. 2, l. 17"; the epitaph of Marianta !?" from el-Arak !SB v 8235;
Tibiletti Bruno 1964: no. 4, l. 9".
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60–90. Fragmentary epitaphs

60. Fragment of an epitaph

Excavation no. unknown; register no. 66/7. Documentation: photo no.
66v2/4. 

Found in Ottoman House b64, room 298, wall fill. 
Initially in Birmingham, sent to the British Museum, London, on 16

June 1982, inv. no. unknown. 
Lower part of a sandstone stela or slab, 20 x 20 x 11 cm. Left-hand edge

and a small portion of the right-hand one at the bottom preserved.
Inscription cut without guidelines. The script is careless and unsophisti #
cated. Letters are of uneven height and irregular shapes. Generally, letters
represent round epigraphic majuscules. One notes the particular shape of
b, resembling d or s of Greek minuscules: an oval with a stroke or a bow
attached at the top from the right. 

Unpublished.

Fragment of an epitaph !no. 60"
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10th–11th century !palaeography, form of the inscription". 

[ ` ` ` ` `] ` `[ `] `EF[ ` ` ` ` `]
[ ` ` `] ` `EN y(eÒ)w, énã[pau]-
son tØn cuxØ aÈt[oË]

4 §n kÒlpoiw ÉAbra[åm]
ka‹ ÉIsåk (ka‹) ÉIak!b,
¶ny’ ép°dra ÙdÊ-
noih (ka‹) lÊph (ka‹) stena-

8 gmo¤w, §n tª lamprÒth-
th t« èg¤on sou, §n pà[ra]-
d`e¤sƒ to›w truf$w, é̀[mÆn, g°]-
vac. nhto`.

5. §ïakwb ||  7. §  | §

3. cuxØn ||  5. ÉIsaåk ||  6–7. ÙdÊnh ||  7–8. stenagmo¤ !?"  ||  8–9. lamprÒthti ||  9. t«n
èg¤vn ||  10. t$w ||  10–11. g°noito

$ - - -% God, rest his/her soul in the bosom of Abraham and Isaac and Jacob,
whence pain and grief and lamentations have fled away, in the brilliancy of
Your saints, in the paradise of joy, amen, so be it. 

What is preserved from the epitaph is the prayer for the dead’s soul
with the form characteristic for Qasr Ibrim inscriptions !see above, no.
20, commentary to ll. 11–18". The lost part must have contained the nam#
ing and dating lemmata introduced by a formula like ye¤& prono¤&, neÊsei
ka‹ boulÆsei, vel sim. The same holds true for the next inscription !no.
61", which shows a striking similarity with the present text, both in word#
ing and in the state of preservation. 

3. The reading aÈt[$w] is also possible. 
6–7. The spelling odunoih for ÙdÊnh is strange and is difficult to explain with

certainty. Perhaps we are dealing with the gemination of h !odunhh" with a con#
comitant change of the first h into oi. 
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61. FRAGMENT OF AN EPITAPH

61. Fragment of an epitaph

Excavation no. 80.1.26/22; register no. unknown; inv. of inscriptions:
c.i. 115. Documentation: photo no. 80f17/6. 

Found in Ottoman House b39, wall. 
Current location unknown.
Lower left-hand corner of a stela of pink sandstone, 17 x 16 x 5 cm. Por#

tions of the left and the bottom faces preserved. Back rough. Small traces
of a raised border to the left and below. No ruling. Letters rather  roughly
incised, 0.6–0.8 cm high. Nubian-type majuscules. 

Unpublished. 
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10th–11th century !form of the inscription, palaeography". 

[-------------]
ı y(eÒ)w, [énãpauson tØn]
cux[Øn aÈtoË §n kÒl]-
poiw [ÉAbraåm k(a‹) ÉIsaåk]

4 k`(a‹) ÉIak̀[!b, ¶ny’ ép°dra]
ÙdÊnh` [k(a‹) lÊph k(a‹) ste]-
nagmÒw, §n [tª lam]-
prÒtith t«ǹ [èg¤vn sou],

8 [§n] parade¤[sƒ t$w tru]-
[f]$w, émÆn [---].

6–7. lamprÒthti

$ - - -% God, rest his/her soul in the bosom of Abraham and Isaac and Jacob,
whence pain and grief and lamentation have fled away, in the brilliancy of
Your saints, in the paradise of joy, amen $ - - -%. 

1–2. The reading énãpauson tØn] | cux[Øn aÈt$w is also possible. 
9. To complete the lacuna on the right-hand side one can hypothesise the

reading émÆn, [g°noito, émÆn]. 

62. Fragment of an epitaph

Excavation no. 78.1.24/2; register no. unknown; inv. of inscriptions:
g.i. 3. Documentation: photo no. 78a30/10. 

Found in Ottoman House b23, room 100, wall block. 
Reburied on the site. 
Lower right-hand corner of a sandstone stela, 17 x 19 x 4.5 cm. All faces

but one are rough. The inscription is contained in a sunken field framed
by a raised border. The border on the right has a small base at the bottom
suggesting that it was shaped like a column. Perhaps the stela carried
a decoration in relief imitating an aedicula on the front side. Inscription
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carved without ruling. Round epigraphic majuscules, mostly upright but
partly also inclined. The script neither nice nor careful, with letters of
irregular shape and height. Note that the stonemason mistakenly cut
lamproghti for lamprÒthti !l. 6" and ahwn for èg¤vn !l. 7". These mis#
takes are rooted in the visual similarity of the letters g and t and gi and
h, respectively. 

Unpublished.

9th–10th century !palaeography, form of the inscription". 

[ c. 4–5 ] ` ` `[ c. 4–5 ]
[ c. 4–5 ] tØn cuxØ[n]
[aÈtoË §]ǹ kÒlpoiw t«-

4 [n è]g`¤vn ÉAbraåm
[k(a‹) ÉIsa]åk ka<‹> ÉIak!b,
[§n tª l]àmprÒ<t>hti
[pãnt]vn è<g¤>vn sou,

8 [g°noi]to, émÆn.
[ ~ ] ~ ~

Fragment of an epitaph !no. 62"
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$ - - - rest% his/her soul in the bosom of saints Abraham and Isaac and Jacob,
in the brilliancy of all Your saints, so be it, amen. 

2–3. The supplement tØn cuxØ[n] | [aÈt$w is also possible. It looks as if l. 3
with aÈtoË/aÈt$w written in full was too long in comparison with ll. 5–8, where
the supplements are entirely certain. Perhaps the word aÈtoË/aÈt$w was re #
corded in an abbreviated form: aÈt(oË"/aÈt($w). 

3–4. The supplement t«|[n è]g`¤vn seems to be too short with its two letters
in comparison with the supplements of ll. 5–8 which have four or five letters. Per#
haps one should read t«|[n s«n è]g`¤vn, but this is unparalleled in Nubian epi#
taphs in Greek. 

7. The supplement [t]«n èg¤vn sou would be too short. On the other hand,
[pãntvn t]«n èg¤vn sou is definitely too long for the lacuna, the length of which
may be estimated at c. 4–5 letters. 

63. Fragment of an epitaph

Excavation no. unknown; register no. 64/26. Documentation: photo
nos. 64.6/37, 64.11/3. 

Found in February 1964, in the south crypt of the Cathedral, in a loose
occupation deposit. 

Missing. 
Lower right-hand corner of a sandstone stela, 19 x 20 x 7 cm. The epi#

graphic field is surrounded by a raised border that leaves a narrow outer
margin. The border carries an incised decoration showing an •X• placed
between three vertical strokes !preserved only in the lower part of the bor#
der". Letters carved without guidelines, but quite carefully and nicely.
Nubian-type majuscules, but A V A in l. 6 are round epigraphic majuscules
!note especially the alpha with broken bar". Some strokes are provided
with apices in the form of dots. With respect to the external appearance
of the stone and the shape of the letters, this stela resembles the bishops’
epitaphs from Qasr Ibrim. The fragment very much resembles no. 78
below; they certainly belong to the same workshop and the same period.

Unpublished.
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63. FRAGMENT OF AN EPITAPH

Date unknown, probably 11th – first half of the 12th century !through
comparison with the bishops’ epitaphs". 

[------ §n] para[de¤]-
[sƒ t$w truf]$̀w : vavia :
[-------], émØn, g°nh-

4 [to, émÆn, §n] t`› basile¤&
[t«n oÈ(ra)]n`«n : afemto<n mmof>
[---] A V A : ∧∧/

5. ou]___Nwn |  the stone has afemtos or, less probably, afemtoe

3–4. g°noito ||  4. tª

$ - - -% in the paradise of joy, he went to rest in !the month of " Phaophi $ - - -%,
amen, so be it, amen, in the Kingdom of Heavens. Alpha Omega Alpha.
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Only the final part of the prayer for the deceased’s soul and the date of
his demise are preserved. The text is badly corrupted, probably through the
inadvertence of the redactor of the inscription or the stonecutter. The
information about the date of death and the concluding acclamation émØn,
g°noito, émÆn were slipped between two elements of the prayer; the verb
for ‘died’ stands unwoven into the syntax at the very end of the inscription.
The correct reading should be: [--- §n] parade¤sƒ t$w truf$w, §n tª
basile¤& t«n oÈran«n,269 émØn, g°noito, émÆn. afmton mmof vavia [--
-]. Interestingly, the text of the inscription contains elements from three
languages used in written communication in Christian Nubia, namely,
Greek, Coptic, and Old Nubian, a phenomenon which is otherwise attest#
ed in Qasr Ibrim epitaphs !cf. above, no. 18". 

2–3. vavia is probably Old Nubian and should be analysed as vavi-la >
vavia, ‘in !the month of " Phaophi’.270 The reading Fçfi aÄ, ‘Phaophi 1’, seems
less probable, as the numeral would then not have been marked in any appropri#
ate way. The spelling vavi for Phaophi is attested in Nubian sources without
being common. After vavia, in the lacuna at the beginning of l. 3, we expect the
day number and, since there is still some space before émØn, another indication
of a date, perhaps the year according to the Era of the Martyrs. 

3–4. That g°noito was followed by another émÆn is suggested by the width of
the lacuna at the beginning of l. 4 which can be estimated at c. 8–9 letters on the
basis of the secure supplement in l. 2. émØn, g°noito, émÆn is the full form of the
concluding acclamation as occurring in Greek epitaphs from Nubia.271 It was
sometimes reduced to émØn, g°noito, or even to the sole g°noito. 

224

269 The sequence §n parade¤sƒ t$w truf$w, §n tª basile¤& t«n oÈran«n is found in the
epitaph of Marianou, bishop of Phrim, above, no. 21, ll. 18–21. Before the request for rest
§n parade¤sƒ t$w truf$w, the Qasr Ibrim epitaphs, as a rule, ask for rest §n tª lamprÒthti
t«n èg¤vn. Perhaps this expression should be supplemented also here.
270 The name of a month + -la !frequently reduced to -a" is a normal type of expression

in Old Nubian dating lemmata. It is occasionally found also in Greek sources from Nubia;
see, e.g., !ajtar 2003a: no. 6, l. 22: meceira lo; no. 7, ll. 25–6: mesorea ïg lo; no. 11,
l. 5: mesourea; Jakobielski 1972: 194, ll. $27%: pacwnHa • i_ • lo, and $28%: paunha • i_ •
lo !both attestations are from the list of the bishops of Faras"; SB v 8763 = Tibiletti
Bruno 1964: no 10, l. 21: mesourea "m°ra b lo.

271 For this acclamation, see !ajtar 2003a: no. 1, l. 11 !commentary", and above, p. 103,
with n. 121.
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64. FRAGMENT OF AN EPITAPH

5. afemtos must be a mistake for afemton. mmof, which was recon#
structed as if omitted, could have also been placed at the beginning of l. 6.

64. Fragment of an epitaph 

Excavation no. 88.1.1/20 !e"; register no. unknown. Documentation:
photo nos. 88f29/25–34, 88f31/12a–14a.

Found in the mainland outside the citadel together with nine Coptic
fragments !nos. 40 and 72". All fragments occurred on the surface within
an area of c. 20 m. 

Current location unknown; perhaps stored in Kom Ombo. 
Fragment of a stela or slab made of fairly soft pink sandstone, 17.2 x 18

x 5 cm. A portion of the right-hand edge with a border preserved. Inscrip#
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tion carved without ruling. Round epigraphic majuscules slightly inclined
to the right. 

Unpublished. 

10 October ad 834.

[-------] k(ur¤)ƒ
[----Fa«]f̀i iwÄ
[-----é]pÚ Diok-

4 [lhtianoË] ¶̀th f__na
[------]v2n énã-
[pauson------]

1. __kw

$ - - -% to the Lord $ - - - . He/she died on% Phaophi 16 $ - - -%, !in the year" from
Diocletian 551 $ - - -%. Rest $ - - -%.

The fragment preserves portions of the dating lemma including the
day of month and year according to the Era of Diocletian. In the lacuna
between these two pieces of information !beginning of l. 3", one expects
another chronological indication, for example, an indiction or a lunar day.
énã[pauson in ll. 5–6 shows that we are already within the prayer for the
dead’s soul. It probably started at the beginning of l. 5 with the invocation
kÊrie ı yeÚw "m«n, vel sim. k(ur¤)ƒ in l. 1 must be part of an introductory
formula. 

65. Fragment of an epitaph 

Excavation no. unknown; register no. 66/83. Documentation: photo
no. 66v12/36. 

Found in the Cathedral cemetery terrace, west of the South Church,
in fill of Christian date. 

Initially in the British Museum, now in the Egyptology Department of
the University of Liverpool. 
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Lower right-hand corner of a sandstone stela, 27 x 20 x 7 cm. Text
inscribed within a recessed field, between guidelines. Date on the border.
Upright epigraphic majuscules. 

Unpublished. 

ad 984/5. 

[--------] ` k(a‹)
[-----énãp]auson
[tØn cuxØn aÈt]oË met-

4 [å t«n §pis]kÒpvn
[--------]tvn.
[épÚ martÊrvn] càÄ.

1. Ë

Fragment of an epitaph !no. 65"
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$ - - -% and $ - - -% rest his soul with the bishops $ - - -%. !He died in the year"
from the Martyrs 701.

What is preserved from the inscription is the prayer for the dead
man’s soul with only one, very unusual request !see below", and the date
of his demise added on the lower border. 

1–2. Before énãp]auson, we expect an invocation of God, e.g., k(Êri)e ı y(eÚ)w
"m«n, vel sim. This completely fills the lacuna at the beginning of l. 2 and leaves
k(a‹) at the end of l. 1 unexplained. Perhaps this k(a‹) belonged to a more elabo#
rate invocation that had already started at the beginning of l. 1. A possible read#
ing would be: [k(Êri)e ı y(eÒ)w, eÎsplagxn]è k(a‹) | [polu°lee, énãp]auson. 

3–5. The supplement met[å t«n §pis]kÒpvn is a little bit too short in com#
parison with the certain supplement of l. 3. Perhaps we should read: met[å
pãntvn §pis]kÒpvn. The request to rest the soul of the dead with the bishops
occurs only here and is rather strange. Perhaps the man commemorated by this
inscription was a bishop, a fact that prompted the redactor of the inscription to
ask God to grant him rest with his departed predecessors. Alternatively, he could
have been someone whose hope it was to associate with high ecclesiastics in the
other world. Judging from the place of discovery of his tombstone, he was buried
in the bishops’ cemetery. [---]tvn is probably the end of a participle or a verbal
adjective in genitive plural referring to §pis]kÒpvn. 

6. Theoretically, the reading [épÚ DioklhtianoË] càÄ is also possible, but one
should note that the designation ‘Era of Diocletian’, for the era with the starting
point on 29 September ad 284, was gradually replaced by the name ‘Era of the
Martyrs’ in the tenth century !cf. Bagnall & Worp 2004: 63–87". As far as the epi#
graphical material from Qasr Ibrim is concerned, the designation ‘Era of Dio#
cletian’ is attested in connection with the year 551 !ad 834/5" and the name ‘Era
of the Martyrs’ with the years 733 !ad 1016/7", 753 !ad 1036/7", 775 !ad 1058/9", 777
!ad 1060/1", 826 !ad 1109/10", 848 !ad 1131/2", and 871 !ad 1154/5". 

66. Obliterated epitaph

Excavation no. 52.099/a1; register no. unknown. Documentation: slip
no. 589; photo nos. 92f89/1–12; back: 92f99/6 !right". 

Found on 25 January 1992, in structure 9501 !structure 9776", trench 52,
level 099 !sherding". 
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66. OBLITERATED EPITAPH

Current location unknown.
Sandstone stela of a tapering form, now measuring 23.5 x 23 x 5 cm;

original width: 19 !top" x c. 26 cm !bottom, reconstructed". The epi graphic
field is surrounded by a raised rim of c. 2.5 cm wide and 2 mm high. The
lower left-hand corner and the upper rim are lost. The back is only rough#
ly dressed. 

The stela bears the remains of an estimated fourteen lines of Coptic
text, much abraded and now nearly totally illegible. Merely some letters
near the rims are preserved. Rather unelegant sloping uncials, carelessly
incised, no ruling. Characteristic low-saddle m. The lines are progres #
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sively sloping downward towards the end, and the ends of the final lines
are therefore squeezed into the lower right corner. 

Unpublished. 

10th century. 

[ ~ - - - - - - - - - - - ] `
lost

[ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ]IN
4 pC[-------- - - - - - - - - ]

agIA[------- - - - - - - - - - ]IG
p& `[ - - - - - - - - - - - - ]EN
ekE[-------- - - - - - - - - - ] `

8 m[--------- - - - - - - ]
NTE `[ - - - - - - - - - - - - - ] `
nnM `Jm [pouoein nnetou]-
aab thrOU [ntak---]p

12 [ ` ` ]KeN ` ` ` ` [ ` ` ` `] `uaa
[-------] ` ` `! ` ` ` `noU
[-------- - - - -g]Enoito ~

4–5. ]_agIA: l., e.g., pel]_agIA?  ||  6. p&.[: l. p&O[eis?  ||  7. ekE[: l. ekE[† mton vel
sim.?

$ ~ ...% O Lord !?" ... , may you $grant her !?" rest !?"% ... in $the light of% all
$your% saints $...%.
So be it !g°noito"! ~

On account of the general destruction of the text and the excessive
sloping of the lower lines, the reconstruction of the text’s arrangement
that is offered above must remain hypothetical. For the tapering form of
the stone, compare the Greek stela of a woman from Faras !Berlin; Le #
febvre 1907: no. 634; cf. Junker 1925a: 117–18" and the Coptic stela of
a woman Zetose of unknown Nubian provenance !London, British Mu #
seum; Hall 1905: 8, no. 607; cf. Bierbrier 1994: 66, pl. xii.d". 
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67. FRAGMENT OF AN EPITAPH

The opening formula cannot be identified anymore, and also the nam#
ing and dating lemmata !ll. 1–5" are largely lost. If the beginning of l. 5 is
read correctly, it could be part of a name like pelagia, twice attested in
nearby Sakinya !Toshka-West, Mina 1942: no. 23 $palagi% and no. 306;
SBKopt. ii 1200 $palagia]". 

The extensive prayer section starts perhaps already in l. 6. Among
what follows, only the remains of a well known prayer for rest ‘in $the
light% of all saints’ of God !ll. 10–11" can be reconstructed in a rather hypo#
thetical way !for the prayer itself, see the commentary to no. 51 above". 

67. Fragment of an epitaph

Excavation no. 80.3.13/1a; register no. 80/477. Documentation: unnum#
bered slip; notes in clip file, under no. c.i. 127; photo no. 80f78/16. 

Found on 13 March 1980, in the wall fill of room 270 in Ottoman
House b57.

Transferred to the Egyptian Museum, Cairo. 
Lower part of a funerary stela of pink sandstone, 11.5 x 20.5 x 6.3 cm.

Remains of the four last lines of an epitaph in Sahidic Coptic. The epi#
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graphic field is surrounded by a raised, embossed border, now much dam#
aged. Carelessly incised and badly ruled uncials. A simple Greek cross
marks the end of the text. 

Unpublished. 

10th century. 

[p!oe]IS ekeanA[paue n]-
[tef]Yuch ıkounf nA[bra]-
jam mn ïsak mn ïakwb

4 jı ouhrhnh jamhn ~

2. tef]Yuch: or tes]Yuch |  ı-: for jn

$... O% Lord !?", may you grant rest !énapaÊv" to $his/her% soul !cuxÆ" in
the bosom of Abraham and Isaac and Jacob, in peace !efirÆnh". Amen. ~

Remains of the ubiquitous prayer for rest in the bosom of the Patri#
archs, here constructed with énapaÊv, followed by a pax-formula. 

68. Fragment of an epitaph

Excavation nos. 76.2.2/1 and 82.3.6/4; register no. 82/178. Documenta#
tion: slip no. 180 !with note: ‘copied in rda i, 16’; plus dummy card for
1982"; photo nos. 76jebc/8 and c/36; 82f113/15a. 

Found on 2 February 1976, in a deposit below the floor of Ottoman
House b8, room 155. Registered on 6 March 1982.

Transferred to the Egyptian Museum, Cairo. 
Lower right-hand corner of a sandstone funerary stela, 11 x 11 x 4 cm.

Ends of the four last lines of an epitaph in Sahidic Coptic. Plain outer
margins. Round incised uncials. 

Unpublished. 
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Uncertain date. 

[ - - -  mn isa]Ak
[mn iakwb jn] Tm_n-
[tero nmp]Hue

4 [jamhn ef]eÒope 

4. -Òope

4. -Òope: l. -Òwpe

$... in the bosom of Abraham and% Isaac $and Jacob, in% the Kingdom of
Heavens.
Amen, so be it. 

Hypothetical reconstruction of a composite funerary prayer for rest in
the bosom of the Patriarchs and in the Kingdom of Heavens, a frequent
combination, discussed under no. 40 above. 
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69. Fragment of an epitaph

Excavation no. 99.999/a12; register no. unknown. Documentation:
photo nos. 92f68/18, 92f89/5; back: 92f99/7 !left". 

Found on 24 January 1992, in structure 9790 on the mainland. 
Current location unknown.
Fragment from the lower edge of a sandstone stela, 15 x 12 x 7 cm. The

back is only roughly dressed. The front surface is much damaged. 
Remains of five lines of Coptic text and part of a broad, flat bottom

margin, undecorated, survive. Rather tall, carefully drawn uncials, deli#
cately incised. 

Unpublished. 

7th–9th century !palaeography". 

[ - - - - ] `e `[ - - - - - - - - ]
[ - - - - - - ]rEf[-------]
[ ` ` ` ` ` `] naF [mn nefpe]-

4 [touaab t]H[r]Ou j[amhn]
[efeÒwp]e • eFeÒ[w]P[e ~]

$... may God grant !?"% him $rest/inheritance !?" with% all $His saints%. 
Amen. So be it, so be it. $~%

Largely hypothetical reconstruction of the end of the prayer section,
with a prayer for receiving rest or inheritance with all God’s saints !for
which see above, no. 51".

70. Fragment of an epitaph

Excavation no. 66.2.21/10; register no. 66/39. Documentation: slip no.
157; photo no. 66v6/9. 

Found on 21 February 1966, on the cemetery terrace, near the Cathe#
dral, to the west of the South Church, fill of Christian date. 
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Donated to the Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto, in 1984. 
Lower right-hand corner of a sandstone funerary stela, 15 x 25 x 9.5 cm.

Ends of the final lines of an epitaph in Sahidic Coptic. The epigraphic
field is surrounded by a raised, embossed border, and a plain outer mar#
gin of 1–2 cm. Sloping late uncials, widely spaced; dots above syllabic
vowels. 

Unpublished. 
Cf. Plumley 1966; Adams 1996: 82–3 !general archaeological context". 
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10th–11th century. 

[ - - - - - - - ] traces
[ - - -j]N tmente-
[ro nm]Phuê efê-

4 [Òwp]e æmhn æpo d(ioklhtianou)
[ ` ` `] vac.

4. æpod

$... in% the Kingdom of Heavens. So be it. Amen.
!Year" from Diocletian !épÚ DioklhtianoË" $...%.

End of a funerary prayer for rest in the Kingdom of Heavens. The year
date must have followed in our l. 5. The script makes a tenth – eleventh-
century date nearly certain.
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71. Fragment of an epitaph

Excavation and register nos. unknown. Documentation: photo nos.
63.6/14, 64v14/14. 

Found in 1963, in unknown conditions. 
Current location unknown.
Fragment from the lower left-hand margin of a sandstone funerary stela,

c. 28 x 22 cm !thickness not recorded", much worn and broken. Beginnings
of four lines of an epitaph in Coptic. The epigraphic field is framed by
a raised, embossed border. Upright, deeply incised uncials. 

Unpublished. 

Uncertain date. 

~ T ` `[ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ]
abr[ajam mn isaak mn iakwb jm]
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pou[oein nnekpetouaab throu]
4 ~ [ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ]

1. cross in margin  ||  4. ~ : less likely y

~ $... in the bosom of% Abraham $and Isaac and Jacob, in% the light $of all
Your saints ...%.

The remains of the final lines of a composite funerary prayer, recon#
structed here exempli gratia, for rest in the bosom of the Patriarchs and ‘in
the light’ of all God’s saints. For this last prayer, see the commentary to
no. 51 above. Judging from the cross, l. 4 might be the last line of the text
!consisting, for example, of Amens and crosses", but then much space was
left below. 

72. Fragment of an epitaph

Excavation no. 88.1.1/20 !h". Documentation: slip; photo-series nos.
88f29/25–34, 88f31/12a–14a. 

Found on 1 January 1988, on the mainland in context 9958, plan-sheet
5 of 8. The fragment was found together with no. 88.1.1/20 !a–d, f–g, and
j–k", here no. 40, and the Greek fragment no. 88.1.1/20 !e", here no. 64,
but does not belong to either piece. 

Stored in Kom Ombo. 
Small fragment from the bottom margin of a sandstone stela, 12.5 x 6.8

x 7.4 cm. The epigraphic field is surrounded by an incised line, leaving
a plain outer margin of c. 1.4 cm. 

Remains of the last two lines of a presumably Coptic epitaph. Incised
round uncials, apparently cramped in the last line. 

Unpublished. 

Uncertain date. 

[iakw]B J[n tmntero]
[nmp]Hue [jamhn ~ ~]
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73. FRAGMENT OF A FUNERARY STELA

$... and% Jacob !?", in the $Kingdom of% Heavens. $Amen ~ ~ %

Tentative reconstruction of the end of a funerary prayer for rest in the
bosom of the three Patriarchs and in the Heavenly Kingdom. 

73. Fragment of a funerary stela

Excavation no. 78.1.28/15; register no. unknown. Documentation:
photo no. 78a31/2. 

Found in Ottoman houses west of the Cathedral, during the clearing
of a wall. 

Reburied on the site. 
Upper right-hand corner of a sandstone stela, 24.5 x 21 x 2.5 cm. Edges

chipped away, surface worn, traces of plaster or mortar on the back. The
stela originally carried a decoration in relief imitating an aedicula, similar
to the decoration of the bishops’ epitaphs. The preserved fragment
shows the right-hand half of a conch reposing on a fillet, which probably
bordered the epigraphic field at the top. The conch was framed by a wide
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semicircular fillet. It probably had thirteen ribs inside !only eight are pre#
served", arranged around two concentric circles. Dots are placed between
the tops of the ribs. The inscription is found in the corner to the right of
the conch. Its beginning !now lost" was probably placed in the corner to
the left of the conch. The very fragmentary state of preservation of the
inscription makes any evaluation of the script impossible. Under the
inscription and to the right of it, there was possibly a painted cross
formed by four diamonds. 

Unpublished. 

Middle of 10th – middle of 12th century !through comparison with the
bishops’ epitaphs from Qasr Ibrim; but see commentary". 

[---] X_ 2 2_
[---] `U[---]
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The language of the inscription is uncertain, perhaps it is Greek. The
fragmentary state of preservation of the inscription makes any attempt at
reading a risky procedure. The only certain letter in l. 1 is a c, above
which a horizontal dash is visible. It apparently was not followed by s but
by two signs !neither is round", which excludes the nomen sacrum
X(ristÒ)w. Perhaps we are dealing here with a date according to the Era
of the Martyrs with c = 600 as the first element.272 If so, the present stela
should be dated to the period between 29 August ad 894 and 28 August
ad 983.273 The second line started with a letter that had an oblique stroke
running from the left top to the bottom right !either a or d". The line
probably did not finish with u.

74. Fragment of a funerary stela

Excavation no. 78.3.22/1; register no. 78/672; inv. of inscriptions: g.i. 40.
Documentation: photo no. 78a100/14. 

Found in 1978 on the previous season’s dump, according to the inven#
tory slip. Note that the Mission excavated the south part of the Qasr
Ibrim citadel in the previous !1976" season. 

Current location unknown.
Top right-hand corner of a sandstone stela or slab, 12.8 x 7.9 x 4.2 cm.

Rough back. The front has a raised border 2–2.5 cm wide. On the upper
border, in its right-hand part, a cross; traces of another cross towards the
middle. On the side border a triangle in relief with the top directed
towards the epigraphic field. The inscription in the recessed field is light#
ly incised and painted red. The two first lines were apparently underlined
by a painted line. To the right of the text there is a flower with four petals
arranged in the form of a cross and placed above a V-shaped stalk. 

Unpublished. 

272 For a similarly placed date, see the epitaph of Marianou, bishop of Faras, no. 22 above.
273 As the numeral must have counted three digits, the lowest possible date is Anno Mar#

tyrum 611 !cia" and the highest 699 !cfq".
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Date unknown. The lettering seems not to be very early; perhaps
10th–12th century. 

[ ~ ] ~ ~
[ - - - - - - - - - ] `u
[-------- - - ]hn

75. Fragment of an epitaph !?"

Excavation no. 80.1.19/42; register no. 80/481; inv. of inscriptions: c.i.
110. Documentation: photo no. 80f17/9.

Found in Ottoman House b31, room 83, north wall fill. 
Current location unknown.
Top right corner of a sandstone stela, 20.5 x 17.5 x 5 cm. Along the edges

runs a raised border, 2 cm wide, c. 0.5 cm high, but very damaged, espe#
cially at the top. The text is inscribed between register lines, width of reg#
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75. FRAGMENT OF AN EPITAPH (?)

isters varies between 2.5 and 3 cm. Palaeographically, letters stand midway
between round epigraphic majuscules and Nubian-type majuscules. 

Unpublished.

Date unknown. 

[------] `OI `OUL `[ c. 2–3 ]
[-----] `NAHNP̀A
[----t]Ø̀n §jous¤an

4 [---]rantv `N `KAR
[--- ÉE]pifan¤ou EIKHÒ
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The inscription is puzzling. Except for some foundation inscriptions,
Nubian inscriptions on stone are epitaphs, thus suggesting that this
inscription is also of a funerary character. However, the letters preserved
on the stone do not suit any known formula of Nubian epitaphs in Greek.
Near the beginning of the text there should be a formula stating the
death of the commemorated person. 

1. It is possibile to read ofl d`oËlo`[i, but the plural is difficult to explain: was
there more than one person buried under this stone? 

3. The word §jous¤a is used in Nubian epitaphs in Greek to describe the
power of God over life and death. This normally assumes the form of a stereo#
typed formula ˘w ¶xeiw ¶jous¤an zv$w te ka‹ yanãtou.274 Perhaps God’s
 sovereignty over life and death was also referred to here, but the exact reading
remains impossible to establish. 

4. Perhaps éx]rãntƒ. êxrantow is a standard epithet of God, especially God
the Father, in Christian vocabulary. 

5. If the inscription is funerary, ÉEpifãniow may be the name of the deceased. 
The reading EIKH%̀ is also possible. 

76. Fragment of an epitaph !?"

Excavation no. 80.1.29/3; register no. 80/479; inv. of inscriptions: c.i.
117. Documentation: photo no. 80f17/8.

Built into SW pier of the Cathedral.
Fragment of a sandstone stela or slab, 17 x 11.6 x 4.2 cm. Broken on all

sides. Text inscribed within guidelines, letters bear traces of red paint in
the incisions. Round epigraphic majuscules. 

Unpublished.

Date unknown.
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76. FRAGMENT OF AN EPITAPH (?)

[-----]E2NOI%̀[-----]
[---]NEA%A%E `H `[---]
[---]ODAL( ) §pàr`[ ---]

4 [---]O2UID ` [-------]
[---] ` [ ----------]

3. dla

1. This looks like a substantive or adjective or participle, in either the nomi#
native plural ![---]ènoi %`[---]" or the dative plural ![---]ènoiẁ [---]". 

2. The reading depends on the identification of the eighth letter, which is
either z or x. If the letter were z, one can read ]NEA%A% ¶z̀hs`[en, were it x, one
can take into consideration the possibility of reading ]NEA%A% §j̀ H `[. 

3. Perhaps ¶pàr`[xow !or a casus obliquus". 
4. Perhaps Da]o`u¤d. This could be the name of the deceased. 
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77. Fragment of an epitaph !?"

Excavation no. 78.2.1/9; register no. unknown; inv. of inscriptions: g.i. 9.
Documentation: photo no. 78a30/8.

Found on the west plaza, pit 78/iii, fill.
Reburied on the site.
Fragment of a stela or plaque made of sandstone, 26 x 20 x 9 cm. No

original edge preserved. Back very rough, front flat and smooth. In the
lower part, a roughly inscised inscription. The upper part is blank, sug#
gesting that the present l. 1 was the first line of the original text. Delicate
guidelines visible above and below the inscription. Epigraphic majuscules
of apparently early date. 

Unpublished. 
Cf. Adams 1996: 302 !in a list of tombstones".

6th–8th century !palaeography".

[---] ÉAmmvni ` [ ---]
[---] `VNIA ` [---]

The character of the inscription is not quite clear. As the text was
inscribed on a stela or slab, we have to eliminate the possibility of a visi#
tor’s graffito. Perhaps this is a funerary inscription comparable to that
occurring in no. 27. 

1. This is probably the personal name ÉAmm!niow either in the nominative
!ÉAmm!niò[w" or in a casus obliquus !ÉAmmvn¤ò[u, ÉAmmvn¤ƒ̀, ÉAmm!niò[n".

2. One is tempted to recognise the personal name ÉAmmvnianÒw either in the
nominative !ÉAm]m̀vniaǹ[Òw" or in a casus obliquus !ÉAm]m̀vniaǹ[oË, ÉAm]m̀vniaǹ[“,
ÉAm]m̀vniaǹ[Òn". This is either the patronymic of Ammonios mentioned in l. 1 or
the name of another man. If the former possibility is true, we have to assume that
the father gave his son a name alluding to his own name.275 The originally pagan
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275 Such plays with names were widespread in classical antiquity. For some examples and
discussion, see, e.g., !ajtar & Twardecki 2003: commentary to no. 1 !with further bib#
liography".
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theophoric names built on the name of the Egyptian god Amun were widespread
among the Christian inhabitants of the Nile Valley because of the cult of Apa
Ammone, an ascetic of Middle Egyptian origin, also venerated in Nubia.276

78. Fragment of an epitaph 

Excavation no. unknown; register no. 66/100. Documentation: photo
no. 66v14/28. 

Found in the fill of Tomb t2 !see the introductory lemma to no. 18". 
Qasr Ibrim archive, Faculty of Oriental Studies, Cambridge; trans#

ferred to the British Museum, London, in 2008.
Lower left-hand corner of a sandstone stela, 17 x 16 x 4.5 cm. The text

is inscribed within a field surrounded by a raised border. On the left-hand
side, the border runs along the edge; at the bottom it leaves a margin,

276 This saint was represented in a wall painting in the Faras Cathedral; see Micha"ow-
ski 1974: 113–16, no. 13; for the inscription accompanying the painting, see Kubińska 1974:
145–6, no. 90. For other saints called Ammonios, see Papaconstantinou 2001: 47–8.
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c. 4 cm wide. The border on the left-hand side was decorated with oblique
incised lines. Inscription carved without ruling; the carving is expertly
done. Height of letters: 1–1.6 cm. Nubian-type majuscules, but the big let#
ter a in l. 4 is of the type called ‘alpha with broken bar’ chacteristic of
 epigraphic majuscules. Straight strokes end with dots resembling, to
a degree, the apices of the classical letter cutting. The fragment very
much resembles no. 63 above; they certainly belong to the same work#
shop and the same period.

Unpublished. 

Date unknown, probably 11th – first half of the 12th century.

e `[ - - - - - - - - - - - - ]
nou : [ - - - - - - - - - - ]
épÚ ` [ - - - - - -ém]-

4 Æn :· a[-------- - ].
3. æpo

$ - - -%. !He/she died in the year" from $ - - -%, amen $ - - -%. 
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The place of discovery of this fragment suggests that it may come
from a bishop’s epitaph. 

2–3. nou at the beginning of l. 2 may belong to the indication of the year
according to the Era of Diocletian: épÚ Dioklhtia]|noË [number. If so, épÚ ` [ in
l. 3 must introduce the year according to another dating system, e.g., the era from
the birth of Christ. In this case the reading would be: épÚ X`[(risto)Ë. 

4. The big letter a may be the beginning of another émÆn or may belong to
the symbol AV, but this symbol is normally placed at the head of an inscription
and not at its end. 

79. Fragment of an epitaph 

Excavation no. unknown; register no. 66/33. Documentation: photo
no. 66v4/9. 

Found in the Cathedral cemetery terrace, west of the South Church,
in fill of Christian date. 

Institute of Arts, Detroit.
Lower part of a sandstone stela or slab with a portion of the lower edge

preserved. Dimensions not recorded. The epigraphic field is surrounded
by a raised border that leaves a margin c. 2 cm wide. The right#hand mar#
gin was decorated with an incised wavy line. Inscription carved without
guidelines. The carving is deep, but the script is neither nice nor careful.
Epigraphic majuscules slightly inclined to the right. Note that the letter
e, especially that in l. 3, is almost square. 

Unpublished. 

Date unknown. Palaeography and the use of Old Nubian suggest
a 10th–12th-century date.

[ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ] ` `
[ - - - - - ] ` `: pouÒ a% ei-
[nı---]on : ÉAdåm EÏa :

$ - - -% when it was the first !day" of the week != Sunday" $ - - -%. Adam, Eve. 
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2. The Old Nubian word pouÒ has been attested several times in the sources
available so far.277 It was apparently used to designate both ‘week’ and different
weekdays. Here only the meaning ‘week’ is possible in connection with the
numeral a = 1. The expression ‘first !day" of the week’ also occurs in the epitaph
of Istephanou !Stephanos", who died ad 797, found in Old Dongola,278 and a graf#
fito on the western wall of room 3 of the Northwestern Annex to the monastery
on Kom h at Old Dongola, probably dating from the thirteenth century.279 It
apparently designates Sunday, which was normally called KuriakÆ in the Chris#
tian world, including Nubia.280

3. ‘Adam, Eve’ probably is a kind of acclamation referring to the first couple.
Its occurrence in a funerary inscription is explicable through the role Adam and
Eve played in the eschatological thought of the Church. As the firstborn they
were initially immortal but, having sinned, they became subject to death, a pecu#

250

277 For a list of attestations and discussion, see !ajtar 2003a: no. 63, commentary to l. 5.
To this list one should probably add an inscription painted on a wall of Deir Anba Hadra
!Monastery of St Simeon" in Aswan, which contains the following dating clause: épÚ
martÊron ,alhÄ, "m°ra Åpou<Ò>Ä, Farm(oËyi) ÅmhnÚwÄ ibÄ, sell(Æn˙) kaÄ. This corresponds to
7 April ad 1322, which fell on Wednesday. For the Aswan inscription, see Griffith 1928:
137, l. 18.

278 !ajtar & Twardecki 2003: no. 110, l. 19 !with commentary".
279 Unpublished; briefly mentioned in !ajtar 2003a: no. 63, commentary to l. 5 !4".
280 For weekdays in Christian documentary sources, see Worp 1991. 
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liarity which has been inherited by their descendants until the end of the world,
including the person commemorated by this epitaph. But the sin of Adam and
Eve, which cut them off from the Tree of Life, contained at the same time the
announcement of salvation which was accomplished by Jesus, who was, by flesh,
a descendant of Adam. In figural representations of Jesus’ descent into Hell,281

Adam and Eve are shown as the ones who were saved on that occasion. Thus, the
mention of their names in an epitaph is at the same time an admonition of man’s
sin and a promise of his salvation. Adam and Eve occur frequently in the accla#
mations of Coptic epitaphs of the ‘litany-type’ from Middle Egypt.282

80. Fragment of an epitaph

Excavation no. 78.3.26/2; register no. 78/6; inv. of inscriptions: c.i. 103.
Documentation: photo no. 78a100/12 !not available".

Found in 1978 on the previous season’s dump !see the introductory
lemma to no. 74".

Transferred to the Egyptian Museum, Cairo.
Fragment of a sandstone slab or stela, 8.7 x 5.7 x 1.5 cm. Broken on all

sides, and not surviving in its original thickness. Smoothed face, convex
curved. Inscription carved boldly, but not inexpertly, in letters c. 1 cm high. 

Unpublished. 

Exact date unknown. The use of Old Nubian in the dating lemma sug#
gests a date not before the 11th century. 

[ - - - - - ] •   ` Ä [ - - - ]
[ - - - - ] • einn% [ - - - ]
[ - - - ] einı • ép[Ú - - - ]

$ - - -% when it was $ - - -%, when it was $ - - -%, !in the year" from $ - - -%. 

281 A good example of such a scene is the painting recently discovered in the Lower
Church at Banganarti; see +urawski 2007: 313–18. The theme is also found in the Faras
Cathedral; see Micha"owski 1967: 134–7, pls. 54–5.
282 Wietheger 1992: 210–42; Papaconstantinou 2001: 22 and 387–402.
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What is preserved from the inscription is a fragment of a dating
clause. It consisted of at least three elements. Two of them were con#
structed in Old Nubian with the use of einı, ‘when it was’, the third, in
Greek. The Greek element of the dating clause undoubtedly indicated
the year according to an era, as is demonstrated by the preposition épÒ.
It is nearly certain that the era under consideration was the Era of the
Martyrs !Diocletian", actually the only means of indicating an annual date
remaining in use in Christian Nubia from the eleventh century onwards.
The Old Nubian elements of the dating clause might have indicated the
day of a month and a lunar day. 

81. Fragment of an epitaph

Excavation no. 82.2.14/84; register no. 82/11. Documentation: slip; clip
file under no. c.i. 136 !with facsimile"; photo nos. 82f60/2a–3a !lost".

Found on 14 February 1982, in room 260 of Ottoman House b60,
below floor 3. 

Egyptian Museum, Cairo, JdE 97356. 
Lower right-hand corner of a sandstone funerary stela, 11 x 9.5 x 4.1 cm,

much bumped and worn. Remains of the ends of – presumably – the four
final lines of an epitaph in Coptic. Incised uncials, originally filled with
red paint.

Unpublished. Published here after the facsimile.

Uncertain date. 

[ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ] traces
[ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ] traces
[ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ]n

4 [ ` ` ` jı oueirh]nh jamhn

$... in% peace !efirÆnh". Amen.

Remains of a pax-formula. 
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82. FRAGMENT OF AN EPITAPH (?)

82. Fragment of an epitaph !?"

Excavation no. 74.2.8/2; register no. unknown. Documentation: photo
no. 74v7/32. 

Found on February 1974, in Ottoman House b2, room 161, reused in
the wall. 

Current location unknown.
Lower right-hand corner of a sandstone stela, 10.5 x 21 x 4.5 cm. The

epigraphic field is surrounded by a flat fillet making a curve in the corner.
Inscription carved without guidelines. The script of the penultimate line
!the only line with completely preserved letters" follows the curve of the
fillet. Big letters, probably representing round epigraphic majuscules.

Unpublished.

Date unknown, probably not late !before the 10th century" because of
the use of epigraphic majuscules.

[ - - - - ] `[ c. 1–2 ]
[ - - - ] `wn
[---] `
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2. It would probably be too far-fetched to suggest the reading oÈ(ra)]n`«n,
belonging to the expression §n tª basile¤& t«n oÈran«n, which is attested in the
final part of prayers for the dead’s soul in Nubian epitaphs.

3. Faint traces near the break suggest a letter with two vertical strokes, per#
haps n, which suggests the reading émÆ]ǹ.

83. Fragment of an epitaph !?"

Excavation no. 66.3.6/4; register no. 66/64. Documentation: photo no.
66v12/4. 

Found in 1966 in Late Christian House lc1-4 !House 184", fill.
Initially in the British Museum, London, since 1984 in the Egyptology

Department of the University of Liverpool. 
Fragment of a sandstone slab or stela, 5 x 5 cm !thickness not re #

corded". Broken on all sides. No ruling. Nubian-type majuscules.
Unpublished.
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84. FRAGMENT OF AN EPITAPH (?)

Date unknown, perhaps 10–12th century !palaeography".

[ - - - ]nsou[---]
[--- ] `ie o[---]

The language of the inscription is uncertain; it could be either Greek
or Coptic !cf. commentary to l. 1".

1. If the inscription is an epitaph we can take into consideration the possibil#
ity of reading: tÚn doËlÒ]n sou. It could also be Coptic ]nsou[ introducing
a month day. 

2. Perhaps kÊ]r`ie ı [y(eÒ)w, but such a reading would be strange, as the word
kÊriow was normally recorded as a nomen sacrum. 

84. Fragment of an epitaph !?"

Excavation no. 78.3.19/19; register no. 78/720; inv. of inscriptions: g.i.
36. Documentation: photo no. unknown. 

Found in the Late Christian House lc1-20 !House 197", room 7, low
rubble fill. 

Current location unknown.
Fragment of a sandstone stela or slab, 6 x 6 x 8 cm. Broken on all sides.

Ruling.
Unpublished.

Date unknown.

[ - - - ]m `[ - - - ]
[ - - - ]uzh `[ - - - ]
[ - - - ]u `[ - - - ]

The inscription looks Greek but no coherent text can be reconstructed.
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85. Fragment of an epitaph !?"

Excavation no. 74.2.6/20; register no. unknown. Documentation: slip
no. 232; photo no. 74v4/30 !object on the left-hand side".

Found below Ottoman House b1, disturbed fill.
Current location unknown.
Fragment from the left-hand side of a marble stela or slab, 8 x 6.5 x

3 cm. Portion of the left-hand edge preserved. Ruling. 
Unpublished. 

Date unknown. 

tou[---]

No coherent text can be reconstructed. The language could be Greek
or Coptic. 

86. Fragment of an epitaph !?"

Excavation no. 74.1.30/3; register no. unknown. Documentation: slip
no. 84; photo no. unknown. 

Found in Ottoman House b3, room 147, reused in a wall.
Current location unknown.
Fragment of a sandstone stela or slab, 6.5 x 11 x 6 cm. Portion of the

left-hand edge preserved. Raised border. 
Unpublished.

Date unknown. 

n[---]
` [ - - - - ]

No coherent text can be reconstructed. The language could be Greek
or Coptic. 
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87. Fragment of an epitaph !?"

Excavation no. 80.1.23/24; register no. 80/836. Documentation: slip;
clip file under no. c.i. 112; photo no. 80f15/6. 

Found on 23 January 1980, in a dump on the north-west bastion. 
Qasr Ibrim archive, Faculty of Oriental Studies, Cambridge; trans#

ferred to the British Museum, London, in 2008.
Fragment without margins, probably of a funerary stela; reddish sand#

stone, 6 x 5 x 2 cm. Back broken away. Remains of two lines of text in
Coptic. Round incised uncials. 

Unpublished. 

Uncertain date. 

[ - - - ]APo[-----]
[- - - ]P!oe[is---]

If this is a fragment of a funerary stela, it could possibly be part of the
dating lemma !perhaps recording a year ‘from’ $épÒ% Diocletian or the
Martyrs?" and the opening of the prayer section !‘O Lord’".
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88. Fragment of an epitaph !?" 

Excavation no. 78.3.18/1; register no. 78/789. Documentation: slip no.
2569; clip file under no. c.i. 89; photo no. 78f1/26.

Found on 18 March 1978, in Late Christian House lc1-25 !House 202",
room 4, built into a stair.

Transferred to the Egyptian Museum, Cairo.
Fragment without margins of an inscription in marble, 8.5 x 5.7 cm

!thickness not recorded". Remains of two lines of ruled Coptic text. Care#
fully incised uncials.

Unpublished. 

8th–9th century? 

[ - - - ]sk `[ - - - ]
[ - - - ] `ıs `[ - - - ]

No coherent text can be reconstructed. 
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89. FRAGMENT OF AN EPITAPH (?)

89. Fragment of an epitaph !?" 

Excavation and register nos. unknown. Documentation: photo no.
68av9/35; photo-log for 1966 where the entry for v9/35 !‘inscribed stone’"
is crossed and ‘64’ added in red, presumably incorrectly. No further doc#
umentation available. 

Found in 1966 ‘W!est" of vr 2’.
Current location unknown.
Highly worn fragment, apparently without margins, of a sandstone

stela !?", measurements unknown. Traces of two lines of text; language
uncertain. Incised uncials.

Unpublished.

Uncertain date.

traces
[ - - - ]u `[ - - - ]

No coherent text can be reconstructed.
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90. Fragment of a sepulchral cross 

Excavation no. 82.2.2/66; register no. 82/9. Documentation: slip no.
270; clip file no. c.i. 132; photo nos. 82v7/32, 82f36/030a.

Found on 2 February 1982, in House 763, room 8, west end, between
floor 1 and floor 2.

Egyptian Museum, Cairo, JdE 97354.
Presumably the end of the right-hand arm of a sepulchral cross in sand#

stone, 10 x 11.2 x 5.5 cm. Remains of one line of text in Coptic. Carefully
incised uncials. The text is contained within an incised line that follows
the edge of the stone; at the right end, it is cingled inwards forming a loop.

Unpublished.

Uncertain date.

[ - - - ] jı

Free-standing sepulchral crosses are not uncommon in Nubia. They
usually bear epitaphs or acclamations of various length !see &ajtar 2003a:
156–7, with discussion and further references". The letters that survive
here make up the preposition ‘in’ and may have been part of the dating
lemma of an epitaph or a pax-formula. 
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91. INSCRIBED TOMB NEAR THE CATHEDRAL TOWER

91–92. INSCRIBED TOMBS

91. Inscriptions from a tomb 
near the Cathedral tower 

Tomb no. 366 !t12", discovered in 1964, now destroyed. Documenta#
tion: photo nos. 64p9/6–13; Plumley’s notebook 1964 season. 

This tomb is the northernmost of two tombs that were uncovered in
1964 to the west of the Cathedral, at the foot of the western outer wall
of its so-called tower. The tomb was built in mudbrick and consisted of
a vaulted burial chamber, preceded from the west by a small antecham#
ber. It contained three bodies, two of which may have been secondary
burials. As the prayer text reproduced below under f shows, the tomb
must originally have been destined for a single male dead. The plastered
and whitewashed walls of the burial chamber were inscribed in black ink
with an ensemble of texts and symbols. These dipinti are written in
slightly sloping late uncials that can be dated to the tenth, twelfth cen#
tury. They are on the whole carefully written in a swift and practiced
hand. An impression of irregularity is merely caused by the uneven sur#
face of the walls and the uneven inking of the individual letters. The lan#
guage is Sahidic Coptic and !in text b below" Greek. The texts were
poorly preserved as much of the plaster had fallen down, in addition to
being frequently disfigured by holes and fissures in the plaster, and on
account of the fading of the ink. 

The edition below is made after the photos, which are regrettably few
in number and of mediocre quality. In addition, Plumley’s fieldnotes have
been consulted, which record pieces of plaster that had fallen down
before the photos were taken. Wherever necessary, these are quoted as
‘Plumley copy’. For the biblical texts, the textus receptus of George
Horner’s edition of the Sahidic New Testament !Horner 1911–24" has
been used for comparison and for filling in the lacunae !designated as
‘Horner’ in the apparatus". 

Plumley 1982 !rather cursory editio princeps of all texts, with an exten#
sive discussion of the numerical cryptograms $below g%". 

Cf. Plumley 1964: 4; Adams 1996: 82–3 !archaeological context". 
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11th–12th century?

a. East wall: Matt. 1:1–7.
Remains of eleven lines of Coptic text. Measurements: 25 x 59 cm. 
Plumley 1982: 97 !ed. pr.".

~ p&[wwme mpe!po ni(hsou)s pec(risto)s p̧Òhre 
ndaueid]

P[Ò]h[re] N[ab]ra[jam abrajam af!po nisaak isaak de]
aF!pO ı[ia]K[wb iakwb de af!po nioudas mn nefsnhu

ioudas de]
4 aF!ho µvar[e]S mN [zara ebol jn qamar vares de]

af!po ~esarwm eSArW[m] d[e af!po nara]M ar[am]
de af!po ~amiNADAB [amina]DAb d[e] aF!pO [n]-
nasswn ~asswn de af!po ısalmwn salmwn de

8 af!po ıboes ebOl jı racab boes de af!po ıiwbhd
ebol j_n jrouq iwbhd [de] af!po ~iessai iessai de
af!po ıdaueid p_rro D[aue]iD de af![po] ı"wlwmwn
ebol jN qime ıourias [swlwm]wn de af!pE jroboam

1. ni(hsou)s pec(risto)s: i_s pec_s

1. cross in margin  ||  1–2. absent in ed. pr., reconstruction uncertain  ||  3. [ia]K[wb]:
ed. pr. [iou]d[as], but traces inconclusive  ||  4. af!ho: l. af!po ||  5. eSArW[m]:
ed. pr. esrhm, Horner esdrwm ||  6. amiNADAB [amina]DAb: ed. pr. onominadaab
omino[d]aab, Horner ameinadab !bis"  ||  7. ~asswn: Horner naasswn ||  8. ra -
cab: Horner jracab ||  9. iessai: ed. pr. iesai !bis"  ||  10–11. "wlwmwn: Horner
solomwn !bis"  ||  11. af!pE-: Horner af!po n-

As far as the dipinto is preserved, it presents a fairly standard Sahidic
text of Matt. 1:1–7a. 

b. East wall: inscribed cross, to the right of text a.
An inscribed Greek cross on a standard, 28 x 13 cm. Above and to the

right of the cross, the remains of three lines of Greek text. 
Plumley 1982: 97 !ed. pr.".
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stau``r`Ò[w]:
ı X(ristÚ)w
§ne¤khs[en].

2. o c__S, ed. pr. o c[
3. §ne¤khsen: l. §n¤khsen

!The" Cross. Christ prevailed!

With ı staurÒw as its subject, the aorist-form of nikãv !l. 3" is also
found in a well known sixth-century inscription on Philae: ı staurÚw
§n¤khsen, ée‹ nikò !Bernand 1969: 256–9, no. 201". Bernand !1969: 158" fol#
lows Nautin !1967: 15–16" in taking the aorist of the Philae inscription to
refer to the specific historical event of the conversion of the Philae tem#
ple into a church. In the present case, in a tomb, the interpretation of
Peterson !1926: 154, n. 1, cf. 157–8", who takes the aorist to refer to the
‘sempiternal’ character of the intended victory, is perhaps more plausible.
In either case, the text clearly offers a variant of the famous nikò#accla#
mation, for which see the commentary to no. 1 above.

Within the compartments of the cross:

A

H̀   O
.

V

N
.

H̀: ed. pr. N

If read correctly, this cryptogram can be deciphered as: A – V, ı vÖ n
ka‹ ı 'n, ‘Alpha !and" Omega, He who is !and" He who was’. The dot over
the central O undoubtedly marks the spiritus. This combination of divine
predicates derives from Rev. 1:8, quoted in full in the commentary to no.
23 above. In a more complete form, supplying the lacking member
ı §rxÒmenow, they are also found, following the name of Jesus Christ, on
a late-antique basalt lintel from Syria !IGLSyr iv 1716". Cruciform
arrangements of names and acclamations were popular throughout the
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Christian world, and also in Nubia. The acclamation f«w zvÆ, for which
see nos. 22 and 57 above, is a well known example but certainly not
unique.283 A close parallel for the present arrangement is found in Kellia,
Egypt: a Greek cross with the groups ı | vÖ n | ni | kò written between its
branches !Bridel 1999: 423, no. 177".284 The message is the same in both
instances: Christ is victorious through the Holy Cross in which His divin#
ity is manifested. The cross itself is here represented on a standard. Also
in Kellia, crosses on standards, often surrounded by text, are a frequent
element in the decoration of the hermitages.285

283 Cf., e.g., the somewhat more intricate combination ÉIhsoË s«son, found in Kellia,
Egypt !Bridel 1999: 406–7, nos. 170–2". For cruciform arrangements of the name of St
Michael in Nubia, see !ajtar 1993b: 246–7; of normal proper names in the Sinai !Deir
Rumhan", Ovadiah, in Finkelstein 1985: 77–9 !cf. Feissel 2006: no. 824".
284 Compare the cruciform monogram on an amphora from Histria !Scythia Minor" that
is probably to be read as ı vÖ n !Bernea 1994: 23–4, no. 3; SEG xliv 622". Crosses combined
with A – V alone are very frequent; see, e.g., Cabrol 1907.

285 See Rassart-Debergh 1986, and eadem, in Bridel 1999: 613; the author calls them
‘croix de procession’. A military interpretation !vexilla regis" seems more appropriate, how#
ever.

Inscribed tomb near the Cathedral tower: south wall !no. 91 c"
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c. South wall: Mark 1:1–4.
Remains of nine lines of Coptic text. Measurements: 25 x 20 cm. 
Plumley 1982: 97 !ed. pr.", incorrectly as ‘West Wall’.

tarch mpe[uagge]lIOn ni(hsou)s pec(risto)s
pÒhre m[pnou]te kata qe
etshj jN_ Ìsaïas peprovhths

4 !e eis§hhte †na!eu p[aagge]los
JA tekjhh pai et[na]sobte ˆıtk_jHh
[ji] jh µmok tesmh mpetwÒ ebol
[ji p]!aie !e sebte tejhh Óp!oeis

8 [auw n]tetısooutı µma µmooÒe
aFÒ cetera desunt

1. ni(hsou)s pec(risto)s: i_s pec_s

1. After lacuna not read by ed. pr. ||  3. jı: n looks odd  ||  4. eis§hhte: l. eisjhhte ||
5. tekjhh: Horner tekjh; ıtk_jHh: ed. pr. ıtk_jih, Horner ıtekjih ||  7. p]!aie:
Horner p!aeie; sebte: Horner sb_te; tejhh: Horner tejih ||  8. µma: Horner
nnefma ||  9. aFÒ(wpe) !etc." apparently not more written

This text of Sahidic Mark 1:1–4a presents a few irregularities. The
most noteworthy of these is the omission of the possessive pronoun in
the end of v. 3 !l. 8", perhaps an echo of the model text of Isa. 40:3 that is
quoted here !‘the paths of our God’". The spelling jhh for jih !in ll. 5
and 7" may be due to the influence of jhh for jh, earlier in l. 5. The latter
spelling recalls the vowel doubling, which is rather common in southern#
most Egypt !Crum 1939: 66a; Kahle 1954: 76, sub 36c" and occurs also in
Nubian Coptic !cf. above, no. 47". Two clumsily shaped letters in ll. 4
and 5 must be due to inadvertence. The text seems to break off abruptly
in the first word of v. 4. 

d. West wall, on the southern jamb of the arch leading to the
antichambre: Luke 1:1–3.

Remains of fourteen lines of Coptic text; several lines in the beginning
are lost. Measurements: 37 x 20 cm. 

Plumley 1982: 97 !ed. pr.".
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n[jhtn kata qe]
~tauta[as etoo]-
tı ~‡i nen[tau]-

4 nau j_n neu-
bal !in ~Òorp
eauÒwpe njupe-
reth[s mpÒa]!e

8 air jnai j[w eaiou]-
ajt_ ~sa jwb
nim !in ~Òo-
r__p jn ouwr! etras-

12 jaisou nak ouA
oua kratiste
[qeov]ile

2. ~tau-: Horner entau-

Inscribed tomb near the Cathedral tower: west wall !no. 91 d"
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A standard text of Luke 1:1!end"–3 in Sahidic Coptic. Owing to the vul#
nerable position of the inscription, v. 1 is almost entirely lost. 

e. North wall, left: John 1:1–5.
Remains of seven lines of Coptic text; two or three lines are lost at the

beginning. Lines 4–7 are in smaller script than the lines before. Measure#
ments: 16 x 48 cm. 

Plumley 1982: 96 !ed. pr."; the beginnings of ll. 1–5 cannot be seen on the
photo anymore, hence Plumley’s handcopy is followed here. 

no[ute auw neun]oU[te pe]
p%[a]!e p[ai] J[n tej]Ouei[te nefÒoop jatm]
pnoute ~ta pthrf Ò[wp]E ebol jitootf

4 auw a!nt__f mpe laau Òwpe petafÒwpe
jrai njht__f pe p[wn]j auw pwn__j [p]e pouoeiN
ıırwme auw pouoein efr_ ouoein jÓ pkake
auw µp<e p>kake tajof

1–2. Plumley’s copy neunou]te  _  pE [pÒa]!e ||  3. ~ta pthrf Ò[wp]e: Horner
ıka nim auÒwpe ||  4. petafÒwpe, Horner pentafÒwpe ||  5. jrai: ed. pr.
e]jrai |  [p]e pouoeiN: ed. pr. epouoein ||  6. pkake: ed. pr. pkakke

Again a fairly standard version of the opening verses of the Gospel of
John !1:1$end%–5" in Sahidic Coptic, with most of v. 1 lacking and a minor
scribal error in l. 7. The variant in v. 3 !nta pthrf Òwpe" is well attest#
ed and occurs also in no. 92 d, below. In l. 4, the relative perfect lacks the
n, for which see Kahle 1954: 159, sub 132.

f. North wall, middle: prayer for the protection of the deceased.
To the right of a pentagram !pentalpha", the remains of six lines of

Sahidic Coptic. Measurements, comprising the following cryptograms
!g": 35 x 70 cm. 

Plumley 1982: 93 !ed. pr."; ll. 1–2 have been reconstructed after Plumley’s
handcopy. 
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~ ÉI(hsoË)w ı X(ristÚ)w ÉEmmano[u]Øl roeIS er[of ----]
Mı ıAPOstolos roeis ero[f] (micahl)
gabriH[l ra]vahl ourouhl r[oeis erof iahl anahl]

4 zedeK[ihl] roeis erof
tnpisteue <e>tetrias
etouaab e<t>!hk ebol

1. i_s o_ c__s  ||  2. micahl: cpq

1–2. After Plumley’s copy  ||  1. cross in margin ||  3. r[oeis: not in ed. pr. ||  4. ze -
deK[ihl]: ed. pr. zedek

~ Jesus Christ Emmanuel, protect him.
$Holy Mary?% and the Apostles !épÒstolow", protect him.
Michael, Gabriel, Raphael, Ourouel, protect him.
$Iael, Anael%, Zedekiel, protect him. 
We believe !pisteÊv" in the holy, perfect Trinity !triãw". 

This litany-like prayer invokes the protection of Jesus himself, then
perhaps of the Virgin Mary !whose name is in a lacuna, however", the
Apostles, who were the patrons of the Cathedral !van der Vliet 1999:
135–8", and the seven Archangels. Plumley !1982: 95" considered reading
‘$Melki%|zedek’ in ll. 3–4, but in the Egyptian tradition Zedekiel is well
attested as a name for one of the three ‘uncanonical’ archangels.286 In the
standard list of the archangels’ names that was current in Nubia, Zedekiel
always occupies the last position, following Iael and Anael.287 It appears
certain therefore that a complete series of seven names was intended and
that the two missing names were given in the lacuna at the end of l. 3, as
in the reconstruction given above.

The prayer concludes with a profession of belief in the Holy Trinity,
characterised as a creedal formula by the typical phrase tnpisteue !pis-
teÊomen". The epithet ‘perfect’ !et!hk ebol, t°leiow" for the Trinity is

270

286 See Müller 1959: 58–61; cf. also 285, n. 1317 !for Zedekiel".
287 See !ajtar forthcoming.
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91. INSCRIBED TOMB NEAR THE CATHEDRAL TOWER

not very frequent, but well attested in the work of St Athanasius.288 For
a Coptic example from a Theban documentary text, see P. CLT 5, ll. 128–9:
tetrias _ et!hk ebol ete m__n pwr__! ıjht__s, ‘the perfect Trinity that
holds no division’ !Schiller 1932: 50".

g. North wall, right: numerical cryptograms.
Below and to the right of the prayer !f", the remains of four lines of

presumably 27 cryptograms, between two crosses. Measurements, com#
prising the preceding prayer !f": 35 x 70 cm. 

Plumley 1982: 95 !ed. pr.", with a full discussion. For the following
reconstruction of the text, Plumley’s handcopy proved more reliable than
his ed. pr. Lacunae have been filled in with the help of parallel documents
and ‘impossible’ numbers have been rectified in the apparatus, likewise
after one of these parallels, in most cases Wallis Budge’s text of  Pseudo-
Timothy’s Discourse on Saint Michael !see below".289 No attempt has been
made to establish a ‘correct’ text !see the remarks below". 

288 See Lampe 1961: 1379b–1380a, s.v. t°leiow, b.6.
289 Referred to as ‘Budge’ in the apparatus; ‘Dongola’ refers to the parallel version in the
tomb of Archbishop Georgios !Old Dongola", ‘amulet’ to that in a paper amulet from
Qasr Ibrim itself !see below".
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~ w___x§ : w___me : A___[i]G [u___]N[g] C___pq r___na c__m ~
aon_ v__bg b____ulq [asle] ya_d a__z
cM__a r___[i]g ay___kA B aykb : u__p

4 d__ay f__z u___lb up_ AyD a___cb r___le a__o

1. crosses in margin next to ll. 1–2  |  [u___]N[g]: ed. pr. [uı§] |  r___na: l. r___nd !Dongola,
amulet"  ||  2. aon_ : l. aoh_ !Budge, Dongola, amulet"  |  v__bg: l. v__kg !Budge"  |  ya_d:
l. yk_d !Budge"  ||  3. r___[i]g: ed. pr. [fk]g |  ay___kA B aykb: Budge ayka ba ykb
!apparently a corruption; Dongola and amulet have only aykab"  ||  3–4. u__p |  d__ay
f__z: l. u__p|d_ a_yf__z !Budge"  ||  4. AyD: ed. pr. [ayla]; a__o !with Plumley’s copy": ed.
pr. a__w[

~ 866 !Adonai" – 845 !Eloi" – 1013 !Sabaoth" – 453 – 689 !Michael" – 151
!read 154: Gabriel" – 640 !Raphael" – 1078 !corrected; Ourouel" – 523 !cor#
rected" – 2439 – $1235: Meliton?% – 724 !corrected" – 1007 – 641 – 113 – 1721
– 2000? – 1722 – 484 !corrected" – 1797 !corrected" – 432 – 480 – 1704 –
1602 – 135 – 1070 ~

The ciphers that make up this inscription represent a set of sacred
names. Some of the ciphers are well known, like c___pq = 689 for Michael
!l. 1", which was extremely popular in Nubia and occurs, for example, in
no. 7 above, where a full commentary is given, and here in prayer f, l. 2.
Others are less current and most defy interpretation. A partly succesful
attempt at the decipherment of the present series has been made by
Plumley !1982" in his editio princeps of the text !cf. Müller 2001". In the
‘translation’ given above, the ciphers are transcribed into Arabic num#
bers, following, wherever necessary, the rectified form given in the appa#
ratus. The decipherments are those of Plumley, but we did not follow him
in every detail.

The series of ciphers as given here is known, in varying degrees of dis#
tortion, from a number of other documents. The most famous of these is
a Discourse on Saint Michael the Archangel, !falsely" attributed to  Archbishop
Timothy of Alexandria and preserved in a late tenth-century Sahidic
Coptic manuscript from Esna, in southernmost Egypt !ed. Budge 1915:
512–23, 1021–32; on the manuscript, Layton 1987: no. 163". It is worthwhile
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to quote part of this homily !as indeed already Plumley 1982, did", which
recommends the cryptograms in the following terms: 

‘When a man writes these glorious words $ ... % upon the $gates? walls?% of
his house: !here the series of numerical cryptograms is given", no <snares>
of the Adversary !i.e. the Devil" will get at that house nor will plots of evil
men be able to prevail over it’ !Budge 1915: 519–20".290

Written on the wall of a tomb, as here, the series should likewise pro#
tect its inhabitant against both demonic and human attacks. For the same
reason, undoubtedly, it was inscribed on the western interior wall of the
burial vault of Archbishop Georgios in Old Dongola !died ad 1113; see,
provisionally, Müller 2001". But also in Nubia, its use was not limited to
the funerary sphere. Thus, it is found in a more or less contemporaneous
paper amulet from Qasr Ibrim itself !published by Plumley 1982: 92" and
on a late Christian ostracon from Old Dongola that may have been an
amulet as well !unpublished". Even in modern Egypt, a much corrupted
version of the same set of cryptograms was used for apotropaic purposes

290 The manuscript is slightly damaged at this point, with some loss of text, but not in
the series of numerical cryptograms. 
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until quite recently.291 These parallels clearly show that the cryptograms
circulated as a set, independently from the homily on Michael, in which
they may actually have been interpolated, in various degrees of corruption.

Ideally, the set may have consisted of four lines of six groups, as in the
Qasr Ibrim amulet, or of six lines of four ciphers, as – with a minor irreg#
ularity – in the tomb of Georgios. Here, there appear to be 27 groups
divided over four lines, or more likely !after a minor correction in ll. 3–4"
26 groups. This is the same number as found in Pseudo-Timothy’s Dis#
course on Saint Michael, which is also textually closest to our inscription. In
general, the various witnesses appear to be more or less identical in the
beginning and tend to diverge afterwards. The considerable amount of
variation, or rather textual corruption, suggests that, apart from, for
example, the well known cipher for Michael, most of the cryptograms
were not understood by the copyists either. For this reason no recon#
struction of the original series has been attempted here. 

Not only the numerical cryptograms, but the entire ensemble of texts
and symbols that decorate this burial chamber betrays a clear apotropaic
interest. Different from the epitaphs analysed above, these inscriptions
provide no information whatever about the person for whom the tomb
was destined, not even the date of his death. Judging from the tomb’s sit#
uation, in the shadow of the Cathedral, and its similarity to the Old Don#
gola tomb of Archbishop Georgios !see below", the deceased must have
been a high-ranking ecclesiastic, perhaps even a bishop. Yet the decora#
tion of his burial chamber only reveals how uncertain medieval Nubians
must have felt about obtaining the desired ‘rest’ for which they asked in
their funerary prayers. Both the texts and the iconographic elements were
exclusively designed to ward off evil, either human or demonic in nature.
The elements that convey this apotropaic power are, apart from the series
of numerical cryptograms !here g": the initial verses of the four Gospels
!above a, c, d, and e", the image of the victorious Cross of Christ with
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291 Quoted in Viaud 1978: 130. A version in a Copto-Arabic manuscript in Gotha !ms.
orient. A 2877, f. 199b", mentioned by Müller 2001: 323, n. 12, is reproduced in Catalogue
Gotha 1997: 217 !description by J. Assfalg and E.-M. Wagner".
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a cryptographic rendering of divine epithets !here b", a prayer for protec#
tion, confessing the Holy Trinity !here f", and the pentagram, on the north
wall between e and f. A similar, although far more extensive program
underlies the decoration of the burial chamber of Archbishop Georgios in
Old Dongola, who died ad 1113.292 The more modest Qasr Ibrim tomb
may date, like no. 92 below, from more or less the same period. 

The elements of the decoration are mostly well known for their
apotropaic use also outside the present funerary context. For acclama#
tions involving the verb nikãv !here b", see the commentary to no. 1
above and the literature cited there. The pentagram, which here sepa#
rates inscriptions e and f, is a common apotropaic symbol, found in var#
ious contexts in the entire Byzantine world, and also in Nubia.293 The
numerical cryptograms of g are found – as we saw – not only in tombs and
in roughly contemporaneous amulets from Nubia itself, but still in mod#
ern books of ‘magic’. The incipits of the Gospels !and often also their
final verses, as in no. 92 below" occur in a wide variety of amulets and
‘magical’ handbooks from the Nile Valley, both in Greek and in Coptic.294

Their apotropaic use on walls is illustrated by various other examples
from medieval Nubia. In a similar way as here, the opening and final vers#
es of the four Gospels are inscribed in Greek on the four walls of the bur#
ial chamber of Archbishop Georgios in Old Dongola, together with other
‘amuletic’ and apotropaic texts !cf. Jakobielski 2001: 164–5". In Faras, the
beginnings of the four Gospels in Sahidic Coptic are written on the walls
of the eighth-century ‘anchorite’s grotto’, again associated with ‘amuletic’
texts,295 and in Old Dongola, the first and last verses of the Gospel of St

292 The texts are unpublished, but see provisionally Jakobielski 2001: 164–5; Müller
2001; for the bishop himself and his other monuments, see !ajtar 2002.
293 General: Perdrizet 1922: 32–8; Nubia: Monneret de Villard 1938: 184; Kubińska
1974: 180–1; van der Vliet 2003: 136, n. 480.
294 The literature about the amuletic and apotropaic use of Holy Scripture is immense;
see, for example, Judge 1987, and for the mixed appreciation of the phenomenon in
Patristic literature, Roukema 2007: 371–3.
295 Griffith 1927: 83, cf. 88–9, pls. lxiv, lxix. 
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John in Greek are inscribed in a tondo above a painting of Christ tram#
pling reptiles, illustrating Ps. 90:13, lxx !see &apta- 1999". 

Perhaps the most remarkable individual features of the present
ensemble are the inscribed cross b and the litany-like prayer f. The for#
mer can be usefully compared to the many crosses painted on the walls of
the late-antique, early-medieval hermitages of Kellia !see above". For the
latter, again ‘amuletic’ texts appear to provide the best parallels. In fact,
invocations with roeis e-, ‘to protect, watch over’, occur not only in
donor inscriptions, colophons, and artist signatures !cf. above, no. 6", but
also on dress, where they unmistakably have an apotropaic function !van
der Vliet 2006c: 36–7". For the litany-like structure of the Qasr Ibrim
prayer, one may compare the protective amulet P. BKU iii 387, which
comprises a threefold invocation of the nine angelic ‘guardians’ that pro#
tect !roeis e-" the three persons of the Holy Trinity !Satzinger 1968: 387,
ll. 43–52; probably 10th–11th century". The creed-like formula in the end
of the prayer !ll. 5–6" recalls the not uncommon use of !parts of " the
Nicene creed in Egyptian amulets.296

92. Inscriptions from a tomb 
in front of the South Church

Tomb no. 369, discovered in 1966, now destroyed. Documentation:
slips nos. 172–3, which give rather inexpert handcopies of the texts in two
different hands, neither of them Plumley’s; lecture given by Plumley after
the 1966 season !unpublished typescript". Apparently, no photos exist
that document the state of the inscriptions at the time of their discovery. 

This tomb was one of a small series of tombs built in burnt red brick
in front of the South Church !structure 294, also called Small Church", to
the south of the Cathedral. Plumley dated it tentatively to the eleventh
or twelfth century. The inscriptions, in Sahidic Coptic, were inscribed in
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296 E.g., van Haelst 1976: nos. 386, 720, and 938; Daniel & Maltomini 1990–2: nos. 23,
31, and 35. The Nicene creed in Sahidic Coptic is also found among the inscriptions on the
walls of the ‘anchorite’s grotto’ in Faras; see Griffith 1927: 84–6.
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dark ink on the plastered and whitewashed interior walls of the burial
chamber. Originally, there must have been at least four sets of inscrip#
tions, each on one wall, of which three survived, one only very partial.
From the available documentation, the exact disposition of the texts on
the walls cannot be reconstructed with certainty. Also no measurements
seem to have been taken. 

Three of the texts !c, d, and e below" have been preserved by trans#
ferring them onto a textile basis. These inscriptions still survive, much
damaged, in the form of framed panels. According to Plumley !type#
script", the texts were ‘poorly written but still legible’ at the time of their
discovery. Since, considerable parts have faded and become entirely illeg#
ible. The writing, as far as can be judged from what remains, is rather
careless and uneven, but the inscriptions were clearly made by a practiced
hand, not much different from the one that wrote no. 91 above, which
suggests a similar date !10th–12th century". The ink is dark-brown now,
but may have been black originally.

The text of these three fragments as given by the excavators’ hand#
copies was collated in November 2008 with the originals in Cairo by Joost
L. Hagen, who also took measurements and made a set of working pho#
tos that were used for the final collation. Those parts of the text of c, d,
and e that cannot be read anymore are rendered in italics below. The tex#
tus receptus of Horner’s edition of the Sahidic New Testament !Horner
1911–24" has been used for comparison and for filling in the lacunae !des#
ignated as ‘Horner’ in the apparatus". Due to the defective documenta#
tion and the very bad state of the surviving originals, the text given below
should be used with caution.

Egyptian Museum, Cairo, Temporary Register nos. 4/2/67/8 !c", 4/2/67/9
!e", 4/2/67/10 !d"; position in the Museum: r. 45–6 bas. b appears to be lost.

Unpublished.
Cf. Plumley 1966: 10–11; idem 1982: 93 !brief descriptions of the find";

Adams 1996: 78–9, 82 !archaeological context".

11th–12th century?

a. East wall: found destroyed.
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b. South wall: Mark 16:19b
Only one word survived; the remainder of the text ‘faded completely

!Plumley, typescript". No measurements known.
After the transcription on slip no. 173 verso.

[ - - - ] afjmoos [---]

Just enough of the end of v. 19 !au!itf ejraï etpe afjmoos nsa
ounam mpnoute" survives to show that the Vorlage of the scribe must
have contained the ‘long’ end !16:9–20" of the Gospel of St Mark !cf.
Kahle 1951".

c. West wall: Luke 1:1–4; 24:51–3.
Twelve lines of text; measurements: c. 65 x 68 cm. The transition from

Luke 1 to Luke 24 in l. 8 is marked by a decorative device. 
After the transcription on slip no. 173 recto, collated by Joost L. Hagen,

November 2008.

~ EPeidhper a jaj ji tootou esjai nnÒ[a]-
!e etbe nejbhue ıtautwt <njht jrai> ıjhtı kata
qe EntautaaS etootı ı‡i nentaunau jn neubal

4 !in NÒorp eauÒwpe njupereths ÓpÒa!e [air]
jnai jwwt eaiouAjt ısa jwb nim !in nÒor__p ı-
ouwr! etrasjaisou <nak> oua oua kratiste [qeovile]
!ekas ekeeime epwr__! nnÒa!e ntau[ka]-

8 qhkh mmoK ıjHTou ------ asÒwpe de
jm ptrefsmou eroou afoue Ómoou auw afbwk ejrai
etpe auouwÒt jwou mmof aukotou eq[i(erousa)lhm
jn ouno‡ ıraÒe AUw NEUÒoop pe jÓ prpe nouoeiÒ

12 vac. [ni]m eusmou epnoute

2. ıtau-: Horner entau- ||  5. jwwt: Horner jw ||  5–6. ı_ouwr!: Horner jı
ouwr!_ ||  7. ntau-: Horner entau- ||  7–8. $ka]qhkh: Horner kaqhgei ||  
11. prpe: Horner perpe

Neither of both passages from Luke show important variants. Note
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that here Luke 1:4 is included, which lacks in no. 91 d, above. Otherwise,
the text of Luke 1:1–3 seems basically identical, as far as can be ascertained. 

d. North wall, right: John 1:1–5.
Nine lines of text; measurements: c. 31.5 x 57 cm. 
After the transcription on slip no. 172 verso, collated by Joost L. Ha #

gen, November 2008.

[~] jı tejoueite nf_Òoop ı‡i pÒa!e auw
pÒa!e nf_Òoop ınajrm pnoute auw
ne oun[ou]te pe pÒa!e pai jn tejouEI-

4 te nf_Òoop jajtÓ pnoute ıta pthrf_
Òwpe ebol JItootf_ auw a!ent__f
Ópe laau Òw[p]e • pentafÒwpe
jra[i] ıjhtf_ pe pwn__j auw PWN__J PE

8 pouoein N_N_rwme auw pouoein ef__r
ouoein jm pkake AUw Ópe PKake tajO[f] 

1. nf_-: Horner nef- ||  2. nf_-: Horner nef- ||  3. ne oun[ou]te: Horner neunoute ||
4. nf_-: Horner nef- |  jajtÓ: Horner jatÓ ||  4–5. ıta pthrf_ _ Òwpe: Horner
ıka nim auÒwpe ||  5. a!ent__f: Horner a!ıtf_

The text selection is the same as in no. 91 e, above. Both texts have
the same well-attested variant in v. 3 !here ll. 4–5"; other variants are
orthographic only. 

e. North wall, left: John 21:22–5.
Thirteen lines of text; measurements: c. 51 x 65 cm.
After the transcription on slip no. 172 recto, collated by Joost L. Hagen,

November 2008.

~ pe!e i(hsou)s naf !e eiÒanouwÒ etref‡w
Òanteiei ıtk nim ntok ouaj__k ıswi ntok
a peiÒa!e de eI ebol JN_ neSNhU

4 !E [p]maQEths <etmmau> namou an ıtaf&ooS De naf AN
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n‡i i(hsou)s !e n__fnAmou an alla EI%ANOUwÒ
ETRef‡w Òan†ei ıtK NIM ıtok •
pai <pe> pmaqhths etr_ mıtre etbe nai

8 auw pentafsEj nai vac. auw tısooun
!e oume te tefmıtmıtre OUn jenke-
jbhue De enaÒwou Eafaau n‡i i(hsou)s nai
euÒansajou oua oua †!w Ómos

12 !e Ópkosmos naÒ__p ı!wwme AN
vac. etounasajou ~

1. i(hsou)s: i_s  ||  5. i(hsou)s: i_s ||  10. i(hsou)s: i_s ||  12. initial ! in margin

2. ¸Òanteiei: Horner Òan†ei !cf. l. 6"  ||  3. de: Horner ‡e ||  4. [p]maQEths:
Horner Ópmaqhths !correct in l. 7"  ||  4–5. ıtaf&ooS De naf AN  _  n‡i
i(hsou)s: Horner ıta i_s !oos naf an

Apart from some mostly quite uncertain orthographic variants, this is
a fairly standard text of the last verses of the Sahidic Gospel of John. The
variant word order in v. 23 !here ll. 4–5" is well attested. The excavators’
transcript has a cross before l. 7, which is now invisible.

The disposition of the texts in this tomb, as far as it can be recon#
structed, must have been roughly similar to that of no. 91. Each of the
four Gospels protected one of the four walls of the burial chamber. No
text survives from the east wall !a", but it may plausibly be supposed to
have borne extracts from the Gospel of Matthew. In this tomb, unlike
no. 91, the Gospels are not only represented by their incipits, however, but
also by their final verses, a situation similar to that observed in the burial
chamber of Archbishop Georgios in Old Dongola !Jakobielski 2001:
164–5". No other prayers or symbols have been recorded or preserved, but
the general apotropaic purpose of the textual ensemble is beyond doubt
!see our commentary to no. 91 above".
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Ang( )phorou – agg( )vorou 56 18–19
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a personal name or a place-name)
Arent[ . ]ia – arent[ . ]ia 41 5
Aris – aris 17 1
Asta – mariant(a) ı leg(Òmenow) asta 57

24; mariant(a) ı kal(oÊmenow) asta 57
25; asta 57 26

Athanasia – aqanasia 32 3
Eirena[ - - -] – EIRHNÀ `[---] 13a
Elias – ÉHl¤aw 12; hlias 17 3
Enkael – egkaE[l] 30 2
Eoneille – Ewneille 33 2–3
Epiphanios – ÉE]pifan¤ou 75 5
Espohe – espOje 36 2
Georgiou – gewrgiou 20 5
Iesou – i(hso)u 19 5
Io[ - - -] – ÉIv[---] 42 5
Isousiko – isousiko 59 10
K[ - - -] – K[---] 46 9
Kosmas – Kos`mç 28 2–3
Kyriakos – kuriakos 38 8–9
Makarios – makario[s 57 22 (saint)

Mariakyto – mariækuto 45 6–7
Marianou – marianou 18 8; marianou 21

5; marianou 22 9; marianou 22 22;
marianou 24 8–9; marianou 24 23;
marianou 24 26

Marianta – marianta 37 4; marianta 57
7–8; mariant(a) ı leg(Òmenow) asta 57
24; mariant(a) ı kal(oÊmenow) asta 57 25

Martha – marqa 29 2
Men[ - - -] – Mhǹ[---] 58 6
Merkourios – merkourios 6 1–2 (Master,

stonecutter, father of Petros)
Paulou – paulou 27 2
Pelagia – [pel]agia 66 4–5
Petros (with variants) – petrou 5; pet-

ros 6 4 (stonecutter, son of Merkou-
rios); pÄetrou 23 9; petros 31 3;
P°trow 43 5

Promos – prwmoS 17 2
Theodosia – qeodwsi[a] 34 2–3
Varus – oubaros 6 2–3 (father of Merkou-

rios)
[ - - -]tos – [---]tos 48 4–5

INDICES

A
ll references are to the numbers of inscriptions and lines. Entries
in brackets are for a considerable part in a lacuna. A question mark

denotes uncertainty in reading or identifying a word.

1. PERSONAL NAMES
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INDICES

Abraham (this name occurs mostly in the
prayer for rest in the bosom of Abraham
and Isaac and Jacob, in both Greek and
Coptic epitaphs) – ÉAbraåm 18 9; ÉAbraåm
19 6; ÉAbraåm 20 13; ÉAbraåm 21 15;
ÉAbraåm 22 12; ÉAbråm 24 10; [ÉAbraåm]
25 10; ÉAbra]åm 28 8; pNoute de

ı���[a]brajam 37 8; ABRAJAm 37 11; abram

39 14; [abraam] 40 15; Abråm 41 10;
ÉAbraåm 42 9; abram 45 11; abrajam 51
9–10; ÉAbraåm 57 9; ÉAbråm 58 7;
ÉAb(raãm) 59 11; ÉAbra[åm] 60 4;
[ÉAbraåm] 61 3; ÉAbraåm 62 4; A[brajam

67 2–3; abr[ajam 71 2; P[Ò]h[re]

N[ab]ra[jam 91 a 2; abrajam af∂po

nisaak 91 a 2
Adam (this name occurs mostly in Coptic

epitaphs quoting Gen. 3:19) – adam 38
3–4; adam 38 4; adam 39 4; a]dam 40
7–8; ædam 45 4; [adam] 46 4; ADAm 46
5; a]dam 47 3; ADA[m] 49 5; ad[am ∂e

adam 50 4; [adam] 51 3; ÉAdåm EÏa 79 3
Aminadab – ar[am] de af∂po nami-

NADAB [amina]DAb d[e] aF∂pO

[n]nasswn 91 a 6
Anael – [anahl] 91 f 3
Boaz – salmwn de af∂po ıboes ebOl

jı racab boes de af∂po ıiwbhd

ebol j_n jrouq 91 a 8
Christ – [ÉI ](hsoË)w` X(ristÚ)w` nikò 1 1;

X(rist)¢ ı y(eÒ)w 20 11; X(rist)¢ ı y(eÒ)w
21 13; ÉI(hsoË)w ı X(ristÒ)w 23 2; [A
ÉI(hsoË)w] V̀ X(ristÚ)w A 25 1; X(rist)¢ ı
y(eÒ)w 25 8; X(rist)¢ [ı y(eÒ)w 28 5;
p∂oeis i(hsou)s pec(risto)s 31 9;
ÉI(hsoË)w X(ristÚ)w nikò 34 12; [p∂oeis

i_s pec__s] 40 13; X(rist)¢ ı y(eÒ)w 41 8;
X(rist)¢̀ [ı y(eÚ)w ≤m«n 42 7; énapaÊsi
soi X(rist)°̀ 57 24; [i_s pec__s pÒhre

ndaueid] 91 a 1; i(hsou)s pe -

c(risto)s 91 c 1; ÉI(hsoË)w ı X(ristÚ)w
ÉEmmano[u]Øl 91 f 1

David – [i_s pec__s pÒhre ndaueid] 91 a

1; iessai de af∂po ıdaueid p_rro

D[aue]iD de af∂[po] ıswlwmwn

91 a 10
Eloï – w___me 91 g 1
Emmanouel – ÉI(hsoË)w ı X(ristÚ)w ÉEm-

mano[u]Øl 91 f 1
Eve – ÉAdåm EÏa 79 3
Gabriel – gabriH[l 91 f 3; r___na (for r___nd) 91

g 1
Hezron – esarwm 91 a 5 (two times)
Iael – [iahl] 91 f 3
Isaac (this name occurs mostly in the prayer

for rest in the bosom of Abraham and
Isaac and Jacob, in both Greek and Cop-
tic epitaphs) – ÉIsaåk 18 10; ÉIsaåk 19 6;
ÉIsaåk 20 14; ÉIsåk 21 15; ÉIsaåk 22 12;
ÉIsaåk 24 10; ÉÌs̀åk 25 10; pNoute de

ı[a]brajam mn i[s]AAk mn iakwb 37
8; isaak 37 12; [ïsak] 39 14–15; isak 40
16; ÉIsa[åk 41 10; [ÉIsaåk] 42 9; ïsak 45
12; [isaak] 51 10; ÉIsaå̀k 57 9–10; ÉIsåk 58
8; ÉIsåk 60 5; [Isaåk] 61 3; ÉIsa]åk 62 5;
ïsak 67 3; isa]Ak 68 1; [isaak] 71 2;
abrajam af∂po nisaak isaak de

aF∂pO ı[ia]K[wb 91 a 2
Isaias – Ìsaïas peprovhths 91 c 3
Jacob (this name occurs mostly in the

prayer for rest in the bosom of Abraham
and Isaac and Jacob, in both Greek and
Coptic epitaphs) – ÉIak≈b 18 10; ÉIak≈b
19 6; ÉIak≈b 20 14; ÉIak≈b 21 15; ÉIak≈<b>
22 12; <ÉI >ak≈b 24 11; ÉIak≈b 25 10;
pNoute de ıa]brajam mn i[s]AAk

mn iakwb 37 8; iAKwb 37 12; ïakwB 39
14–15; iakw[b 40 16; ÉIak≈b 41 11; ÉÌàk≈b
42 9; ïakWb 45 12; ia]kwb 51 10; ÉIak≈b
57 10; ÉIak≈[b 58 8; ÉIak≈b 60 5; ÉIak̀[≈b
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RULERS; BISHOPS 303

61 4; ÉIak≈b 62 5; ïakwb 67 3; [iakwb]

68 2; [iakwb] 71 2; iakw]B 72 1; ïsaak

de aF∂pO ı[ia]K[wb iakwb de

af∂po nioudas 91 a 3
Jesse – iessai 91 a 9 (two times)
Jesus – [ÉI](hsoË)w` X(ristÚ)w` nikò 1 1;

ÉI(hsoË)w ı X(ristÒ)w 23 2; [A ÉI(hsoË)w] V`
X(ristÚ)w A 25 1; [i(hsou)s] 30 7;
ÉI(hsoË)w X(ristÒ)w 31 1; p∂oeis

i(hsou)s pec(risto)s 31 9; i(hsou)s

32 7; i(hsou)s 33 6; ÉI(hsoË)w X(ristÚ)w
nikò 34 12; [p∂oeis i_s pec__s] 40 13; [i_s
pec__s pÒhre ndaueid] 91 a 1;
i(hsou)s pec(risto)s 91 c 1; ÉI(hsoË)w
ı X(ristÚ)w ÉEmmano[u]Øl 91 f 1;
i(hsou)s 92 e 1; i(hsou)s 92 e 5;
i(hsou)s 92 e 10

Judah – ioudas 91 a 3 (two times)
Makarios – ı y(eÚ)w Makar¤ou 56 16;  ab(ba)

makario[s 57 22 (saint) 
Maththias – M̀a`y¤aw 8
Michael – c_p_q_ 7; ı ¶x(vn) c_p_q_ da `d( ) 23

10; cpq 91 f 3; C_p_q_ 91 g 1
Nashshon – nasswn 91 a 7 (two times)

Obed – iwbhd 91 a 8, 9
Ourouel – ourouhl 91 f 3; aon_ (for aoh_ )

91 g 2
Perez – var[e]S 91 a 4; [vares] 91 a 4
Rahab – racab 91 a 8
Ram – nara]M 91 a 5; ar[am 91 a 5
Raphael – érx(i)mand(r¤thw) ÑRafaØl 20 10;

érx(i)mand(r¤thw) ÑRafaÆl 21 13; ¶xv
ÑRafa[Ø]l tamth 57 8; ra]vahl 91 f 3;
c__m 91 g 1

Rehoboam – [jroboam] 91 a 11
Ruth – jrouq 91 a 9
Sabaoth – A___[i]G 91 g 1
Salmon – salmwn 91 a 7 (two times)
Simon – S¤mvn 8
Solomon – swlwmwn 91 a 10; [sw -

lwm]wn 91 a 11
Tamar – [qamar] 91 a 4
Theophilos – qeov]ile 91 d 14; [qeo -

vile] 92 c 6
Uriah – ourias 91 a 11
Zara – [zara] 91 a 4
Zedekiel – zedeK[ihl] 91 f 4

3. RULERS

4. BISHOPS

Diocletian, Roman Emperor (only in dat-
ing clauses according to the Era of Dio-

cletian) – é]pÚ Diok[lhtianoË] ¶`th f__na
64, 3–4; æpo d(ioklhtianou) 70 4

Agath[ - - -], bishop of Phrim in the 6th/7th
century – §p‹ t[oË ≤]m̀«n §pisk(Òpou)
êbba ÉAgay[---] 2 2

Georgiou, bishop of Phrim, died probably
ad 1125 – ı makariou : êbba gewrgiou

§p¤sko pow vrÓ 20 5–6
Iesou, bishop of Phrim, died 6 May ad 1110

– êb(ba) i(hso)u ÙryÒdojow §p¤skopow
vrim 19 5

Marianou, bishop of Kourte, died 20

December ad 1154 – êb(ba) marianou

Ùry(Òdojon) §p¤sk(opon) kourte 24 8–9;
êb(ba) marianou §pisk(Òpou) kourt(e)

24 23; êb(ba) marianou §p¤sk(opon)
kourt(e) 24 26–7

Marianou, bishop of Pakhoras, died 11
November ad 1036 – êb(ba) marianou

Ùry(odÒjou) §pisk(Òpou) pacwras 22 9;
êb(ba) marianou Ùry(Ò)dojon §p¤ -
sk(opon) pac(wras) 22 22–3
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Marianou, bishop of Phrim (?), died proba-
bly ad 993/4 – énãpauson tÚn doË(lon)
marianou §p(¤skop)ow 18 6–8

Marianou, bishop of Phrim, died 8 June ad

1132 – ı makariou êbba marianou

§p¤skopow vrÓ 21 4–5

Petrou, bishop of Kourte, 11th/12th century
– ı makã[riow êb(ba)] Petrou §p¤ -
sk(opow) kourt(e) 23 8–9

Unknown bishop of Kourte, mid 10th–mid
12th century – ı makariou [--- ep]i -

skopou Ùr̀y`(Ò)d̀o`jon kOURt(e) 25 5–6

INDICES304

5. PROFESSIONS, OFFICES, AND TITLES

6. PLACE NAMES

archimandrite – érx(i)mand(r¤thw) ÑRafaØl
(ka‹) érx(i)mand(r¤thw) paÒÒe 20 10–11
(Georgiou); érx(i)mand(r¤thw) ÑRafaØl 21
12–13 (Marianou); érxhmandr¤thw
poukw 22 10 (Marianou)

archinotarios – érxhnot(ãriow) toË §pãrx(ou)
21 11–12 (Marianou)

architect – petrou ér(xi)t°ktvn 5 1
bishop – §pisk(Òpou) êbba ÉAgay[---] 2 1;

marianou §p(¤skop)ow 18 8; êb(ba)
i(hso)u ÙryÒdojow §p¤skopow vrim 19 5;
ı makariou : êbba gewrgiou §p¤ -
skopow vrÓ 20 5–6; ı makariou êbba
marianou §p¤skopow vrÓ 21 4–5;
êb(ba) marianou Ùry(odÒjou) §pi -
sk(Òpou) pacwras 22 9; êb(ba) mari-

anou Ùry(Ò)dojon §p¤sk(opon) pa -

c(wras) 22 22–3; ı makã[riow êb(ba)]
Petrou §p¤sk(opow) kourt(e) 23 8–9;
êb(ba) marianou Ùry(Òdojon) §p¤ -
sk(opon) kourte 24 8–9; êb(ba) mari-

anou §pisk(Òpou) kourt(e) 24 23;

êb(ba) marianou §p¤sk(opon) kourt(e)

24 26–7; ı makariou [---ep]iskopou

Ùr̀y`(Ò)d̀o`jon kOURt(e) 25 5–6 (name lost);
met[å t«n §pis]kÒpvn 65 3–4 (unspeci-
fied)

deg( ) – dhg( ) bas¤lissa 21 12 (Marianou)
eparch – toË §pãrx(ou) not(ãriow) 20 10

(unspecified); érxhnot(ãriow) toË
§pãrx(ou) 21 11–12 (unspecified)

exarch – ı makãriow P°trow ¶jarx(ow) 43 4–5
master – saj 6 1 (Merkourios)
meizoteros – mhzÒterow 56 11 (Ang( )phorou)
monk – mo]Nac(o)s apa [---] 39 10

(name lost)
notary – toË §pãrx(ou) not(ãriow) 20 10

(Georgiou)
priest – ıouhhb 10 3 (unspecified);

paulou pr`(esbÊterow) 27 1; toË ma -
kar¤ou Kos̀mç pr(esbut°rou) 28 2–3

queen – dhg( ) bas¤lissa 21 12 (unspecified)
stonecutter – nl_ atomos 6 5 (Merkourios,

Petros)

Apk( ) – apk( ) 12 (uncertain whether
a personal name or a place-name)

Babylon (= Old Cairo) – épÒstolow toË
BabulΔn 22 11

Da[ . ]d( ) – ı ¶xvn (MixaØl) da `d( ) 23 10
Jerusalem – eq[i(erousa)lhm 92 c 10
Kourte – ı makã[riow êb(ba)] Petrou

§p¤sk(opow) kourt(e) 23 9; êb(ba) mari-

anou Ùry(Òdojon) §p¤sk(opon) kourte

24 9; êb(ba) marianou §pisk(Òpou)
kourt(e) 24 23; êb(ba) marianou

§p¤sk(opon) kourt(e) 24 27; ı ma -

kariou [--- ep]iskopou Ùr̀y`(Ò)d̀o`jon
kOURt(e) 25 6
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NAMES OF CHURCHES AND MONASTERIES; ELEMENTS OF DATING 305

7. NAMES OF CHURCHES 
AND MONASTERIES

8. ELEMENTS OF DATING

Pakhoras (= Faras) – êb(ba) marianou

Ùry(odÒjou) §pisk(Òpou) pacwras 22 9;
êb(ba) marianou Ùry(Ò)dojon §p¤ -
sk(opon) pac(wras) 22 23; pacwras

56 12
Pashshe – érx(i)mand(r¤thw) paÒÒe 20 11
Phrim (= Ibrim, Qasr Ibrim) – êb(ba)

i(hso)u ÙryÒdojow §p¤skopow vrim 19 5;

ı makariou : êbba gewrgiou §p¤ -
skopow vrÓ 20 6; ı makariou êbba
marianou §p¤skopow vrÓ 21 5; [ c. 5–6 ]
vrÓ 23 10

Pouko – érxhmandr¤thw poukw 22 10
Tamit – ¶xv ÑRafa[Ø]l tamth 57 8
Teme (an island) – ¶xvn T°ssara Z«a

n∞sow thme 22 11–12

Monastery of Apa [ - - -] – mo]Nac(o)s

apa [---] 39 10–11
Church of the Four Living Creatures of the

Island of Teme – ¶xvn T°ssara Z«a
n∞sow thme 22 11–12

Church of Michael at Da[ . ]d( ) – ı ¶x(vn)
(MixaØl) da `d( ) 23 10

Church of Raphael at Tamit – ¶xv ÑRa -
fa[Ø]l tamth 57 8

Monastery at Pashshe – érx(i)mand(r¤thw)
paÒÒe 20 11

Monastery of Pouko – érx(i)mand(r¤thw)
poukw 22 10

Monastery of Raphael – érx(i)mand(r¤thw)
ÑRafaØl 20 10; érx(i)mand(r¤thw) ÑRafaÆl
21 12–13

Weekdays
Wednesday – ≤m°ra : pe∂oou eftoou 18

13–14 (uncertain) 
Sunday – ≤m°r& tª kuriakª ép°yanen 21

9–10; pouÒ a ei[nı 79 2–3

Months
Thoth – sou mht [nq]Wq 29 4; [sou]

mntsaÒf nq[wq 35 5
Phaophi – en mh(ni) vawvi i§ 38 9–10;

ép°yanen Fa«fi kgÄ 41 7; vavia : [---]
63 2–3; Fa«]f̀i iwÄ 64 2

Hathyr – ÑAyÁr : i_e 20 8; ÑAyÁr : i_e 22 26
Khoiak – Xv¤ek : kd_ 24 34–5; sou snau

ncaiak 32 6–7; coiak b 32 13
Tybi – S[o]U ¶ mpebot twwbe 37 6–7

Mekheir – sou ∂oU[t ` ` ` ` `] ıÓjir 36
4–5

Phamenoth – F`amenÚy : Û:b 56 9
Pakhon – pacwnna i_a 19 19–20; sou

mıtÒamet mpacwn 31 6–8; sou

∂ou]tafte npaÒons mpacwn kd

34 5–7
Pauni – ép°yanen : PaËni mhnÚw : i_d : 21 8;

∂outsnoous μpauni 30 5–6; paªnh

: G : 45 8
Pa[ - - - ] (either Pakhon or Pauni) –

{te}tel¤vshw d¢ ≤m̀[°ra] aÈt∞w t“ mhne‹
Pa[ c. 2–3 ] ` i_h 57 17

Month lost – [sou mn]T[a]Fte MP ` `[  ` `
]̀T[---] 33 4–5; so]U ïa `[ `] 39 9
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9. GREEK WORDS

êbba – §p‹ t[oË ≤]m̀«n §pisk(Òpou) êbba
ÉAgay[---] 2 2; êb(ba) i(hso)u ÙryÒdojow
§p¤skopow vrim 19 5; ı makariou :
êbba gewrgiou §p¤skopow vrÓ 20 5; ı
makariou êbba marianou §p¤skopow
vrÓ 21 4; êb(ba) marianou Ùry(odÒjou)
§pisk(Òpou) pacwras 22 9; êb(ba) mar-

ianou Ùry(Ò)dojon §p¤sk(opon) pa -

c(wras) 22 22; ı makã[riow êb(ba)]
Petrou §p¤sk(opow) kourt(e) 23 9;
êb(ba) marianou Ùry(Òdojon) §p¤ -
sk(opon) kourte 24 8; êb(ba) mari-

anou §pisk(Òpou) kourt(e) 24 23;
êb(ba) marianou §p¤sk(opon) kourt(e)

24 26; ab(ba) makario[s 57 22
égayÒw – toËto tÚ égayÚn ¶rgon 1, 2; toËto

tÚ égayÚn ¶]rgon 2 2; …w égayÚw ka‹ fil -
ãn(yrvp)ow 19 11; …w mÒnow égayÚw k(a‹)
filãn(yrvp)ow 22 17; …w égayÚw (ka‹)
filãn(yrvp)ow 24 16; …w mÒn[ow] …w
égayÚw (ka‹) filãn(yrvp)ow 57 14; ≤ cuxÆ
sou §n éga[yo›w] aÈlistÆsetai 57 25; tÚ
pn(eËm)ã sou tÚ égayÚn 57 27

êggelow – p[aagge]los 91 c 4
ëgiow (as predicate of the Holy Spirit) – t“

p(at)r‹ ka‹ t“ u(fl)“ ka‹ t“ èg¤ƒ
pn(eÊmato)w 19 23–4; §n ÙnÒmati toË
p(at)r(Ú)w (ka‹) toË u(flo)Ë (ka‹) toË èg¤ou

pn(eÊmato)w 20 2–3; §n ÙnÒmati toË
p(at)r(Ú)w ka‹ toË u(flo)Ë ka‹ toË èg¤ou
pn(eÊmato)w 21 2; §]n` ÙnÒmati toË
[p(at)r(Ú)w ka]‹ toË u(flo)Ë (ka‹) toË [èg¤ou
pn(eÊmato)]w 23 4–5; §n ÙnÒmati toË y(eo)Ë
p(at)r(Ú)w (ka‹) toË u(flo)Ë (ka‹) toË èg¤ou
pn(eÊmato)w 25 3; [§n ÙnÒmati toË]
p(at)r(Ú)w k(a‹) [toË u(flo)Ë k(a‹) toË]
èg¤où [pn(eÊmato)w 44 2–3; §n ÙǹÒ`mat`[i
toË p(at)r(Ú)w] ka‹ t̀o`Ë` u(flo)Ë [ka‹ toË]
èg¤[ou pn(eÊmato)w 54 4

ëgiow (as designation of a saint) – §n tª lam-
prÒtith t«n èg¤vn sou 20 17; §n tª lam-
prÒtiyh t«n èg¤on sou 21 18; §n ⁄ épo-
laÊousin pãntew ofl ëgioiw sou 21 23; §n tª
lampr]Òtith [t«n èg¤vn sou 25 13; §n tª
lamp[rÒthti t«n] èg¤on sou 41 13–14; §n
tª lamprÒthti t«n èg¤v(n) 42 12; m[etå
pãntvn t«n] èg¤v`n sou 55 9–10; èg¤vn
sou 57 28; §n tª lamprÒthth t« èg¤on sou
60 9; §n [tª lam]prÒtith t«ǹ [èg¤vn
sou] 61 7; §]n` kÒlpoiw t«[n è]g`¤vn
ÉAbraåm [k(a‹) ÉIsa]åk ka<‹> ÉIak≈b 62
3–4; [§n tª l]a`mprÒ<t>hti [pãnt]vn
è<g¤>vn sou 62 7

ÜAdhw (all occurrences of this word are in
the prayer ‘God of the spirits’, in the
expression tÚn ÜAdhn katapatÆsaw) – tÚn

INDICES306

Lunar days
29 – sell°n˙ : k_y : 21 8–9

Indictions
11 – Ind(iktiwnos) ia 33 6
Number not preserved – fìǹd`(ikt¤vnow) ` 43

6; indïk(tiwnos) ` ` 34 7

Years according to the Era of Diocletian
(Martyrs)

551 – é]pÚ Diok[lhtianoË] ¶`th f__na 64 3–4

701 – [épÚ Diok(lhtianoË)] ca`Ä 65 6
706 – yq_ 18 at the end
733 – épÚ mà[r(tÊrvn)] clgÄ 41 7–8
753 – épÚ mart(Êrvn) : c_n_g : 22 3
767 – épÚ m(artÊrvn) c__jz 57 18–19
775 – apo mart(urwn) Ÿo

_
e 45 14–15

826 – épÚ mart(Êrvn) v̇k_w 19 23
848 – épÚ mart(Êrvn) : v_m_h : 21 9
871 – [é]pΔ [mar]t̀(Êrvn) v̀oa einı 24 33
number not preserved – épÚ mart(Êrvn)

[---] 25 7; æpo `d£(ioklhtianou) 70 4
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ÜA(dhn) 18 3; tÚn ÜAdhn 19 2–3; tÚn ÜAdhn 22
6; tΔn ÜAdhn 24 4; tÚn ÜAdhn 57 3; tÚn ÜAdhn
58 3

éyãnatow – ı éyãnatow 59 3–4
afi≈n – efiw tΔn afi«na 19 15; efiw tΔn afi«na 22

19–20; efiw tÚn afi«na 24 21; efiw tÚ]ǹ afi«na
26 6; t«[n ép’ afi«now eÈa]r`e`[s]t`h -
sãnt[vn soi 55 10

ékÒlouyow – ékolÊtvw 21 25–6
élÆyeia (all occurrences of this word are in

the prayer ‘God of the spirits’, in the
expression ı lÒgow sou élÆyeia) –
élÆyeia 19 16; élÆyeia 22 20–1; élÆyeia
24 22; él]Æ̀ỳeia 26 7

èmartãnv (all occurrences of this word are
in the prayer ‘God of the spirits’, in the
expression oÈx èmartÆsei) – èmartÆsei
19 13; èmar<tÆ>si 24 19

èmãrthma (all occurrences of this word are
in the prayer ‘God of the spirits’, in the
expression pçn èmãrthma par’ aÈtoË
praxy¢n) – èmãrthma 19 9; èmãrthma 22
15; èmãrthma 24 14–15

èmart¤a (all occurrences of this word are in
the prayer ‘God of the spirits’, in the
expression pãshw èmart¤aw §ktÚw Ípãrx-
eiw) – èmart¤aw 19 14; èmar[t¤aw] 22 19;
èmart¤aw 24 19–20; èmart¤]aw 26 4

émÆn – g°nhto, émÆ(n) 18 19; 19 25–8; 20 18;
émÆn, : émÆn, g°noito, émÆn 21 26–7; 25 3;
[émÆn] 41 15; 42 13; émÆn, : g°noito, :
émÆn 56 17; 57 21; é`[mÆn, g°]nhtò 60 10;
61 9; [g°noi]to, émÆn 62 9; émÆn, g°nh[to,
émÆn 63 3–4; 78 3–4

énãgkh – anagkh 34 10
énãyema – ana[qema 10 4–5
énãpausiw (all occurrences of this word are

in the prayer ‘God of the spirits’, in the
expression sÁ går e‰ ≤ énãpausiw ka‹ ≤
énãstasiw) – ≤ énãpausiw 19 16–17; ≤
énãpaushw 22 21; ≤ [énãpausiw] 26 7–8

énapaÊv – énãpauson tÚn doË(lon) 18 6–7;
é<n>ãpauson 18 14; énãpauson tÚn doËlÒn
sou 19 4; énãpauson 20 9; énãpauson tØn
cuxØn aÈtoË 20 12; énãpauson tØn cuxØn

aÈtoË 21 13–14; énãpauson tØn cuxØn tÚn
doËlÒn sou 22 8; énãpauson tÚn doËlÒn
sou 24 7; [énãpauson tØn] cuxØn aÈtoË
25 9; énãpau]svn [tØn cu]xØn 28 5–6;
anapaue 30 7; anaupaue 32 8; ana-

paue 33 7; anapeue 34 8–9; ana pa[ue

39 12–13; énãpau[s]on tØn cuxØn 41 8–9;
énãpauson tØ]n cuxØ̀ǹ 42 7; énã]pauson
aÈtÚ̀ǹ 55 6–7; énapa[us] ` ` ≤m°r`a : lhÄ 56
7–8; énapaÊsi 56 16–17; énãpauson,
k(Êri)e, tØn cuxØn 57 5–6; énapaÊsi soi
X(rist)°̀ 57 24; énãp]àu`s`o`n tÚn [d(oËlon)]
58 5–6; énãp̀a`u`s`o`ǹ tÚn doËlÒ̀ǹ s`o`u` 59 8–9;
énã[pau]son tØn cuxØ aÈt[oË] 60 2;
[énãpauson tØn] cux[Øn aÈtoË 61 1;
énã[pauson 64 5–6; énã p]auson [tØn
cuxØn aÈt]oË 65 2; anA [paue 67 1

énap°mpv – ka‹ so‹ tØn dÒjan énap°mpv-
men 19 20–1

énãstasiw (most occurrences of this word
are in the prayer ‘God of the spirits’, in
the expression sÁ går e‰ ≤ énãpausiw ka‹
≤ énãstasiw) – <≤> é<nã>stasiw 19 17;
énã stashw 22 21–2; ≤ énãstasiw 24 22–3;
≤ énãstasiw pãntvn t«n xristian«n 24
24; ≤ énãstasiw 26 8

énãcujiw (all occurrences of this word are in
the prayer ‘God of the spirits’, in the
expression §n t≈pƒ énacÊjevw) –
énac<Ê>jevw 18 11–12; énacÊjevw 19 8;
éna cÊjaivw 22 13–14; énac°jevw 24 12–13;
énacÊjev̀w 57 12–13; énacÊjè[vw 58 9

ênyrvpow (all occurrences of this word are
in the prayer ‘God of the spirits’, in the
expression ˜ti oÎk §stin ên(yrvp)ow ˘w
zÆsetai) – ên(yrvp)ow 19 12; ên(yrvp)ow
24 18

épÒ – 19 23; 21 9; 22 3; 24 33; 25 7; 41 7; 45
14; 55 10; 57 18; 64 3; 65 6; æpo 70 4; 78
3; 80 3

épodidrãskv (all occurrences of this word
are in the prayer ‘God of the spirits’, in
the expression ¶nya ép°dra ÙdÊnh ka‹
lÊph ka‹ stenagmÒw) – ép°dra 19 8;
ép°dra 20 14–15; ép°dra 21 16; ép°dra 22
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14; ép°dra 24 13; [ép°dra] 25 11;
<é>p°dr[a 41 11; ép°dra 42 10; é`p°dra 57
12; ép°d]ra 58 10; ép°dra 60 6; [ép°dra]
60 4

époynπskv – ép°yanen 19 20; ép°yanen :
ÑAyÁr : i_e 20 8; ép°yanen : PaËni mhnÚw :
i_d : 21 7–8; ≤m°r& tª kuriakª ép°yanen 21
10; ép°]yane 24 35; ép°ya`ne`n 25 8;
ép°yanen Fa«fi kgÄ 41 6–7

épolaÊv – §n ⁄ épolaÊousin pãntew ofl
ëgioiw sou 21 22

épÒstolow – épÒstolow toË BabulΔn 22 10;
APOstolos 91 f 2

épofa¤nv – pE[ntafapovane] e∂n

ad[am 50 3
épÒfasiw – kata tapovasis 38 1–2;

[ka]Ta [tapovasi]S 39 1–2
érxÆ – tarch mpe[uagge]lIOn ni(h -

sou)s pec(risto)s 91 c 1
érximandr¤thw – érx(i)mand(r¤thw) ÑRafaØl

20 10; érx(i)mand(r¤thw) paÒÒe 20 11;
érx(i)mand(r¤thw) ÑRafaÆl 21 12–13; érxh-
mandr¤thw poukw 22 10

érxinotãriow – érxhnot(ãriow) toË §pãr -
x(ou) 21 11–12

érxit°ktvn – petrou ér(xi)t°ktvn 5
êrxv – §jous¤a o„ ¶rxou 20 9
êskhsiw – askhsis Ò[---] 57 23
aÈl¤zomai – ≤ cuxÆ sou §n éga[yo›w] aÈ -

listÆsetai 57 25
aÈtÒw – par’ aÈtoËw 19 10; ¶th d¢ t∞w zv∞w

aÈtoË 19 18; tØn cuxØn aÈtoË 20 13; fid¢
§jous¤a aÈtoË oÂto¤ efisin 21 11; tØn cuxØn
aÈtoË 21 14; efis°leuson aÈtÚn fage›n §k
toË jÊlou t∞w zv∞w 21 24; pçn èmãrthma
par’ aÈtoË parexy¢n 22 15; ¶th ≤m°ra t∞w
zv∞w aÈtoË : j__y : 22 25; pçn èmãrthma
par’ aÈtoË praxy¢n 24 15; tØn] cuxØn
aÈtoË 25 9; ≤m°ra : ¶th d¢ [t∞w zv∞w]
aÈtoË : pw : 26 11; §p‹ to[Ë yrÒnou a]È`toË
: kayÆs[aw 26 12; [tØn cu]xØn aÈtò[Ë 28
7; tØn cuxØn aÈto[Ë 41 9; tØ]n cuxØ̀ǹ
[aÈtoË 42 8; énã]pauson aÈtÚ̀ǹ 55 7; dÚw
aÈt“ mer¤da] ka‹ kl∞̀ro[n] 55 8; tå` d¢ ¶th
t∞w zv∞w aÈt∞w [ `]___z 57 16; {te}tel¤vshw

d¢ ≤m̀[°ra] aÈt∞w t“ mhne‹ Pa[ c. 2–3 ] `
i_h 57 17; tØn cuxØ aÈt[oË] 60 3; tØn]
cux[Øn aÈtoË 61 2; tØn cuxØ[n aÈtoË 62
3; [tØn cuxØn aÈt]oË 65 4

basile¤a – §n tª basile¤& t«n oÈ(ra)noÇ n 21
20; [§n basile¤&] t«n oÈ(ra)n«[n] 55 7; efiw
tØ(n) <b>asi(le¤an) toÇ n oÈ(ra)n[«n 57 28;
§n] t̀› basile¤& [t«n oÈ(ra)]n`«n 63 4

bas¤lissa – dhg( ) bas¤lissa 21 12
b¤ow – t°lei toË p¤ou §xrÆsato 20 4; l°gei (=

t°lei) toË b¤ou §xrÆsato 21 3–4; t°]l`ei
toË b¤[ou §xrÆs]ato 23 7–8; t°lei [to]Ë`
b¤ou §xrÆsato 25 5; t°lei toË b¤ou
xrÆsato 41 3–4; t°[lei toË] b¤o[u §xrÆ -
sato 42 3–4; t°lei toË b¤ou §xrÆsato 43
3; t°l`[ei toË b¤ou] §xrÆsat[o 54 6

boÊlhsiw – neÊs[ei ka‹ bou]lÆsei 53 1–2

gãr – 19, 13, 16; 22, 18, 21; 24, 19, 22; 26, 3, 7
geneã – genea 11 5
g¤gnomai – toËto tÚ égayÚn ¶rgon §g°nneto

1 2; toËto tÚ égayÚn ¶]rgon §g°nnhto 2 2;
g°nhto, émÆ(n) 18 16–19; jamhn ge]noi -

to 51 12; émÆn, : g°noito, : émÆn 56 17;
é`[mÆn, g°]nhtò 60 10–11; [g°noi]to, émÆn
62 9; émÆn, g°nh[to, émÆn 63 3–4;
g]Enoito 66 14

grafÆ – t]egravh tpalaia [mı

tkai]Nh 10 10

d° – 19, 18; 26, 10; 57, 15, 17
despÒzv – ye¤<&> prono¤& toË despÒzontouw

y(eo)Ë 20 3–4; ye¤<&> prono¤& toË despÒ-
zontou y(eo)Ë 21 3; ye¤<&> pro[no¤& toË
d]espÒzon[tow y(eo)Ë 23 6; ye¤<&> prono¤&
toË despÒzontow y(eo)Ë 25 4; ye¤& prone¤&
toË desp¤zontow y(eo)Ë 41 2–3; ye¤& prono¤&
toË des[pÒ]zò[n]t[ow y](eo)Ë 42 2–3; ye¤&
prono¤& toË despÒzontow y(eo)Ë 43 2

dhg( ) – dhg( ) bas¤lissa 21 12
dhmiourgÒw – pnoute pantwkratwr

pd(hm)iour(gos) Ópthr__f 45 2;
p[noute pdh]MI[o]urG[os 46 2–3;
pnoute pdïmïourGos [mpt]hrf 47 2;
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[pnoute] PDImiourgoS MPTHRf 49
2–3; pno]ute de [pdhmiourgos

mp]thr__f 50 2; diå t̀[Øn k]°`lèusin toË
y(eo)Ë toË d̀[hmiou]rgÒw 57 20

diã – 57 19
diãnoia (all occurrences of this word are in

the prayer ‘God of the spirits’, in the
expression lÒgƒ μ ¶rgƒ μ katå diãnoian)
– katå doiãnhan 19 11; katå diãnoian 22
16; katå diãnoian 24 16

d¤dvmi – dÚw aÈt“ mer¤da] ka‹ kl∞̀ro[n] 55 8
dikaiosÊnh (all occurrences of this word are

in the prayer ‘God of the spirits’, in the
expression ≤ dikaiosÊnh sou dikaiosÊnh efiw
tΔn afi«na) – ≤ dikaiosÊnhw (...) d<i>k(ai)o -
sÊnh 19 14–15; ≤ dik(ai)osÊnh 22 19–20;
dikaiosÊnhw (...) di<kai>osÊnh 24 20–1;
≤ di](kai)osÊnh (...) di(kai)osÊnh 26 5–6

dÒja (all occurrences of this word are in the
prayer ‘God of the spirits’, in the expres-
sion ka‹ so‹ tØn dÒjan énap°mpvmen) –
tØn dÒjan 19 20; tØn dÒja 22 23; [tØn
dÒj]a`n 26 10

doÊlh – tØn cuxØn tØn doÊlhn sou 57 7
doËlow – énãpauson tÚn doË(lon) 18 7; énã-

pauson tÚn doËlÒn sou 19 4–5; énãpauson
tØn cuxØn tÚn doËlÒn sou 22 8–9; tÚn sΔn
doËlÒn sou 22 22; énãpauson tÚn doËlÒn
sou 24 7–8; tÚn d(oËlÒn) sou 24 26; tÚn
doËlÒn sou 56 18; énãp]a`u`s`o`n tÚn
[d(oËlon)] 58 6; énãp̀a`u`s`o`ǹ tÚn doËlÒ̀ǹ
s`o`u` 59 9–10

§g≈ – §m̀¢ ÉHl¤aw 12; mistapodÒta me 21 20
efim¤ – oÎk §stin ên(yrvp)ow 19 12; sÁ går e‰

≤ énãpausiw 19 16; fid¢ §jous¤a aÈtoË
oÂto¤ efisin 21 11; ı vÖ n 23 1; oÎk §stin
ên(yrvp)ow 24 18; [oÎk §stin ên(yrvp)ow]
26 2; sÁ går e‰ ≤ [énãpausiw 26 7; ı ∑n,
ı vÖ n 91 b (cross)

efirÆnh – jı oueirinH N_te pnOut[e] 29 5;
jn oueirhmp 32 11; j_n [oueirh]Nh 33
9; jı ouhrhnh 35 8–9; jı ouhrhnh 67
4; jı oueirh]nh 81 4

efiw – 19, 15; 21, 21; 22, 20; 24, 21; 26, 6; 57, 28

efiselaÊnv – efis°leuson aÈtÚn fage›n §k toË
jÊlou t∞w zv∞w 21 23–4 (note that efise-
laÊnv is confused with efiseleÊsomai
here)

§k – 21 24
§ktÒw (all occurrences of this word are in the

prayer ‘God of the spirits’, in the expres-
sion pãshw èmart¤aw §ktÚw Ípãrxeiw) –
èmart¤aw §ktÚw 19 14; èmar[t¤aw] §ktÚw
22 19; èmart¤aw §ktÚw 24 20; èmart¤]aw
§k[tÚw 26 4–5

§n – 18 8, 10, 11, 12; 19 6, 7 (three times); 20
2, 13, 16, 17; 21 1, 14, 17, 18, 20, 22; 22 12, 13
(three times); 23 3; 24 9, 11, 12 (two
times); 25 2, 10, 12, 13; 28 7; 41 9, 13, 14;
42 8, 11; 44 1; 54 2; 55 7, 9, 10, 11, 24, 25,
27; 58 6, 8; 59 11; 60 4, 8, 9; 61 2, 6, 8; 62
3, 6; 63 1, 4

¶nya (this word occurs mainly in the prayer
‘God of the spirits’, in the expression ¶nya
ép°dra ÙdÊnh ka‹ lÊph ka‹ stenagmÒw) –
¶nya 19 8; ¶ny’ 20 14; ¶nta 21 16; ¶nt’ 22 14;
¶nt’ 24 13; [§ny’] 25 11; ¶nya ko›te l¤cà[na]
28 1; ¶n<y’> 41 11; §ny’ 42 9–10; ¶nta 57 12;
¶ny’ 58 9; ¶ny’ 60 6, 4

¶jarxow – ı makãriow P°trow ¶jarx(ow) 43 5
§jous¤a – §jous¤a o„ ¶rxou 20 9; fid¢ §jous¤a

aÈtoË oÂto¤ efisin 21 10–11; t]Ø`n §jous¤an
75 3

§pàr`[---] – 76 3
¶parxow – toË §pãrx(ou) not(ãriow) 20 10;

érxhnot(ãriow) toË §pãrx(ou) 21 12
§peidÆper – EPeidhper 92 c 1
§p¤ – 1 2; 2 2; 22 24; 26 11; 57 26
§p¤skopow – §p‹ t[oË ≤]m̀«n §pisk(Òpou) 2 2;

marianou §p(¤skop)ow 18 8; êb(ba)
i(hso)u ÙryÒdojow §p¤skopow vrim 19 5;
ı makariou : êbba gewrgiou §p¤ skopow
vrÓ 20 6; ı makariou êbba marianou

§p¤skopow vrÓ 21 5; êb(ba) marianou

Ùry(odÒjou) §pisk(Òpou) pa cwras 22 9;
êb(ba) marianou Ùry(Ò) dojon §p¤sk(opon)
pac(wras) 22 23; ı makã[riow êb(ba)]
Petrou §p¤sk(opow) kourt(e) 23 9;
êb(ba) marianou Ùry(Òdojon) §p¤sk(opon)
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kourte 24 9; êb(ba) marianou §pi -
sk(Òpou) kourt(e) 24 23; êb(ba) mari-

anou §p¤sk(opon) kourt(e) 24 27; met[å
t«n §pis]kÒpvn 65 4

¶rgon – toËto tÚ égayÚn ¶rgon 1 2; toËto tÚ
égayÚn ¶]rgon 2 2; lÒgƒ μ ¶rgƒ <μ> katå
doiãnhan 19 10; l≈gƒ μ ¶rgƒ μ katå
diãnoian 22 16; lÒgƒ μ ¶rgƒ μ katå diã -
noian 24 16

¶tow – ¶th d¢ t∞w zv∞w aÈtoË 19 18; yrÒnou
§kãyhsen ¶th y_ 19 19; yrÒn<ƒ> kayÆs<aw>
¶th : i_e 20 7; ı z«n ≤m°ra ¶th p_b 20 8;
yrÒn<ƒ> kayÆs<aw> : ¶th : z_ : mhnÚw : h_ :
21 6; ı z«n ≤m°ra • ¶th : o_d • 21 7; ¶th
kay(¤saw) §p‹ yrÒn<ƒ> : l__g : 22 24; ¶th
≤m°ra t∞w zv∞w aÈtoË : j__y : 22 25; ≤m°ra
: ¶th d¢ [t∞w zv∞w] aÈtoË : pw : 26 10; ı
z«n ≤m°ra ¶th jÄ 41 6; et[h] : 45 10; tå`
d¢ ¶th t∞w zv∞w aÈt∞w [ `]___z 57 15; é]pÚ
Diok[lhtianoË] ¶`th f__na 64 4

eÈagg°lion – tarch mpe[uagge]lIOn

ni(hsou)s pec(risto)s 91 c 1
eÈarest°v – t«[n ép’ afi«now eÈa]r̀è[s]t`h -

sãnt[vn soi 55 10–11
¶xv – ¶xvn T°ssara Z«a n∞sow thme 22

11; ı ¶x(vn) (MixaØl) da . d( ) 23 10; ¶xv
ÑRafa[Ø]l tamth 57 8

z« – ˘w zÆsetai 19 12–13; ı z«n ≤m°ra ¶th
p_b 20 7; ı z«n ≤m°ra • ¶th : o_d • 21 7; Õw
zÆsaitai 22 17–18; ˘w zÆsetai 24 18; ı]
z«n •m°(ra) q̀__y` 25 7; ˘w [zÆsetai 26 3;
ı z«n ≤m°ra ¶th jÄ 41 5; §n x≈`r`& z≈nta 57
24; §ǹ [x]≈`r& zÒn[tvn 57 27

zvÆ – zvØn <t>“ kÒsmƒ xarizãmenow 18 4–5;
zvØn t“ kÒsmƒ xarisãmenow 19 3; ¶th d¢
t∞w zv∞w aÈtoË 19 18; efis°leuson aÈtÚn
fage›n §k toË jÊlou t∞w zv∞w 21 25; f«w
zv∞w 22 2; zvØn t“ kÒsmƒ xarisãmenow
22 7; ¶th ≤m°ra t∞w zv∞w aÈtoË : j__y : 22
25–6; zvØn t“ kÒsmƒ xarisãmenow 24 5;
≤m°ra : ¶th d¢ [t∞w zv∞w] aÈtoË : pw : 26
11; f«w zv∞ 57 at the beginning; zvØn t“
kÒsmƒ xarisãmenow 57 4; tå̀ d¢ ¶th t∞w
zv∞w aÈt∞w [ ]̀___z 57 15–16; §p‹ Ídãtvn t∞w

zv∞w 57 26; zv`[Øn t“] k`Ò`s`mƒ xari -
zãmè[now 58 4; zvØn toË kÒsmou x̀àr̀ìs̀ã̀ -
menow 59 6–7

z“on – T°ssara Z«a 22 11

≥ – lÒgƒ μ ¶rgƒ <μ> katå doiãnhan 19 10;
l≈gƒ μ ¶rgƒ μ katå diãnoian 22 16; lÒgƒ
μ ¶rgƒ μ katå diãnoian 24 16

≤me›w – §p‹ t[oË ≤]m̀«n §pisk(Òpou) 2 2;
X(rist)¢` [ı y(eÚ)w ≤m«n 42 7; k(Êri)e
ı y(eÚ)w ≤m̀«ǹ 55 1

≤m°ra – ≤m°ra : pe∂oou eftoou 18 13;
ı z«n ≤m°ra ¶th p_b 20 7; ı z«n ≤m°ra
¶th : o_d • 21 7; ≤m°r& tª kuriakª ép°yanen
21 9; ¶th ≤m°ra t∞w zv∞w aÈtoË : j__y : 22
25; ı] z«n •m°(ra) q̀__y` 25 7; ≤m°ra : ¶th d¢
[t∞w zv∞w] aÈtoË : pw : 26 10; ı z«n
≤m°ra ¶th jÄ 41 5–6; énapa[us] ` ` ≤m°r`a :
lhÄ 56 8; {te}tel¤vshw d¢ ≤m̀[°ra] aÈt∞w
t“ mhne‹ Pa[ c. 2–3 ] ` i_h 57 17

yãnatow (all occurrences of this word are in
the prayer ‘God of the spirits’, in the
expression ı tÚn yãnaton katargÆsaw) –
tÚ <yãnaton> 18 2; tÚn yãnaton 19 2; tΔn
yãnaton 22 5; tΔn yãnatvn 24 3; tÚn yãna-
ton 57 2; tÚ̀[n yãnaton] 58 2

ye›ow – ye¤<&> prono¤& toË despÒzontouw
y(eo)Ë 20 3; ye¤<&> prono¤& toË despÒzon-
tou y(eo)Ë 21 2; ye¤<&> pro[no¤& toË
d]espÒzon[tow y(eo)Ë 23 5; ye¤<&> prono¤&
toË despÒzontow y(eo)Ë 25 3; ye¤& prone¤&
toË desp¤zontow y(eo)Ë 41 2; ye¤& prono¤&
toË des[pÒ]zo`[n]t[ow y](eo)Ë 42 2; ye¤&
prono¤& toË despÒzontow y(eo)Ë 43 1; ye¤&
pro]no¤̀[& 44 3–4

yeÒw – ı y(eÚ)w t«n pn(eum)ãtvÅnÄ (ka‹) pãsiw
sarkÒw 18 1; ı y(eÚ)w t«n pn(eum)ãtvn ka‹
pãshw sarkÒw 19 1; ye¤<&> prono¤& toË
despÒzontouw y(eo)Ë 20 4; X(rist)¢ ı
y(eÒ)w 20 11; ye¤<&> prono¤& toË despÒzon-
tou y(eo)Ë 21 3; X(rist)¢ ı y(eÒ)w 21 13; ı
y(eÚ)w t«n pn(eum)ãtvn ka‹ pãshw sarkÒw
22 4; sÁ går mÒnow, y(eÒ)w 22 18; ye¤<&>
pro[no¤& toË d]espÒzon[tow y(eo)Ë 23 6–7;
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ı y(eÚ)w t«n pn(eum)ãtvn ka‹ pãshw sar -
kÒw 24 1; §n ÙnÒmati toË y(eo)Ë p(at)r(Ú)w
(ka‹) toË u(flo)Ë (ka‹) toË èg¤ou pn(eÊmato)w
25 2; ye¤<&> prono¤& toË despÒzontow
y(eo)Ë 25 4; X(rist)¢ ı y(eÒ)w 25 8; sÁ går
[mÒnow, ı y(eÒ)w 26 4; X(rist)¢ [ı y(eÒ)w 28
5; ye¤& prone¤& toË desp¤zontow y(eo)Ë 41
3; X(rist)¢ ı y(eÒ)w 41 8; ye¤& prono¤& toË
des[pÒ]zò[n]t[ow y](eo)Ë 42 3; X(rist)¢̀ [ı
y(eÚ)w ≤m«n 42 7; ye¤& prono¤& toË despÒ-
zontow y(eo)Ë 43 2; k(Êri)e ı y(eÚ)w ≤m̀«ǹ 55
1; ı y(eÚ)w Ma kar¤ou 56 16; ı y(eÚ)w t«n
pn(eum)ãtvn (ka‹) pãsiw sarkÒw 57 1; diå
t̀[Øn k]°̀lèusin toË y(eo)Ë toË d̀[hmiou]r -
gÒw 57 20; ı y(eÚ)w t«n pn(eum)ã(tvn) ka‹
pãshw sarkÒw 59 1; y(eÒ)w 60 2; [---] ı
y(eÒ)w 61 1

yrÒnow – yrÒnou §kãyhsen ¶th y_ 19 19;
yrÒn<ƒ> kayÆs<aw> ¶th : i_e 20 6; yrÒn<ƒ>
kayÆs<aw> : ¶th : z_ : mhnÚw : h_ : 21 5–6; ¶th
kay(¤saw) §p‹ yrÒn<ƒ> : l__g : 22 24; §p‹
to[Ë yrÒnou a]È`toË : kayÆs[aw 26 11–12

fid° – fid¢ §jous¤a aÈtoË oÂto¤ efisin 21 10
findikt¤vn (Lat. indictio) – Ind(iktiwnos)

ia 33 6; indïk(tiwnos) ` ` 34 7; fìǹd`(ik -
t¤vnow) ` 43 6

kay¤zv – yrÒnou §kãyhsen ¶th y_ 19 19;
yrÒn<ƒ> kayÆs<aw> ¶th : i_e 20 6–7;
yrÒn<ƒ> kayÆs<aw> : ¶th : z_ : mhnÚw : h_ :
21 6; ¶th kay(¤saw) §p‹ yrÒn<ƒ> : l__g : 22
24; kayÆ[saw 25 6–7; §p‹ to[Ë yrÒnou
a]È`toË : kayÆs[aw 26 12–13

ka¤ – 18 2, 3, 4, 10 (two times); 19 2, 3, 6 (two
times), 8, 9, 11, 13, 14, 16, 17, 20; 20 2, 7, 9,
10, 11, 14 (two times), 15 (two times); 21 1,
2, 7, 15 (two times), 16, 17; 22 4, 6, 7, 10
(two times), 11, 12, 17, 19, 21, 23; 23 4 (two
times); 24 2, 4, 5, 10, 11, 14 (two times), 17,
18, 20, 22, 24, 25; 25 2, 3, 10, 11; 26 3, 5, 7, 8,
9; 41 10 (two times), 12 (two times); 42 9
(two times), 10, 11; 55 3, 8, 9; 57 3, 4, 9, 10,
13, 14, 25; 58 3, 4, 7, 8, 10 (two times); 59 2,
6; 60 5; 61 3, 4, 5 (two times); 65 1

kainÒw – t]egravh tpalaia [mı tkai]Nh

10 11
kal°v – mariant(a) ı ka l(oÊmenow) asta

57 25
katã – 19 10–11; 22 16; 24 16; 55 2
katapat°v (all occurrences of this word

are in the prayer ‘God of the spirits’, in
the expression tÚn ÜAdhn katapatÆsaw) –
katabatÆsaw 18 4; katapatÆsaw 19 3;
katapatÆsaw 22 6; katapatÆsaw 24 4;
kata]batÆsaw 58 3–4; katapatÆsaw 59
5–6

katarg°v (all occurrences of this word are
in the prayer ‘God of the spirits’, in the
expression ı tÚn yãnaton katargÆsaw) –
katargÆsaw 18 3; katargÆsaw 19 2;
katargÆ̀s`aw 22 5–6; katargÆsaw 24 3–4;
katargÆsaw 57 2–3; k`atargÆsàw 58 3;
katargÆsaw 59 4–5

kathx°v – ntau[ka]qhkh 92 c 7–8
ke›mai – ¶nya ko›te l¤cà[na] 28 1
k°leusiw – diå t̀[Øn k]°̀lèusin toË y(eo)Ë toË

d`[hmiou]rgÒw 57 19
klhronom°v – K<l>hronomei 11 4
kl∞row – dÚw aÈt“ mer¤da] ka‹ kl∞̀ro[n] 55 9
koimãv – §̀khmÆỳ[h] 27 3
kÒlpow (all occurrences of this word are in

the prayer ‘God of the spirits’, in the
expression §n kÒlpoiw ÉAbraåm ka‹ ÉIsaåk
ka‹ ÉIak≈b) – kÒlpoiw 18 9; kÒlpoiw 19 6;
kÒlpoiw 20 13; kÒlpoiw 21 14–15; kÒlpoiw
22 12; kÒlpiw 24 10; [kÒlpoiw] 25 10;
k`Òl̀[poiw 28 7–8; kÒlpoiw 41 10; kÒlpo]iw
42 8; kÒlpoiw 57 9; k]Òl`p̀o`iw 58 7; k`Ò`lpiw
59 11; kÒlpoiw 60 4; kÒl]poiw 61 2–3;
kÒlpoiw 62 3

kÒsmow – zvØn <t>“ kÒsmƒ xarizãmenow 18
5; zvØn t“ kÒsmƒ xarisãmenow 19 3; zvØn
t“ kÒsmƒ xarisãmenow 22 7; zvØn t“
kÒsmƒ xarisãmenow 24 6; zvØn t“ kÒsmƒ
xarisãmenow 57 5; zv`[Øn t“] k`Ò`s`mƒ
xarizãmè[now 58 4–5; zvØn toË kÒsmou
x̀àr̀ìs̀ã̀menow 59 7; Ópkosmos 92 e 12

krãtistow – kratiste qeov]ile 91 d 13;
kratiste [qeovile] 92 c 6
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kuriakÆ – ≤m°r& tª kuriakª ép°yanen 21 10
kÊriow – k(Êri)e 19 15; k(Êri)e 22 20; k(Êri)e

24 22; k(Êri)e 26 6; k(Êri)e ı y(eÚ)w ≤m`«n`
55 1; énãpauson, k(Êri)e, tØn cuxØn 57
6; ıdhgÆsei soi k(Êrio)w 57 26; k(ur¤)ƒ
64 1

lamprÒthw – §n tª lamprÒtith t«n èg¤vn
sou 20 16; §n tª lamprÒtiyh t«n èg¤on
sou 21 17–18; §n tª lampr]Òtith [t«n
èg¤vn sou 25 12; §n tª lamp[rÒthti t«n]
èg¤on sou 41 13; §n tª lamprÒthti t«n
èg¤v(n) 42 11–12; §n tª lamprÒthth t«
èg¤on sou 60 8–9; §n [tª lam]prÒtith t«ǹ
[èg¤vn sou] 61 6–7; [§n tª l]àmprÒ<t>hti
[pãnt]vn è<g¤>vn sou 62 6

latÒmow – latomos 6 5
l°gv – mariant(a) ı leg(Òmenow) asta 57

24
le¤canon – ¶nya ko›te l¤cà[na] 28 1
lÒgow (all occurrences of this word are in

the prayer ‘God of the spirits’, in the
expressions lÒgƒ μ ¶rgƒ μ katå diãnoian
and ı lÒgow sou élÆyeia) – lÒgƒ 19 10;
ı lÒgow 19 16; l≈gƒ 22 16; ı lÒgow 22 20;
lÒgƒ 24 15; ı lÒgow 24 22; ı lÒgow 26 7

loipÒn – loipon 11 3; loipon 40 6
lÊph (all occurrences of this word are in

the prayer ‘God of the spirits’, in the
expression ¶nya ép°dra ÙdÊnh ka‹ lÊph
ka‹ stenagmÒw) – lÊph 19 9; lÊph 20 15;
lÊph 21 16; lÊph 22 14; lÊph 24 14; lÊph
25 11; lÊph 41 12; lÊph 42 10; l`Êph 57 13;
[lÊph] 58 10; lÊph 60 7; lÊph 61 5

mayhtÆw – [p]maQEths 92 e 4; pmaqh -

ths 92 e 7
makãriow – ı makariou : êbba gewrgiou

20 5; ı makã[riow êb(ba)] Petrou

§p¤sk(opow) kourt(e) 23 8–9; l¤cà[na]
toË makar¤ou Kos̀mç 28 2; pmakarios

petros 31 2; tmakaria marqa 29 1–2;
[tma]karia egkaE[l 30 1–2; tma karia

aqanasia 32 2; tmakaria Ewneille

33 2; tmaka[r]ia qeodwsi[a 34 2;

tm]aKa[ria 35 2; tmakaria espOjh 36
1–2; tmakaria marianta 37 3–4;
pmakarios kuriakos 38 8; [pmakar-

ios ` ` ` ]̀ 39 8; ı makãriow] ÉIv[---] 42 4;
tmaka[ria 40 10; ı makãriow P°trow
¶jarx(ow) 43 4–5; m[a]K[ar]IOs mariæ -

kuto 45 6; pmak]Arios K[ 46 9;
[pmakarios] 47 6; [pmakarios ` ` ]̀tos

48 4; [pmakarios] 51 6
mãrtuw (in dating clauses according to the

Era of Diocletian/the Martyrs) – épÚ
mart(Êrvn) v̇k_w 19 23; épÚ mart(Êrvn)
: v_m_h : 21 9; épÚ mart(Êrvn) : c_n_g : 22 3;
[é]pΔ [mar]t̀(Êrvn) v̀oa einı 24 33; épÚ
mart(Êrvn) [---] 25 7; épÚ mà[r(tÊrvn)]
clgÄ 41 7; apo mart(urwn) Ÿo

_
e 45 14;

épÚ m(artÊrvn) c__jz 57 18; [épÚ martÊ -
rvn] ca`Ä 65 6

meizÒterow – mhzÒterow 56 11
mer¤w – dÚw aÈt“ mer¤da] ka‹ kl∞̀ro[n] 55 8
metã – 55 9; 55 12; 65 3–4
mÆn – yrÒn<ƒ> kayÆs<aw> : ¶th : z_ : mhnÚw :

h_ : 21 6; ép°yanen : PaËni mhnÚw : i_d : 21 8;
en mh(ni) vawvi i§ 38 9; {te}tel¤vshw
d¢ ≤m̀[°ra] aÈt∞w t“ mhne‹ Pa[ c. 2–3 ] `
i_h 57 17–18

misyapodot°v – mistapodÒta me 21 19–20
monaxÒw – mo]Nac(o)s apa 39 10
mÒnow (all occurrences of this word are in

the prayer ‘God of the spirits’, in the
expressions sÁ går mÒnow pãshw
èmart¤aw §ktÚw Ípãrxeiw and …w mÒnow
égayÚw ka‹ filãnyrvpow) – mÒnow 19 13;
mÒnow 22 17; mÒnow 22 18; mÒnow 24 19;
[mÒnow] 26 4; mÒn[ow] 57 14

neÊsiw – neÊs[ei ka‹ bou]lÆsei 53 1
n∞sow – ¶xvn T°ssara Z«a n∞sow thme 22

11
nikãv – [ÉI](hsoË)w` X(ristÚ)w` nikò 1 1;

ÉI(hsoË)w X(ristÚ)w nikò 34 12; ı X(ristÚ)w
§ne¤khs[en 91 b 3

notãriow (Lat. notarios) – toË §pãrx(ou)
not(ãriow) 20 10

nËn – 55 4
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jÊlon – efis°leuson aÈtÚn fage›n §k toË
jÊlou t∞w zv∞w 21 24–5

ıdhg°v – ıdhgÆsei soi k(Êrio)w 57 26;
ıdhgÆsee¤w se §ǹ [x]≈`r& zÒn[tvn 57 27

ÙdÊnh (all occurrences of this word are in
the prayer ‘God of the spirits’, in the
expression ¶nya ép°dra ÙdÊnh ka‹ lÊph
ka‹ stenagmÒw) – ÙdÊnh 19 8; ÙdÊnh 20 15;
ÙdÊnh 21 16; ÙdÊnh 22 14; ÙdÊnh 24 13;
[ÙdÊnh] 25 11; [ÙdÊn]h 41 11; Ùd`Ênh 42 10;
ÙdÊnh 57 12–13; ÙdÊnh 58 10; ÙdÊnoih 60
6–7; ÙdÊnh` 61 5

ımoË – ¶th d¢ t∞w zv∞w aÈtoË ımoË o_a 19 18
ˆnoma – §n ÙnÒmati toË p(at)r(Ú)w (ka‹) toË

u(flo)Ë (ka‹) toË èg¤ou pn(eÊmato)w 20 2; §n
ÙnÒmati toË p(at)r(Ú)w ka‹ toË u(flo)Ë ka‹
toË èg¤ou pn(eÊmato)w 21 1; §]ǹ ÙnÒmati
toË [p(at)r(Ú)w ka]‹ toË u(flo)Ë (ka‹) toË
[èg¤ou pn(eÊmato)]w 23 3; §n ÙnÒmati toË
y(eo)Ë p(at)r(Ú)w (ka‹) toË u(flo)Ë (ka‹) toË
èg¤ou pn(eÊmato)w 25 2; [§n ÙnÒmati toË]
p(at)r(Ú)w k(a‹) [toË u(flo)Ë k(a‹) toË]
èg¤où [pn(eÊmat)ow 44 1; §n ÙǹÒ`mat`[i toË
p(at)r(Ú)w] ka‹ t̀o`Ë` u(flo)Ë [ka‹ toË] èg¤[ou
pn(eÊmato)w 54 2

ÙryÒdojow – êb(ba) i(hso)u ÙryÒdojow
§p¤skopow vrim 19 5; êb(ba) marianou

Ùry(odÒjou) §pisk(Òpou) pacwras 22 9;
êb(ba) marianou Ùry(Ò)dojon §p¤ -
sk(opon) pac(wras) 22 23; êb(ba) mari-

anou Ùry(Òdojon) §p¤sk(opon) kourte

24 9; ı makariou [--- ep]iskopou

Ùr`y`(Ò)d`o`jon kOURt(e) 25 6
ır¤zv – jorize 39 3
˜w, ¥, ˜ – ˘w zÆsetai 19 12; §jous¤a o„ ¶rxou

20 9; §n ⁄ épolaÊousin pãntew ofl ëgioiw
sou 21 22; Õw zÆsaitai 22 17; ˘w zÆsetai
24 18; ˘w [zÆsetai 26 2

˜ti – 19 12; 24 17; 26 2
oÈk – oÎk §stin ên(yrvp)ow 19 12; oÈx

èmartÆsei 19 13; oÈx èmartÆshw 22 18;
oÎk §stin ên(yrvp)ow ˘w zÆsetai 24
17–18; oÈk èmar<tÆ>si 24 18; [oÎk §stin
ên(yrvp)ow] 26 2; oÈx èmartÆse]i` 26 3

oÈranÒw – §n tª basile¤& t«n oÈ(ra)noÇ n 21
21; [§n basile¤&] t«n oÈ(ra)n«[n] 55 8; efiw
tØ(n) <b>asi(le¤an) toÇ n oÈ(ra)n[«n 57 28;
§n] t̀› basile¤& [t«n oÈ(ra)]n`«n 63 5

otow, aÏth, toËto – toËto tÚ égayÚn ¶rgon
1 2; toËto tÚ égayÚn ¶]rgon 2 2; fid¢
§jous¤a aÈtoË oÂto¤ efisin 21 11

palaiÒw – t]egravh tpalaia [mı

tkai]Nh 10 10
pantokrãtvr – pnoute pantwkratwr

45 2
parã – 19 10; 22 15; 24 15
parãgv – parage 40 1
parãdeisow – §n parade¤sƒ t∞w truf∞w 20

17–18; §n parade¤sow t∞w trhf∞w 21 18–19;
efiw tÚn parãdeison t∞w trhf∞w 21 21; §n
parad]e¤[sƒ t∞w truf∞w 25 13–14; [§n
parade¤s]ow t∞w [truf∞w 41 14–15; §n
pa`[ra]d`e¤sƒ to›w truf∞w 60 9–10; [§n]
parade¤[sƒ t∞w truf]∞w 61 8; §n]
para[de¤sƒ t∞w truf]∞`w 63 1–2

pçw – ı y(eÚ)w t«n pn(eum)ãtvÅnÄ (ka‹) pãsiw
sarkÒw 18 2; ı y(eÚ)w t«n pn(eum)ãtvn ka‹
pãshw sarkÒw 19 1; pçn èmãrthma par’
aÈtoËw praxy<¢>n 19 9; pãshw èmart¤aw
19 13–14; <≤> é<nã>stasiw pãntvn t«n
xristian«n 19 17; §n ⁄ épolaÊousin pãn-
tew ofl ëgioiw sou 21 23; ı y(eÚ)w t«n
pn(eum)ãtvn ka‹ pãshw sarkÒw 22 4; pçn
èmãrthma par’ aÈtoË parexy¢n 22 15;
pãshw èmar[t¤aw] §ktÚw Ípãrxeiw 22
18–19; ı y(eÚ)w t«n pn(eum)ãtvn ka‹ pãshw
sarkÒw 24 2; pçn èmãrthma par’ aÈtoË
praxy¢n 24 14; sÁ går mÒnow pãshw
èmart¤aw §ktÚw Ípãrxeiw 24 19; ≤ énã -
stasiw pãntvn t«n xristian«n 24 24;
pãshw èmart¤]aw §k[tÚw Ípãrxeiw 26 4;
≤ énãstasiw pã[ntvn t«]n xristian«n 26
8–9; m[etå pãntvn t«n] èg¤v̀n sou 55 9;
ı y(eÚ)w t«n pn(eum)ãtvn (ka‹) pãsiw
sarkÒw 57 1; ı y(eÚ)w t«n pn(eum)ã(tvn) ka‹
pãshw sarkÒw 59 2; [§n tª l]àmprÒ<t>hti
[pãnt]vn è<g¤>vn sou 62 6

patÆr (God the Father) – t“ p(at)r‹ ka‹ t“
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u(fl)“ ka‹ t“ èg¤ƒ pn(eÊmato)w 19 21; §n
ÙnÒmati toË p(at)r(Ú)w (ka‹) toË u(flo)Ë
(ka‹) toË èg¤ou pn(eÊmato)w 20 2; §n ÙnÒ-
mati toË p(at)r(Ú)w ka‹ toË u(flo)Ë ka‹ toË
èg¤ou pn(eÊmato)w 21 1; §]ǹ ÙnÒmati toË
[p(at)r(Ú)w ka]‹ toË u(flo)Ë (ka‹) toË [èg¤ou
pn(eÊmato)]w 23 3–4; §n ÙnÒmati toË y(eo)Ë
p(at)r(Ú)w (ka‹) toË u(flo)Ë (ka‹) toË èg¤ou
pn(eÊmato)w 25 2; [§n ÙnÒmati toË]
p(at)r(Ú)w k(a‹) [toË u(flo)Ë k(a‹) toË]
èg¤où [pn(eÊmat)ow 44 2; §n ÙǹÒ`mat`[i toË
p(at)r(Ú)w] ka‹ t̀o`Ë` u(flo)Ë [ka‹ toË] èg¤[ou
pn(eÊmato)w 54 2

pisteÊv – tnpisteue 91 f 5
pneËma (Holy Spirit) – pe]pn(eum)a et -

ouaab 10 6; t“ p(at)r‹ ka‹ t“ u(fl)“ ka‹
t“ èg¤ƒ pn(eÊmato)w 19 23–4; §n ÙnÒmati
toË p(at)r(Ú)w (ka‹) toË u(flo)Ë (ka‹) toË
èg¤ou pn(eÊmato)w 20 2–3; §n ÙnÒmati toË
p(at)r(Ú)w ka‹ toË u(flo)Ë ka‹ toË èg¤ou
pn(eÊmato)w 21 2; §]n` ÙnÒmati toË
[p(at)r(Ú)w ka]‹ toË u(flo)Ë (ka‹) toË [èg¤ou
pn(eÊmato)]w 23 4–5; §n ÙnÒmati toË y(eo)Ë
p(at)r(Ú)w (ka‹) toË u(flo)Ë (ka‹) toË èg¤ou
pn(eÊmato)w 25 3; [§n ÙnÒmati toË]
p(at)r(Ú)w k(a‹) [toË u(flo)Ë k(a‹) toË]
èg¤où [pn(eÊmat)ow 44 2–3; §n ÙǹÒ`mat`[i
toË p(at)r(Ú)w] ka‹ t̀o`Ë` u(flo)Ë [ka‹ toË]
èg¤[ou pn(eÊmato)w 54 3–4; tÚ pn(eËm)ã
sou tÚ égayÚn 57 27

pneËma (spirit; all occurrences of this word
are in the prayer ‘God of the spirits’, in
the expression ı yeÚw t«n pneumãtvn ka‹
pãshw sarkÒw) – t«n pn(eum)ãtvn 18 1;
t«n pn(eum)ãtvn 19 1; t«n pn(eum)ãtvn
22 4; t«n pn(eum)ãtvn 24 1; t«n pn(eum)ã -
tvn 57 1; t«n pn(eum)ã(tvn) 59 1

prãttv (all occurrences of this word are in
the prayer ‘God of the spirits’, in the
expression pçn èmãrthma par’ aÈtoË
praxy°n) – praxy<¢>n 19 10; parexy¢n 22
15–16; praxy¢n 24 15

presbÊterow – paulou pr`(esbÊterow) 27 2;
Kos`mç pr(esbut°rou) 28 3

prÒnoia – ye¤<&> prono¤& toË despÒzontouw

y(eo)Ë 20 3; ye¤<&> prono¤& toË despÒzon-
tou y(eo)Ë 21 2; ye¤<&> pro[no¤& toË
d]espÒzon[tow y(eo)Ë 23 5–6; ye¤<&>
prono¤& toË despÒzontow y(eo)Ë 25 3–4;
ye¤& prone¤& toË desp¤zontow y(eo)Ë 41 2;
ye¤& prono¤& toË des[pÒ]zò[n]t[ow y](eo)Ë
42 2; ye¤& prono¤& toË despÒzontow y(eo)Ë
43 1; ye¤& pro]no¤`[& 44 3–4; jit__n
teproniæ 45 1; jïtı TEPRWnia 46 1;
jït~ tep[ronoia] 47 1; ji[tn te -

pron]ia 49 1; j]itn tepro[noia 50 1;
jitn te]Pro[noia 52 1

propãtvr – [adam] penprwpat[wr] 46
4–5

prosforã – prosvo[ra] 11 2–3; [o]u -

proevora 11 5
profÆthw – hsaïas peprovhths 91 c 3

sãrj (all occurrences of this word are in
the prayer ‘God of the spirits’, in the
expression ı yeÚw t«n pneumãtvn ka‹
pãshw sarkÒw) – sarkÒw 18 2; sarkÒw 19
1; sarkÒw 22 5; sarkÒw 24 2; sarkÒw 57 2;
[sar]kÒw 58 2; sarkÒw 59 2–3

sel°nh – sell°n˙ : k_y : 21 8; [se]ll°ǹh` 56 9
skuleÊv – tÚn ÜAdhn skuleÊsaw 57 3–4
sÒw – tÚn sΔn doËlÒn sou 22 22
staurÒw – staùr`Ò[w 91 b 1
stenagmÒw (all occurrences of this word are

in the prayer ‘God of the spirits’, in the
expression ¶nya ép°dra ÙdÊnh ka‹ lÊph
ka‹ stenagmÒw) – stenagmÒw 19 9; stenag-
mo¤w 20 15–16; stenagmo¤w 21 17; ste-
nagm≈w 22 14–15; stenagmÒw 24 14; [ste-
nagmÒw] 25 12; st[enagmÒw] 41 12;
stenagm`Ò`w 42 11; stenagmo¤w 57 13;
stena]gmÒw 58 11; stenagmo¤w 60 7–8;
ste]nagmÒw 60 5–6

sÊ – tÚn doËlÒn sou 19 5; sÁ går mÒnow 19 13;
≤ dikaiosÊnhw sou 19 14–15; sÁ går e‰ ≤
énãpausiw 19 16; ka‹ so‹ tØn dÒjan
énap°mpvmen 19 20; t«n èg¤vn sou 20
17; t«n èg¤on sou 21 18; pãntew ofl ëgioiw
sou 21 23; tÚn doËlÒn sou 22 9; sÁ går
mÒnow, y(eÒ)w 22 18; ı lÒgow sou 22 20; sÁ
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går ≤ énãpaushw k(a‹) énãstashw 22 21;
tÚn sΔn doËlÒn sou 22 22; k(a‹) so‹ tØn
dÒja 22 23; tÚn doËlÒn sou 24 8; sÁ går
mÒnow 24 19; dikaiosÊnhw sou 24 21; sÁ
går ≤ énãstasiw 24 22; (ka‹) so‹ tÆn 24
25; tÚn d(oËlÒn) sou 24 26; [t«n èg¤vn
sou] 25 13; sÁ går [mÒnow 26 3; ≤
di](kai)osÊnh s[ou 26 5–6; ı lÒgow sou
él]Æ`y`eia 26 7; sÁ går e‰ ≤ [énãpausiw 26
7; (ka‹) so‹ [tØn dÒj]àn 26 9; t«n] èg¤on
sou 41 14; t«n] èg¤v`n sou 55 10; t«[n ép’
afi«now eÈa]r̀è[s]t`hsãnt[vn soi 55 11; tÚn
doËlÒn sou 56 18; tØn doÊlhn sou 57 7;
énapaÊsi soi X(rist)°̀ 57 24; ≤ cuxÆ sou
57 25; ıdhgÆsei soi k(Êrio)w 57 26; tÚ
pn(eËm)ã sou tÚ égayÚn 57 27; ıdhgÆsee¤w
se §ǹ [x]≈`r& zÒn[tvn 57 27; èg¤vn sou 57
28; tÚn doËlÒ`ǹ s`o`u` 59 8–9; t« èg¤on sou
60 9; t«ǹ [èg¤vn sou] 61 7; [pãnt]vn
è<g¤>vn sou 62 7

sugxvr°v – sugx≈rhson 19 12; sunxÒrhson
24 17

tele¤vsiw – {te}tel¤vshw d¢ ≤m̀[°ra] aÈt∞w
t“ mhne‹ Pa[ c. 2–3 ] ` i_h 57 16–17

t°low – t°lei toË p¤ou §xrÆsato 20 4; l°gei
(= t°lei) toË b¤ou §xrÆsato 21 3; t°]l`ei
toË b¤[ou §xrÆs]ato 23 7; t°lei [to]Ë` b¤ou
§xrÆsato 25 4; t°lei toË b¤ou xrÆsato 41
3; t°[lei toË] b¤o[u §xrÆsato 42 3; t°lei
toË b¤ou §xrÆsato 43 3; t°l`[ei toË b¤ou]
§xrÆsat[o 54 6

t°ssarew – T°ssara Z«a 22 11
tÒpow – pitopos 11 3; §n t≈pƒ f<v> -

ti<n>«n 18 10–11; §n t≈pƒ énac<Ê>jevw
18 11–12; §n t≈<pƒ> fvtin“ 19 7; §n
t≈pƒ xlÒhw 19 7; §n t≈pƒ énacÊjevw 19
7–8; §n t≈pƒ fvtin“, §n t≈<pƒ> xlÒh,
§n t≈pƒ énacÊjaivw 22 13; §n t≈<pƒ>
fvtin“, §n t≈poi xlÒei, §n t≈pƒ
énac°jevw 24 11–13; §n tÒpƒ fvtiǹ“, §n
tÒpƒ énacÊjev`w 57 10–12; §n tÒpƒ]
énacÊjè[vw 58 8–9

triãw (Holy Trinity) – [ `te]Trias E[t -

oua]Ab 11 1; tetri[as] etouaab 11 2;

<te>trias etouaab 11 7; tetrias

etouaab 91 f 5
trufÆ – §n parade¤sƒ t∞w truf∞w 20 18; §n

parade¤sow t∞w trhf∞w 21 19; efiw tÚn
parãdeison t∞w trhf∞w 21 22; §n
parad]e¤[sƒ t∞w truf∞w 25 14; [§n
parade¤s]ow t∞w [truf∞w 41 15; §n
pa`[ra]d`e¤sƒ to›w truf∞w 60 10; [§n]
parade¤[sƒ t∞w truf]∞w 61 8–9; §n]
para[de¤sƒ t∞w truf]∞`w 63 2

tupÒv – §t̀Ê`p̀(vsa) 12

Ïdvr – §p‹ Ídãtvn t∞w zv∞w 57 26
uflÒw (God’s Son) – t“ p(at)r‹ ka‹ t“ u(fl)“

ka‹ t“ èg¤ƒ pn(eÊmato)w 19 22; §n ÙnÒ-
mati toË p(at)r(Ú)w (ka‹) toË u(flo)Ë (ka‹)
toË èg¤ou pn(eÊmato)w 20 2; §n ÙnÒmati
toË p(at)r(Ú)w ka‹ toË u(flo)Ë ka‹ toË èg¤ou
pn(eÊmato)w 21 1; §]n` ÙnÒmati toË
[p(at)r(Ú)w ka]‹ toË u(flo)Ë (ka‹) toË [èg¤ou
pn(eÊmato)]w 23 4; §n ÙnÒmati toË y(eo)Ë
p(at)r(Ú)w (ka‹) toË u(flo)Ë (ka‹) toË èg¤ou
pn(eÊmato)w 25 2; [§n ÙnÒmati toË]
p(at)r(Ú)w k(a‹) [toË u(flo)Ë k(a‹) toË]
èg¤où [pn(eÊmat)ow 44 2; §n ÙǹÒ`mat`[i toË
p(at)r(Ú)w] ka‹ t̀o`Ë` u(flo)Ë [ka‹ toË] èg¤[ou
pn(eÊmato)w 54 3

Ípãrxv (all occurrences of this word are in
the prayer ‘God of the spirits’, in the
expression pãshw èmart¤aw §ktÚw Íp -
ãrxeiw) – Ípãrxeiw 19 14; Ípãrxeiw 22 19;
Ípãrxeiw 24 20; Ípãrxeiw 26 5

Íphr°thw – jupereth[s 91 d 6–7; jupe -

reths 92 c 4

fãgv – efis°leuson aÈtÚn fage›n §k toË
jÊlou t∞w zv∞w 21 24

filãnyrvpow (all occurrences of this word
are in the prayer ‘God of the spirits’, in
the expression …w mÒnow égayÚw ka‹
filãnyrvpow) – filãn(yrvp)ow 19 11;
filãn(yrvp)ow 22 17; filãn(yrvp)ow 24 17;
filãn(yrvp)ow 57 14–15

f«w – f«w zv∞w 22 2; f«w zv∞ 57 at the
beginning
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apa – 39 10
bwk, vb. – 92 c 9
bal – 91 d 5; 92 c 3
(bol) nbol – 40 1
ebot – 37 6
eÒwpe – 11 6, 6–7

ei – 10 8 (I); 11 7; 92 e 2, e 3, e 6
eime – 92 c 7 
(eire) [r- in light verb constructions, see

under object nominal]
– r-: 35 7; 91 d 8, e 6; 92 (c 4), d 8, e 7
– aa≠: (45 9); 51 13; 92 c 3, e 10
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fvteinÒw (all occurrences of this word are
in the prayer ‘God of the spirits’, in the
expression §n tÒpƒ fvtein“) – f<v> -
ti<n>«n 18 10–11; fvtin“ 19 7; fvtin“ 22
13; fvtin“ 24 11; fvtiǹ“ 57 10–11

xar¤zomai (all occurrences of this word are
in the prayer ‘God of the spirits’, in the
expression zvØn t“ kÒsmƒ xarisãmenow)
– xarizãmenow 18 5–6; xarisãmenow 19 3;
xarisãmenow 22 7; xarisãmenow 24 6–7;
xarisãmenow 57 5; xarizãme`[now 58 5;
x`a`r`ìs`ã`menow 59 8

xlÒh (all occurrences of this word are in
the prayer ‘God of the spirits’, in the
expression §n tÒpƒ xlÒhw) – xlÒhw 19 7;
xlÒh 22 13; xlÒei 24 12

xrãv – t°lei toË p¤ou §xrÆsato 20 4–5;
l°gei (= t°lei) toË b¤ou §xrÆsato 21 4;
t°]l`ei toË b¤[ou §xrÆs]ato 23 8; t°lei
[to]Ë` b¤ou §xrÆsato 25 5; t°lei toË b¤ou
xrÆsato 41 4; t°[lei toË] b¤o[u §xrÆsato
42 4; t°lei toË b¤ou §xrÆsato 43 4; t°l`[ei
toË b¤ou] §xrÆsat[o 54 7

xristianÒw – <≤> é<nã>stasiw pãntvn t«n
xristian«n 19 17–18; ≤ énãstasiw pãntvn
t«n xristian«n 24 24–25; ≤ énãstasiw
pã[ntvn t«]n xristian«n 26 8–9

xrÒnow – [pecro]nos nairompe [ntaf -

aau j]iΔm pkaj 45 8
x≈ra – §n x≈̀r`& z≈nta 57 24; ıdhgÆsee¤w se

§ǹ [x]≈`r& zÒn[tvn 57 27

cuxÆ – <ja> p[o]u∂ai <n>ta[y]uch 11 3;

énãpauson tØn cuxØn aÈtoË 20 12; énã-
pauson tØn cuxØn aÈtoË 21 14; énãpau-
son tØn cuxØn tÚn doËlÒn sou 22 8; [énã-
pauson tØn] cuxØn aÈtoË 25 9;
énãpau]svn [tØn cu]xØn 28 6; e]keana-

paue ntes]yuch 30 8; eketei mton

ntefyuch 31 11; ekeanaupaue

ntesyuch 32 9; ekeanapaue ntes -

yuch 33 8; ekeanapeue ntesyuch

34 9; eker oun[a] ıtesyuch 35 8; †
mton ntesYucH 37 9; eke† mton

ntef[yuch 38 11; e]keanapa[ue

ntef]yuch 39 13; énãpau[s]on tØn
cuxØn 41 9; énãpauson tØ]n cuxØ̀ǹ 42
7–8; énãpauson, k(Êri)e, tØn cuxØn 57 6;
≤ cuxÆ sou §n éga[yo›w] aÈlistÆsetai 57
25; énã[pau]son tØn cuxØ aÈt[oË] 60 2–3;
[énãpauson tØn] cux[Øn aÈtoË 61 1–2;
tØn cuxØ[n aÈtoË 62 2; énãp]auson [tØn
cuxØn aÈt]oË 65 3; ekeanA[paue

ntef]Yuch 67 2
c≈ra – t]eywra 10 2

…w – …w égayÚw ka‹ filãn(yrvp)ow 19 11; …w
mÒnow égayÚw k(a‹) filãn(yrvp)ow 22 17; …w
égayÚw (ka‹) filãn(yrvp)ow 24 16; …w
mÒn[ow] …w égayÚw (ka‹) filãn(yrvp)ow 57 14

EIKHÒ – 75 5
TOU[---] – 86
[---]h̀sen – 55 4
[---]nou – 78 1–2
[---]rantv – 75 4
[---]tvn – 65 5

10. COPTIC WORDS
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eisjhhte – 91 c 4 (eis§hhte)
eiwt, eiote – sing.: 10 5; plur.: 37 10
koui – 6 3
kake – 91 e 6, 7; 92 d 9 (two times)
koun≠, kounf – 37 9; (39 13–14); 40 15; (45

11); 51 9; 67 2
(kwte) kot≠ – 38 5–6; 39 5; 40 9; 45 5

(nkot≠); (46 6–7); 47 4 (koot≠); (50 5);
(51 4); 92 C 10

kaj – 38 5, 6; 39 5, 6; 40 8, 9; 45 5, 6, 10; (46
6, 7); 47 (4), 5; (48 3); 49 6; (50 5, 6); 51 3,
(4), 14

laau – 91 e 4, d 6
(ma) ma mmooÒe – 91 c 8
me, nn. – 92 e 9
mou, vb. – 92 e 4, 5
mmau – 11 6; etmmau: (10 4) 
moun – (40 2)
mıtre – 92 e 7 (r-), e 9 (mıt-)

mht – 29 4; mnt- 31 7 (-Òamet); (33 4–5
<-afte>); 35 5 (-saÒf)

˙Óton – vb. + ˙Ómo≠ – 29 2–3; 30 3–4; (31 5
<mmos>); 32 4–5; 33 3; (34 4); (35 3–4
<mmos>); 36 3; (37 5); 38 6–7; (39 7); (40
10); 45 7; 46 8; (47 5–6); (48 3–4); (51 5);
63 5 (in Greek linguistic context)

– nn.: 31 10 (tei-); (36 7: †-); 37 9 (†-); 38
11 (†-); (40 13: †-); (51 9: †-)

(meeue) r_pmeeue, nn. – 29 1 (-meue); 30
1; 31 1 (-meue); 32 1; 33 1; 34 1; (35 1); 36
1 (-meue); 37 3

mooÒe – 91 c 8 (ma mmooÒe)
mjaau – 40 2–3
na, nn. – 35 7 (r-)
naht – 36 5–6; 37 2
(nou) nhu

~ – 11 5
nim – interrog. pron.: 92 e 2, e 6
– adj.: 10 9; 11 5; 91 d 10; 92 c 5, c 12
noute – 10 8; 29 6; 34 8; 35 6; (36 5); 37 1,

7; 38 2, (10); (39 2, 12); 45 1, 3–4 (noude),
10; (46 2); 47 1; (49 2); (50 1–2); (52 1); 91
(c 2), (e 1 [two times]), e 3, c 12, (d 2), d
3, d 4

nau, vb. – 91 d 4; 92 c 3
naÒw≠ – 92 e 10

(nou∂e) no∂≠ – 40 15; (45 11?)
no‡ – 92 c 11
on – 38 6; (39 5); (40 9); 46 7; 47 4; 49 6;

(50 5)
pe, phue – sing.: 40 4, (14); 92 c 10; plur.:

45 13; 68 3; 70 3; 72 2
pe∂e – 92 e 1
roeis ero≠ – 91 f 1, f 2, (f 3), f 4
rwme – 91 e 6; 92 d 8
rompe – 45 9; (51 13)
ran – 11 2; 37 (1), 11
rpe – 92 d 11
rro – 91 a 10
mntero – (30 9); 31 12–13; 32 10; 40 14; 45

12–13; (68 2–3); (72 1); mentero: 70 1–2;
mntrro: 33 8–9 

raÒe – 92 c 11
sou – 29 4; 31 6; 32 6; (33 4); (34 5); (35 4);

36 3; 37 6; (39 9); (48 5) 
sobte – 91 c 5; sebte- 91 c 7
smh – 91 c 6
smou, vb. – 92 c 9, c 12
(son) snhu – 91 a 3; 92 e 3 
snau – 32 6; -snoous: 30 5
sooun – 92 e 8
sooutı – 91 c 8
(saÒf) -saÒf – 35 5
saj – 6 1
sjai – 92 c 1; sej-: 92 e 8; sjai≠: 91 d 11–12;

92 c 6; saj≠: 92 e 11 13; shj
~: 91 c 3 

sjime – 40 5; 91 a 11 (jime)

sajou – vb. 10 7 (sjouort_ô

)

– nn. – 10 8, 9
† – [†- in light verb constructions, see

under object nominal] 11 3 (ti), 5 (ti-);
31 10 (tei-); 36 7; 37 9; 38 11; (40 13); (51
9); 38 3 (taa≠); 91 D 2 (taa≠); 10 2 (to

~)
tapro – 11 7
thr≠ – appositional: 34 10; 51 11; 66 11; (69

4); (71 3) 
– thrf, nn. 45 3; 47 2; 49 3; 50 3; 91 e 3;

92 d 4
twt <njht> – 92 c 2
(tauo) taue- – 37 11
tajo≠ – 91 e 7; 92 d 9
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oua oua – 91 d 12–13; 92 c 6, e 11
oue, vb. – 92 c 9
ouoein – (66 10); (71 3); 91 e 5, e 6, e 6 (r-);

92 d 8 (two times), d 9 (r-)
(ouop) etouaab – 10 6; 11 (1), 2, 8; 37 10; 91

f 6; pet-: (51 11); (69 3–4); (71 3); net-: (66
10–11)

ouhhb – 10 3
ouoeiÒ – 92 c 11
ouwÒ – 92 e 1, e 5
ouwÒt – 92 c 10
(ouwj) ouaj≠ nsa- – 91 d 8–9; 92 c 5, e 2
ou∂ai – 11 3
wnj, nn. – 91 (e 5), e 5; 92 d 7
wr∂ – 91 d 11; 92 c 6, c 7 
wÒ – 91 c 6 (+ ebol)
(Òomnt) -Òamet – 31 7
Òanjthf – (36 6); 37 2–3 (Òanejthf)
Òwpe – 10 4, 7; (30 10); 31 14; 34 11; 37 13

(two times); (40 16); 45 13–14; 68 4
(Òope); (69 5 [two times]); (70 4); 91 d

6, e 3, e 4 (two times); 92 c 4, c 8, d 5, e
6 (two times)

– Òoop
~: (91 e 2); 92 c 11, d 1, d 2, d 4

Òop – 11 6?; Ò__p-�: 92 e 12
Òaraje – (40 7)
Òhre – 6 2 (Ò_n_), 4; 10 5; 11 4; 91 (a 1), (a

2), c 2
(Òorp) ıÒorp – 91 d 5, d 10–11; 92 c 4, c 5
Òa∂e, nn. – 91 (d 7), e 2; 92 c 1–2, c 4, c 7,

d 1, d 2, d 3, E 3
(vi) v<i>- – 11 7
(ftoou) eftoou – 18 14 (in Greek lin-

guistic context); -afte: 33 4–5; 34 5

jamhn – 29 6–7 (aamhn); (30 9–10); 31 13;
32 12; 33 10; 34 11, 12 (amhn); 35 9; 37 14;
(40 17); 45 14 (amhn); (51 12); 67 4; (68
4); (69 4); 70 4 (amhn); (72 2); 82 4

je, nn. – (39 6); (40 7); 40 9; (46 7); 47 3, (5);
(48 x+3); 49 4; (51 5); 91 c 2, (d 1); 92 c 3

jh – 91 c 6, c 5 (jhh)
jww≠ – 92 d 8, c 10 (jw≠)
jwb – 91 d 9; 92 c 5; jbhue: 92 c 2, e 10
jih, nn. – 91 c 5 (jhh), c 7 (jhh)
jmoos – 92 b 1
jna≠ in r jna≠ – 91 d 8; 92 c 5
joou – 18 13 (? – ∂oou); 30 3; 31 4; 32 4; 33

3; 34 3; 35 3; 37 4
joueite – (91 e 2); 92 d 1, d 3–4
jaj – 92 c 1
∂aie – 91 c 7
∂w – 92 e 11; ∂oo≠: 40 7; 45 4; 46 4; (47

3); 49 4; (51 2); 92 e 4
(∂wk) ∂hk

~
– 91 f 6 (+ ebol)

∂wwme – (91 a 1); 92 e 12
∂po, vb. – 91 (a 2), a 3 (two times), a 4

(∂ho), a 5 (two times), a 6 (two times), a
7, a 8 (two times), a 9, a 10 (two times), a
11 (∂pE-)

– nn. 40 5; (91 a 1)
∂oeis – 30 6; 31 9; 32 7; (33 6); 34 7–8; 35 6;

38 10; 39 11; (40 13); (67 1); (88 2); 91 c 7
∂oou – 91 c 4 (∂eu-)
(∂ouwt) ∂out- – 30 5 (-snoous); 34 5 (-

afte); 36 4 (∂oU[t-)
‡w – 92 e 1, e 6
‡om – 11 6 (‡oum)
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11. NUBIAN WORDS

ak- ‘to sit, remain, live’ – qr<on>osl_ -

dolon ⳝemou : m__b lo akona 24 30
amhn- ‘amen’ – amhn autakamh 24 31
au(ei)- ‘to make, do’ – amhn autakamh

24 31–2

aⳡe- ‘life’ – ⳝemou aⳡisıde : r_ lo : 24
27–8

gem- (see ⳝem-)
-de ‘and, but’ – ⳝemou aⳡisıde : r_ lo :

24 27
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Aramaic
abba/apa – see Greek words s.v. êbba and

Coptic words s.v. apa

amen – see Greek words s.v. émÆn and Cop-
tic words s.v. jamhn

Latin
indictio – see Greek words s.v. findikt¤vn

12. WORDS FROM OTHER LANGUAGES

-do ‘upon, at, to, for, over’ – qr<on>osl_ -

dolon ⳝemou : m__b lo akona 24 28
e_n- ‘to be’ – [é]pΔ [mar]t̀(Êrvn) v̀oa einı

24 33; pouÒ a ei[nı 79 2–3; einn 80 2;
einı 80 3

episkopou ‘bishop’ – ı makariou [---

ep]iskopou Ùr`y`(Ò)d`o`jon kOURt(e) 25 6
qegna ‘son, village/town official’ – apk( )

qeg(na) 12
qronos- ‘throne’ – qr<on>osl_dolon

ⳝemou : m__b lo akona 24 28
-la ‘(in)to, in, from’ – pacwnna i_a 19 19;

vavia 63 2
-lo focus marker – ⳝemou : m__b lo  24 29;
ⳝe mou aⳡisıde : r_ lo : 24 27–8

makariou ‘blessed’ – ı makariou : êbba
gewrgiou §p¤skopow vrÓ 20 5; ı ma -

kariou êbba marianou §p¤skopow

vrÓ 21 4; ı makariou [--- ep]isko -

pou Ùr̀y`(Ò)d̀o`jon kOURt(e) 25 5; ı ma -

ierou arent[ `]ia 41 4
-mh imperative – tl_ll_aon takka ⳟis -

sigramh 24 31; amhn autakamh 24 31–2
-on ‘and’ – qr<on>osl_dolon ⳝemou :

m__b lo akona 24 20; tl_ ll_ aon takka

ⳟissigramh 24 30
pouÒ- ‘week’ – pouÒ a ei[nı 79 2
tak- ‘he, she, it’ – tl_ ll_ aon takka ⳟis -

sigramh 24 30
tl_ l- ‘God’ – tl_ ll_ aon takka ⳟis -

sigramh 24 30
ⳝem- ‘year’ – gemi 18 16; ⳝemou aⳡisı de

: r_ lo : 24 27; qr<on>osl_dolon

ⳝemou : m__b lo akona 24 29
ⳟissigr- ‘to hallow’ – tl_ ll_ aon takka

ⳟissigramh 24 31

13. PECULIARITIES OF GRAMMAR 
AND ORTHOGRAPHY

GREEK
I. Phonetics

a) Vowels

/a/
a for ai

§jous¤a (= §jous¤ai) – 20 9; 21 10–11

/e/
ai for e
énacÊjaivw – 22 13–14
zÆsaitai – 22 17–18
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e for ai

ko›te – 28 1

e for h
•m°(ra) – 25 7
¶rxou – 20 9

h for e
§g°nnhto – 2 2

/i/
ei for h
xlÒei – 24 12

ei for i
§ne¤khs[en – 91 b 3
mhne‹ – 57 18

ei for oi

prone¤& – 41 2

h for ei

èmartÆshw – 22 18
mhzÒterow – 56 11

h for i
énãpaushw – 22 21
énãstashw – 22 21–2
érxhnot(ãriow) – 21 11–12
§kãyhsen – 19 19
kãyhsaw – 20 6–7; 21 6; 26 12–13
lamprÒtith – 20 16; 21 17–18 (lamprÒtiyh);

25 12; 60 8–9 (lamprÒthth); 61 7
{te}tel¤vshw – 57 16–17

h for oi

g°nhto – 18 16–19; 63 3–4
doiãnhan – 19 11
§̀khmÆỳ[h] – 27 3

i for ei

l¤ca`[na] – 28 1
{te}tel¤vshw – 57 16–17
fvtin“ – 18 11 (f<v>ti<n>«n); 19 7; 22 13; 24

11; 57 10–11

i for h
énapaÊsi (énapaÊs˙) – 56 16–17; 57 24
lamprÒtith – 20 16; 21 17–18 (lamprÒtiyh);

25 12; 61 6–7
pãsiw – 18 2; 57 1
t`› basile¤& – 63 4

i for oi

kÒlpiw – 24 10; 59 11

oi for ei

ko›te – 28 1

oi for h
oduno¤h – 60 6
to›w truf∞w – 60 10

oi for i
doiãnhan – 19 11

/o/
o for w
t«n èg¤on – 21 18; 41 12–13; 60 9 (t« èg¤on)
zÒn[tvn – 57 27
t«n oÈ(ra)noÇ n – 21 21
§n parade¤sow – 21 19; 41 14–15
toÇ n oÈ(ra)n[«n – 57 28
F̀amenÚy – 56 9

ou for o
toË despozÒntouw – 21 3–4

ou for w
zvØn toË kÒsmou x̀a`r`ìs`ã`menow – 59 7

w for o
énãpau]svn – 28 5–6
énap°mpvmen – 19 19–20
[é]pΔ – 24 33
l≈gƒ – 22 16
stenagm≈w – 22 14
sΔn – 22 22
tΔn ÜAdhn – 24 4
tΔn afi«na – 19 15; 22 20
tΔn yãnaton – 22 5; 24 3 (tΔn yãnatvn)
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b for p
katabatÆsaw – 18 4; 58 3–4

p for b
p¤ou – 20 4

t for q
ékolÊtvw – 21 25–6
aÈlistÆsetai – 57 25
¶nta – 21 16; 22 14; 24 13; 57 12
mistapodÒta – 21 19–20

Omission of n
t« èg¤on – 60 9
tØn dÒja – 22 23
¶xv (for ¶xvn) – 57 8
tÚ <yãnaton> – 18 2

Addition of n
f<v>ti<n>«n – 18 11

z for s
xarizãmenow – 18 5–6; 58 5

Omission of s
xlÒh (for xlÒhw) – 22 13; 24 12 (xlÒei)

Addition of s
ofl ëgioiw sou – 21 23
èmartÆshw (= èmartÆsei) – 22 18
par’ aÈtoËw – 19 10
≤ dikaiosÊnhw – 19 14–15; 24 20–1
ıdhgÆseeiw – 57 27
§n parade¤sow – 21 19; 41 14–15
stenagmo¤w – 20 15–16; 21 17; 57 13; 60 7–8

Gemination of consonant
§g°nneto – 1 2; 2 2 (§g°nnhto)
sell°n˙ – 21 8; 56 9

Simplification of consonant
M̀a`y¤aw – 8

Loss of aspiration in word-junction
oÈk èmar<tÆ>si – 24 18–19

t≈pƒ – 18 10–11; 18 11–12; 19 7 (two times);
19 7–8; 22 13 (three times); 24 11; 24 12
(two times)

Õw – 22 17

/u/
u for ou

ékolÊtvw – 21 25–6

Simplification of a vowel
ÉAbråm – 24 10; 41 10; 58 7

ÉIsåk – 58 8; 60 5

Gemination of a vowel
ıdhgÆseeiw – 57 27
ÙdÊnoih – 60 6

Metathesis
parexy¢n – 22 15–16

Vowel development
parexy¢n – 22 15–16
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b) Consonants

II. Morphology

Lack of augment
xrÆsato – 41 4
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Nominative for genitive
dhg( ) bas¤lissa 21 12; §jous¤a o„ (= œn) ¶rxou

20 9; tØn cuxØn tÚn doËlÒn sou êb(ba)
marianou Ùry(odÒjou) §pisk(Òpou) pa -

cwras k(a‹) érxhmandr¤thw poukw k(a‹)
épÒstolow toË BabulΔn k(a‹) ¶xvn
T°ssara Z«a n∞sow thme 22 8–11; diå
t̀[Øn k]°̀lèusin toË y(eo)Ë toË d̀[hmiou]rgÒw
57 19–20; marianta ¶xv (= ¶xvn for ¶xon-
tow) ÑRafa[Ø]l tamth 57 7–8

Nominative for accusative
énãpauson tÚn doË(lon) marianou

§p(¤skop)ow 18 6–8; énãpauson tÚn
doËlÒn sou êb(ba) i(hso)u ÙryÒdojow
§p¤skopow vrim 19 4–5

Genitive for dative
t“ èg¤ƒ pn(eÊmato)w 19 23–4

Accusative for nominative
t°lei [to]Ë̀ b¤ou §xrÆsato ı makariou [---

ep]iskopou Ùr`y`(Ò)d`o`jon kOURt(e) 25
4–6

Accusative for genitive
tØn cuxØn tÚn doËlÒn sou 22 8–9; sÁ går

≤ énãpaushw k(a‹) énãstashw tÚn sΔn

doËlÒn sou êb(ba) marianou Ùry(Ò) dojon
§p¤sk(opon) pac(wras) 22 21–3; énãpau-
son, k(Êri)e, tØn cuxØn tØn doÊlhn sou 57
5–7

Masculine for feminine
fid¢ §jous¤a aÈtoË oÂto¤ (= ata¤) efisin 21 11

(the case is uncertain); marianta ¶xv (=
¶xvn) ÑRafa[Ø]l tamth (for a woman)
57 7–8; mariant(a) ı leg(Òmenow) asta

(for a woman) 57 24; mariant(a) ı ka -
l(oÊmenow) asta (for a woman) 57 25;
énãpauson tÚn doËlÒn sou (for a woman?)
59 8–10

Object and subject do not agree with each
other grammatically

énapaÊsi soi X(rist)°̀ 57 24; ıdhgÆsei soi
k(Êrio)w 57 26

Present participle instead of aorist par -
ticiple

ı z«n (for a deceased person) 20 7; 21 7; 25
7; 41 5

Second person singular instead of third
person singular

(ka‹) §jous¤a o„ ¶rxou 20 9

COPTIC
(a selection only) 

Conflation of two verbs – 21 23–4 (efis°leu-
son)

Nominal form instead of verbal one – 21
19–20 (mistapodÒta me)

Omission of noun – 18 2; 59 3–5

Omission of a part of prayer – 18 12; 22 17;
58 8–9

Prayer abbreviated – 57
Doxology abbreviated – 22 23; 24 25; 26

9–10

a for o – 31 7; 32 6
aa for initial a / ja – 29 6–7

e for ee – 29 1; 31 1; 36 1 (all meue)
e for h – 91 d 6–7

III. Syntax

IV. Other
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e for n – 31 7; 49 5–6?
e for s – 11 5
e for schwa – 11 4–5; 40 7; 45 4 
h for (e)i – 35 8–9; 91 c 5, c 7
h for p – 91 a 4
hh for h – 91 c 5
(e)i for h – 29 5; 32 5; 47 2; 49 2–3
ei for i – 31 10; 91 b 3
n- (gen.) omitted – 11 2, 3, 7
n- redundant – 45 5 (nkot__k); 49 5
n- for e- – 45 5, 5–6; 49 6–7
n- for k<l>- – 11 4?
n- for m- – 34 6 
n- for mı – 35 7
n- for oun – 11 6?
n- for jn – 45 11, 12; 67 2; 92 c 5?
noude for noute – 45 3–4
~jntf_ for njhtf_ – 31 5–6
o for w – 68 4
oo for o – 47 4
pe redundant – 37 7
ou for o – 11 6?
y as † – 32 9; 34 9; 35 8
w for o – 45 2; 46 1, 4–5; 91 a 10
f for fi – 11 7?
∂ for t∂ – 91 f 6
∂ for j (?) – 18 13
§ for j – 91 c 4

‘Akhmimic’ form – 31 7
Article, def.: m- for p- – 45 6
Article, def.: omitted (haplography) – 11 7

(two times); 45 2 

Article, indef.: omitted – 45 6
Colons (double, triple) – 33 4, (6); 45 8, 10,

14, 15; 51 14 
Diaereses – 39 9, 15; 45 8, 12 (two times); 46

1; 47 1, 2 (two times); 67 3 (two times)
Dittography – 31 8
Dots over consonants – 30 6; 31 1, 4, 5 (two

times), 10, 11; 37 6; 38 4, 7; 45 5, 6, 7, 12,
13; 47 1, 3; 51 2, 4, 9, 13; 91 a 4, a 5, a 6, a
7, a 9, a 10, b, c 6, c 8 (two times), d 2, d
3, d 5, d 9, d 10, e 3, e 7

Dots over syllabic vowels – 45 1, 4, 6; 70 3
(two times), 4 (two times); 91 b, c 3

Dots for abbrev. strokes – 31 top (two
times), 9 (two times)

Gender, wrong: pronouns – 32 5; 34 4–5; 40
15; 48 x+4

Haplography – 11 7 (two times); 91 e 7, f 5;
92 c 2, e 7

Insertion of noun for pronoun – 45 3–4
Ligatures – 6 1 (ou); 39 10 (cs)
Omission of noun – 29 2; 49 6
Omission of preposition – 11 3 (ja), 7 (jn);

91 f 5 (e-)
Omission of pronoun (refl.) after mton –

31 5; 35 4
Omission of verb – 45 11; 49 6
Perfect tense: awkward use – 11 4, 6, 7
Perfect tense: petaf- for pentaf- – 91 e 4
Word order, irregular – 46 5

14. TEXTUAL FORMULAE

Age of deceased – 45 8–10; 51 12–14
Apotropaic – 7 (?); 8; 9; 31 top; 34 12; 40

top & bottom; 45 top; 47 top; 91; 92
Bismillah, Coptic – 37 1–3
Creed-like – 91 f 5–6
Curses – 10 4–6; 10 7–10; 11 7–8?
Donation formula – 11 2–3
Foundation formula – 1 2; 2

Nikò-acclamation – 1 1; 34 12; 91 b 1–3
Prayer for protection – 6?; 91 f 1–4
Signature – 5
Trinitarian formulae – 10 5–6 (Coptic); 11

1–2 (Coptic); 11 7–8 (Coptic); 20 2–3
(Greek); 21 1–2 (Greek); 23 3–5 (Greek);
25 2–3 (Greek); 44 1–3 (Greek); 54 2–3
(Greek); 91 f 5–6 (Coptic)

Visitor’s inscription – 12
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Invocations

kÊrie ı yeÚw ≤m«n – 55 1
X(rist)¢ ı y(eÒ)w – 20 11; 21 13; 25 8; 28 5; 41

8; 42 7
pnoute – 45 10
pnoute ıabrajam mn isaak mn iakwb

– 37 7–8 
pnoute pnaht auw pÒnjthf – (36

5–6) 

p∂oeis i_s – 32 7; 33 6–7
p∂oeis i_s pec__s – 31 9; 40 13
p∂oeis pnoute – 34 7–8; 35 6; 38 10; (39

11–12)
tl_ la – 24 30

Prayer formulae

bring + to eat from the tree of life – 21 23–5 
grant + a portion and allotment together

with all saints – 55 8–11 
have mercy + soul – 35 7–8
<make recline> + with Patriarchs + in King-

dom of Heavens – 45 11–13 

recompense + the Kingdom of Heavens +
the paradise of joy + where all saints
rejoice – 21 19–23 

rest – (36 7)
rest + him/her + in Kingdom of Heaven +

with Patriarchs – (40 13–16) 

INDICES324

Elements of funerary formulary: opening formulae

¶nya ke›tai – 28 1
ye¤& prono¤& – 20 3; 21 2; 23 5–6; 25 3–4; 41

2; 42 2; 43 1; 44 3–4
neÊsei ka‹ boulÆsei – (53 1–2)
ı yeÚw t«n pneumãtvn ka‹ pãshw sarkÒw

ktl. – 18 1–12; 19 1–18, 20–4; 22 4–23; 23
1–25; 26 1–10; 57 1–15; 58 1–11

kata tapovasis – 38 1–2; (39 1–2)

pr_pmeeue ı- / Ó- – 29 1; 30 1; 31 1
ja pr_pmeeue ı- / Ó- – 32 1; 33 1; 34 1; (35

1); 36 1; 37 3
jitn tepronoia – 45 1; 46 1; 47 1; 49 1; 50

1; 52 1
jm pran mpnoute pnaht auw pÒn-

jthf – 37 1–3

Death-name-date formulae

without an introducing verb – 22 24–6
énepaÊsato (with variants) – 18 13–15; 56

7–8
ép°yanen – 19 19-20; 20 8; 21 7–8; 24 33–5;

25 8; 41 6–7
§koimÆyh – 27 2–3
t°lei toË b¤ou §xrÆsato – 20 4–5; 21 3–4; 23

7–8; 25 4–5; 42 3–4; 43 3–4; 54 6–7

Óton ˙Ómo≠ – 36 2–3; 63 5
pejoou + Óton ˙Ómo≠ (pe) – 29 2–3; 30

3–5; 31 3–6; 32 3–6; 33 3–4; (34 3–5); (35
3–4); 37 4–6 

Gen. 3:19 (+ ıteije) + Óton ˙Ómo≠ – 38
6–7; (39 7); (40 9–10); 45 7; 46 8; 47 5–6;
(48 3–4); (51 4–5)
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15. DECORATIVE ELEMENTS; 
SYMBOLS; ICONOGRAPHICAL FEATURES

rest + him/her + with Patriarchs + with
Saints – 51 8–11 

rest + soul – (38 11)
rest + soul + from all anxieties – 34 8–10 
rest + soul + in Kingdom – 30 7–9; 31 10–13;

32 7–10; 33 7–9
rest + soul + the Kingdom of Heavens – 55

7–8 
rest + soul + the paradise of joy + the King-

dom of Heavens – 63 1–5 
rest + soul + with Patriarchs – 28 5–8; 37

9–12; (39 12–15); 67 1–3
rest + soul + with Patriarchs + the brilliancy

of the saints – 62 1–7 
rest + soul + with Patriarchs + whence pain

and grief and lamentation have fled away
+ the brilliancy of the saints + the para-
dise of joy – 20 12–18; 21 13–19; 25 9–14;
41 8–15, 42 7–12 (without the paradise of
joy); 60 2–10; 61 2–9 

rest + soul + with the bishops – 65 2–4 
[–] + with Patriarchs + in Kingdom of

Heavens – (68 1–3); (72)

[–] + with Patriarchs + with Saints – (71 2–3)
[–] + with Saints – (66 10–11); (69 3–4)

pax-formula – 29 5–6; 32 11; (33 9); 35 8–9;
67 4; (82 4)

Amen
– single émÆn (amhn / jamhn) – 19 25–8;

20 18; 29 6–7; 32 12; 33 10; 35 9; (41 15); 42
13; 44 1; 57 21; 61 9; (72); 81 4

– émÆn (amhn / jamhn) + g°noito
(genoito) – 18 16–19; (51 12); 60 10–11;
(66 14)

– émÆn repeated several times + g°noito –
21 26–7; 56 17–18

– émÆn (amhn / jamhn) + efeÒwpe – (30
9–10); 31 13–14; 34 11; (68 4) 

– amhn autakamh – 24 31–2 
– amhn / jamhn + double efeÒwpe –

(69 4–5) 
– efeÒwpe + amhn / jamhn – (40

16–17); 45 13–14; 70 4 
– double efeÒwpe + amhn / jamhn – 37

12–14 

DECORATIVE ELEMENTS 325

A V – 19 bottom; 20 1 (~ V ~ A ~ V ~ ); 22
1 (A_ ~ V_); 40 top ([V] A), bottom (V
[A]); 41 1 (~ A` ~ V ~); 45 top (A V A); 47
top; 54 1 (A [V]); 63 bottom (A V A); 91
b (cross) 

A V + ÉI(hsoË)w ] X(ristÚ)w 25 1 
ÉI(hsoË)w X(ristÒ)w / is cs (with or without

cross) – 23 2; 31 top
ı ∑n, ı vÖ n – 91 b (cross)
ı vÖ n – 23 1 
aedicula-frame – 18; 19; 20; 21; 23; 24; 25;

26 (?); 33 (?); 45; 54; 55; 57; 59; 62 (?); 73 
cross form stela – 90 (?)
cross, in decoration – 3 (under the inscrip-

tion); 18; 19; 20; 31 top (three times); 37

bottom (four times pattée); 40 top (three
times), bottom (four times); 45 top (two
times); 47 top; 52 top 

cross, in epigraphic field, Greek – 1 2; 2
(reconstructed); 12; 18 1; 19 1; 20 1 (with
A V); 21 1; 22 1 (with A V ), bottom; 23 3
(reconstructed), 1; 27 1; 28 1; 29 7 (three
times); 31 1, 14; 32 1, 12 (three times); 32
13; 33 1; 35 9 (three times); 36 1; 37 1; 38 1;
41 1 (with A V ); 42 1; 43 1; 45 1 (in mar-
gin); 49 1; 57 (above the inscription, com-
bined with f«w zv∞w); 57 1, 22, 24 (on the
margin), 25 (on the border), 26 (on the
border), 27 (on the margin); 59 1; 62
(under the inscription); 66 14; 67 4; 71 1
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Gen. 3:19 – 38 4–6; 39 4–6; (40 8–9); 45
4–6; 46 6–7; 47 3–5; (48 x+3); (49 5–6);
(50 4–6); 51 3–4

Job 14:1 (lxx) – 40 5–6
Ps. 24:13 – 57 25
Ps. 109:3 (lxx) – (51 11); (66 10–11); (69 3–4);

(71 2–3) 
Ps. 114:9 – 57 24 
Ps. 142:10 – 57 27
Isa. 40:3 – 91 c 4–8
Matt. 1:1–7 – 91 a

Matt. 8:11 – 37 9–12; 39 11–15; 40 13–16; 45
11–12; 51 9–10; 67 2–3; 68 1–2; (71 2)

Mark 1:1–4 – 91 c

Mark 16:19 – 92 b

Luke 1:1–3 – 91 d

Luke 1:1–4 – 92 c

Luke 16:22 – 37 9–12; 39 11–15; 40 13–16; 45
11–12; 51 9–10; 67 2–3; 68 1–2; (71 2)

Luke 23:42 – 30 8–9; 31 12–13; 32 9–10; 33
8–9

Luke 24:51–53 – 92 c

John 1:1–5 – 91 e; 92 d

John 21:22–25 – 92 e

Rev. 1:8 – 91 b (cross)
Rev. 7:17 – 57 26

INDICES326

(in margin), 4; 74 1; 91 a 1 (in margin), f 1
(in margin), g 1–2 (in left and right mar-
gins); 92 c 1, (d 1), e 1, e 13

cross, in epigraphic field, pattée – 37 1
cross, in epigraphic field, St Andrew’s – 47 1
cross on standard, inscribed – 91 b

crosses over a zig-zag border – 50 
cryptograms – 7; 23 10; 91 b (cross), f 2, g
filler stroke(s) and sim. – 22 23; 45 15; 51 14;

57 21; 92 c 8

materials (other than sandstone)
– marble – 89
– plaster – 91; 92 
– brick/terracotta – 8; 9; 17; 51; 52 (?)

paint, remains of – 18 (in decoration); 19 (in
decoration and in letters); 20; 21; 23; 26;
47; 74; 76; 82

pentagram (pentalpha) – 91 f

16. BIBLICAL QUOTES AND REMINISCENCES
(A SELECTION ONLY)
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52.099/a1 66
66.2.1/1 30
66.2.2/1 33
66.2.2/2 34
66.2.2/5 32
66.2.21/10 70
66.2.22/12 13
66.2.27/1 36
66.3.6/4 83
66.3.17/9 29
69.3.4/5 6
72.10.11/11 69
72.11.2/1 41
74.1.25/1 44
74.1.27/8 31
74.1.28/22 7
74.1.30/3 86
74.2.5/8 3
74.2.6/20 85
74.2.8/2 82
74.3.3/19 39 (fragment a)
74.3.14/2 43
76.1.28/19 28
76.2.2/1 68
76.2.10/8 2 (right-hand part)
76.2.26/2 8
76.2.26/3 9
78.1.23/16 25
78.1.23/17 48
78.1.23/18 47 (fragment b)
78.1.24/2 62
78.1.25/6 52

78.1.28/15 73
78.1.31/28 38
78.2.1/9 77
78.2.11/34 57 (main body)
78.2.16/2 49
78.2.16/3 42
78.2.21/5 39 (fragment b)
78.3.18/1 88
78.3.19/19 84
78.3.22/1 74
78.3.26/2 80
80.1.19/42 75
80.1.23/24 87
80.1.26/22 61
80.1.27/18 50
80.1.29/3 76
80.3.8/1 12
80.3.13/1a 67
80.3.13/1b 35
82.2.2/66 90
82.2.14/84 81
82.2.25/72 10
82.3.6/4 68
84.2.23/58 2 (left-hand part)
88.1.1/20 40

(a–d, f–g, j–k)
88.1.1/20 (e) 64
88.1.1/20 (h) 72
89.12.25/10 51 (fragment from 

the right-hand 
margin)

89.12.26/5 15 (lower part)

CONCORDANCES

EXCAVATION NUMBERS
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89.12.27/7 15 (upper part)
89.12.27/8 16
89.12.29/1 46
90.1.3/6 51 (fragment from

the right-hand 
margin)

90.1.10/3 51 (fragment from
the right-hand 
margin)

90.2.8/5 37
99.998/a17 51 (fragment from

the lower rim)
99.999/a2 14

99.999/a11 40 (top right cor-
ner)

99.999/a12 69
99.999/a13 40 (central piece

without mar-
gins)

Unknown: 1, 4, 5, 11, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22,
23 (upper and lower fragments), 24, 26, 27,
45, 47 (fragment a), 53, 54, 55, 57 (lower
left-hand corner), 58, 59, 60, 63, 65, 71, 78,
79, 89

REGISTER NUMBERS

64/12 57 (lower left-hand
corner)

64/16 59
64/17 45
64/26 63
64/39 58
64/44 11
64/45 5
64/68 47 (fragment a)
64/82 17
66/1 30
66/2 33
66/3 34
66/5 32
66/7 60
66/33 79
66/37 26
66/39 70
66/41 23 (lower frag-

ment)
66/43 1, 22
66/46 55
66/51 36
66/64 83
66/83 65

66/100 78
66/101 21
66/102 23 (upper frag-

ments)
66/103 19
66/104 20
66/105 18
66/106 24
66a/107 29
69/111 6
69/126 54
72/69 56
72/70 41
74/5 31
74/195 38 (fragment a) 
74/230 7
74/247 43
76/109 8
76/110 9
78/1 57 (main body)
78/5 38
78/6 80
78/177 25, 42
78/672 74
78/720 84
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PHOTO NUMBERS 329

78/784 52
78/789 88
80/477 67
80/478 35
80/479 76
80/480 50
80/481 75
80/836 87
82/9 90
82/11 81
82/12 10
82/178 68
84/138 2 (left-hand part)
90/66 46

90/351/a–c 51 (fragments from
the right-hand 
margin)

90/683 37
90/685/a 15 (lower part)
90/685/b 15 (upper part)
90/685/c 16

Unknown: 2 (right-hand part), 3, 4, 12, 13,
14, 27, 28, 39 (fragment b), 40, 44, 47 (frag-
ment b), 48, 49, 51 (fragment from the
lower rim), 53, 61, 62, 64, 66, 69, 71, 73, 77,
82, 85, 86, 89

PHOTO NUMBERS

63.6/14 71
63.6/22 4
63v14/20 4
64.1/38 11
64.6/35 45
64.6/36 57 (lower left-hand

corner)
64.6/37 63
64.6/38 59
64.8/12 5
64.11/3 47 (fragment a)

57 (lower left-hand
corner)

63
64.11/6 45
64.11/33 17
64p9/6–13 91
64v14/4–5 27
64v14/7 5
64v14/15 71
64v14/22 47 (fragment a)
66.11/4 59
66p3/28 23 (upper frag-

ments)
66p3/33 18

66p3/34 20
66p3/35 21
66p3/36 19
66p3/37 24
66v1/1–2 30
66v1/5 34
66v1/6 33
66v1/18 32
66v2/4 60
66v4/9 79
66v4/12 26
66v6/9 70
66v6/29–30 13
66v6/32 23 (lower frag-

ment)
66v7/24 22
66v7/28 1
66v7/29 22
66v7/30 55
66v8/24 36
66v12/4 83
66v12/36 65
66v14/28 78
66v14/31 23 (upper frag-

ments)
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66v14/34 23 (upper frag-
ments)

66v14/36 23 (upper and 
lower frag-
ments)

66v15/21 18
66v15/22 24
66v15/23 19
66v15/24 20
66v15/25 21
66v16/5–6 29
66vc5/36 23 (upper frag-

ments)
66vc6/1 18, 24
66vc6/3 19
66vc6/4 20
66vc6/5 21
68av9/35 89
69.2/26 (object on the 54

right-hand side)
69.7/34 6
72v1/23–24 56
72v4/34–35 41
74p1/3 44
74v4/30 (object on 85

the left-hand side)
74v7/25 39 (fragment a)
74v7/32 82
74v7/33 31
74v7/34 44
74v14/29–30 7
74v23/21–22 43
76jeb2/25–26 28
76jebc/8 and c/36 68
76jebc/30 28
76jebg/7 2 (right-hand part)
76jebn/11 8
76jebn/12 9
76p1/29 2 (right-hand part)
78a30/7 49
78a30/8 77
78a30/9 39 (fragment a)
78a30/10 62
78a31/1 53
78a31/2 73

78a52/6 38
78a52/7 42
78a52/8 57 (main body)
78a52/9 25
78a100/12 80
78a100/14 74
78a116/20 52
78f1/26 88
80f15/6 87
80f17/6 61
80f17/7 50
80f17/8 76
80f17/9 75
80f22/10d 2 (right-hand part)
80f22/12a 3
80f27/3 47 (fragment b)
80f27/5 39 (fragment b)
82f60/2a–3a 81
80f78/16 67
80f78/17–18 35
80f80/21–22 12
82f87/33 10
82f89/4a–5a 10
82f113/15a 68
82s10/30 10
82v7/32 90
84f81/26–29 2 (left-hand part)
88f29/25–34 40, 64, 72
88f31/12a–14a 40, 64, 72
90f17/30–31 51 (fragments from

the right-hand 
margin)

90f21/2 46
90f21/4 46
90f53/1 51 (fragments from

the right-hand 
margin)

90f53/3–6 51 (fragments from
the right-hand 
margin)

90f129/9–12 37
90f129/14–16 37
90f132/17–18 (bottom) 15 (lower part)
90f132/17–18 (top) 15 (upper part) 
90f133/1 16
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92f68/16 14
92f68/17 40 (top right cor-

ner)
92f68/18 69
92f89/1 40 (central piece 

without mar-
gins)

92f89/1–12 66
92f89/3–4 14
92f89/5 69
92f89/6 40 (top right cor-

ner)
92f99/5 (left; back 14

of the stone)
92f99/6 (right) 66 (back)
92f99/7 (right) 40 (central piece 

without mar-
gins)

92f99/7 (left) 69 (back)
92f99/11 (right) 40 (top right cor-

ner)
92fcs13/23–24 14

(top left)
92fcs13/23–24 40 (top right cor-

(top right) ner)
92fcs13/23–24 40 (central piece 

(bottom left) without mar-
gins)

2000f18/32–35 51 (fragment from 
the lower rim)

Unknown (not photographed): 48, 58, 84,
86, 92

DOCUMENTATION SLIPS

INVENTORY OF INSCRIPTIONS
(numbers refer to facsimiles and notes filed as ‘Greek’, ‘Coptic’, 

or ‘Greek/Coptic Inscriptions’)

3 30
5 33
6 34
9 32
30 31
53 7
84 86
112 28
157 70
180 68
191 3
232 85
268 48

269 47 (fragment b)
270 90
301 41
309a 6
358 52
359 2 (right-hand part)
447 29
589 66
612 38
895 39 (fragment a)
1067 43
1283 49
2569 88

c.i. 1 47 (fragment b)
c.i. 2 48
c.i. 3 39 (fragment a)

c.i. 15 38
c.i. 45 49
c.i. 63 39 (fragment b)
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c.i. 89 88
c.i. 103 80
c.i. 110 75
c.i. 112 87
c.i. 115 61
c.i. 116 50
c.i. 117 76
c.i. 127 12, 35, 67
c.i. 132 90
c.i. 136 81

c.i. 143 10
g.i. 2 25
g.i. 3 62
g.i. 6 53
g.i. 9 77
g.i. 12 57 (main body)
g.i. 15 42
g.i. 36 84
g.i. 40 74
gc. i3 52

Birmingham, 
City Museum, 
Egyptian Gallery

556.69 23

Cairo, 
Egyptian Museum

JdE 90875 33
JdE 90876 34
JdE 90877 32
JdE 90878 1, 22
JdE 90880 21
JdE 90881 19
JdE 90882 18
JdE 90883 24
JdE 92263 41
JdE 93894 39 (fragment a)
JdE 93938 7
JdE 94212 9
JdE 94213 8
JdE 97354 90
JdE 97356 81
JdE 97357 10
Temp. Reg. 
no. 4/2/67/8 92 (c)
Temp. Reg. 
no. 4/2/67/9 92 (e)
Temp. Reg. 
no. 4/2/67/10 92 (d)
Number unknown 25, 35, 38, 42, 50,

52, 57 (the main
body), 60, 67, 68,
80, 88

Presumably at 6, 31

Cambridge, 
Fitzwilliam Museum

Acc. No. E.53.1984 26

Detroit, 
Institute of Arts 

Number unknown 36, 79

Leiden, 
Rijksmuseum 
van Oudheden 

f 1985 / 4.2 29

Liverpool, 
Egyptology Dept. 
of the University 

Number unknown 65, 83

London, 
British Museum 

ea 68331 45
ea 68332 11
ea 72099 17
ea 72373 55

COLLECTIONS
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PUBLICATIONS

London, 
British Museum, 
Qasr Ibrim Archive 54, 58, 78, 87

London, 
University College, 
Petrie Museum

uc 2373 20

Manchester, 
University Museum

11601 30

Toronto, 
Royal Ontario Museum 

Number unknown 70

Left on the site 3 (?), 39 (fragment
b), 44 (?), 48, 49,
56, 62, 73, 76, 77,
91, 92

Stored in Kom Ombo 40, 64 (?), 72

Current location 
unknown 2, 4, 12, 13, 14, 15,

16, 27, 28, 37, 43,
46, 51, 53, 61, 66,
69, 71, 74, 75, 82,
84, 85, 86, 89

Missing 5, 47, 57 (lower
left-hand corner),
59, 63

Frend 1974
52, no. 46 17

Kubińska 1974 
38–40, no. 8 22

Lepsius 1913 
132 2 (left-hand part)

Martin et alii 2005 
162–3, no. 112 26

Monneret de Villard 1935–57: i
117 2 (left-hand part)

Plumley 1971 
77–84 22

Plumley 1982
93–7 91

Van der Vliet 2006a
217–19 29

Unpublished: 1, 2 (the right-hand part), 3,
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17,
18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 25, 27, 28, 30, 31, 32,
33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44,
45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56,
57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68,
69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80,
81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 92
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REGISTER OF FINDSPOTS

Cathedral
2 (left-hand part), 5, 11, 14, 15, 16, 57, 63, 76

Cathedral cemetery terrace, west of the
South Church
1, 13, 22, 23 (lower fragment), 26 (?), 55, 65,
70, 79

Filling of Tomb t2 in the Cathedral ceme-
tery terrace, west of the South Church
18, 19, 20, 21, 23 (two upper fragments), 24,
29, 78

Tomb t9
25, 47 (fragment b), 48

Tomb t12
91

Tomb t13
47 (fragment a)

Unidentified tomb in the Cathedral ceme-
tery terrace, west of the South Church
92

West Plaza
8, 9, 77

Podium 
45, 54, 58, 59

Area of the Taharqa Temple-church
41

Late Christian Houses
10, 17, 83, 84, 88, 90

Ottoman houses
2 (right-hand part), 3, 6, 7, 12, 28, 30, 31, 32,
33, 34, 35, 36, 38, 39 (fragment a), 42, 44,
49, 50, 52, 56, 60, 61, 62, 67, 68, 73, 75, 81,
82, 85, 86

vr 2 (west of )
89

Citadel, west part
37

Citadel, north-west bastion
87

Citadel, east part
43

Citadel, south part
39 (fragment b), 74 (?), 80 (?)

Outside the citadel, structure 9501 (9776)
66
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REGISTER OF FINDSPOTS336

Outside the citadel, Church on the Point
(structure 9651)
46, 51

Outside the citadel, structure 9790
40 (top right corner + central piece without
margins), 69

Outside the citadel, context 9958
40 (fragments a–d + f–g, j and k), 64, 72

Findspot not recorded
4, 27, 53, 71
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